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The character of Satan in the Bible is quite different from 
the usual idea of Satan as an enemy of God, a vengeful 
creature intent on corrupting virtuous human beings and 
thus depriving them of salvation in God’s kingdom. 

The scriptural Satan wants to keep bad people out. The 
Satan of tradition wants to make good people bad.1 

 

 

 

Even though “evil” is an adjective, like “good” and 
“yellow,” and as we all know, adjectives have no 
existence except in a subject, we turn “evil” into a noun, 
and then we make it an abstraction (“all evil”) and then a 
personification of “Evil,” which in turn often changes into 
a real person. And guess who the real person is? None 
other than Satan. 

The existence of evil is in effect taken as a self-
contained argument that there must be a Principle of 
Evil in the person of a person to counterbalance the 
Supreme Good, God.2 

 

                                                      
1
 Satan, God’s Minister of Justice, Kindle Locations 79-82 

2
 Satan: A Biography, page 18 
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STEPPING STONES 
This Study steps across 2500 years of history. It provides stepping stones that 
traverse the stream of time, touching on key features of thoughts along the way. 

Much has been left unsaid; much has been shown to be explored. Hopefully this 
Study will help dispel any hesitation, any reluctance to pursue the subject. Hopefully 
it will stimulate, hopefully it will help. 

Doug 

3 

                                                      
3
 https://beyondthehorizon1.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/newport-stepping-stones.gif (accessed 1 

April 2018) and infinityreflection.jpg at http://www.skytopia.com/project/fractal/infinityreflection.jpg 

https://beyondthehorizon1.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/newport-stepping-stones.gif
http://www.skytopia.com/project/fractal/infinityreflection.jpg
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SERPENT IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN 
There is no justification for taking the serpent in Eden as the Devil 

In neither [1 Enoch nor Wisdom of Solomon], nor in any document we have until after the New 

Testament, is satan clearly understood as the serpent in Eden.
4
 

The serpent in the Garden of Eden is not Satan 

Even casual readers of the Bible have heard about the story of the Garden of Eden (Genesis 2-3). …  

Many casual readers of the Bible assume two things about this story: that the fruit that Eve took a bite 

from was an apple and that the serpent who enticed Eve to disobey the divine commandment was the 

Devil. Neither assumption has any basis in the Hebrew Bible. Both represent later—centuries later—

interpretations. … 

The identification of the serpent in Genesis 3 with the Devil, although without any foundation in the 

original story, emerged in the final centuries before the common era. … It was during the 

Intertestamental Period, between 200 B.C.E. and 200 C.E., that the Devil in all his macabre glory 

appears in Jewish and Christian literature. 

The account in Genesis 3 about the serpent in Eden, written in the Iron Age (anywhere from 300 to 

700 years before the Intertestamental Period) assumes that the serpent was one of the wild animals 

and that the serpent was ultimately subservient to the LORD God, since God made it: 

Now the serpent was more crafty than any other wild animal that the LORD God had 

made. (Gen 3:1) 

Nowhere in the Hebrew Bible is there any identification made between the serpent and the 

Devil/Satan; furthermore, the Hebrew Bible does not invest snakes, as a species, with any special 

qualities of evil. The appearance of the serpent, as opposed to some other animal, in the role of 

tempter in the Garden of Eden story is probably influenced by creation stories from other cultures.
5
 

Satan has not been invented when the Garden of Eden is introduced 

Introduced as “the most clever of all of the beasts of the field that YHWH God had made,” the serpent 

in the Garden of Eden is portrayed as just that: a serpent. Satan does not make an appearance in 

Genesis 2–3, for the simple reason that when the story was written, the concept of the devil had not 

yet been invented.
6
 

------ 

Eden’s serpent is not identified with Satan anywhere in the Hebrew Bible or New Testament.
7
 

No Devil appears in the Book of Genesis 

There is no devil, Devil, or DEVIL in the Book of Genesis. The interpretation of the Serpent in the 

Garden of Eden as the Devil is one of those retro-fittings of past data with later ideas.
8
 

The serpent was not an angelic satan. The Bible says the serpent was an 
animal – the most knowing – that Yahweh God created 

Even if the Eden serpent were to be thought of as a common-noun satan or diabolos, he could hardly 

be deemed an angelic satan, let alone Satan/Devil, seen to be at work in Job and Zechariah, since the 

serpent is quite clearly said to be one of the animals that Yahweh-God created.
9
 

------ 

                                                      
4
 How the Serpent Became Satan (accessed 8 May 2018) 

5
 Birth of Satan, pages 68-69 

6
 How the Serpent Became Satan (accessed 8 May 2018) 

7
 How the Serpent Became Satan (accessed 8 May 2018) 

8
 Satan: A Biography, page 13 

9
 Satan, God’s Minister of Justice, Kindle Locations 425-427 
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[Genesis] Chapter 3 begins: “Now the serpent was the most knowing of all of the animals of the field 

that Yahweh-God had made.”
10

 

Interpretation which associates the serpent with the Devil is merely an 
interpretation 

In the Life of Adam and Eve, a rewritten account of the Adam and Eve story from the first century 

C.E., Eve declares, “The devil answered me through the mouth of the serpent” (Life of Adam and Eve 

17:4). 

In another work from the same general period, the Wisdom of Solomon, a scroll that is among the 

contents of the Apocrypha, the serpent is indirectly connected to the Devil: “Through the devil’s envy 

death entered the world” (Wisdom 2:24). 

The most explicit statement of this identification of the serpent with Satan, an interpretation that has 

endured to this day, appears in the New Testament book of Revelation. As if to remove any doubts, 

the text of Rev 12:9 reads: “that ancient serpent, who is called the Devil and Satan,” and the text of 

Rev 20:2, “the dragon, that ancient serpent, who is called the Devil and Satan.” 

But this common interpretation of the Garden of Eden story, which associates the crafty serpent with 

the cunning Devil, is merely that, an interpretation. 

In this study, we are moving through the Bible one text at a time, one era at a time, historically 

charting the development of the character Satan. According to that approach, we cannot say that Satan 

appears in Eden, any more than we can say that Eve offered Adam a bite from an apple. Both of these 

ideas appeared many centuries later, long after the scroll of Genesis was first committed to 

parchment.
11

 

Genesis 3:1-24 describes the damage to the connections between the Lord 
God, man, woman, and earth 

Genesis 3.1–24: Garden disobedience and punishment. Though this story is often taken by 

Christians as an account of “original sin,” the word “sin” never occurs in it. Instead, it describes how 

the maturing of humans into civilized life involved damage of connections established in 2.4–25 

between the Lord God, man, woman, and earth.  

1: This characterization of the snake emphasizes his wise craftiness (Heb “‘arum”), a characteristic 

that contrasts with the innocent nakedness (“‘arum”) of the man and woman. Snakes were a symbol in 

the ancient world of wisdom, fertility, and immortality. Only later was the snake in this story seen by 

interpreters as the devil (see Wis 2.24).  

4–5: The snake introduces doubt by rightly predicting the consequences of eating the fruit—the 

humans will not be put to death as implied in the language of 2.17 and their eyes will be opened (see 

v. 7) so they gain wisdom, knowing good and evil.  

6–7: The woman sees that the pleasant fruit of the tree is desirable to make one wise; she eats it and 

shares it with her husband. The result is enlightenment: the eyes of both were opened.
12

 

There is no mention in the Hebrew Scriptures of the Adam and Eve story 
after its appearance at the beginning of Genesis 

We can see how the clever talking serpent in Eden could readily have been taken to be acting as a 

satan against Eve by other authors and editors of the Hebrew Scriptures, if only they had known the 

story. But, since there is no mention at all of the Adam and Eve story after its appearance at the 

beginning of Genesis, we can assume that it [the serpent acting as a satan] was a later invention and 

addition. The first reactions to the story occur in the later Greek Scriptures, specifically Tobit and 

Sirach, but only in terms favorable to the first parents, with no reference to their mishap.
13

 

                                                      
10

 Satan, God’s Minister of Justice, Kindle Location 407 
11

 Birth of Satan, page 70 (underlining supplied) 
12

 Oxford Annotated Bible, page 15 
13

 Satan, God’s Minister of Justice, Kindle Locations 419-423 
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------ 

That remark about Satan’s absence from the Old Testament may seem odd if the serpent in Eden 

should be taken as the Devil, but we have no justification for doing so, beyond much later 

commentaries.
14

 

The earliest reference to the Adam story is in positive terms in the book of 
Tobit, around 200 BC 

[The Adam story] was a late addition to Genesis, and when it began to be noticed, it was mainly in 

positive terms. The earliest such reference is in the book of Tobit, around 200 BC, where Tobias prays 

to God: “You made Adam and gave to him his wife Eve as a helper and support, and from them came 

the race of humankind. You said, ‘It is not good for the man to remain alone; let us make a helper for 

him like himself’” (Tob 8:6, citing Gen 2:18).
15

 

The Book of Enoch does not mention the serpent 

The widely read Book of Enoch … deals lightly with the sin of Adam and Eve without mentioning the 

serpent.
16

 

The Book of Jubilees includes the role and punishment of the serpent but it 
glosses over Adam’s transgression as relatively minor 

The slightly later Book of Jubilees … [includes] the role of the serpent and its punishment: the Lord 

cursed the serpent, and His anger against it would remain forever. … The book of Wisdom glosses 

over Adam’s transgression as relatively minor, made good by Wisdom’s direction, leaving him as an 

exemplar of a good man, in contrast to his wicked son, Cain.
17

 

The assumption that Paul means the Eden serpent is Satan cannot be 
justified 

There is no justification for assuming that when Paul speaks of the Eden serpent he means Satan (2 

Cor 11:3). 

There are no specific references to Satan in Paul’s other genuine letters, the relatively short messages 

to the Galatians and to the Philippians, or in his longest letter, Romans, except in a coda to the main 

text (Rom 16:20), which is likewise connected by almost all modern readers with the Eden serpent.
18

 

Paul’s only reference to the Eden serpent references the serpent’s cunning 
deception of Eve 

Paul refers to the Eden serpent only once, when he tells the Corinthians, “Just as the serpent with his 

cunning deceived Eve, so too you may be led astray from pure devotion to Christ” (2 Cor 11:3). The 

serpent’s cunning is being compared to the distorted message of the “super-apostles.”
19

 

Only one reference by Jesus is to the creation of Eve from Adam’s rib 

The only reference Jesus makes to the Adam story in the Gospels is similar: he speaks of Eve’s 

creation from Adam’s rib, and the command of leaving father and mother and becoming two in one 

flesh.
20

 

The serpent is not mentioned in the only other time Eve’s deception is 
mentioned in the New Testament 

The deception of Eve is mentioned only one other time in the New Testament, namely, in a letter 

written by one of Paul’s disciples in Paul’s name, as if Paul were actually the author. This Pseudo-

Paul pretends to be writing to Timothy, Paul’s sometime co-author, and he gives him advice on how 
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to keep women in their place: (1 Tim. 2:11-15) Pseudo-Paul does not even mention the serpent. … He 

does speak significantly of Satan [elsewhere], but not in connection with the first parents.
21

 

 

 

 

 
The Temptation and Fall in the Garden of Eden, William Blake (1808) 
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THIS STUDY PROVIDES OVERVIEWS 

This Study is the tip of the proverbial iceberg. It only surveys the overall story, the bare bones of a 

series of tumultuous developments in the teachings about Satan by Jews and Christians. 

Use this as a Study Guide. Read the books I have cited; they provide a wealth of information. Put 

flesh on the bones I have provided. This subject demands it. 

Use the following picture as a starting point to create your own pictures that crystalize your 

conceptions. This picture only covers the period of the Second Temple, when the Hebrews (the 

Israelites and Judahites) evolved into the Jewish people with its several sects and movements. 

Replicate this diagram for the period following the destruction of Jerusalem through to the 21st 

century, showing the evolutions and developments in the teachings about Satan, Devil. 

Read the sources. Check whether I have correctly represented them. Learn from them. 

This is an objective enquiry. It does not preach. It does not admonish. It does not condemn. It does not 

judge. It does not praise. It simply records events and the positions that were taken along the way. 
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SATAN, SERVANT OF THE DIVINE COURT 
A divine council of cosmic messengers, sons of God, meets in a heavenly 
throne room 

The Bible refers to a divine council, which meets in a heavenly throne room. So the idea of a heavenly 

throng begins right in the first chapter of Genesis: “Let us make humankind in our image” (emphasis 

added) and it continues through the scenarios of prophets who support their truth-claims by saying 

that they had eavesdropped on the very deliberations of this body. 

This heavenly courtroom is the place from which cosmic messengers—in Hebrew, mal’akim; in 

Greek, aggelos
22

, “angels”—are dispatched on errands. Some of these messengers, these angels, 

reveal messages to barren couples (Judges 13) or prophets (2 Kgs 1:3; Zechariah 4-5), deliver food to 

folks stranded in deserts (1 Kgs 19:4-9), or publish good tidings, that help is on the way, that God is 

not angry anymore, that happy days are here again. 

Those are the kind of tasks that have angels energetically volunteering “Here am I, Lord; send me.” 

The Bible also mentions “evil messengers,” not in the sense that they are evil—they are simply 

following orders—but in the sense that they have unpleasant tasks. These messengers conduct 

reconnaissance of cities whose noisome evil has disturbed the peace, the shalom (Gen 18:1-19:24). 

They trail behind when God marches out to war, dealing out “plague and pestilence” even after the 

battle is over (Lev 26:25, Dt 32:23-24, Hab 3:5). These messengers whisper bad advice into the ears 

of false prophets and vain kings, just to mess with them (1 Kgs 22:19-23; 2 Kgs 19:7). In a vision of 

Ezekiel, these messengers mark idolaters in Jerusalem for execution (Ezek 9:1-11). 

The Bible sometimes refers to the ranks of this heavenly host as benay elohim, “sons of God,” that is, 

“[minor] divine beings” (Gen 6:2, 4; Job 1:6, 2:1, 38:7; Ps 25:1; 82:6, 89:7). Most are anonymous. A 

few, such as Michael (Dan 10:13, 21; 12:1) and Gabriel (Dan 8:16, 9:21), are named. Most of these 

heavenly lackeys and gofers do whatever tasks they are assigned.
23

 

The “divine beings” are the benē ’elōhīm, members of the divine council 

Who, then, are these “divine beings”? Since the discovery of the Ugaritic texts, there is little mystery 

here either. These are the benē ’elōhīm, members of the divine council, the gods of Canaan taken as a 

group. 

The phrase takes on a different coloring in the monotheistic context. In the two renderings of the 

Greek Septuagint, for example, it becomes either hoi huioi tou theou, sons of god, just like the “sons 

of El” of Ugarit, for Genesis 6.2, or hoi angeloi tou theou, for Genesis 6.4, a phrase that makes them 

God’s messengers and identifies them with the mal’āḳ Yahweh. (Cf. Ps. 29.1, 89.7) 

These are the same beings who sing hymns of praise to Yahweh at the creation. (Job 38.7) In the 

Genesis passage, the phrase simply refers to this group of “gods” who appear in the divine council 

around Yahweh, the council that often formed the object of prophetic visions. Apparently these 

beings, or some of them at least, found the beautiful creatures of the earth-to their liking and mated 

with them, like their counterparts in Greek mythology.
24

 

In the Hebrew Bible, Satan appears as a specific figure on only two 
occasions: in Zechariah and in Job 

Only twice in the Hebrew Bible does Satan appear as a specific figure, as HaSatan — the Satan. One 

is a brief reference in the Book of Zechariah, where the high priest is described as standing before a 

divine angel while Satan stands at his right to accuse him. The other is in the Book of Job, where 

Satan has a central role in the story as an angel in the divine court. According to the biblical narrative, 
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Satan — here too commonly translated as the Adversary — seems to urge God to create hardship for 

his righteous servant Job.
25

 

 

THE COURT SCENE IN THE BOOK OF JOB 
Most authorities consider the book [of Job] … to have been written after the return of the Israelites 

from the Babylonian Exile in 537 BC; others place it before the Exile (that is, before 597 or 587 BC), 

while still others place it during the Exile.
26

 

Satan first appears in the Bible in The Book of Job 

Where do we find the first mention of Satan in the Bible? Although the book of Genesis is found at 

the beginning of the Bible, it is not the earliest written book. In fact, it was finally edited and written 

in the 5th century before the Christian era. But Satan appears before this. The place? The book of 

Job.27 

Satan has his origins in the divine court of justice, where YHWH is behind 
the good and the bad 

In the Hebrew Bible, YHWH’s greatest enemies are not fallen angels commanding armies of demons, 

nor even the gods of other nations, but, rather, human beings. It isn’t the devil that spreads evil across 

the face of creation—it is mankind. Other than human beings, YHWH has no nemesis, nor are there 

malevolent spiritual forces not under his authority. YHWH is ultimately a god of justice. He is behind 

the good and the bad, behind the blessings and the curses. It is within this divine court of justice and 

retribution that Satan has his origins.
28

 

In Job, “the satan” is a divine being operating as an “accuser” in God’s 
heavenly council 

In Job, “the satan” is a member of God’s heavenly council—one of the divine beings, whose role in 

Job’s story is to be an “accuser,” a status acquired by people in ancient Israel and Mesopotamia for 

the purposes of particular legal proceedings. … Like Yahweh’s messenger in Numbers 22, this satan 

acts on YHWH’s instructions (and as a result of God’s braggadocio) and is not an independent force 

of evil.
29

 

In the Book of Job, the satan is a supernatural messenger and a member of 
God’s royal court 

The book of Job, too, describes the satan as a supernatural messenger, a member of God’s royal court. 

But while Balaam’s satan protects him from harm, Job’s satan takes a more adversarial role. Here the 

Lord himself admits that the satan incited him to act against Job (2:3).
30

 

In the Book of Job, Satan is a divine servant 

When Satan actually does appear in the Old Testament, he is a marginal figure. For the book of Job, 

he is a divine servant, a kind of public prosecutor.
31

 

------ 

The satan terrifies and harms a person [Job] but, like the angel of death, remains an angel, a member 

of the heavenly court, God’s obedient servant.
32
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------ 

[Satan] is also sometimes regarded as a heavenly prosecutor or accuser, a view given expression in the 

Book of Job, where Satan encourages God to test his servant.
33

 

 
Satan Before the Throne of God, William Blake 

 

Hassatan appears to be a member of the heavenly court, a “son of God” 
reporting to his supervisor 

Assuming that the book of Job was written after the Exile, somewhere between 530 and 400 B.C.E., it 

represented a way for a Hebrew dissident to wrestle with the question of whether God had treated 

Israel justly. … The most developed and sustained appearance of the cosmic troublemaker, hassatan 

(Satan’s direct biblical ancestor) is found in the book of Job. And here, hassatan’s role is to test the 

integrity of a righteous man. …  

We first meet hassatan at a gathering of the heavenly council: “One day the heavenly beings came to 

present themselves before the LORD and Satan [hassatan] also came among them” (Job 1:6). At first 

glance, hassatan appears to be simply one more member of the heavenly court, one of “the sons of 

God,” the divine courtiers assembled in the throne room of the cosmic monarch. 
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“Where have you come from?” (Job 1:7), God asks hassatan. Hassatan replies: “From going to and 

fro on the earth, and from walking up and down on it” (Job 1:7). Hassatan, it appears, has a special 

function in the divine government: to audit human virtue. Hassatan does not seem to be stirring up 

trouble on earth—at least not yet—but merely reporting in to his supervisor. God’s next question, 

however, changes the dynamic and launches the subsequent tragedy. 

“Have you considered my servant, Job? There is no one like him on earth, a blameless 

and upright man who fears God and turns away from evil.” (Job 1:8) 

Remember: This is God talking. God invites the Adversary, the cosmic attorney general, to open a file 

on Job.
34

 

This Satan is far from being the demonic tempter 

Although Job 1:1-2:10 reveals the most complete portrait of Satan in the Hebrew Bible, it is clear that 

this figure is far from the demonic tempter who would later appear in the desert to test the spiritual 

mettle of Jesus in the Gospels. Hassatan’s function in the Prologue of Job seems merely to administer 

the tests, to aid the LORD by finding out if mortal virtue is more than skin deep. Hassatan does not 

act without the LORD’s permission, and must play by the Almighty’s rules.
35

 

God employs a lieutenant, namely Satan, to carry out the testing and 
misfortune 

What is wholly different in this story of testing and misfortune is that God employs a lieutenant to 

carry it out. This marks a significant turning point in our exploration of Satan. We now have evidence 

of the satan figure acting on behalf of the deity, but just one step away from acting alone. 

For although hassatan in Job is still featured as a member of the heavenly court, he also appears to be 

a somewhat independent figure, roving the earth, wreaking havoc and disrupting the life of a good and 

pious man, and daring to make wagers with the Almighty himself.
36

 

Satan functions on behalf of God in various areas of law enforcement 

There is no basic difference between the presentations of Satan in the Old and New Testaments. 

[Satan] appears as an adversary to humans, but not to God. Rather, he functions on behalf of God in 

various areas of law enforcement, including investigation, intervention, accusation, prosecution, and 

punishment.
37

 

Satan is working on behalf of God’s celestial government 

Satan, as I [Henry Angsar Kelly] see him, is working for the celestial government, and perhaps the 

closest analogue to his position in the American system is the post of Attorney General. 

But he is a very unpopular person, and he is denigrated in various ways in many of the passages of 

Holy Writ in which he makes an appearance. His motives and methods appear to be base and 

immoral, but his ultimate goal is on the side of the angels: to weed out all unworthy persons from 

God’s favor. 

He is deeply suspicious of mortals, and resorts to underhanded tricks to smoke out their true 

characters. He often fits the classic definition of an agent provocateur.
38

 

Satan carries out God’s directives 

Within the Job narrative, Satan acts at God’s directive, while 1:12; 2:6-7 point to Satan’s causal role 

in Job’s life. Later texts like 6:4; 7:14; 9:17 appear to lay blame on God. Thus Satan carries out divine 

directives.
39
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40
 

Satan Smiting Job with Boils (William Blake, 1757-1827) 

Satan answers Yahweh, “From going to and fro on the Earth, and from 
walking up and down on it.” 

The book [of Job] starts out, after briefly introducing us to Job and his family, like this: 

One day Sons of God [Bene ha-Elohim] came to present themselves before Yahweh, 

and the satan [ha-satan] also came among them. Yahweh said to the satan, “Where 

have you come from?” The satan answered Yahweh, “From going to and fro on the 

Earth, and from walking up and down on it.” Yahweh said to the satan, “Have you 

considered My servant Job?” (Job 1.6-8) 

And so on. We all know what follows. … 

Finally, Yahweh Himself responds, and, in describing His creation of the World, He says that, at that 

time, “the Morning Stars sang together and all the Sons of God shouted for joy” (38.7).
41

 

------ 

When the Lord asks whence he comes, the satan answers, “From roaming on the earth, and walking 

up and down on it.” Here the storyteller plays on the similarity between the sound of the Hebrew 

satan and shût, the Hebrew word “to roam,” suggesting that the satan’s special role in the heavenly 

court is that of a kind of roving intelligence agent, like those whom many Jews of the time would 

have known—and detested—from the king of Persia’s elaborate system of secret police and 

intelligence officers.
42
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Satan advises extreme measures and Yahweh approves them; Yahweh 
makes the decisions 

In the case of Job, we observe that the satan not only reports on earthly matters but also serves as the 

executor (executor or executor) of the approved action. But it is Yahweh who makes the decisions. 

The satan advises extreme measures and Yahweh approves them, even though He is convinced that 

they constitute uncalled-for harassment of a law-abiding citizen.
43

 

A key member of Yahweh’s heavenly council was a spirit usually given the 
name of herald or messenger of God 

The heavenly council of Yahweh suffered occasional threats to its harmony. A key member of this 

court was a spirit who was usually given the name mal’āḵ Yahweh, herald or messenger of god. … In 

some Old Testament passages, this spirit is simply an aspect of Yahweh himself; it is what appears to 

Moses in the burning bush, before Yahweh himself takes over two verses later. … 

Elsewhere, however, the mal’āḵ Yahweh is a separate entity doing God’s will, usually translated 

angelos in the Septuagint.
44

 

“The Satan” is Job’s adversary, not God’s 

In the Old Testament, then, Satan is not an evil principle opposing God. In Job “the Satan” is not 

God’s adversary, but Job’s. He Acts as one of God’s subordinates/courtiers to follow his directives.
45

 

 

THE COURT SCENE IN ZECHARIAH 
The next appearance of a supernatural satan in the Hebrew Scriptures comes just after the Exile, back 

in Jerusalem, among the prophecies of Zechariah. 

The book begins with a vision, dated very precisely to the middle of February of the year 519 BC.
46

 

In Zechariah, Satan is a member of the divine court 

Zechariah too portrays a member of the divine court (3:1), rather than a Satan in anything like his later 

devilish guise.
47

 

In Zechariah, Satan is malevolent and an enemy of God 

In the prophet Zechariah (about 500 BCE) we find that the writers are beginning to see Satan as 

malevolent, not just a tester of the human race, but an enemy—and an enemy of God.
48

 

In Zechariah, the satan is an accuser in the divine council, but is not the 
Satan of the New Testament 

In Zechariah 3, the prophet describes a vision of the high priest Joshua standing in a similar divine 

council, also functioning as a tribunal. Before him stand YHWH’s messenger and the satan, who is 

there to accuse him. … Again, the satan is not Satan who we read about in the New Testament.
49

 

Joshua stands before the Angel of Yahweh, and at the priest’s right side is 
the satan, exercising the function of accuser 

In the next vision, “he” - presumably the prophet’s Angelic interlocutor - shows [Zechariah] the High 

Priest Joshua in a court of justice, perhaps in the very Court of Heaven, or at the Gate of Heaven. 
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Joshua stands before the Angel of Yahweh, and at the priest’s right side is the satan, exercising the 

function of accuser. 

But before we hear any accusation from the satan, Zechariah says that “Yahweh” [the text should say, 

“the Angel of Yahweh”) intervenes, saying to the Satan, “May Yahweh rebuke you, O satan! May 

Yahweh who has made Jerusalem His own rebuke you! Is not this man a brand snatched from the 

fire?” (Zech. 3.1-2). 

What follows indicates not so much that the satan’s charges of wrongdoing have been rejected, but 

rather that they have been admitted and absolved.
50

 

The political context of the Zechariah passage illuminates the Satan’s role 
in the court scene depicted in Zechariah chapter 4 

In Zechariah 4, again we have a vision of the heavenly court and again the Satan is present. … This 

part of Zechariah has been convincingly dated to the early Persian period, to around 520 B.C., and 

thus may well be more or less contemporary with the composition of the Satan episode in Job. 

The Satan’s role in Zechariah has an extra ingredient missing from Job: he is rebuked by Yahweh’s 

angel (the mal’cik Yahweh) for his opposition or prosecutor’s role, as if he has gone too far and needs 

to be restrained. For the first time we sense a genuine danger to the solid monotheism of Second 

Isaiah. … 

The political context of the Zechariah passage illuminates considerably the Satan’s role. Following 

the return to Jerusalem after the exile, various groups with differing religious agendas contended for 

power. One such group was the inhabitants of the former Assyrian province, Samaria, inheritors of the 

northern kingdom’s Mosaic traditions. Since the secession of the northern kingdom under Jeroboam, 

there had been long and bitter rivalry between Israel and Judah, and many Samaritans seem to have 

regarded the Babylonian exile of Judah as a divine judgment on the heretical direction of its 

monarchist theology. Now, however, the Samaritans were willing to help with the rebuilding of the 

temple. Another group consisted largely of the “people of the land,” those who had remained in the 

area of Jerusalem after its destruction in 587. They too looked with suspicion on the returning exiles.  

… But the group that eventually won the struggle, composed now chiefly of the Zadokitc priesthood 

and its supporters. … This priestly group, asserting that Yahweh himself had removed to Babylon 

with themselves during the exile, refused to allow its rivals any part in the rebuilding program. … 

This rebuff of Samaritans and of the “people of the land” sent both groups off in separate political and 

theological directions. The Samaritans would eventually build their own temple on Mount Gerizim 

overlooking Shechem. … 

The visionary “people of the land,” on the other hand, unable yet to remove themselves from the new 

temple cult that had disenfranchised their faith, would become the medium through which the 

eschatological fervor of the prophetic movement sustained itself and was transformed, through sects 

like the Essenes, into a cosmic and apocalyptic vision of the last days. … 

The passage about the Satan in Zechariah reflects the early stages of this conflict, before the priestly 

tradition had fully established itself and while the opposition to these returned fugitives was still 

strong among the people. …  

It is this position that the Satan opposes, and he is therefore a cosmic projection of the groups hostile 

to the temple hierocracy. The radical groups had made several extreme charges of uncleanness against 

the Zadokite priesthood, 
38

 and these are apparently the charges the Satan makes against the candidate 

for high priest, Joshua, in the heavenly court … (Zech. 3.1-5). … 

Although Yahweh rebukes the Satan, it was presumably his charge of defilement which led to the 

ceremony of purification here witnessed by Zechariah in his vision. The charges have apparently led 

to a trial before the heavenly court, with a prosecutor, the Satan, and a public defender, the mal’iik 
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Yahweh. The verdict exonerates Joshua and cleanses him, promising that if he will walk in the ways 

of the Lord he will “judge my house, and keep my court.”
51

 

Zechariah depicts the satan inciting factions among the people 

Not long before the Chronicler wrote, the prophet Zechariah had depicted the satan inciting factions 

among the people. Zechariah’s account reflects conflicts that arose within Israel after thousands of 

Jews … returned to Palestine from exile. … 

The prophet Zechariah sides with the returning exiles in this heated conflict and recounts a vision in 

which the satan speaks for the rural inhabitants who accuse the returning high priest of being a 

worthless candidate: 

The Lord showed me Joshua, the high priest, standing before the angel of the Lord, 

and the satan standing at his right hand to accuse him. The Lord said to the satan, 

“The Lord rebuke you, O satan! The Lord who has chosen Jerusalem rebuke you”. 

(Zech. 3:1-2). 

Here the satan speaks for a disaffected—and unsuccessful—party against another party of fellow 

Israelites. 

In Zechariah’s account of factions within Israel, the satan takes on a sinister quality, as he had done in 

the story of David’s census, and his role begins to change from that of God’s agent to that of his 

opponent.
52

 

Zechariah’s horses patrol the world, like the satan of the Book of Job 

Zechariah sees a man who is both standing among the myrtle trees of the glen and sitting astride a red 

horse, and behind him are other horses, red, sorrel, and white. “What are these?” asks Zechariah, and 

the Angel says, “I will explain.” 

But then the man standing in the myrtles speaks, and says: “They are those whom Yahweh has sent to 

patrol the World.” … He is saying, in effect, that they have the same function that was being filled by 

the satan of the Book of Job before making his reports to the Court of Heaven.
53
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SATAN, THE OPPOSER  
The Greek word diabolos and the Hebrew word śaṭan mean an adversary, or 
an enemy 

The term “devil” is from the Greek, diabolos, a translation of the Hebrew word śaṭan, itself the source 

of the term “Satan.” The Greek word diabolos and the Hebrew word śaṭan mean the same thing. They 

refer to a character in opposition, an adversary, enemy, or slanderer.
54

 

The role of Satan is to oppose, to be a stumbling block 

The essential role of Satan is opposition. Both the Hebrew word śṭn and the Greek diabolos have root 

meanings akin to that of the English word “opponent”—someone or something in the way, a 

stumbling block. … The Greek word also means “slanderer,”
55

 

In the Old Testament, the word “Satan” has the sense of “adversary” but 
not as an opponent of the Lord 

The idea of Satan as opponent of the Lord is essentially foreign to the Old Testament. The word satan 

appears frequently with the sense of “adversary,” without implying a proper name or distinct 

personality.
56

 

The Hebrew term “the satan” describes an adversarial role, not the name of 
a particular character 

In biblical sources, the Hebrew term the satan describes an adversarial role. It is not the name of a 

particular character. Although Hebrew storytellers as early as the sixth century B.C.E. occasionally 

introduced a supernatural character whom they called the satan, what they meant was any one of the 

angels sent by God for the specific purpose of blocking or obstructing human activity. The root śṭn 

means “one who opposes, obstructs, or acts as adversary.” (The Greek term diabolos, later translated 

“devil,” literally means “one who throws something across one’s path.”)
57

 

------ 

The Hebrew word satan means “an adversary, one who resists.” It is translated as “Satan” eighteen 

times in the Old Testament, fourteen of those occurrences being in Job 1-2, the others in 1 Chronicles 

21:1 and Zechariah 3:1-2. There is some dispute as to whether it should be taken as a proper name or 

a title. In Job and Zechariah the definite article precedes the noun (lit., “the satan” or “the accuser”). 

Thus some argue it should be a title, while in 1 Chronicles (no article) it should be a proper name.
58

 

Satan is a Hebrew word that normally means adversary, and nothing more 

Anyone who thinks that Satan is the name of the Devil may be puzzled to discover that the word satan 

existed before the word devil. In all Western languages the latter term is the same: devil, diable, 

diablo, diavolo, Teufel. And all languages that have it also have satan. Though roughly the same, 

there is no Devil without Satan and no Satan without the Devil. ‘Roughly the same’ now, but quite 

different at first. Satan is a Hebrew word that normally means adversary, and nothing more. 

Sometimes he is a human being and sometimes a celestial figure.
59

 

The Hebrew word satan is a common noun meaning “adversary” 

The Hebrew word satan is a common noun meaning “adversary” or “opponent,” and it is always used 

in that way in the Hebrew books of the Old Testament.
60
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The Satan is something like the legal prosecutor, “adversary” 

One of God’s personifications, the Tester of human fidelity, the Satan is something like the legal 

prosecutor, ‘adversary’ or even, in our later terminology, the ‘devil’s advocate’.
61

 

Various Old Testament persons are described as “adversaries” (satans) 

The word [“satan”] is used also of various persons in the Old Testament as “adversaries,” including 

David (1 Sam 29:4), Rezon of Damascus (1 Kings 11:23, 25), and the angel of the Lord (Numbers 

22:22, 32).
62

 

Satan’s adversarial role in the Bible changes over time 

Satan’s adversarial role in the Bible changes over time. In the Hebrew Bible, Satan can best be 

described as a rather low-level heavenly functionary. The real change in Satan’s character comes only 

in the New Testament, where he appears as tempter provocateur, demon extraordinaire, and Jesus’ 

personal adversary in the ultimate battle between good and evil.
63

 

Satan presented in Exilic writings as an earthly adversary associated with 
King David or his son, Solomon 

Four out of the five appearances of the term “satan” in reference to an earthly adversary occur in 

biblical passages associated with King David or his son, Solomon.
64

 

------ 

Satan’s first appearance is in 1 Samuel 29 in one of the so-called Davidic outlaw tales. … The 

Philistines demand that David be sent away, lest “he become an adversary [satan] to us in the battle” 

(1 Sam 29:4). 

Used in this way, the word “satan” is simply a noun meaning “adversary” within a military context. It 

is a way of suggesting that David’s presence among the Philistines might be a stumbling block 

(another definition of “satan”) to victory in the battle against Israel.
65

 

------ 

In 2 Sam 19:17-24, the term “satan” is also used to indicate a human adversary. … David [asks 

Abishai]: “What have I to do with you . . . that you should today become an adversary [satan] to me?” 

(2 Sam 19:22). Some scholars assert that David’s use of the word “Satan” should be understood in the 

context of a legal accuser … but it seems more likely that David’s response indicates that Abishai has 

become an adversary [satan] to David. … Used in this way, the term “satan” is little more than … 

David is essentially telling his nephew, “You are a troublemaker” (another meaning of the word 

“satan”).
66

 

------ 

A similar use of the word “satan” appears in [1 Kgs 5:4], where the term is used as a way to refer to 

one’s enemies but also as a means to designate adversaries sent by God to harass King Solomon. … 

Put simply, the mention of “Satan” is this passage is generic and refers to any potential enemy of 

Israel.
67

 

------ 

The term “satan” in 1 Kgs 11:14 is used to refer to specific individuals sent by Yhwh to cause trouble 

for King Solomon. 
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“Then the LORD raised up an adversary [satan] against Solomon, Hadad the 

Edomite; he was of the royal house in Edom.” … 

The second adversary mentioned is Rezon: 

God raised up another adversary [satan] against Solomon, Rezon son of Eliada. He 

was an adversary [satan] of Israel all the days of Solomon, making trouble as Hadad 

did; he despised Israel and reigned over Aram. (1 Kgs 11:23; 25) …  

What is most compelling about 1 Kings 11, however, is not the historical background of Hadad or 

Rezon but the fact that it is God who stirs up these adversaries [satans] against Solomon.
68

 

 

A SATAN OPPOSED BALAAM 

The word “Satan” appears twice in the Torah, both times in the story of 
Balaam 

The Bible contains multiple references to Satan. The word appears just twice in the Torah, both times 

in the story of Balaam, the seer who is asked by the Moabite king Balak to curse the Jews. When 

Balaam goes with Balak’s emissaries, God places an angel in his path “l’satan lo” — as an adversary 

for him. The term appears in multiple other instances in the Prophets, often in a similar context — 

referring not to a specific figure as the Satan, but rather as a descriptor for individuals who act as a 

satan, i.e. as adversaries.
69

 

The first non-human satan in the Hebrew Bible is a character of opposition 

The story of Balaam and the ass (Num 22:22-35) marks the first appearance of a nonhuman satan in 

the Hebrew Bible. In later stories, Satan is the grand chameleon and assumes many forms. … Satan in 

the Balaam story does not refer to the Devil, who in pre-exilic biblical narratives does not yet exist. … 

God sends a sword-brandishing messenger (mal’ ak Yhwh, or “Angel of the LORD”) to block 

Balaam’s path. … The LORD opens [Balaam’s] eyes so that he … is able to view the sword-wielding 

messenger (Num 22:31). At this, Balaam falls to the ground, even as the angel …  proceeds to reveal 

that he (the angel, or mal’ak), has “come forth as a satan [emphasis added] because Balaam’s journey 

was undertaken hastily” (Num 22:32-33). … 

What is most striking about the satan in this particular narrative is the way in which he functions as a 

literal obstacle or stumbling block, as the term implies. So, in a very real sense, the story of Balaam’s 

ass supports the notion that Satan is always a character of opposition; indeed, this is his primary 

role.
70

 

The Angel of Yahweh in Balaam’s way is characterized as an adversary, a 
satan 

“Balaam’s departure aroused the wrath of Elohim [or “the wrath of Yahweh” — both readings occur], 

and the Angel of Yahweh stood in the road as a satan against him” (Num. 22.22). This is a 

momentous occasion. God has opposed the actions of Men before this, but now, for the first time, He, 

or His Angelic manifestation, is characterized as an adversary, a satan.
71

 

“The satan” at Numbers 22 is a messenger acting on God’s behalf 

In Numbers 22, the prophet Balaam, hired to curse the Israelites, is stopped by a messenger from 

Israel’s God YHWH, described as “the satan” acting on God’s behalf.
72
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An Angel met Balaam with a sword 

The man who is riding on the ass is named Balaam. He is a prophet, but he is not a 

good man. A wicked king has sent for Balaam. He wants him to curse the people 

called Israelites. The king thinks that if Balaam curses them God will destroy them. 

Balaam ought not to curse the Israelites, for they are God’s people. But the king 

offered to give him a great deal of silver and gold if he would come to him and curse 

them. So Balaam saddled his ass and started to go. 

You see in the picture that when Balaam got part way to the king’s country an angel 

met him with a sword in his hand. The ass saw the angel first, and he fell down for 

fear. But Balaam beat the ass. 

Then God made the ass speak; it said to Balaam, Why have you beaten me these three 

times? And Balaam looked up and saw the angel standing in the way. Then the angel 

told him he might go on to the king’s country, but he must be very careful to speak 

only those words that the angel told him. 

Illustration from the 1897 Bible Pictures and What They Teach Us: Containing 400 

Illustrations from the Old and New Testaments: With brief descriptions by Charles 

Foster.
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THE OPPOSER HAS MANY NAMES 
Several names appear in the apocryphal works for this personal, cosmic 
antagonist 

By the time of the New Testament, especially in inter-testamental and apocryphal works, a personal, 

cosmic antagonist to the creator deity is already loosely in place. Several names appear in the 

apocryphal works for this ill-defined and little-developed character or these characters (Azazel, 

Beelzebul, Beliar or Belial, Mastema, Sammael, Satan, Semjaza, etc.), a few of which are found in the 

New Testament. 

A ‘fall of angels’ is frequently mentioned, and the fallen angels are increasingly identified with the 

demons long believed to inhabit the earth. The demonology of this period is largely marked by 

attention to the ‘watcher angels’ story of Genesis 6.
74

 

The Devil goes by many names in this period 

The Devil goes by many names in this period: Satan, Mastema, Beelzebul, Belial, Sammael, and 

Azazel. Although the names may differ, the Prince of Demons’ function remains the same. His role, 

regardless of the epithet preferred by a particular author, is a subversive one.
75

 

Several names were used for the Leader of the Forces of Evil, typically 
Belial 

The Greek word diabolos (from which “devil” is derived), meaning “slanderer,” comes from a verb 

that means “to hurl” (i.e., accusations). Diabolos was typically used as the Greek equivalent for the 

Hebrew śāṭān (in the Septuagint version of Job, for example), though it was not uncommon to simply 

transliterate the word into the Greek satanas (1 Kings 11:14). 

Other names used for the leader of the forces of evil at this time include Maśṭēmāh, which means 

“hatred” (1QM 13:4, 11; Jubilees 10:8), and Belial, a popular name among the writers of the Dead 

Sea Scrolls, which means “worthless” or “corrupt.” “Children of Belial” (Hebrew: bene-belial) was a 

typical phrase used to describe evil people in the Hebrew Bible (e.g., Deuteronomy 13:13; 1 Samuel 

1:16; 2 Chronicles 13:7, etc.). 

If someone were searching for a name that personified evil in the Hebrew Bible, it would be Belial, 

not Satan. Interesting enough, the name only occurs once in the New Testament (2 Corinthians 6:15), 

as Paul’s stark contrast to Christ.
76

 

------ 

The noun satan, Hebrew for “adversary” or “accuser,” occurs nine times in the Hebrew Bible: five 

times to describe a human military, political or legal opponent, and four times with reference to a 

divine being.
77

 

The names Satan, Devil and Lucifer are sometimes interchangeable, but 
sometimes they are not 

Historically, the sequence of the three terms with which we are familiar is Satan, Devil, Lucifer, 

though scholars and writers through the ages often imagined the sequence differently. Chaucer, for 

example, thought that the angel Lucifer, after his fall from Heaven, then became Satan. Medieval and 

Renaissance theologians show no systematic or uniform usage of the three. Further, though all three 

nouns refer to the same being, in usual English (and, too, in German, French and Italian) usage, these 

terms sometimes are interchangeable but sometimes not.
78

 

------ 
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Though Lucifer was a name added to that of Satan, for Dante and for most of Christendom, Lucifer 

preceded Satan.
79

 

------ 

The erudite Greek Christian writer Origen seems to have been the first to suggest that the Lucifer 

mentioned by Isaiah was a manifestation of the Devil, but it was Augustine’s identification of the two 

that had a decisive influence.
80

 

The meanings of ‘devil’ come from three different words in Hebrew, Greek 
and Latin — satan, diabolos and diabolus 

The result is that the form of the English word ‘devil’ comes from the Latin diabolus. But the 

meanings of ‘devil’ come from three different words, in Hebrew, Greek and Latin — satan, diabolos 

and diabolus, confusing people over the centuries. These meanings overlapped even during the first 

century AD and were inconsistently used as alternatives in the Scriptures and commentaries.
81

 

The Hebrew Bible usually uses “the satan”, which describes a function, 
rather than being a proper name 

[Satan’s] role is always an adversarial one. The word “satan” has been variously translated to mean 

adversary, obstacle, opponent, stumbling block, accuser, or slanderer. In the Hebrew Bible, the name 

usually appears with an article—the satan—which describes a function, rather than being a proper 

name.
82

 

Ha-satan—THE Accuser—is a job description rather than a proper name 

The Hebrew word śāṭān, meaning “accuser” or “adversary,” occurs several times throughout the 

Hebrew Bible and refers to enemies both human and celestial alike. When referring to the celestial 

adversary, the word is typically accompanied by the definite article. He is ha-satan—the Accuser—

and it is a job description rather than a proper name. … 

The job entails calling attention to the unworthiness of mankind. The Accuser is essentially the 

prosecuting attorney of the divine court of YHWH, and part of his job includes collecting evidence to 

prove his cases.
83

 

THE Satan is a position, a title. It is not someone’s name 

In the Old Testament Book of Job, Satan is a member of God’s Council. The Satan is a position, that 

of inspector or prosecutor. The Satan is a title; it is not anyone’s name. The Satan is not the Devil 

(though he was to become that in Christian commentaries). In the Old Testament canon, except for the 

Book of Job, you will rarely find the Satan (or Satan), and when you do, he is unimportant.
84

 

Job and Zechariah use “THE satan” rather than a personal name 

Both Zechariah and Job use the term ha-satan, “the satan,” and he is given a definite article rather than 

a personal name.
85

 

In the Hebrew Book of Job, one of the Angelic “Sons of God” who appear 
before Yahweh is “THE satan,” thus, “an adversary” 

In the Old Testament, the Hebrew word “satan” is a common noun, meaning “adversary,” translated 

into Greek as diabolos, “devil.” However, there is a linguistic peculiarity in each language: both 

Hebrew and Greek have definite articles, but they mean the opposite thing. 
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In Hebrew, “the satan” designates a common noun, “the adversary” in the sense of “an adversary.” 

But satan by itself, without the article, can either mean “a satan” (“an adversary”) or stand as a proper 

name, “Satan.” 

In Greek, on the contrary, a proper name is signaled by the presence of the definite article: “the 

diabolos” means either “the devil” (that is, “a devil”), or “Devil,” a proper name. … 

In the Hebrew Book of Job, one of the Angelic “Sons of God” who appear before Yahweh is “the 

satan,” thus, “an adversary,” who proposes some tests for job. However, in the [Greek] Septuagint
86

, 

this Angel’s function as “a devil” is rendered as “the devil,” and it seems clear from the context that it 

is used as a proper name: “DEVIL.”
87

 

In Hebrew, Satan generally represents the forces that prevent human 
beings submitting to the divine will 

In Hebrew, the term Satan is usually translated as “opponent” or “adversary,” and he is often 

understood to represent the sinful impulse (in Hebrew, yetzer hara) or, more generally, the forces that 

prevent human beings from submitting to [God’s] divine will.
88

 

When the Greek-speaking Jews translated the books of Job and Zechariah, 
they considered the generic “satan” to be a proper name, Satan 

When the Greek-speaking Jews of Egypt translated the books of Job and Zechariah, they considered 

the generic “satan” of each to be a proper name, Satan, that is, the same “person” in both cases. In 

Greek they rendered the word with the common noun diabolos, “adversary,” but treated it as a proper 

name, Diabolos, that is, “Devil,” not “a devil.”
89

 

Chronicles (4th century BCE) is the first time in the canonical Hebrew Bible 
that “Satan” appears as a proper noun 

We observe the Chronicler’s use of the designation “Satan,” minus the definite article (this is not 

hassatan, but Satan). For the first time in the canonical Hebrew Bible, “Satan” appears as a 

proper noun. … Satan—no longer God’s lackey as in the book of Job—stands alone in Chronicles, 

acting apart from the divine council.
90

 

Translations of the Greek “Old Testament” (LXX) should render ho diabolos 
as “Devil” 

When theos and diabolos do not have a definite article, they should be translated as “god” (plural 

“gods”) and “devil” (plural “devils”).But when the former has an article, ho theos, it is properly 

translated not as “the god” or “the God,” but as “God,” a proper name. The same should be true for ho 

diabolos; it should not be rendered “the devil” or “the Devil,” but simply “Devil.”
91

 

The Greek “Old Testament” (LXX) says “Devil” whereas many translations 
of the Hebrew incorrectly portray the angel as having the name, “Satan” 

The beginning of the celestial passage in the Greek (LXX) text of chapter 1 of Job should be 

translated like this: “Now it came to pass on a certain day that the angels of God came to stand before 

the Lord, and Devil came with them. And the Lord said to Devil, ‘Where are you coming from?’ And 

Devil answered the Lord and said, ‘I have come from going about the earth and walking up and down 

under heaven,’” and so on. 
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Many standard translations of the Hebrew text of Job (starting at verse 6) get it wrong in presenting it 

as already portraying an angel named Satan.
92

 

This leader of the Watchers is later known as “Satan” 

In Enoch … a leader emerges among the disgraced angels, variously called Azazel, Semihazah 

(sometimes, Semyaza or Semjaza), and later, Satan.
93

 

------ 

While the name “Azazel” is used throughout the text in Enoch, the name “Satan” appears only in the 

final chapters (1 Enoch 37-71). This is a significant detail. By the time the final chapters were written 

(in the first century B.C.E.), apparently the name “Satan,” rather than “Azazel,” had become the 

popular designation for the Evil One.
94

 

Prince of Demons is named “Satan” on four occasions in Jubilees 

Jubilees specifically refers to the Prince of Demons by the name “Satan” on four occasions. Two of 

the references are in texts that promise believers that Satan will no longer wield power in the next age. 

… The third mention of Satan in Jubilees is a nostalgic look back at the good old days. … The final 

mention of Satan clearly indicates that he has replaced Mastema as the embodiment of evil. …  

Satan is clearly identified as the name of the leader of evil beings, edging out Mastema. Although the 

Satan of Jubilees is not yet the Titan of Evil, he is nonetheless on his way.
95

 

It appears that Mastema is another name for Satan 

The Angels of the Presence bind most of the Spirits in the Place of Judgment, but they let a tenth of 

them remain, “so that they might be subject to Satan upon the Earth” (Jub. 10.9-11). “Subject to 

Satan”! So it now appears that Mastema is another name for Satan. The name “Mastema” means 

“Animosity.” …  

We see the Spirits at work under “Prince” Mastema’s direction, stimulating Humans to Idolatry and 

all sorts of sins (jub. 11.4-5).
96

 

Jubilees (160 BCE – 140 BCE) names the evil being variously, Mastema, 
Beliar, and toward the end of the text, Satan. 

Written between 160 and 140 B.C.E., the book of Jubilees is a significant source in our investigation. 

Its author was troubled by the internal conflicts brewing among various Jewish groups concerning 

Jewish assimilation into Gentile culture. These conflicts, according to Jubilees, are the result of an 

evil being the author calls, variously, Mastema (“hatred”), Beliar (“without light”), and, toward the 

end of the text, Satan.
97

 

------ 

In the Enoch material, it is Azazel (or Semihazah) who is the rebel leader. The author of Jubilees 

assigns this function to Mastema (or, on occasion, Beliar), the angel of adversity, who commands a 

legion of subordinate, demonic spirits.
98

 

In the Greek “Old Testament” (LXX), “the satan” of Job and of Zechariah 
has the actual name Satan, which in Greek is Diabolos (“Devil”) 

The most striking interpretation of the Septuagint is that the satan of Job and the satan of Zechariah 

are seen to be one and the same angel whose actual name is Satan, but given now in the Greek, 

Diabolos, or, in the English derivative, “Devil.”
99
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In the New Testament, the Devil goes by several names 

In the New Testament, the Devil goes by these names: Satan, Devil, Beelzebub, the Evil One, the 

Prince of this world, Belial, Abaddon, and Apollyon. Most readers will be familiar with Prince of 

Darkness, Lucifer, and Mephistopheles.
100

 

The Devil of the Old Testament and the New Testament share the same 
name even though they do not mean the same 

The Satan and the Devil were different. More than three hundred years before Christ, however, a wild 

card had been introduced by the Alexandrian Jews who translated the Old Testament into Greek and 

rendered the Hebrew Satan into the Greek diabolos. This is why the Devil of the Old Testament and 

the New Testament share the same name even though they do not mean the same.
101

 

The name Satan, with its Greek equivalent, diabolos, emerged dominant 

Satan is by no means the only name by which the adversary is known in Jewish and Christian 

literature, but of the various names and titles—Semihazah, Azazel, Belial, Lucifer, Sammael, 

Beelzebub, Apolyon, “god of this world,” “father of lies”—it was Satan, with its Greek equivalent, 

diabolos, which emerged as dominant, either displacing the others entirely or demoting them to 

inferior beings.
102

 

------ 

The Hebrew word śṭn, vocalized as śāṭān, means something close to the English word “opponent” in 

its root sense of “to place in the way,” “to obstruct.” In the curious episode of Balaam’s ass, for 

example, Yahweh’s angel, the mal’āḵ Yahweh, stands in the road and blocks the way, le-śāṭān-lō, “as 

an obstruction to him.” (Num. 22.22) Since Balaam’s journey to Moab was unauthorized, the angel is 

simply doing God’s will.
103

 

Distinctions soon faded, with the result that Satan, Satanas, diabolos and 
diabolus became interchangeable in the New Testament 

The New Testament helped the confusion. Mark did not call the Devil diabolos but Satanas. And the 

Hebrew Satan was sometimes translated in Greek either as diabolos or as the Aramaic Satanas. 

Distinctions soon faded. Satan, Satanas, diabolos and diabolus became interchangeable in meaning. If 

we look at the Gospels, 1 John and Revelation, certain patterns emerge: 

 daimonion (evil spirit): known by Mark, Matthew and Luke (John knows no casting out 

of devils, but only the form ‘to have a devil’). In Revelation there is one occurrence of 

daimonion referring to pagan gods and two uses of daimon. In I John there is nothing. 

 diabolos: known to Matthew, Luke, 1 John and Revelation. It is unknown to Mark. 

 satanas is known to Mark, Luke, Matthew, and Revelation. It is used once by John, but 

unknown to I John. 

These writers may have been referring to different beings and so used different terms; not one of them 

seems to have been familiar with all three terms. They may have had different ideas of the essential 

form and specific attributes of the Evil One or considered them alternative terms. We do not know 

why the tempter of Jesus was called diabolos by Matthew and Luke but satan by Mark. We do know 

that diabolos was not ordinarily connected with devils who possess, while satan was. Perhaps 

Matthew and Luke wanted to distinguish the adversary of God, the (upper-case) Satan, from mere 

(lower-case) devils. But since Mark used satan to describe the same being who is called diabolos in 

the other two Gospels, later commentators (and translators) quite naturally equated the two. In the 

event, Satan became the name of the Devil in the equation satan = diabolos, which is specifically 

stated in Revelation (12:9). … 
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This reduction and fusion of different demon traditions and Devil terms were complete by the third 

century.
104

 

Diabolos in Luke and Matthew mean accuser or slanderer 

The adversary of God — the Devil — is called diabolos in the Gospels of Luke and Matthew. That 

Greek word meant accuser or slanderer; it was rendered into Latin as diabolus.
105

 

Peter was called a Satan by Jesus because he was a stumbling block, a 
“scandal” 

The Greek for “stumbling block” is skanda-lon, which gives us not only “scandal” but also “slander,” 

another well-known activity of a diabolos. The root meaning of Satan survived into New Testament 

times, as we may see from a passage that contains both Greek and Hebrew words. In Matthew 16, 

Jesus explains to the disciples the path that lies before him—toward the cross. Peter is horrified and 

tries to dissuade him from his course, whereupon Jesus replies, “Get thee behind me, Satan. For you 

are a skandalon in my way”. (Matt. 16.23)
106

 

A daimon (demon) is an intermediate spirit 

Yet another word for Devil is daimon, or demon. A daimon was an intermediate spirit between gods 

and men.
107
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LUCIFER, THE BRIGHT MORNING STAR 
Lucifer is no-one’s name: it means ‘bringing light’. It is the morning star, the 
planet Venus 

‘I cannot discover’, Shelley recorded in his ingenious essay on the Devil, ‘why he is called Lucifer, 

except for a misinterpreted passage in Isaiah’. … Lucifer — as the Devil’s name — is not in the 

Scriptures. Lucifer, in fact, is no-one’s name: it only means ‘bringing light’. Lucifer is the morning 

star, the planet Venus, which appears before sunrise.
108

 

The name of “Lucifer” for Satan does not come from the Hebrew Bible 

Many people mistakenly believe that “Lucifer” is simply another name for Satan from the Hebrew 

Bible. … The Lucifer myth consists of two motifs: the Devil’s fall from heaven, and his identification 

with the name “Lucifer.” 

This first motif appears in the Life of Adam and Eve, a first-century C.E. work that has been 

associated with the Pharisee movement; Satan is banished to the earth because he refused to genuflect 

before the newly created Adam. … Because of his jealous and proud refusal to kowtow to the new 

child, Satan was expelled from heaven to earth, where he now obsessively tortures the descendants of 

his rival, Adam. … A variation of this legend, about Satan’s fatal sin of pride, also appears in 2 

Enoch.
109

 

Post-biblical interpreters are responsible for connecting “Day Star”/Lucifer 
with Satan 

Isaiah 14:3-23 taunts the king of Babylon: 

How the oppressor has ceased! 

How his insolence has ceased! 

The LORD 

has broken the staff of the wicked, 

the scepter of rulers. (Isa 14:4-5) 

Later in this passage, Isaiah’s exaggerated rhetoric about the first becoming last expands to cosmic 

proportions. …  

As Isaiah describes it, the king of Babylon does not merely fall from his elevated royal seat to the 

cold, hard ground; rather, he falls from celestial heights all the way to the innermost depths of the 

underworld: 

How are you fallen from heaven, 

O Day Star, son of Dawn! . . . 

You are brought down to Sheol, 

to the depths of the Pit. (Isa 14:12, 15) 

This is where we get the name “Lucifer” for Satan, because the Greek translation of the Hebrew term 

translated above as “Day Star” is “Lucifer” (“Light-Bearer”). Postbiblical interpreters are responsible 

for connecting the dots between “Day Star”/Lucifer and Satan, an identification that was never made 

in the Hebrew Bible.
110

 

------ 

The Lucifer myth, the intertestamental legend about Satan’s expulsion from the divine presence for 

some primordial sin—whether pride, envy, or rebellion—grew out of prophetic oracles that 

denounced earthly kings in these mythic terms.
111
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Neither Calvin nor Luther believed that Satan’s name was Lucifer 

Although Calvin and Luther most certainly believed in an entity called Satan, they deny that Isaiah 

14:12 has any connection with the devil or that Lucifer is his name.
112

 

Calvin: Lucifer at Isaiah 14:12 does not refer to Satan 

12. How art thou fallen from heaven!  

Isaiah proceeds with the discourse which he had formerly begun as personating the 

dead, and concludes that the tyrant differs in no respect from other men, though his 

object was to lead men to believe that he was some god. 

He employs an elegant metaphor, by comparing him to Lucifer, and calls him the Son 

of the Dawn; and that on account of his splendor and brightness with which he shone 

above others. 

The exposition of this passage, which some have given, as if it referred to Satan, has 

arisen from ignorance; for the context plainly shows that these statements must be 

understood in reference to the king of the Babylonians. 

But when passages of Scripture are taken up at random, and no attention is paid to the 

context, we need not wonder that mistakes of this kind frequently arise. Yet it was an 

instance of very gross ignorance, to imagine that Lucifer was the king of devils, and 

that the Prophet gave him this name. But as these inventions have no probability 

whatever, let us pass by them as useless fables.
113

 

Luther: Referring Lucifer at Isaiah 14:12 to the Devil is a noteworthy error of 
the papacy 

In Franz Delitzsch’s commentary on Isaiah,
114

 he quotes Martin Luther, saying: 

Lucifer, the name of the devil, is derived from this passage [Isaiah 14:12], the 

reference of which to Satan is designated by Luther as insignis error totius papatus 

[a noteworthy error of the papacy]; but it is found already in Jerome and other 

Fathers. The designation is exceedingly appropriate for the king of Babylon.
115

 

Jews historically understood the words at Ezekiel 28 to refer to Adam 

Another text used to establish diabolical origins was the condemnation of the king of Tyre in Ezekiel 

28, which medieval and modern Christians read as a portrait of Satan and his rebellion against God. 

The linkage initially sounds convincing enough, suggesting as it does a being who was originally 

heavenly and perfect but who fell through pride. There is even a reference to the king having been in 

Eden itself. Yet the text had no such diabolical connotations at the time of writing, and Jews 

historically understood the words to refer to Adam rather than Satan.
116

 

The “Morning Star” at Isaiah 14:12 refers to the king of Babylon 

Nor is it obvious that many later texts that were subsequently applied to Satan were so intended at the 

time. Isaiah offers the famous line “How you have fallen from heaven, morning star, son of the 

dawn!” ([Isaiah] 14:12). That resonates wonderfully with our memories of the Satanic revolt in 

[Milton’s] Paradise Lost. From its Latin Vulgate translation, that passage gives us the name Lucifer. 
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Even so, the being whose fall is celebrated here is in no sense supernatural, but rather refers to the 

king of Babylon.
117

 

Lucifer, the Morning Star Venus, is a positive image associated with Jesus 
the Messiah 

Lucifer, that is, the Morning Star, the planet Venus when it appears in the dawning, which was 

recognized as the brightest of all Stars, is a consistently positive image, and one that is solidly 

associated with Jesus the Messiah.
118

 

Pay attention until Day dawns and the Morning Star rises in your hearts (2 
Peter) 

In what is probably the last-composed book of the New Testament, the Second Epistle of Peter, 

similar imagery is used. The author, Pseudo-Peter II, claims to have heard the voice of God speaking 

on the Mountain of Transfiguration, saying, “This is my Son, the Beloved, with whom I am well 

pleased” (2 Peter 1.17-18). He says that these words of God are confirmation of the words of the 

prophets. He continues: 

You will do well to pay attention to it as to a Lamp for lighting a way through a 

murky place, until Day dawns and [the] Morning Star [Phosphoros] rises in your 

hearts. (2 Peter 1.19)
119

 

 

John the Baptist, for his part, “was not the Light, but he 
came to bear witness to the Light” (John 1.8). “Bearing 
witness to the Light” is a good functional description of the 
Morning Star, namely the planet Venus. 

Venus always stays very close to the Sun, and when it 
appears at all it is seen in the East just before the Sun rises 
or in the West just before the Sun sets. 

In the latter position it is called Hesperos in Greek, and in 
Latin the related forms Hesperus and Vesper. In the former 
position, it is called Phosphoros or Heosphoros (“Dawn-
bringer”) in Greek and Lucifer in Latin. 

Both phosphoros and lucifer mean “bringing light.” In other 
words, Lucifer is not the light, but announces the light.120 

 

Jesus says he is the “Bright Morning Star”, Lucifer 

“I, Jesus, am Lucifer”. (The Revelation to John, 22.16) … The last page of the New Testament has 

Jesus calling Himself the Bright Morning Star, or, in Latin, Lucifer (“Light-Bearer,” the name of the 

planet Venus when it appears in the East). It was not until post-Biblical times that Lucifer was 

associated with Satan, or that Satan was thought to have been cast out of Heaven before the creation 

of Adam and Eve, or that Satan had some connection with Adam and Eve.
121

 

------ 
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Revelation … concludes with an account of the New Jerusalem, in which there will be no more night: 

“They need no light of lamp or Sun, for the Lord God will be their Light, and they 

will reign for ever and ever” (Rev. 22.5). …  

Jesus says: 

It is I, Jesus, who sent my Angel to you with this testimony for the Churches. I am the 

Root and the Offspring of David, the Bright Morning Star [ho Aster, ho Lampos, ho 

Proinos] (Rev. 22.16) 

This is equivalent to saying, “I, Jesus, am Lucifer.” And since the Morning Star is designated as 

Bright (Lampos), it is not just the forerunner of the Light. It is the Light itself.
122

 

 

=============== 

 

PSALM 109: THE FINAL APPEARANCE OF SATAN IN 
THE HEBREW BIBLE 

Psalm 109 sees Satan’s final earthly appearance in the Hebrew Bible (“Old 
Testament”) 

The final “earthly” appearance of Satan in the Hebrew Bible occurs in Psalm 109:1-6. …  

In Psalm 109, the writer (or psalmist) seeks deliverance from slanderous enemies who falsely accuse 

him (Ps 109:4) and thus incur his extended curse (Ps 109:6-19). The role of satan in Psalm 109 seems 

to be in the context of a legal proceeding.
123

 

Human wicked satans conspired against the Psalmist (Psalm `09) 

There are also Human satans in Psalm 109: this Psalm is a typical complaint of a man against his 

enemies; he says that they have conspired to appoint a wicked man as a satan against him (v. 6). May 

these and other satans be punished by Yahweh, he says (v. 20), and likewise all who “satanize” 

against him (v. 29).
124

 

Earthly satans hardly resemble our modern understanding of Satan 

All the references to the term “satan” reviewed thus far (1 Sam 29:4; 2 Sam 19:17-24; 1 Kings 5:4; 

11:14, 23, 25; Ps 109:1-6) … refer to beings in the terrestrial realm. These earthly satans hardly 

resemble our modern understanding of Satan.
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SATAN AND THE VICTORY OF MONOTHEISM 
Following a slow evolution over centuries, monotheism eventually triumphs 
over henotheism 

Eventually monotheism triumphed over henotheism, at least in the writings of the leading Hebrew 

religious thinkers. … This triumph of monotheism over a form of henotheism did not take place 

overnight, however, but appears to have been a slow evolution over centuries, and cannot be dated 

confidently before the period of the Babylonian Exile in the mid-sixth century B.C.E.
126

 

Satan makes his most vivid appearances in the biblical writings that emerge 
after the Exile 

What does this triumph of monotheism have to do with the birth of Satan? We can only say one thing 

for certain: It is in biblical writings that emerge after the Exile—after this triumph, in the books of 

Zechariah, Job, and 1 Chronicles—that Satan makes his most vivid appearances in the Hebrew 

Bible.
127

 

The post-exilic writings provide the first glimpse of an independent cosmic 
antagonist 

Only in these post-exilic writings do we find the first glimpses of an independent cosmic antagonist 

(whose will is opposed to that of the Lord), which concept has clearly been influenced during the 

exile by the Persian/Zoroastrian principle of evil, Angra Mainyu or Ahriman.
128

 

Satan begins to appear with more frequency in the Bible after the triumph of 
monotheism 

The Satan (in Hebrew, hassatan, “the Adversary”) who appears in these postexilic books is hardly the 

arch-opponent of God that we encounter in the New Testament, but is a figure who will develop into 

the cosmic Adversary. Thus, Satan begins to appear with more frequency in the Bible after the 

triumph of monotheism. … 

Before the adoption of monotheism, the misfortunes suffered in life were often blamed on other gods 

or evil forces. In a monotheistic system, however, Yhwh alone is responsible. Because Yhwh 

embodies both good and evil, it seems likely that many people find it difficult to embrace a deity that 

intentionally inflicts suffering. This brings us to the age-old question of theodicy, and it also demands 

that we explore people’s existential frustration as a contributing factor in the birth of Satan. 

Put simply, unable to reconcile faith in a God who is both benevolent and … the playwright of the 

entire human drama, whether tragic or comic, the ancient mind sought an alternative explanation for 

evil in the world: Evil does not come from God at all, but from a malignant being who acts in 

opposition to the goodness of God. This proved to an attractive idea to many. The poetry in the book 

of Job hints at the existential frustrations inherent in a monotheistic faith.
129

 

------ 

The fullness of Yhwh—all in all, defender, avenger, source of darkness and light—presented 

believers with an existential frustration. And although the birth of Satan, like the triumph of 

monotheism itself, would take centuries, some Jews and many more Christians would come to resolve 

this tension by ascribing their rescues to God and their oppressions to Satan.
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THEODICY: IS GOD RESPONSIBLE FOR EVIL? 
The shift to a single Lord of the Universe forced the people to deal with a 
God who creates both prosperity and distress 

The triumph of prophetic monotheism was a slow and evolutionary process and not without its share 

of problems. It is clear that the shift from many gods to a singular Lord of the Universe gives rise to 

an existential frustration among God’s chosen people as they grapple with the reality of a God who 

creates both weal and woe. It would appear that, over time, an exorcism of sorts takes place; the 

negative aspects of Yhwh are cast out and assigned to alternative beings, such as the Destroyer 

(Mashit), the “smiting angel” (hammaTak hammashit), and, of course, hassatan. Eventually it is 

hassatan, “the Adversary,” who will become the embodiment of evil, but this, too, is a slow, 

evolutionary process.
131

 

God is the self-proclaimed author of both good and evil, raising the 
question of Theodicy 

Perhaps the seeds of Satan were sown not by later Christian imagination, but in the beginning, with 

God, the self-proclaimed author of both good and evil:  

I form light and create darkness, 

I make weal and create woe; 

I the LORD do all these things. (Isa 45:7)
132

 

And it seems reasonable to assume that God’s people eventually find it difficult to synthesize a God 

who claims to love them while, at the same time, inflicts suffering and death upon them. 

Is the trumpet blown in a city, 

And the people are not afraid? 

Does not disaster befall a city, 

Unless the LORD has done it? (Amos 3:6) 

The eventual emergence of the “theodicy question” (the theological problem of reconciling a good 

and loving God with a world riddled with evil) seems unavoidable in such an arrangement. We can 

surely resonate with the ancient worshippers of the One—for they, like some of us, question how it 

could be that a loving God could also be the harbinger of pain and suffering. The theodicy question, 

as we shall see, plays a prominent part in the story of Satan.
133

 

------ 

Yhwh alone was the source of all blessings and curses, rewards and punishments. A prophet during 

the Babylonian exile, two centuries later, also claimed that all events, whether beneficial or 

detrimental, were under Yhwh’s control. … (Isa 45:6-7).
134

 

------ 

According to prophet Amos, a hard case who spoke in the eighth century B.C.E.: ... (Amos 3:6) … 

While his peers imagined that the Assyrian advance was fuelled by territorial avarice, Amos claimed 

that God (Yhwh), not the Assyrian deity, Assur, was behind the imminent oppression of Israel.
135

 

God is both friend and avenger 

In this passage that begins with Moses seeing “the flanks” of Yhwh (Ex 33:23) and ends with Moses 

hearing Yhwh proclaim (or sing) the divine name in poetic diction (Ex 34:6-7), Moses gets as close to 
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the deity as any mortal does in the Hebrew Bible. So far, so good, but there is another stanza to the 

poem: 

forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, … 

yet by no means clearing the guilty, 

but visiting the iniquity of the parents upon their children 

and the children’s children, 

to the third and the fourth generation. 

Exodus 34:6-7—and variants of it occur throughout the Hebrew Bible—is the Bible’s basic 

declaration of what Yhwh is like. The divine personality is overwhelmingly gracious and life-giving, 

reliable and generous as well as not to be trifled with; never, ever letting the guilty make a clean 

getaway. This, if anything, is the systematic theology of the Hebrew Bible: God as both friend and 

avenger.
136

 

Yahweh makes a breach; provokes trouble; and is the angel of pestilence 

Yahweh makes a breach between Abimelech and the citizens of Shechem by sending an evil spirit 

(Judg. 9.22-23); he provokes trouble between Saul and David by making Saul prophesy against his 

will and hurl a javelin at David (1 Sam. 16.14-16, 18.10-11, 19.9-11); and in the important episode 

that leads to the foundation of the temple, he is the angel of pestilence (2 Sam. 24.16).
137

 

Could one of God’s angels be guilty of brutal tactics while still an overseer? 
God often exhibits similar behaviour 

We must always take note where his malevolence, that is, his “ill-will,” is directed: namely, to 

humankind. Why is it not possible for one of God’s good angels to be in a bad mood now and then, or 

to have a bias against certain persons, or to be guilty of brutal or unfair tactics, while still performing 

his basic duties as an overseer of humankind? 

We might be tempted to answer that God would not permit such behavior. But who are we to judge? 

God himself often exhibits similar behavior in the pages of the Old Testament, becoming wrathful and 

unreasonable and indulging in genocidal overkill.
138

 

The angel or spirit of the Lord is associated with conflict 

An episode with remarkable parallels to the Job prologue concerns a minor prophet in the time of 

Ahab, Micaiah ben Imlah. He has a vision of the Lord seated on his throne, with all the host of heaven 

in attendance on his right and on his left. The Lord said, “Who will entice Ahab to go up and fall at 

Ramoth-Gilead?” One said one thing and one said another; then a spirit came forward and stood 

before the Lord and said, “I will entice him.” “How?” said the Lord. “I will go out,” he said, “and be a 

lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets.” “You shall entice him,” said the Lord, “and you shall 

succeed; go and do it.’ (1 Kings 22.19-22, NEB). 

When Micaiah explains this to Ahab, that the Lord has “spoken evil” concerning him, one of these 

lying prophets steps forward and smites Micaiah on the cheek. Ahab has Micaiah imprisoned, takes 

the advice of the lying prophets, and is killed at Ramoth-Gilead. 

In each of these passages, the angel or spirit of the Lord is associated with some conflict, but in each 

case, hostile as he may show himself to particular men, he remains a servant of the divine king, a 

shady but necessary member of the Politburo.
139

 

YHWH sends Pestilence, the destroying angel, against Israel 

In 2 Samuel 24, the agent or harbinger of the catastrophe is described through several terms: as 

“pestilence” (or “Pestilence”), as “the angel” (mal’ak), as “the angel who was bringing destruction” 

(hammal’ak hammashit), and as the “smiting angel.” It takes only a small amount of linguistic 
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flexibility to allow that “the destroying angel” of 2 Samuel 24 is referring to the same figure known in 

Exodus 12 as “the Destroyer.” 

The text of 1 Chronicles narrates the same story as that of 2 Samuel 24: A Davidic census leads Yhwh 

to send Pestilence/an angel/the destroying angel against Israel.
140

 

The Angel of Yahweh is the Destroying Angel 

The Book of Numbers is so called because at the beginning Yahweh orders Moses to take a census of 

the Israelites. But in an isolated story at the end of the Second Book of Samuel, Yahweh arranges 

another census to be taken by David, but He holds him blameworthy for it. First we read, “Again, the 

Anger of Yahweh was kindled against Israel, and He incited David against them, saying, ‘Go, count 

the people of Israel and Judah’ (2 Sam. 24.1). After he does so, David says to Yahweh, “I have sinned 

greatly in what I have done. But now, O Yahweh, I pray you, take away the guilt of your servant; for I 

have done very foolishly” (2 Sam. 24.10). 

Yahweh, through the mediation of the prophet Gad, offers David three choices of punishment: three 

years of famine, three months of defeat by his enemies, or three days of pestilence. David chooses the 

last option, and Yahweh sends plague on Israel, killing 70,000 people by the hand of an Angel. But 

when the Angel is about to attack Jerusalem, Yahweh relents and says to him: “It is enough; now stay 

your hand” (2 Sam. 24.16). The Destroying Angel is now identified as the Angel of Yahweh. … 

This is a very odd story, and it was found so by the author of Chronicles, who relieves Yahweh of the 

charge of “entrapment” by supplying a satan — or Satan — to instigate the census (1 Chron. 21.1). 

But he keeps the sword-bearing Destroying Angel.
141

 

142
 

Is God able and willing to combat evil? 

The existence of evil raises what theologians call “the theodicy question,” best articulated by the 

eighteenth-century philosopher David Hume
143

, who asked concerning God: “Is he willing to prevent 

evil, but not able? Then he is impotent. Is he able, but not willing? Then he is malevolent. Is he both 

able and willing? Whence then is evil?”.
144
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The theodicy question: How can an all-loving, all-powerful God allow evil to occur? What type of 

parent would allow a child to suffer if they had the power to prevent evil from touching or hurting 

their child?
145

 

Mashit the Destroyer is a menacing agent unleashed and controlled by God 
to kill large numbers 

There are two heavenly beings, however, with very specialized portfolios who deserve particular 

attention: Mashit, the Destroyer, and hassatan, the Adversary. 

Mashit is a menacing agent unleashed by God to kill large numbers of people, usually by inflicting a 

plague. In this context, the Destroyer distinctly appears in three passages: Ex 12:23, 2 Sam 24:16, and 

1 Chr 21:15. … The Bible tells us that the Destroyer has a handler: 

For the LORD will pass through and strike down the Egyptians; when he sees the 

blood on the lintel and on the two doorposts, the LORD will pass over that door and 

will not allow the [D]estroyer (Mashit) to enter your houses and strike you down. (Ex 

12:23) 

Yhwh and his Terminator-like accomplice complete their mission. Perhaps the most frightening 

aspect of this is that it is Yhwh who controls this cosmic devourer.
146

 

In the Hebrew Bible, God sends the satan to perform a certain task 

Hebrew storytellers often attribute misfortunes to human sin. Some, however, also invoke this 

supernatural character, the Satan, who, by God’s own order or permission, blocks or opposes human 

plans and desires. But this messenger is not necessarily malevolent. God sends him, like the angel of 

death, to perform a specific task, although one that human beings may not appreciate; as the literary 

scholar Neil Forsyth says of the satan, “If the path is bad, an obstruction is good.” Thus the satan may 

simply have been sent by the Lord to protect a person from worse harm.
147

 

In the Hebrew Bible, Satan is ultimately subordinate to God, carrying out his 
purpose on earth 

Some … Christian ideas [of Satan] are echoed in Jewish tradition, but some also point to fundamental 

differences — most notably perhaps the idea that, in the Hebrew Bible at least, Satan is ultimately 

subordinate to God, carrying out his purpose on earth. Or that he isn’t real at all, but is merely a 

metaphor for sinful impulses.
148

 

Over time, unattractive aspects of YHWH moved away from the divine 
personality to a separate being, Satan 

Traits—or “hypostases”—are almost reminiscent of what we would today call the dissociative states 

of a sociopath: “the Wrath [of the LORD]” (Dt 29:20; Jer 4:4, 21:12; Ezek 5:13, 7:19), “the Arm” (Ex 

15:16; Dt 4:34; Isa 30:30, 51:9), “the Hand” (Dt 2:15, Judg 2:15), and “the Sword” (ouch!) (Isa 34:5-

6; Jer 12:12, 47:6). … Over time, descriptions of these unattractive aspects began to move farther and 

farther from the core of the divine personality. … 

Ultimately, this impulse eventually leads to Yhwh’s disassociation from many of the unpleasant but 

necessary tasks of world management and the assignation of these functions instead to a separate 

being, Satan.
149
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Satan, hassatan the Adversary, given responsibility for an action that the 
Bible had previously attributed to the LORD 

While the story in 2 Samuel 24 begins 

And the anger of the LORD was kindled against Israel, and he [i.e., the 

LORD] incited David … [to] count the people (2 Sam 24:1) 

the parallel account in 1 Chronicles 21, written several centuries later, begins 

Satan stood up against Israel and incited David to count the people. (1 Chr 21:1) 

This change sends a small shiver down our spines: Here he is, directly in our sights, Satan, hassatan, 

the Adversary, being given responsibility for an action that the Bible had previously attributed to the 

LORD.
150

 

Tensions would emerge within the monotheistic faith over the Satan figure 

It was in the Satan figure, himself a member of this court and in many ways parallel to the mal’āḵ 

Yahweh, that the tensions within the monotheistic faith would emerge most clearly.
151

 

Injustice must somehow be reconciled with an all-loving and powerful God 

The word “theodicy” is derived from two Greek words: theos, which means God, and dikē, which 

symbolizes justice. The word argues that God is just despite the presence of evil. For evil to exist, and 

God to be acquitted of complicity and retain an all-loving and powerful nature, injustice must 

somehow be reconciled with God.
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SATAN’S EVOLUTION IN THE POST-EXILIC PERIOD 
There is no devil in ancient Israel’s worldview 

While the word satan appears … in the Hebrew Bible/Old Testament, it is never a proper name; since 

there is no devil in ancient Israel’s worldview, there can’t yet have been a proper name for such a 

creature.
153

 

Satan features scarcely at all during the period of the First Temple 

If Satan really had been a major figure in Hebrew thought during the First Temple era, it is astounding 

that he features scarcely at all in the quite extensive surviving writings of the prophets. Never do they 

denounce such enemy peoples as Edomites or Egyptians as “sons of Satan.”
 154

 

Satan makes less than a dozen appearances in the Hebrew Bible 

Satan makes less than a dozen appearances in the Hebrew Bible, and the fullest exposition of the 

Devil’s dastardly deeds does not occur until the final book of the New Testament, the book of 

Revelation.
155

 

 

If we relied on the canonical Hebrew Bible alone, without subsequent writing 

and commentary, our religious heritage would be Devil-free. 

By the time of 1 Enoch, however, we have entered a different religious universe 

in which very potent evil forces exist and form part of a rival kingdom set 

against that of God.
156

 

 

There is no hint in the Hebrew Bible of the “Satan” who will later emerge as 
the Titan of Evil 

The term “Satan” appears in the Hebrew Bible in several contexts, but there is no hint in any of them 

of the Titan of Evil who will emerge after the writing of the Hebrew Bible, in the subsequent 

Intertestamental Period. 

In First Temple biblical literature … the term “satan” can refer to an agent of obstruction or of 

punishment, either divine or human, sent by God. In these texts, such as in the story about Balaam in 

Numbers and in the many stories about the early kings of Judah and Israel in the books of Samuel and 

Kings, there are many different “satans.” 

In biblical texts from the Second Temple period, from after the Exile (from 530 to 200 B.C.E.), such 

as Job and Zechariah, “satan” has evolved into “hassatan,” “the Adversary,” “the Opponent.” 

Hassatan is clearly one of the divine beings, and not human. This figure remains part of the heavenly 

entourage and has the job of testing humans and reporting back to God about their righteousness. …, 

Even later in the Second Temple period, such as in the texts from Chronicles (composed after the 

Exile) that overwrite earlier texts from 1-2 Samuel about David’s reign, Satan emerges in yet another 

form, that of the instigator of David’s ill-conceived census.
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In the Hebrew Bible (“Old Testament”), Satan never appears as the leader of 
an “evil empire” 

In the Hebrew Bible, as in mainstream Judaism to this day, Satan never appears as Western 

Christendom has come to know him, as the leader of an “evil empire” of hostile spirits who make war 

on God and humankind alike. As he first appears in the Hebrew Bible, Satan is not necessarily evil, 

much less opposed to God. On the contrary, he appears in the book of Numbers and in Job as one of 

God’s obedient servants—a messenger, or angel.
158

 

The 6th century BCE likely witnessed the birth of Satan  

The Hebrew word satan is a common noun meaning “adversary.” In the Old Testament we find it 

applied in various ways to Human opponents, and, in three cases, to supra-Human or Angelic figures. 

First, there is the Angel of Yahweh who comes as a satan against Balaam and his ass (Numbers 22). 

Then there is one of the Sons of God who acts as a satan against Job (Job 1-2). And, finally, there is 

the satan who accuses the High Priest Joshua (Zechariah 3). A fourth possible instance is the satan 

who incites David to take a census, where the term could perhaps be a proper name, Satan (1 

Chronicles 21). All four of these passages were probably composed in the sixth century before Christ. 

… We have thus witnessed the Birth of Satan.
159

 

The evolution of the Devil shifted into overdrive during the period between 
the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament 

The slow evolution of the Devil—from low-level cosmic lackey, to the repository of God’s negative 

aspects, to beneficiary of the inevitable religious syncretism of the ancient Near East—suddenly shifts 

into overdrive as we step into a chaotic arena of political unrest, religious factionalism, and 

apocalyptic writings. The impetus behind this shift can be found in the Jewish intertestamental 

literature, written during the roughly three-to-four-hundred-year gap between the Hebrew Bible and 

the New Testament.
160

 

------ 

The era between the composition of the final writings of the Hebrew Bible (the book of Daniel in the 

early second-century B.C.E.) and the composition of the final writings that made up the New 

Testament (the book of Revelation, around 100 C.E.) was a period of amazing religious fecundity in 

western Asia and the eastern Mediterranean.
161

 

This was Judaism’s fractious, unruly, and creative period 

Now, thanks to the hard work of countless archeologists, … we have a more complete picture of the 

fractious, unruly, and creative period that produced Judaism and Christianity.
162

 

A vast array of ideas was produced in the religious literature that appeared 
between 200 BCE and 200 CE 

We must marvel at the sheer quantity of religious literature produced between 200 B.C.E. and 200 

C.E. Each polemic and apocalyptic scenario, each putative patriarchal vision and renegade gospel, 

each community constitution and liturgical vision sparked another. Nothing was settled in this 

literature, everything was up for grabs, and virtually every idea, symbol, and ritual of the later faiths 

can be traced back to this period.
163

 

Stories about Satan’s origin proliferated 

As Satan became an increasingly important and personified figure, stories about his origin 

proliferated. One group tells how one of the angels, himself high in the heavenly hierarchy, proved 
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insubordinate to his commander in chief and so was thrown out of heaven, demoted, and disgraced, an 

echo of Isaiah’s account of the fall of a great prince: … [Isa. 14:12-15].
164

 

In the Intertestamental Period, Satan is also described as the leader of a 
legion of outlaws 

Interestingly, during the period between the final writings of the Hebrew Bible and the initial writings 

of the New Testament, Satan is also described as the leader of a legion of outlaws who wreak havoc 

and cause trouble for individuals and groups of people.
165

 

Satan is a product of apocalyptic stories 

Since its emergence in Second Temple Jewish culture, the apocalyptic story has become one of the 

central narratives of Western culture, and this ancient style of thought was perfected by early 

Christians who embraced it long after its decline in Rabbinic Judaism. Satan is a product of this style 

of narrative.
166

 

Satan emerges from the divine court and has his own agenda 

In the Intertestamental Period, Satan acquires articulation and definition; the Devil comes of age and 

begins to act independently, apart from the divine court. Satan now has his own agenda and his own 

band of cosmic lackeys.
167

 

A cosmic conspiracy, led by a supernatural criminal mastermind, dedicated 
to frustrating the divine purpose 

If the descendants of Abraham and Sarah were partners to a covenant with the Architect of the 

Universe, then why had their cultural and political properties been condemned by a parade of Near 

Eastern tyrants? The response of the Jewish apocalypticists was to construct a new theory that 

explained this conundrum. … 

The theory revealed a cosmic conspiracy at work, led by a supernatural criminal mastermind (Satan) 

who controlled a vast, nefarious network of demonic forces dedicated to frustrating the divine purpose 

at every turn. 

The apocalyptic repertoire also included stories that inspired hope and offered discouraged people the 

imaginative leverage to cope with degrading social conditions. Jewish apocalyptic also revealed that 

God has his own secret service of angels, led by Gabriel, Michael, Raphael, and others.
168

 

One version of the Life of Adam and Eve says that Satan refused to bow 
down to them 

An apocryphal version of the life of Adam and Eve gives a third account of angelic rebellion. In the 

beginning, God, having created Adam, called the angels together to admire his work and ordered them 

to bow down to their younger human sibling. Michael obeyed, but Satan refused. … Thus the problem 

of evil begins in sibling rivalry.
169

 

Apocryphal and pseudo-epigraphic stories say lust drew the angelic “sons 
of God” down to earth 

Far more influential in first-century Jewish and Christian circles, however, was a second group of 

apocryphal and pseudo-epigraphic stories, which tell how lust drew the angelic “sons of God” down 

to earth. These stories derive from a cryptic account in Genesis 6. … 

Some of these angels, transgressing the boundaries that the Lord had established between heaven and 

earth, mated with human women, and produced offspring who were half angel, half human. 
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According to Genesis, these hybrids became “giants in the earth …the mighty men of renown” (Gen. 

6:4).  

Other storytellers, probably writing later, say that these monstrous offspring became demons who 

took over the earth and polluted it.
170

 

When the Hebrew Scriptures were translated into Greek, obscure passages 
were explained through cosmic battles 

In the Hebrew of the Genesis and the Ezekiel passages, then, there seems to be no trace of political 

rebellion, and still less of a disgrace or “fall” of these heroic beings or their divine ancestors. Rather, 

on the one hand we have a story of sexual desire, on the other a simple heroic tradition. … 

But when these passages were translated into Greek by the authors of the Septuagint, we find a very 

different interpretation. The Greek translator of the Ezekiel passage, for example, omits the qualifying 

negative before the verb and so produces the following transformation: the Egyptians “lay beside the 

giants, those who had fallen in former times and had gone down to Hades with their arms.” … 

The Greek translator of Genesis also rendered nephīlīm by gigantes. That the nephīlīm were thought 

to be superhuman in size we may conclude from Numbers 13.33: “And there we saw the nephīlīm 

[Greek gigantes], sons of Anak, and we were in their sight as grasshoppers.” 

As soon as the Hebrew scriptures were translated into Greek koinē, then, we find these obscure 

passages rendered explicable by reference to Greek traditions about the giants, Titans, and cosmic 

battles.
171

 

SEPTUAGINT, abbreviation LXX, the earliest extant Greek translation of the 

Old Testament from the original Hebrew. 

The Septuagint was presumably made for the Jewish community in Egypt 

when Greek was the common language throughout the region. Analysis of the 

language has established that the Torah, or Pentateuch (the first five books of 

the Old Testament), was translated near the middle of the 3rd century BCE and 

that the rest of the Old Testament was translated in the 2nd century BCE.
172

 

The Hebrew Scriptures were gradually translated by the Greek-speaking Jews 

of Egypt over a period of time ranging from the century before to the century 

after 200 BC. The Greek text is called the Septuagint (abbreviated LXX).
173

 

 

Eventually, the Jews come to think that God has a particular angel 
dedicated to “satanic” duties 

But the Jews eventually came to think of God as having a particular angel dedicated to “satanic” or 

adversarial activities or strategies aimed at keeping humans in line.
174
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BIBLICAL STORIES REWRITTEN 
Post-exilic writings reassigned actions to Satan 

Reading in hindsight, Satan or demons could be blamed for otherwise puzzling acts and commands 

previously attributed to God himself. That trend is evident in several post-Exilic writings. In the 

earlier text of 2 Samuel, God inspires King David to conduct a census, a disastrous decision with 

harmful effects. By the time the first book of Chronicles recounted that same narrative (21:1), in the 

fourth century [BCE], blame for that action has firmly been relocated to Satan.
175

 

------ 

Such retroactive rewriting became more common in the second century BCE. It was strongly in 

evidence in Jubilees, which systematically rewrote biblical stories to shift the blame from God to 

Mastema/Satan. One classic revision involved a dilemma that has tormented believers through the 

centuries. According to Genesis, God commanded Abraham that he should kill his son Isaac, only to 

relent at the last moment. … Jubilees, though, finds no moral difficulty here, as Mastema bears the 

guilt of ordering the test and God appears as rescuer.
176

 

------ 

A whole mythology now described the demons and evil spirits who walk the earth and who could be 

blamed for any number of ills. The belief in evil forces grew out of a kind of imaginative symmetry: if 

angels existed to bear God’s messages, then presumably they should have their evil counterparts, 

demons or satans.
177

 

David’s census rewritten through the lens of monotheism 

The Bible contains two versions of the story [of David’s census]. The tale was first told in 2 Samuel 

24 and was retold in 1 Chronicles 21. Both stories detail a census taken by David, a practice forbidden 

in the Torah (Ex 30:11-16). … David’s census so angers the LORD that the deity unleashes a plague 

that kills 70,000 innocent people. … 

Although the stories in 2 Samuel 24 and 1 Chronicles 21 are very similar, there is one glaring 

difference. … In the version presented in 2 Samuel 24, it is God who moves David to number the 

people: 

Again the anger of the LORD was kindled against Israel, and he incited David against 

them, saying, “Go and count the people of Israel and Judah” (2 Sam 24:1). 

In the later version of the same story, however, it is not God who incites David to number the people, 

but Satan: 

Satan stood up against Israel, and incited David to count the people of Israel. (1 Chron 

21:1) … 

The Chronicler is retelling Israel’s history through the lens of his own theology and at a later date. … 

When the author of Chronicles came to the census episode in his sourcebook, 2 Samuel, he was 

confronted with an account of the deity at his most murderous. … 

The Chronicler, then, reflects the growing existential frustration of a monotheistic people who find it 

difficult to accept a God who is the author of both good and evil. Hence, in the Chronicler’s tale, it is 

not Yhwh but Satan who orders the census.
178
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The Satan as an aspect of God appears in 1 Chronicles 

The Satan as an aspect of God appears also in the re-write of the history of the kings in I Chronicles 

20 where David’s presumption in making a census of the people is attributed to the Satan who is 

angry with Israel and stirs up David.
179

 

The Chronicler is the first writer to present Satan as a substitute for God as 
the agent provocateur in human affairs 

For the first time, then, we find in the Chronicler a Satan who acts independently of divine 

permission. In this simpleminded theodicy, Satan substitutes for God as the agent provocateur in 

human affairs; indeed, he ceases to be an agent of God at all and acts on his own initiative. … 

He has in fact replaced God. We are fortunate that the source of the story is extant in 2 Samuel, for it 

reveals both the change that had come over the Hebrew tradition in the new context of Judaism and 

the reason why Satan’s role became necessary—the moralistic desire to free God from blame.
180

 

A court historian slipped the Satan into an account concerning the origin of 
census taking 

Around the time Job was written (c. 550 B.C.E.), other biblical writers invoked the satan to account 

for division within Israel.
181 

One court historian slips the Satan into an account concerning the origin 

of census taking, which King David introduced into Israel c. 1000 B.C.E. for the purpose of instituting 

taxation. … 

The author of 1 Chronicles suggests that a supernatural adversary within the divine court had 

managed to infiltrate the royal house and lead the king himself into sin: … [1 Chron. 21:1]. … 

Here the satan is invoked to account for the division and destruction that King David’s order aroused 

within Israel.
182

 

Jubilees rewrites events in Genesis and Exodus, crediting the unsavoury 
deeds of God to a malicious, evil being 

In a very real sense, Jubilees is to Genesis-Exodus what Chronicles is to Samuel-Kings 22. 

Chronicles revisits the events of Samuel-Kings, and the author (or authors) rewrites much of Israel’s 

history from his own theological perspective. Hence, the Chronicler’s version of events differs 

somewhat from the events presented in Samuel-Kings. 

Recall that in 1 Chronicles 21, it is Satan, not God, as in 2 Samuel 24, who incites David’s census. In 

much the same way, when the author of Jubilees rewrites his version of the events in Genesis and 

Exodus, he credits the more unsavory deeds of God to a malicious, evil being.
183

 

In Jubilees, Mastema proposes to God a test for Abraham that he offers his 
son as a burnt offering 

Mastema … takes a leaf from the Book of Job: he proposes a test for Abraham. He says to God, 

“Behold, Abraham loves Isaac, his son, and he is more pleased with him than everything. Tell him to 

offer him as a burnt offering upon the altar, and you will see whether he will do this thing. And you 

will know whether he is faithful in everything in which you test him” (Jub. 17.16).
184

 

In Jubilees, Mastema commands Abraham to kill his son, Isaac 

Jubilees depicts Mastema testing Abraham himself to the breaking point. For according to this 

revisionist writer, it is Mastema—not the Lord—who commands Abraham to kill his son, Isaac. 
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Later Abraham expresses anxiety lest he be enslaved by evil spirits, “who have dominion over the 

thoughts of human hearts”; he pleads with God, “Deliver me from the hands of evil spirits, and do not 

let them lead me astray from my God” (Jub. 12:20). 

Moses, too, knows that he and his people are vulnerable. When he prays that God deliver Israel from 

their external enemies, “the Gentiles” (Jub. 1:19), he also prays that God may deliver them from the 

intimate enemy that threatens to take over his people internally and destroy them: “Do not let the 

spirit of Belial rule over them” (Jub. 1:20). 

This sense of ominous and omnipresent danger in Jubilees shows the extent to which the author 

regards his people as corruptible and, to a considerable extent, already corrupted. Like the Book of the 

Watchers, Jubilees warns that those who neglect God’s covenant are being seduced by the powers of 

evil, fallen angels.
185

 

Abraham prays that “the spirit of Mastema” will not rule (Jubilees) 

Abraham prays that “the spirit of Mastema” not rule over Jacob and his descendants (jub. 19.28).
186
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1 ENOCH’S SATANIC REVOLUTION 
After the Maccabean Revolt, the heavens became densely populated with 
Hell, Darkness, and the Devil 

In the century or so after the Maccabean revolt … spiritual forces were personified in images that now 

occupied center stage in the religious narrative. Hell, Darkness, and the Devil now dominated 

religious thought, as they absolutely had not in the literature of the canonical Old Testament. 

In some accounts, the Devil was already becoming the lord of this world, with particular angels 

assigned hegemony over particular peoples and lands. Opposing him in the End Times struggles 

would be the leader of the forces of good, the Messiah. The heavens became densely populated as 

never before.
187

 

The Book of the Watchers is an apocryphal book that became famous and 
influential, especially among Christians 

One anonymous author who collected and elaborated stories about fallen angels during the 

Maccabean war was troubled by wartime divisions among Jewish communities. He addressed this 

divisiveness indirectly in the Book of the Watchers, one of the apocryphal books that would become 

famous and influential, especially among Christians.
188

 

------ 

Particularly relevant in the development of Satan is a collection of visionary tales included in the 

Enoch material known as the “book of the Watchers.”
189

 

In the time of 1 Enoch, Satan rose impressively from a minor official in the 
heavenly court to the titanic Lord of Evil 

Satan was by no means a major character in the canonical Old Testament. In every aspect of his story, 

he owes his origin … especially to the time of the Enochic writings. Precisely in that era, the Devil 

enjoyed an impressive rise both in his professional status and in his assigned areas of responsibility. 

From being a minor official at the heavenly court, he rose to become a fully fledged adversary of God, 

almost an anti-God, the titanic Lord of Evil known through much of Christian history. Like God, he 

acquired his own institutional hierarchy of inferior angels, and many of those operatives also bore 

individual names and titles. Satan’s authority extended to the material world, and he could rely on the 

faithful service of significant numbers of the human population. His history was retroactively 

rewritten to build up his role in historic events, especially the Fall of Man.
190

 

1 Enoch powerfully prefigures so many later texts, including the New 
Testament and a broad sweep of apocryphal writings 

(1 Enoch) was anything but conventional or familiar in its time, the late third and early second 

centuries BCE, and it represented a breathtaking departure from the Old Testament worldview. With 

its focus on eschatology and heavenly visions, its angels and devils, the book powerfully prefigures so 

many later texts, including the New Testament itself, as well as a broad sweep of apocryphal writings. 

Beyond foreshadowing them, 1 Enoch actually shapes many of those later works, and without the 

Enochic writings, early Christianity would have been unthinkable. More striking than any single 

statement in the Enochic corpus is the lack of suggestion that this was anything terribly new or 

surprising in its time. 

Such texts did not spring into existence from a vacuum. However brilliant these works’ insights, their 

ideas would never have achieved the impact they did unless there was already an audience willing to 

hear them. 
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As I [Philip Jenkins] have remarked, the Jewish world in these years was passing through a cultural 

revolution, marked by an influx of troubling new influences and new questions from the 

transcontinental Hellenistic realm.
191

 

It is extremely likely that the Book of Enoch was accepted in some circles 
as authoritative 

The Book of Enoch is an “Inter-Testamental” work, that is, it was composed after most of the books of 

the Old Testament were written, and before New Testament times. Most of Enoch itself was probably 

written early in the second century BC. But the term “Inter-Testamental” makes sense only after it 

was decided what books were included in the Old and New Testaments. In the time of Jesus, before 

there were any Christians, let alone Christian writings, the Old Testament was not yet “canonized” — 

and it was certainly not yet called “Old Testament.” In fact, it is extremely likely that Enoch was 

accepted in some circles as authoritative, and therefore as “Holy Scripture”.
192

 

The Jewish rebellion myth develops through the rewriting of the Flood Myth 

Although there is no apparent allusion to a cosmic rebellion in the Genesis text, it was through the 

subsequent rewriting of the flood myth that the Jewish rebellion myth developed. 

The earliest stage was probably the composition in Hebrew of a “Book of Noah,” perhaps as early as 

the fourth century, of which only fragments survive. To judge from these fragments, the Book of 

Noah was an apocalyptic work that told a fuller version of the flood myth. … 

The next stage of development was probably incorporation of the Book of Noah or the tradition it 

represents into the Enoch literature. Most of this does survive, at least in Ethiopic translation.
193

 

The author of 1 Enoch reinterprets the Flood Myth, with a key being the 
term “Watcher” 

The whole of the Genesis flood myth is reworked into a full vision of history, with the apocalyptic 

and eschatological perspective dominant. Primordial events are reinterpreted as typological 

anticipations of the end-time, according to the common hermeneutical principle of Jewish 

apocalyptic. … 

The author [of 1 Enoch] has converted the Yahwist’s theology of transgression into a genuine 

conspiracy. … One key to this radical transformation of the Genesis passage is probably to be found 

in the term “Watcher,” by which the benē ’elōhīm of Genesis are now designated. … The Satan now 

has subordinates to help him with the business of keeping an eye on human affairs. 

These Watchers appear again with a similar function in a second-century apocalypse, the Book of 

Daniel, in which the Watchers and the Holy Ones give the decree against Nebuchadnezzar.
194

 

The “Watcher” angels, appointed by God to supervise (“watch over”) the 
universe, fell from heaven 

The Book of the Watchers, a collection of visionary stories, is set, in turn, into a larger collection 

called the First Book of Enoch. It tells how the “watcher” angels, whom God appointed to supervise 

(“watch over”) the universe, fell from heaven.  

Starting from the story of Genesis 6, in which the “sons of God” lusted for human women, this author 

combines two different accounts of how the watchers lost their heavenly glory. The first describes 

how Semihazah, leader of the watchers, coerced two hundred other angels to join him in a pact to 

violate divine order by mating with human women. These mismatches produced “a race of bastards, 

the giants known as the nephilim [“fallen ones”], from whom there were to proceed demonic spirits,” 

who brought violence upon earth and devoured its people.  
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Interwoven with this story is an alternate version, which tells how the archangel Azazel sinned by 

disclosing to human beings the secrets of metallurgy, a pernicious revelation that inspired men to 

make weapons and women to adorn themselves with gold, silver, and cosmetics. Thus the fallen 

angels and their demon offspring incited in both sexes violence, greed, and lust.
195

 

------ 

The apocalyptic book of Enoch (also known as 1 Enoch or Ethiopic Enoch) contains a variety of 

material dating from between 200 and 60 B.C.E.
196

 

Sons of God who mated with Human women identified as Angels called 
Watchers 

Before the story of Noah gets going, we are told of Sons of God who mated with Human women and 

produced the heroes of old (Gen. 6.1-4). In later literature, as we will see, these Sons of God will be 

identified as Angels called Watchers, who violated their function of watching or guarding and fell into 

sin and were punished. This is the only historical fall of Angels mentioned in the Bible.
197

 

The Similitudes contrasts the righteous with those seduced by the satans 

The latest section of the First Book of Enoch, the “Similitudes,” written about the time of Jesus, 

simply contrasts those who are righteous, who stand on the side of the angels, with those, both Jews 

and Gentiles, seduced by the satans.
198

 

One Watcher, Semyaz, mustered 200 angels to mate with human women, 
producing monsters who devoured everything in sight 

According to Enoch, in the beginning God appointed certain angels to watch over the universe (the 

Watchers). One of the watchers, Semyaz, mustered a group of two hundred “lust-filled” angels who 

descended to earth in order to mate with human women (cf. Gen 6:1-4). 

Among Semyaz’s lieutenants is an angel named Azazel who dominates the subsequent narrative. This 

angelic trespass of a cosmic border results in a race of giants (the nephilim, or “fallen ones”) who, in 

turn, bring forth demonic spirits. 

These terrifying demons are voracious monsters, devouring everything in sight, including people. The 

whole terrible scenario unleashes such violence and corruption in the world that God is forced to send 

good angels down to put a stop to things. Under the leadership of these good angels (and under the 

direction of God), a cosmic combat ensues, and God delivers a prediction for the future: After seventy 

generations, the demonic insurgents will be defeated and condemned to eternal torment, and the earth 

will enter into a period of rest and peace.
199

 

On Earth, the main teacher of corrupting skills was Azazel 

Enoch’s main revelation is that 200 Angels, the Sons of God known as Watchers sinfully abandoned 

their supervisorial duties over the Earth by lusting after Human women and mating with them, 

begetting the Giants. 

The first leader of the Watchers was Semyaz, but on Earth the main teacher of corrupting skills to 

Humans was Azazel (originally the mysterious recipient of the scapegoat in Leviticus 16.810). The 

Giants were a nasty lot, who killed each other off, but their Ghosts or Spirits survived. The Watchers 

were sequestered by God and kept in dark caves to await final judgment at the end of time, but the 

Giant-Ghosts remained to cause trouble among Humankind (1 Enoch 6-16).
200

 

------ 
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In this early portion of Enoch is a brief reference to the Seven Stars who transgressed the 

commandments of God from the beginning of their rising because they did not arrive at the proper 

time. They too were bound and imprisoned to await future punishment (18.13-16).
201

 

------ 

Other Angels who run afoul of Divine justice are the Seventy Celestial Shepherds who stand guard 

over Israel.
202

 

Enoch blames Azazel for sin, not God or humans 

Enoch credits the existence of sin not to God or humans, but to Azazel: “The whole earth has been 

corrupted through the works that were taught by Azazel: to him ascribe all sin” (1 En 9:6; 10:8).
203

 

------ 

In the actions of the Watchers, we can observe that these evil agents are now several steps removed 

from God, acting on their own.
204

 

------ 

In bringing out the evil nature of the Watchers, the apocalyptic writers of Enoch contribute to the 

growing chasm between God and some of his “sons,” the benay elohim. This separation is critical in 

understanding the emergence of Satan.
205

 

After seventy generations in prison, the rebels will be locked away in 
torment 

The parts of the Enoch material that concern us are those that convert the Genesis flood myth, by 

midrash or retelling, into a rebellion of angels. … A group of angels join with their leader in a plot to 

violate their assigned role; they descend to the earth and have sexual intercourse with the daughters of 

men; as a result, the earth is corrupted and eventually cries out in its agony to heaven; God intervenes 

and sends down good angels, among them Michael, to put a stop to the goings-on and imprison the 

rebels; at the same time, God foretells the ultimate end of all this—after seventy generations in prison, 

the rebels will be permanently locked away in torment, while all wrong is destroyed from the earth 

and a new world is born in righteousness and peace.
206
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MASTEMA/SATAN IN THE BOOK OF JUBILEES 
Jubilees is a commentary on, or rewriting of, Genesis and part of Exodus 

Jubilees was composed around 150 BC, a generation or so after Enoch. It is basically a commentary 

on, or rewriting of, Genesis and part of Exodus.  It is presented as a revelation to Moses, and Yahweh 

orders an Angel of the Presence to preserve the revelation in writing.
207

 

The Book of Jubilees presents a dramatic portrayal of the development of 
God’s Satanic minister 

We have in the Book of jubilees a remarkable dramatization and development of God’s Satanic 

minister and his interaction with other less cynical ministers of the Divine dispensation. 

The Angels of the Presence are in charge of disposing of the Watchers and their ghostly progeny, 

while Satan/Mastema is in charge of disciplining the Humans. This disciplining often seems to consist 

of driving them to further moral turpitude, making them all the more deserving of punishment. 

Mastema encourages Yahweh to test Abraham, but the Angel of the Presence witnesses the testing 

along with Mastema, and passes on Yahweh’s order to call it off.  

In the Book of Jubilees, Mastema (“Hostility”) fills a role very close to that 
of the later Satan 

The Enochian mythology also appears in Jubilees, where Mastema (“Hostility”) fills a role very close 

to that of the later Satan. Mastema is a transitional figure between the divine servant found in Job and 

the cosmic adversary of New Testament times, although the divine enemy is also titled Belial or 

Beliar.
208

 

Mastema, the Chief of the Spirits, is authorised by Yahweh to punish men 
for their wickedness by making them even more wicked 

Suddenly, however, someone steps forward and objects. He is identified as “Mastema, the Chief of 

the Spirits.” … He is definitely not chief of the Giant-Ghosts in the sense of being the “Head Ghost.” 

No, he is the one who has been put in charge of these nasty Spirits, and he has put them to work for a 

purpose authorized by Yahweh Himself. … 

Exactly what is the job that Mastema has been commissioned to perform? It is clearly punitive and 

directed against Humankind. … The punishment that he inflicts upon men for their wickedness is a 

curious one: he makes them still more wicked, by enticing them to commit more sins. In other words, 

they will become even more deserving of being wiped out in the Deluge that is to come. Yahweh 

acquiesces to his request.
209

 

The fallen angels spawn violent, evil, cruel spirits 

According to Jubilees, the angels’ fall spawned the giants, who sow violence and evil, and evil spirits, 

“who are cruel, and created to destroy” (Jub. 10:6). Ever since, their presence has dominated this 

world like a dark shadow.
210

 

------ 

Demons are a potent force in [the Book of] Jubilees.
211
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Jubilees warns that if the angels’ fall brings God’s wrath, how can humans 
expect to be spared? 

Another devout patriot, writing around 160 B.C.E., also siding with the early Maccabean party, wrote 

an extraordinary apocryphal book called Jubilees to urge his people to maintain their separateness 

from Gentile ways. … 

The author of Jubilees is concerned … with the conflicts over assimilation that divide Jewish 

communities internally, and he attributes these conflicts to that most intimate of enemies, whom he 

calls by many names, but most often calls Mastema (“hatred”), Satan, or Belial. 

The story of the angels’ fall in Jubilees, like that in the First Book of Enoch, gives a moral warning: if 

even angels, when they sin, bring God’s wrath and destruction upon themselves, how can mere human 

beings expect to be spared?
212

 

The Spirits of the Ghosts lead Noah’s grandchildren astray and kill them 

We hear Noah complaining to Yahweh about “the Unclean Demons” who are leading his 

grandchildren astray and killing them. These Demons turn out to be the Spirits or Ghosts of the Giant 

offspring of the Watcher/woman unions. These Spirits were the loose ends left over in Enoch, and 

now Noah wants them put out of the way, like their Angelic progenitors.
213

 

God assigned a ruling spirit to lead each nation astray 

Jubilees says that God assigned to each of the nations a ruling angel or spirit “so that they might lead 

them astray” (Jub. 15:31); hence the nations worship demons (whom Jubilees identifies with foreign 

gods). But God himself rules over Israel, together with a phalanx of angels and spirits assigned to 

guard and bless them.
214

 

During the process of rescuing the Israelites from Egypt, the Angels of the 
Presence periodically restrain Mastema 

The narrating Angel of the Presence speaks directly to Moses, asking him to recall how Mastema 

desired to kill him because he knew that Moses intended to execute judgment upon the Egyptians. 

This is based on a strange passage in Exodus (4.24): Yahweh meets up with Moses and tries to kill 

him. The narrating Angel saves Moses from Mastema at that point, but Mastema continues to assist 

the Pharaoh and his Magicians. …  

During the process of rescuing the Israelites from Egypt, the Angels of the Presence periodically 

restrain Mastema, to prevent him from accusing the Israelites (Jub. 48.15-18). This is the first that we 

have heard about the accusing function of Mastema, except for his blanket denunciation of the 

children of Men earlier on. … 

When the Israelites are eating the final Passover in Egypt, “all the powers of Mastema” are sent to kill 

all of the firstborn children in Egypt (Tub. 49.2). (According to Exodus, it was Yahweh Himself who 

conducted this operation, although He was accompanied by “the Destroyer” [Ex. 12.23].)
215

 

Moses asks Yahweh to create an upright spirit for his people, not the spirit 
of Beliar 

Moses interrupts Yahweh’s discourse with a petition, asking Yahweh to create for his people an 

upright spirit. He implores Him not to allow the spirit of Beliar to rule over them to accuse them 

before Yahweh and cause their destruction (jub. 1.20)
216
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CONTEMPORARY VOICES 
The books of Enoch, Jubilees, the Testament of Moses, and the Damascus Covenant … are only a 

fraction of the fantastic and esoteric body of Jewish religious literature from around the turn of the 

common era.
217

 

------ 

Together, [the texts] reveal a world obsessed with spiritual evil as an all too worldly presence, an 

impression that also emerges from the New Testament. This was, after all, a world that drew few 

distinctions between supernatural possession and illness in body and mind.
218

 

 

THE ADAM BOOKS 
The first Adam books may have been composed as early as the first century B.C. and probably 

circulated among some of the same sectarian Jewish groups among whom the Enoch literature was 

popular. … 

On the one hand, these Adam books show strong links with the apocalyptic Enoch tradition; on the 

other, they already contain many of the redemption ideas that were soon to be so radically developed 

in Gnosticism. … 

The chief surviving works upon which the reconstruction of the Adam books must depend are the Vita 

Adae et Evae (Life of Adam and Eve) and the misnamed Apocalypse of Moses, and the recently 

discovered Nag Hammadi text, the Apocalypse of Adam.
219

 

Eve leant over the wall and saw Satan, like an angel 

Early in the Apocalypse of Moses, Adam briefly tells the story of his expulsion from Paradise, but 

there is no mention yet of the serpent, only of an “enemy.” (Apoc. Mos. 7.2) 

Soon, however, Eve herself tells a much longer version of the story. She tells of her temptation by 

Satan, who appears first as an angel and then as a serpent, but she tells this only after a long account 

of the seduction of the serpent by Satan. “Be my vessel,” says Satan to snake, “and I will speak 

through thy mouth words to deceive her.” 

She and Adam had been given charge of separate parts of the garden, she explains, and they had, 

moreover, been given angels to guard them. But “[the serpent] hung himself from the wall of paradise, 

and when the angels ascended to worship God, then Satan appeared in the form of an angel and sang 

hymns like the angels. And I bent over the wall and saw him, like an angel.” (Apoc. Mos. 17.1) … 

The real tempter is now the devil, Diabolos. … The tempter is the cosmic adversary.
220

 

 

ECCLESIASTICUS; SIRACH 
Author: Jesus, son of Eleazar, son of Sirach; Date Written: 200-175 BC 

Sirach was written by a Jewish scribe who lived in Jerusalem in the early third century BC. His name 

was Jesus, son of Eleazar, son of Sirach. He is often called simply “Ben Sira.” The book has taken 

several different titles including “The Wisdom of Jesus Ben Sira” and “Liber Ecclesiasticus” (Church 

book). Ben Sira wrote in Hebrew, but his grandson later translated the book into Greek. 

Most Bibles include the grandson’s preface even though it is not canonical. The Hebrew of Sirach was 

lost about a thousand years ago, but in the late 19th century and early 20th century Hebrew fragments 
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of Sirach were found which comprise about two-thirds of the book. Sirach is a deuterocanonical book 

of wisdom literature.
221

 

------ 

One of the seven Old Testament books rejected by Martin Luther and subsequent Protestants was the 

book of Ecclesiasticus, alternatively known by its “Old Latin” title Sirach. … 

Ecclesiasticus/Sirach is found among the Dead Sea Scrolls (three copies to be exact). It is also 

included in the Greek Septuagint, the Old Latin manuscripts, and the Latin Vulgate. The Catholic 

Church and Churches of the East receive the book as inspired, inerrant, and canonical. Sirach is also 

included in our oldest biblical manuscripts: Codex Vaticanus (ca. A.D. 350), Codex Sinaiticus (A.D. 

360), and Codex Alexandrinus (ca. A.D. 400). In other words, the early Church in both the East and 

West revered this book and read it in Church … not to mention Jews before the Incarnation of Christ. 

There are a number of references to the book of Sirach in the New Testament. James 1:19 seems to 

quote Sirach 5:11. The Blessed Virgin Mary alludes to Sirach 10:14 in Luke 1:52. 

There are four well known quotes from Christ that relate to Sirach. Most well known is Christ’s 

statement in Matthew 7:16-20 which draws from Sirach 27:6. Also Matthew 6:12, “And forgive us 

our debts, as we forgive our debtors,” mirrors Sirach 28:2 “Forgive your neighbor a wrong, and then, 

when you petition, your sins will be pardoned.” Mark 4:5, 16-17 also resembles Sirach 40:15. 

Moreover, Patristic scholar Henry Chadwick claimed that in Matthew 11:28 Jesus directly quoted 

Sirach 51:27.
222

 

Jesus ben Sira blamed Eve for the Human Race being subjected to Death 

Jesus ben Sira, at least, blamed the fact that the Human Race was subject to death entirely on her. He 

says, “From a woman Sin had its beginning, and because of her we all die” (Sirach 25.24). Ben Sira 

knows about Satan, for a few chapters earlier he says: “When the godless man curses Satan [ho 

Satanas], he is cursing himself” (Sirach 21.27). 

Sira does not blame Sin and Death upon Satan but upon Eve. Sirach was translated into Greek about a 

century before [The Book of] Wisdom was written.
223

 

 

DEATH AND HADES IN THE BOOK OF WISDOM 
The Book of Wisdom is celebrated as “the last book of the Old Testament.” According to some 

scholars, it was written as late as AD 50: in other words, at the same time that Paul wrote his earliest 

extant letter, the First Epistle to the Thessalonians! But even if the Book of Wisdom were written fifty 

or a hundred years earlier (most authorities put it around 50 BC), it would still be the last book of the 

Old Testament. Actually, make that the last book of the Catholic and Orthodox Old Testament. … it 

was accepted by Christians as Holy Scripture very early on. 

It was written in Greek by a Hellenistic Jew, perhaps in Alexandria. It is a pseudepigraph, for the 

author speaks in the voice of Solomon. It was taken to be by Solomon, and its title in Greek is, 

“Wisdom of Solomon.”
224

 

The Book of Wisdom introduces two masculine personifications: Death and 
Hades 

In chapter 1 [of the Book of Wisdom], we are introduced to two masculine personifications, namely 

Death and his side-kick Hades. We are exhorted not to “court” Death by bad living. God did not 
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create Death, for He wished all His creatures to live: they have health in them and no poison, and 

Hades has no power over the Earth (Wis. 1.12-14). But the ungodly summon Death as their friend and 

make a pact with him, agreeing to belong to him (Wis. 1.16).
225

 

The Book of Wisdom says the devil’s envy brought death into the world 

In the much later Book of Wisdom (not a canonical book in Hebrew and Protestant Scriptures but 

accepted in the Catholic canon), we read ‘it was the devil’s envy that brought death into the world’ 

(Wisdom 2:24, written in the first century BCE).
226

 

THE WATCHERS IN DANIEL 

A Watcher, a Holy One, comes down from Heaven 

Another “Eye of the Heavenly King” who both observes and executes, or at least commands 

execution, is to be seen in the Book of Daniel, in a section that may come from the Persian period 

(539333 BC) or from the following period (Early Hellenistic, 333-168 BC). 

In the dream of Nebuchadnezzar, which he reports to Daniel: “There was a Watcher, a Holy One, 

coming down from Heaven,” who ordered the great tree that he saw in his vision to be cut down. Then 

the “it” (the tree) becomes a “he” (Nebuchadnezzar himself) in the Watcher’s proclamation: “Let his 

mind be changed from that of a Human, and let the mind of an animal be given to him.” The Watcher 

concludes: “Such is the sentence proclaimed by the Watchers, the verdict announced by the Holy 

Ones, so that every living thing may learn that the Most High rules over Human sovereignty” (Dan. 

4.13-17).
227

 

In the 2nd century BCE Book of Daniel, Watchers communicate with the 
King of Babylon in a dream 

In Daniel 4:13-18, the king refers to watchers, which are the same as angels, such as seen in Genesis 

18:16-22, Genesis 28:12-15, Genesis 32:1-2, Daniel 10:4-13, Daniel 12:1 and Zechariah 1:8-11. … 

 
King Nebuchadnezzar heard in his dream the watchers saying to chop down the tree, cut off the 

branches, scatter the fruit, and no longer shelter the beasts of the earth. The watcher further 

commanded that the stump should be bound with iron and bronze bands. …  The king also reported 

that he heard the watcher say that the grass is to be wet with dew for grazing, and that he would graze 

with the beasts.
228
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QUMRAN’S COSMIC WAR ON BELIAR, “NOTHINGNESS” 
The writers of the Dead Sea Scrolls were most likely Essenes 

In 1947, ancient documents known as the Dead Sea Scrolls were first discovered in caves in the 

Judean wilderness. The writers of these documents were most likely the Essenes, the first-century 

B.C.E. inhabitants of the nearby community of Qumran.  The Essenes were an austere, ultra-orthodox, 

secretive group who withdrew from society to form their own ascetic community.
229

 

The Essene movement grows during the Roman occupation 

Arising from controversies over purity and assimilation that followed the Maccabean war, the Essene 

movement grew during the Roman occupation of the first century to include over four thousand 

men.
230

 

The fact that something is found at Qumran does not necessarily mean it 
reflects a common ideological approach 

The literature surrounding the Dead Sea Scrolls is fraught with controversy, and that debate extends to 

every aspect of the origins, identity, and influence of the people who produced them. It is not clear 

that the sect was as monastic or as strictly celibate as is sometimes claimed or if it was so completely 

isolated from the wider world. Nor is it certain how much of the hoard reflected ideas distinctive to 

the sect. 

The fact that something was found at Qumran does not necessarily mean that it reflected a common 

ideological approach. Sectarian groups can collect materials for polemical purposes in order to refute 

their ideas. A fair consensus today holds that the Scrolls represent a spectrum of thought: some of the 

texts were written at Qumran itself and reflected its distinctive doctrines, while others were of more 

general interest and application.
231

 

The Essenes retell the history of Israel in terms of cosmic war 

The Essenes retell the whole history of Israel in terms of this cosmic war. Even in earliest times, they 

say, “the Prince of Light raised up Moses” (CD 5:18), but the Evil One, here called Beliar, aroused 

opposition to Moses among his own people. Ever since then, and especially now, Beliar has set traps 

in which he intends to “catch Israel,” for God himself has “unleashed Beliar against Israel”
232

 

The Qumran community’s own conflict escalates to cosmic proportions 

The conflict that spawned the Qumran community began as a struggle of priestly elites, but it soon 

escalated to cosmic proportions. The sect taught a rigid separation from what they saw as a sinful and 

contaminated world. 

In their most extreme texts, they presented themselves as the true Sons of Light, while the official 

Temple cult was in the hands of these false Israelites, the Children of Darkness. The conflict, they 

wrote, would rage until it culminated with a divine intervention, a Judgment, which would annihilate 

the present world order.
233

 

The Essenes, a radical sectarian group, place the cosmic battle at the 
centre of their cosmology and politics 

Starting at the time of the Maccabean war, the more radical sectarian groups …—above all, those 

called Essenes—placed this cosmic battle between angels and demons, God and Satan, at the very 

center of their cosmology and their politics.
234
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The Essenes place the cosmic war between God and his allies at the centre 
of their religious understanding 

Had Satan not already existed in Jewish tradition, the Essenes would have invented him. In the Book 

of the Watchers, fallen angels incite the activities of those who violate God’s covenant, but the 

Essenes go much further and place at the center of their religious understanding the cosmic war 

between God and his allies, both angelic and human, against Satan, or Beliar, along with his demonic 

and human allies.
235

 

------ 

They invoke Satan—or Beliar—to characterize the irreconcilable opposition between themselves and 

the “sons of darkness” in the war taking place simultaneously in heaven and on earth. They expect 

that soon God will come in power, with his holy angels, and finally overthrow the forces of evil and 

inaugurate the Kingdom of God.
236

 

They saw themselves as personally involved alongside God in the battle 
against Satan 

They believed Satan was engaged in a cosmic battle with God, and they saw themselves as personally 

engaged in this battle alongside God. Moreover, according to Elaine Pagels, the Essenes believed that 

“the foreign occupation of Palestine—and the accommodation of the majority of Jews to that 

occupation”—was proof that Satan had “infiltrated and taken over God’s own people, turning most of 

them into allies of the Evil One.”
237

 

The Essenes place themselves at the very centre of this battle between 
heaven and hell 

The Essenes called themselves the “sons of light” and indicted the majority as “sons of darkness,” the 

“congregation of traitors,” as people who “depart from the way, having transgressed the law, and 

violated the precept” (CD 1:13-20). The Essenes retell the whole history of Israel in terms of this 

cosmic war. 

Even in earliest times, they say, “the Prince of Light raised up Moses” (CD 5:18), but the Evil One, 

here called Beliar, aroused opposition to Moses among his own people. Ever since then, and 

especially now, Beliar has set traps in which he intends to “catch Israel,” for God himself has 

“unleashed Beliar against Israel” (CD 4:13). 

Now the “sons of light” eagerly await the day of judgment, when they expect God will come with all 

the armies of heaven to annihilate the corrupt majority along with Israel’s foreign enemies. …  

The Essenes place themselves at the very center of this battle between heaven and hell. 

While they detest Israel’s traditional enemies, they struggle far more bitterly against their fellow 

Israelites, who belong to the “congregation of Beliar.” David Sperling, scholar of the ancient Near 

East, suggests that substitution of Beliar for earlier Belial may be a pun on bell ‘or, “without light.”
238

 

Foreign occupation of Palestine was the evidence that the forces of evil 
have taken over the world 

These devout and passionate sectarians saw the foreign occupation of Palestine … as evidence that the 

forces of evil had taken over the world and—in the form of Satan, Mastema, or the Prince of 

Darkness—infiltrated and taken over God’s own people, turning most of them into allies of the Evil 

One.
239
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They were the “sons of Light”, all others were the “sons of Darkness” 

The Essenes called themselves the “sons of light,” and those who did not agree with their orthodoxy 

(the vast majority of their Jewish brethren) were called the “sons of darkness.”
240

 

The Essenes call themselves the “sons of light” and they indict the majority 
as “sons of darkness” 

In their sacred books, such as the great Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light Against the Sons of 

Darkness, the brethren could read how God had given them the Prince of Light as their supernatural 

ally to help them contend against Satan, and against his human allies. … The Essenes called 

themselves the “sons of light” and indicted the majority as “sons of darkness.”
241

 

All others had fallen prey to God’s evil adversary 

They believed they were living in the final days dominated by God’s evil adversary (Satan), to whom 

others had fallen prey.
242

 

Radical Jews increasingly invoke the satan to characterize their Jewish 
opponents 

The majority of Jews, including the Pharisees, still defined themselves in traditional terms, as “Israel 

against ‘the nations.’” But those who joined marginal or more extreme groups like the Essenes, bent 

on separating Israel radically from foreign influence, came to treat that traditional identification as a 

matter of secondary importance. What mattered primarily, these rigorists claimed, was not whether 

one was Jewish—this they took for granted—but rather “which of us [Jews] really are on God’s side”. 

… More radical than their predecessors, these dissidents began increasingly to invoke the satan to 

characterize their Jewish opponents. … 

Such sectarians, contending less against “the nations” than against other Jews, denounce their 

opponents as apostate and accuse them of having been seduced by the power of evil, whom they call 

by many names—Satan, Beelzebub, Semihazah, Azazel, Belial, Prince of Darkness.
243

 

Beliar characterises the irreconcilable opposition between Qumran and the 
“sons of Darkness” 

They invoke Satan—or Beliar—to characterize the irreconcilable opposition between themselves and 

the “sons of darkness” in the war taking place simultaneously in heaven and on earth. They expect 

that soon God will come in power, with his holy angels, and finally overthrow the forces of evil and 

inaugurate the Kingdom of God.
244

 

Qumran writings do not make features of Semyaz, Azazel, Mastema, or 
Satan 

It now appears that the incidence of dualistic texts [at Qumran] is comparatively minor. Furthermore, 

much of this material was not original to the Qumran Community, but simply formed a part of their 

library, without being influential in the writings actually produced by the Community. …  

The Book of Enoch and the Book of Jubilees were reverenced [by the Qumran community] at nearly 

the same level as the Torah! … Yet there are few or no references in the independent writings of the 

Qumran Community to the main story of Enoch, the saga of the fallen Watchers, and certainly no 

reference to Semyaz or Azazel as their leaders. … 

Similarly with the Book of jubilees. … We would expect that the figure of Mastema or Satan should 

be in great evidence. Such, however, is not the case. But at least Beliar, in the form of “Belial,” is 

prominent. … 
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When we step back and look at all of the Qumran remains, one striking fact appears: there are only 

two or three fragmentary occurrences of the word satan, and then only as a common noun. One of 

these uses has been wrongly rendered as a proper noun. The passage in question occurs in a “new 

psalm” found in Cave 11 (11QPsa 19.15).
245

 

Soulless, allegorical, passive, metaphorical figures go about their single-
minded business and then disappear 

The upshot of our tour of the Wadi Qumran, on the shores of the Dead Sea, is that, apart from 

imported texts like the Book of Job and the Book of Jubilees, there are no “active” ensoulments of bad 

behavior. Belial and the Prince/Principle of Dark are passive. They do not seem to be celestial testers 

or prosecutors or persecutors working under the direction or observation of God. Rather, we see only 

soulless allegorical or metaphorical figures who go about their single-minded business and then 

disappear. In other words, there is no Satan here.
246

 

Beliar (Belial) is an abstraction of “wickedness” or “nothingness” 

Belial is the personification of Perdition, that is, the total loss that comes with death, and it is found 

used in this sense a couple of dozen times in the Old Testament.
247

 

------ 

“Beliar” is a variant of “Belial,” which is the personification or abstraction of “wickedness” or 

“nothingness.” One reason for thinking that Beliar is not a personalized figure here is that such a 

figure will soon be introduced in Jubilees in the “person” of Mastema.
248

 

The Qumran Scrolls frequently reference diabolical figures 

The Qumran texts—the Scrolls—make frequent reference to diabolical figures, usually Belial, who is 

seen as a very potent force in the world.
249

 

God created spirits of light and darkness and made them the basis of every 
act. All men are born to these spirits 

The Rule of the Community provides a full picture of the cosmological narrative in its heavily 

moralized form. …It shows a further development of Mastema-Satan-Belial into the Angel of 

Darkness, while the Essenes themselves have now become “the sons of light.”: … 

This God created man to rule the world, and allotted to him two Spirits after whose 

direction he was to walk until the final Inquisition. They are the spirits of truth and of 

error. 

The origin of truth lies in the Fountain of Light, and that of error in the Wellspring of 

Darkness. In the hand of the Prince of Lights is dominion over all the sons of 

righteousness; in the ways of light they walk. And by the Angel of Darkness is all 

dominion over the sons of error; and in the way of darkness they walk. …  

All of the spirits that attend upon him are bent on causing the sons of light to stumble. 

… It is God that created those spirits of light and darkness, and made them the basis 

of every act. …  

All men are born to these spirits. … It is in these ways that men needs must walk and 

it is in these two divisions, according as a man inherits something of each, that all 

human acts are divided throughout all the ages of eternity. For God has appointed 

these two spirits to obtain in equal measure until the final age.
250
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The spirits of truth are under the angel of light while the angels of 
destruction are under the dominion of Belial 

The most dramatic form of the combat myth at Qumran was the vision of the eschatological battle for 

which the brotherhood was preparing itself, a vision contained most fully in the text known as the 

War Scroll, or the War of the Sons of Light and the Sons of Darkness. There we learn that the spirits 

of truth are under the rule of the prince or angel of light, while the angels of destruction are under the 

dominion of Belial.
251

 

The spirit of understanding functions between the spirits of truth and error 

In the Testament of Judah, however, the deterministic implications are more firmly resisted—

significantly by the introduction of a third “spirit.” … 

Two spirits wait upon man—the spirit of truth and the spirit of error. And in between 

is the spirit of understanding of the mind [the conscience], which inclines as it will.
252

 

By the time of the first century, Judaism had developed belief in divine 
Forces of Darkness 

By the first century C.E., Judaism developed a belief in the divine forces of darkness doing battle 

against the forces of light. This can be seen within the New Testament and other extra-Biblical 

writings such as those found among the Dead Sea Scrolls.
253

 

Extremist groups such as the Essenes turn this unpleasant angel into a 
grander and more malevolent figure 

The majority of Jews, including the Pharisees, still defined themselves in traditional terms, as “Israel 

against ‘the nations.’” But those who joined marginal or more extreme groups like the Essenes, bent 

on separating Israel radically from foreign influence, came to treat that traditional identification as a 

matter of secondary importance. What mattered primarily, these rigorists claimed, was not whether 

one was Jewish—this they took for granted—but rather “which of us [Jews] really are on God’s side. 

… More radical than their predecessors, these dissidents began increasingly to invoke the satan to 

characterize their Jewish opponents; in the process they turned this rather unpleasant angel into a far 

grander—and far more malevolent—figure. No longer one of God’s faithful servants, he begins to 

become what he is for Mark and for later Christianity—God’s antagonist, his enemy, even his rival. 

Such sectarians, contending less against “the nations” than against other Jews, denounce their 

opponents as apostate and accuse them of having been seduced by the power of evil, whom they call 

by many names—Satan, Beelzebub, Semihazah, Azazel, Belial, Prince of Darkness. These dissidents 

also borrowed stories, and wrote their own, telling how such angelic powers, swollen with lust or 

arrogance, fell from heaven into sin.
254

 

Essenes’ information to recognise and understand the supernatural forces 

Sacred Essene texts like the Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light Against the Sons of Darkness reveal 

secrets of angelology, which the sectarians regarded as valuable and necessary information, for 

recognizing and understanding the interrelationship of supernatural forces, both good and evil, is 

essential for their sense of their own identity—and the way they identify others.
255

 

Satan is the root of all evil 

The Qumran sect clearly despised Satan and viewed him as the root of all evil. Satan not only lured 

people away from God, but he also capitalized on the human inclination toward sin. According to the 

Essenes, it was God who created Satan in the first place as “an instrument of his vengeance against 
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sinners.” This belief is problematic: If God created Satan, for whatever reasons, then God is 

ultimately responsible for evil and suffering in the world.
256

 

Satan is an evil leader of a legion of followers in heaven and on earth 

The Qumran literature makes it clear that the Essenes understood Satan to be an evil leader who 

commanded a legion of followers in heaven and on earth. They believed Satan was engaged in a 

cosmic battle with God, and they saw themselves as personally engaged in this battle alongside God. 

… The Essenes believed that “the foreign occupation of Palestine—and the accommodation of the 

majority of Jews to that occupation”—was proof that Satan had “infiltrated and taken over God’s own 

people, turning most of them into allies of the Evil One.” Finally, they believed they were living in the 

final days dominated by God’s evil adversary (Satan), to whom others had fallen prey. This is dualism 

at its best: two conflicting spirits, one good (God), the other evil (Satan).
257

 

Satan and other demons could take possession of one’s body 

The idea that Satan or one of his demons could possess someone is reflected at Qumran, where there 

is an apotropaic
258

 prayer for protection. It reads, “Do not let Satan or an unclean spirit rule over me; 

do not let pain or an evil inclination take possession of my bones.” (11Q5 19.15-16). This prayer from 

the Psalms Scroll at Qumran demonstrates that 1st century Jews in Palestine believed that both Satan 

and other demons could take possession of one’s body and cause them to do evil things.
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THE NEW TESTAMENT: SATAN COMES INTO HIS OWN 
“Satan” occurs thirty-six times in the New Testament, eighteen of that number 

in the Gospels and Acts. The Greek term satanas is a loan word from the 

Hebrew Old Testament, and twenty-eight of the total occurrences are 

accompanied by the definite article.
260

 

 

Essenes and Christians escalate conflict with their opponents to the level of 
cosmic war 

Within the ancient world, so far as I [Elaine Pagels] know, it is only Essenes and Christians who 

actually escalate conflict with their opponents to the level of cosmic war.
261

 

Although Satan is virtually absent in the Hebrew Bible, the figure takes 
central importance among certain first-century Christians 

While angels often appear in the Hebrew Bible, Satan, along with other fallen angels or demonic 

beings, is virtually absent. But among certain first-century Jewish groups, prominently including the 

Essenes (who saw themselves as allied with angels) and the followers of Jesus, the figure variously 

called Satan, Beelzebub, or Belial also began to take on central importance.
262

 

------ 

Historically speaking, at any rate—Satan, along with diabolical colleagues like Belial and Mastema 

(whose Hebrew name means “hatred”), did not materialize out of the air. Instead, as we shall see, such 

figures emerged from the turmoil of first-century Palestine, the setting in which the Christian 

movement began to grow.
263

 

All stories depict Satan as an intimate enemy 

[These stories] all agree on one thing: that this greatest and most dangerous enemy did not originate, 

as one might expect, as an outsider, an alien, or a stranger. Satan is not the distant enemy but the 

intimate enemy—one’s trusted colleague, close associate, brother. He is the kind of person on whose 

loyalty and goodwill the well-being of family and society depend—but one who turns unexpectedly 

jealous and hostile. Whichever version of his origin one chooses, then, and there are many, all depict 

Satan as an intimate enemy.
264

 

 

Of course, Satan was not always the devil.265 

 

“Diabolos” is used as a proper name in the New Testament 

In the “intertestamental” books in Aramaic, Satan becomes Satanah, rendered into Greek as Satanas, 

which is used in the New Testament, along with Diabolos, to refer to Satan/Devil. The point of 

Diabolos as a proper name is obscured in English, which conventionally speaks of “the devil,” as if 
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this were not a proper name, even though in the New Testament it is used only of one person: namely, 

Satan.
266

 

Satan assumes a more commanding role in the New Testament but is no 
match for the obedient Son of God 

Satan assumes a more commanding role in the New Testament, and his demonic minions, in fact, 

abound in the New Testament (appearing some 568 times), cropping up in unlikely places and 

challenging the ultimate authority of Jesus. … [Satan] is still the troublemaker, the stumbling block, 

the Adversary. However, even as the figure of Satan grows more confident, more powerful, and more 

insidious—blatantly challenging Jesus’ authority and even infiltrating the ranks of those close to 

him—he is not allowed to move about in the world unopposed. Indeed, Jesus, the hero of the New 

Testament, steps forward to confront the villain at every turn. … The authors of the New Testament 

make it clear that Satan is no match for the obedient Son of God.
267

 

“Satan” occurs thirty-six times in the New Testament, eighteen of that number in the Gospels and 

Acts. The Greek term satanas is a loan word from the Hebrew Old Testament, and twenty-eight of the 

total occurrences are accompanied by the definite article.
268

 

In the New Testament, “the devil” is a slanderer 

The other common appellation for Satan in the New Testament is “the devil” (diabolos), not found in 

the Old Testament, but thirty-four times here, meaning one who is traducer, a slanderer. The word 

often translates satan in the Septuagint (either as “the satan” or an “adversary”). In the New 

Testament the “devil” becomes “an evil principle/being standing against God.” 

In the New Testament the word [“devil”] appears to be used interchangeably with “Satan.” Mark 

refers to “Satan” five times, but never uses “devil.” Matthew has three of the former, but six of the 

latter. The Fourth Gospel has one instance of “Satan” (with none in the Epistles of John), while the 

“devil” (as Satan) occurs twice in the Gospel and three times in the Epistles.
269

 

In the New Testament, Satan is treated as nothing more than a glorified 
prison warden 

Satan’s role in the New Testament, though highly expanded, has much more in common with the 

Accuser of the Hebrew Bible than the commander of the armies of darkness that is typically portrayed 

in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Even though he is given such lofty titles as “the ruler of this world” (John 

12:31), “father of lies” (John 8:44), “god of this world” (2 Corinthians 4:4), “ruler of the power of the 

air” (Ephesians 2:2), and Beelzebul, “ruler of the demons” (Matthew 10:25; Mark 3:22; Luke 11:15), 

Satan is essentially treated as nothing more than a glorified prison warden who has been corrupted by 

his own power.
270

 

------ 

Throughout the Gospels, Satan’s “kingdom” is never considered to be a burning underworld full of 

the tormented dead, but, rather, is equated with the bondage of sin and the curses brought upon 

humanity for acts of unrighteousness.
271

 

------- 

According to Jesus (Matthew 12:29; Mark 3:27; Luke 11:21–22), a “strong man” (Satan) must be 

bound in order to plunder his house for treasures (humans), and it is clear he viewed his ministry and 
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that of his disciples within this context. All other references to Satan in the New Testament, including 

those in Revelation, reflect this struggle for spiritual freedom.
272

 

Jesus saw illness in terms of demonic forces 

Jesus met a man possessed by many devils. Confronting the demons, Jesus learned that their name 

was Legion, because they were so many. … (Matt. 8:28–34). Jesus’s method of healing left readers no 

option but to see the man’s illness in terms of real, objective demonic forces rather than any inner or 

psychological condition.
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PAUL, THE EARLIEST CHRISTIAN WRITER 
The earliest New Testament texts are the seven genuine letters of Paul 

The earliest texts in the New Testament are the letters attributed to Paul, written between 50 and 64 

C.E., even before the earliest written Gospels.
274

 

------ 

Although thirteen letters in the New Testament are attributed to Paul, most biblical scholars agree that 

only Romans, 1-2 Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, 1 Thessalonians, and Philemon are from his 

own hand.
275

 

 

The meaning of [Paul’s] words on any given subject is very much open to 

debate—and the problems begin with the question of which words are actually 

Paul’s. 

The only letters whose authenticity has not been seriously challenged are those 

to the Galatians, the Corinthians, and the Romans, but even there grave textual 

and interpretive problems arise. Paul’s authority quickly became so vital that his 

followers often claimed to be writing in his name, and soon various rival 

theologies were fathered on him.
276

 

------ 

Several letters have come down under Paul’s name that many modern 

commentators think are pseudonymous. Almost nobody takes the pastoral letters 

(the two letters to Timothy and the letter to Titus) as genuine, but other letters, 

in particular 2 Thessalonians, Colossians, and Ephesians, are disputed. If their 

author was not Paul, he (or they) was someone working out the implications of 

Pauline language and doctrine. In each of these letters, the quarrels with heretics 

in the church seem to have reached a more pronounced stage than in the letters 

to the Romans or to the Corinthians. 

Second Thessalonians looks like a deliberate imitation of I Thessalonians, but 

whereas the genuine letter looks forward to the imminent Parousia, or Second 

Coming, the second letter has to account for the delay.
277

 

 

In Paul’s seven genuine letters, he has one role in mind for Satan, that of 
obstructer 

In these seven letters, Satan appears sporadically, mentioned less than a dozen times in all seven 

epistles combined. When Paul chooses to use the word “Satan” in his letters, he has one particular role 

in mind: Satan as obstructer. Specifically, Paul uses “Satan” to refer to those who hinder—usually 

through undermining Paul’s teaching.
278

 

Paul’s “Satans” are human agents working to thwart his mission 

Every mention of Satan in the Pauline corpus involves the Devil working through a human agent to 

thwart Paul’s mission.
279
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Paul blames humans, not fallen angels or the serpent as Satan 

When Paul re-tells the story of Adam and Eve, he places the blame on the humans (Romans 5:18; cf. 

1 Corinthians 15:21–22) and not on fallen angels, or on the serpent as Satan.
280

 

“Satan” symbolises those who seek to disrupt and scandalise the Christian 
community 

It is clear that Satan is not one of the apostle’s central concerns. In fact, Satan is mentioned only once 

in Romans (Rom 16:20). … Paul warns the Roman church to be careful of outsiders who might seek 

to cause dissention and scandal. … Satan is understood to be symbolic of those who seek to disrupt 

and scandalize the Roman Christian community. 

This singular mention of Satan says much about Paul’s Satan language. His Satan language, similar to 

that in the Gospels, is deeply connected to the way in which evil disrupts and causes suffering to 

individuals and communities. Satan is at work through those who seek to disrupt Paul’s missionary 

efforts and cause disharmony among his converts.
281

 

Paul talks about Sin and Death rather than using diabolical terms 

Paul does not use a great deal of Satan and devil language. He tends to talk more about sin and death 

rather than personifying it in diabolical symbols (Romans 7:13).
282

 

Paul refers to Satan’s roles as enemy and as punisher 

[Paul’s] explicit references to Satan are to his role as enemy of the human race and as the punisher.
283

 

Paul adds the roles of impeder and tempter to Satan 

We [thus] see that Paul has added to Satan’s roles as impeder and tempter to discouragement (1 

Thess.) and punisher/rehabilitator of sinners and tempter to sin (1 Cor.) the further role of preventer of 

sin (2 Cor. 12). He also thinks of Satan as attempting to outwit or cheat him (2 Cor. 2), and as 

disguising himself as an Angel of Light (2 Cor. 11). But he knows, or hopes, that God will soon 

restrain Satan (Rom. 16).
284

 

Paul says the Law plays the role of a Satan, as an obstacle or as the cause 
of offence 

When [Paul] tells the Thessalonians that he has not been able to come to see them because Satan 

hindered him (enekopsen), the verb he chooses has the same root (koptd, to strike, cut, or lay waste) as 

proskomma, another word for an obstacle or cause of offense, like skandalon. The two words are used 

in parallel at Romans 9.33 for the mysterious “stone” on which the Jews are said to stumble. Quoting 

Isaiah 8.14 and 28.16 … Paul implies that the stone-for-stumbling (lithon proskommatos kai petran 

skandalou) was the Law. This is one of several Pauline passages where the Law plays the role of a 

Satan.
285

 

Paul accuses his rival ambassadors for Christ as being ministers of Satan 

The second mention of Satan is in reference to Paul’s detractors, the so-called “super-apostles” who 

seek to denigrate Paul’s ministry: … (2 Cor. 11:3-5) … So great is Paul’s disdain for these rival 

apostles, in fact, that he accuses these ambassadors of Christ of being ministers of Satan … (2 Cor. 

11:13-15).
286
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Satan (the Angel of Dark) can appear to be an Angel of Light 

Satan transforms himself into an angel of light, so his servants may therefore be expected to present 

themselves as apostles of Christ (11.13-15).
287

 

Satan comes disguised as a Minister of Light 

[Paul] discusses rival Christian missionaries whom he sarcastically terms “Super-Apostles.” “Such 

boasters,” he says, “are false Apostles, deceitful workers, disguising themselves as Apostles of Christ. 

And no wonder! Even Satan disguises himself as an Angel of Light. So it is not strange if his 

ministers also disguise themselves as ministers of righteousness. Their end will match their deeds” (2 

Cor. 11.13-15).
288

 

Paul himself emerges as a satan, a testing adversary, since he admits that 
he devised a test 

In Paul’s Second Letter to the Corinthians, Paul himself emerges as a satan, a testing adversary, since 

he admits that he devised a test for them to see if they would remain steadfast in their beliefs and 

actions. 

He says, “I wrote,” in a letter that has not survived, “for this reason: to test you and to know whether 

you are obedient in everything” (2 Cor 2:4–9). He says that he wrote in much anguish, though not 

with the intention to cause them pain, but to show them the great love that he had for them.
289

 

Paul tests the Corinthians’ sincerity 

Paul speaks of a further testing of the Corinthians when he asks them to contribute to the support of 

other Christian communities. “I do not command this, but I am testing the sincerity of your love 

against the generosity of others” (2 Cor 8:8).
290

 

Satan transforms himself into an angel of light and his servants disguise 
themselves as ministers of uprightness 

Paul definitely refers to Satan’s stratagems further on in 2 Corinthians, when he explicitly describes 

the hypocritical approaches of rival Christian preachers: 

“They are pseudo-apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into apostles 

of Christ.” 

It is no wonder that they do this, he adds, 

“for Satan himself transforms himself into an angel of light” (2 Cor 11:13–14) 

—or perhaps he means “a shining angel” or only “a messenger of truth.” He continues in the next 

verse: 

“So it is not strange if Satan’s servants [“deacons”] also disguise themselves as 

ministers of uprightness. They will end up according to their deeds” (2 Cor 11:15).
291

 

There is no justification for identifying Beliar with Satan at 2 Corinthians 
6:15 

Second Corinthians is the most Satan-filled of Paul’s epistles, but most readers have found even more 

satanic references than I do. They assume, for instance, that when Paul asks, “What agreement does 

Christ have with Beliar?” (2 Cor 6:15), that Beliar is Satan. But there is no justification for this 

identification. Beliar or Belial in the Old Testament is a mere abstraction, standing for the total loss 

that comes with death, and there is no reason to think that Paul means anything else by Beliar here.
292
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Satan’s activities with Paul are the same as those manifested in the book of 
Job, where Satan operated on consultation with God 

An even more interesting reference appears later, when Paul speaks of “an angel of Satan,” where 

Satan is clearly working in tandem with God for Paul’s own betterment. Paul has felt obliged to boast 

of the spiritual favors he has received from God, but then he explains that a mechanism was put in 

place to prevent him from taking excessive pride in his accomplishments: 

(2 Cor. 12:7-9) 

Paul was sufficiently disturbed by [a thorn in his flesh] to want to be rid of it with all his heart. …  

The purpose of the burdensome thorn was entirely good, to prevent him from another kind of sin, 

pride. 

This is the clearest indication so far that Satan’s activities can be seen as no different from those 

manifested in the book of Job, where he operated on consultation with God—although with a certain 

amount of freedom.
293

 

Paul compares the Super-Apostles to the deceiving Serpent and then 
compares them to Satan 

In 2 Corinthians, in the 11th chapter, when he tells the Christians of Corinth that he feels a Divine 

jealousy for them, because, after promising them in marriage to one husband, presenting them as a 

chaste virgin to Christ, he fears that they are being led astray, just as Eve was led astray. His words 

are: 

I am afraid that, as the Serpent deceived Eve by his cunning, your thoughts will be led 

astray from a sincere and pure devotion to Christ. (2 Cor. 11.3) 

This statement comes at the beginning of his warning against the false missionaries whom he will 

characterize as Super-Apostles and compare to Satan disguising himself as an Angel of Light. … 

Paul first compares the Super-Apostles to the Serpent that deceived Eve, and then, a couple of 

sentences later, compares them to Satan. … To put it another way: Paul first mentions the Serpent 

who deceived Eve, and then he mentions Satan who deceives by posing as an Angel of Light.
294

 

Satan encourages dissension among Christ’s followers 

We can conclude that Paul is saying that Satan encourages dissension among the followers of Christ, 

and does so in a devious and dangerous way. But why he would do so is not entirely clear.
295

 

Satan prevents the family reunion 

Composed in about 50 C.E., 1 Thessalonians is the earliest surviving letter of Paul. Since his 

correspondence predates the writing of the written Gospels, 1 Thessalonians constitutes the oldest 

surviving document in the Christian canon. It is criticism of Paul himself that evokes his letter to this 

community. … 

It is within the context of [challenges to Paul’s personal integrity (1 Thess 2:3-8)] … that Paul 

mentions Satan in 1 Thessalonians 2. Paul uses the language of kinship throughout the chapter 

(addressing his audience as “brothers and sisters” in 1 Thess 2:1, 9, 14, 17) to stress his longing to be 

with the Thessalonian church, but Paul claims that Satan has prevented the family reunion from taking 

place: … (1 Thess 2:18-19).
296

 

Satan hinders Paul visiting the Thessalonians 

In the letter to the Thessalonians, … Satan was in Paul’s way, and he could not come.
297
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Satan blocks Paul going to the Thessalonians 

Paul’s oldest extant letter, scholars agree, is one that he wrote to the newly established church in 

Thessalonica. … In the course of this letter, the Thessalonians are assured that both Paul and Silas, 

and especially Paul, greatly desired to return to them: 

“We wanted to come to you — certainly I, Paul, wanted to, again and again — but 

Satan blocked our way” (1 Thess. 2.18). 

As is true elsewhere in the New Testament, it is not the Hebrew form, Satan, that is used, but rather 

the Aramaic, Satanah, rendered in Greek as Satanas and preceded by the Greek definite article, ho 

Satanas. This form was already used in the Book of Sirach. 

So, how does Paul understand Satan here? What sort of obstacles did he put in his way, and how and 

why did he do it? He does not elaborate.
298

 

Paul considers his enforced absence was arranged by Satan as a test for 
the new Christians 

In 1 Thessalonians, St. Paul characterized Satan as having placed obstacles in the way of his returning 

to Thessalonica (1 Thess. 2.18). … He also considered his enforced absence, arranged by Satan, to be 

a test that the Tester (Satan) arranged, not for Paul, but for the new Christians of Thessalonica, to try 

their perseverance in their faith (1 Thess. 3.5).
299

 

Beware of lack of self-control, because Satan has the role of Tester 

When Paul takes up the question in 1 Corinthians of whether celibacy should be preferred over 

marriage, he urges most Christians to get married, because a single life leaves one open to the dangers 

of immorality. Once married, spouses are obliged to fulfill their marital duty to each other. It is 

acceptable to abstain for a while by mutual consent, in order to be freer for prayer. But then they 

should come together again, “lest Satan test you because of your lack of control” (1 Cor. 7.5). Now 

we are back to the realm of testing, outside of any official punitive capacity.
300

 

An angel of Satan had been sent to prevent Paul being too puffed up 

After telling of the spiritual favors he has received, [Paul] says, “To keep me from being too puffed 

up, a thorn was given to my flesh, an Angel of Satan, to batter me, to keep me from being too puffed 

up” (2 Cor. 12.7). He goes on to say that he prayed to the Lord three times “about it” — or “about 

him” — beseeching that it (or “he”) would leave him; but the Lord answered that His grace was 

sufficient for him (12.8-9). 

This Angel, or messenger, of Satan is “given” to Paul, but it is not said by whom, or whose idea it is, 

God’s or Satan’s. The purpose is a good one; it is not a question of punishment for sin, but rather it is 

a preventive measure, to keep Paul from sinful pride. In admitting this, Paul must recognize that 

Satan, at least in this instance, is interested in preventing sin as well as tempting people to sin.
301

 

Paul fears the Tester has put his own labour in vain 

Later in [1 Thessalonians] he tells them that he finally sent Timothy to visit them, in order to assure 

himself of their faith: “for I was afraid,” he says, “that the Tester had somehow put you to the test, and 

that our labor had been in vain” (1 Thess. 3.5). The Tester, of course, must be Satan. … 

In English, a “tempter” sounds malicious, whereas a “tester” is more easily thought of as having good 

intentions. But in Greek and Latin the same word is used in both cases.
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Paul must see Satan as having a punitive function, but who also 
rehabilitates 

One of the members of the church [at Corinth] had taken up living with a woman who had been his 

father’s wife or concubine or mistress, and his fellow Christians did not rebuke him. Paul is outraged, 

and insists that the culprit is to be expelled from the community. He tells them, “You are to hand this 

man over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may be saved in the day of the 

Lord” (1 Cor 5:5).  

What does he mean? He must see Satan as somehow having a punitive function, but one that not only 

punishes but also rehabilitates. … Punishing and reforming are beneficial.
303

 

When Satan is directly involved in the testing, God makes sure that he does 
not overdo it 

[Paul] adds, “God is faithful, and will not let you be tested beyond your strength. For along with the 

tests He will also provide the means to remain steadfast, so that you may always be able to endure 

them” (1 Cor 10:13). In other words, even when Satan is directly involved in the testing, God makes 

sure that he does not overdo it. If the human objects of his attention fail the test, it is their own fault.
304

 

Paul associates Adam with Universal Death 

[Adam] is the one whom St. Paul associated with universal death in 1 Corinthians: we all die, or “are 

dying,” in Adam (1 Cor. 15.22). Paul expands upon this idea in his third and final allusion to the story 

of the fall of Man. He is writing to the Romans: 

Just as Sin came into the World through one Human Being, and Death came through 

Sin, and so Death spread to all because all have sinned - Sin was indeed in the World 

before the Law, but Sin is not reckoned when there is no Law - yet Death exercised 

dominion from Adam to Moses, even over those whose sins were not like the 

transgression of Adam, who is a type of the One who is to come. (Rom. 5.12-14) 

It is interesting that Paul here presents Adam as acting alone, and interacting with two 

personifications: the feminine Sin (he Hamartia) and the masculine Death (ho Thanatos). Adam gave 

admittance to Sin, and Sin in turn ushered in Death. 

Many scholars think it likely that Paul was familiar with the Book of Wisdom and was influenced by 

its literary style.
305

 

Paul does not explain how the adversary was linked with Adam’s sin at the 
beginning 

Unfortunately for those who would soon be trying to understand Paul’s story, the evasions, 

suppressions, and ironies of his language would pose serious difficulties. … It was easy enough to see 

that Christ overcame the god of this world at the end of the narrative, but Paul nowhere explains how 

the adversary was linked with Adam’s sin at the beginning. … The passages in which Paul links 

Adam and Christ lack any reference to the angel or to the serpent.
306

 

Adam’s fall is glossed over by Clement, mentioned by Paul in Romans, and 
never in the Gospels’ reports of Jesus’ words 

Clement of Rome, writing in the generation after Paul's targeting of Adam as the introducer of Death, 

glosses over the sin of Adam. The Gospels in reporting the life and words of Jesus do not mention 

Adam's fall at all. 

Therefore, not only has Satan not yet been connected with the sin of Adam, but the sin of Adam will 

achieve prominence in none of the books of the New Testament except Paul's Epistle to the Romans, 
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with slighter allusions in 1 and 2 Corinthians. It [is] mentioned once more, in the Deutero-Pauline 

First Epistle to Timothy, but in an almost trivial way, to justify a subordinate role for women.
307

 

Caution must be exercised before considering the story of Adam and Eve to 
be a popular episode of the Hebrew texts 

[Paul] alludes only three times [to the story of Adam and Eve]. … In pre-Pauline writings: 

1) Apart from the account in Genesis 2-5, there is no reference at all to Adam and Eve in any of 

the books that became part of the Hebrew Scriptures. 

2) The story is treated briefly in the highly regarded Book of Enoch and Book of Jubilees, but not 

much importance is attached to it. 

3) It does not show up in any of the newly discovered works of the Qumran library (the Dead 

Sea Scrolls). 

We must therefore be cautious about considering it to be a popular episode of Scripture, or thinking it 

to be highly significant to the authors of the New Testament books, without proof.
308

 

Satan can tempt to heresy and to sexual indulgence 

[Paul] tells the Thessalonians … he is afraid that because he cannot get to them personally, the 

tempter (ho peirazōn) may have tampered with their belief, and Paul’s labors (kopos, suffering, toil, 

and trouble) should be for nothing ([1 Thessalonians] 3.5). 

He does not name the tempter here, but Satan is explicitly the tempter at 1 Corinthians 7.5, where Paul 

is advising his correspondents to marry rather than let Satan tempt them (peirazei). Satan can thus 

tempt either to heresy or to sexual indulgence.
309

 

Satan might tempt sex-starved marriage partners with adultery 

According to Paul, Satan might tempt sex-starved marriage partners with adultery, so “it is better to 

marry [and couple] than to be aflame with passion,” vulnerable to the allure of illicit sex (1 Cor 

7:9).
310

 

Satan’s designs include creating divisions within the Corinthian community 

These challenges continue in the book of 2 Corinthians, a composite of several letters from Paul to the 

community that vacillate between anger, forgiveness, hope, and despair. Satan is mentioned three 

times. The first mention (2 Corinthians 2) occurs as Paul recounts his painful initial visit to Corinth.  

… The community, he exhorts, must forgive and reconcile with the offender, so that Satan does not 

triumph from misguided righteousness: “And we do this so that we may not be outwitted by Satan; for 

we are not ignorant of his designs” (2 Cor 2:11) …  

Paul’s tone is conciliatory, but his mention of Satan’s infiltration into the community is ominous. Paul 

obviously believes that Satan’s designs include creating divisions within the Corinthian community.
311

 

Satan is in charge of punishing persons, aimed at their rehabilitation 

Paul expresses his shock and disgust over hearing that one of the Christians at Corinth is living with 

his father’s wife or concubine, and that the congregation has tolerated his behavior. Paul pronounces a 

solemn judgment of excommunication upon him, and instructs them thus: 

“You are to hand this man over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his 

spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord” (1 Cor. 5.5). 

It is quite clear that Satan is thought of here as having a “penitentiary” function. He is in charge of 

punishing persons who have been handed over to him by local authorities (in this case, the leaders of 
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the Christian community). The action that Satan takes involves corporal but not capital punishment, 

since it is aimed (at least by Paul and his fellow-Christians) at rehabilitation.
312

 

Hand the sinner to Satan and to be exiled from the church 

In 1 Corinthians 5, Paul deals with the issue of incest, admonishing the community for permitting a 

man to live with his stepmother (1 Cor 5:1) Paul’s suggested punishment for the man is severe: “You 

are to hand this man over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may be saved in the 

day of the Lord” (1 Cor 5:5). … When Paul calls for this sinner to be handed over to Satan, he intends 

that he be exiled from the church and thus delivered over to the domain of the Devil.
313

 

Paul’s “thorn in the flesh” is a messenger of Satan sent to torment him (2 
Corinthians) 

Paul refers to a “thorn in his flesh,” perhaps a painful (unspecified) physical disability: “Therefore, to 

keep me from being too elated, a thorn was given me in the flesh, a messenger of Satan to torment 

me” (2 Cor 12:7). … 

On one hand, the unnamed malady Paul suffers is demonic, in the sense that illness is a result of sin’s 

entrance into the world and the Devil’s machinations, according to the ancient view. On the other 

hand, Paul recognizes that the thorn in his flesh acts like ballast to ground him in the physical realm 

even as his ecstatic adventures seem to elevate him above the natural. … In the end, we do not know 

what Paul was referring to in this passage. The word “thorn” might refer to one of Paul’s opponents, 

for they, too, are “of Satan.”
314

 

Because he is aware of Satan’s designs, Paul says to forgive 

In his Second Epistle to the Corinthians, Paul claims to be aware of Satan’s intentions, but it is not 

clear whether he is speaking simply of Satan’s master-function as tester of faith and morals. … Paul 

confesses that he himself intended to put the Christians at Corinth to the test: he wrote to them 

severely, in order to see how obedient they were: 

I wrote you out of much distress and anguish of heart and with many tears, not to 

cause you pain, but to let you know the abundant love that I have for you. … I wrote 

for this reason: to test you and to know whether you are obedient in everything. (2 

Cor. 2.4-9) 

Paul does go on to speak of Satan: 

Anyone whom you forgive, I also forgive. What I have forgiven, if I have forgiven 

anything, has been for your sake in the presence of Christ. And we do this so that we 

may not be outwitted by Satan, for we are not ignorant of his designs. (2 Cor. 2.10-

11)
315

 

Hopefully, God will soon inhibit Satan’s opposition to the Roman Christians 

There is nothing about Satan in Romans until the very end, in the course of his “long goodbye.” He 

had already effectively signed off when he said, “The God of peace be with all of you, amen” (Rom. 

15.33). …  

He then elaborates his prayer above, according to some Greek manuscripts: “May the God of peace 

soon crush Satan beneath your feet.” But most texts render it as a prophecy: “The God of peace will 

soon crush Satan beneath your feet” (Rom. 16.20). We note that it is God who is to take action here, 

not the Roman Christians. God will soon (it is hoped) inhibit Satan’s opposition to them, and do it so 

decisively that it will be like trampling on a defeated enemy.
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Paul’s only reference to Demons is to say that Idols are lifeless Demons 

The only time that Paul speaks of Demons is to say that the Idols worshiped by the Pagans are lifeless 

Demons (1 Cor. 10.14-21, 12.2). Here he is using the Septuagint translation of Deuteronomy 32.17: 

“They sacrificed to Demons, not God.”
317
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THE FOUR GOSPELS 
Matthew, Mark, and Luke wrote for different audiences 

Matthew, Mark, and Luke wrote for different audiences and sought to address specific issues within 

their respective communities.
318

 

For the gospel writers, Satan plays a central role in the divine drama 

Satan, although he seldom appears onstage in these gospel accounts, nevertheless plays a central role 

in the divine drama, for the gospel writers realize that the story they have to tell would make little 

sense without Satan. How, after all, could anyone claim that a man betrayed by one of his own 

followers, and brutally executed on charges of treason against Rome, not only was but still is God’s 

appointed Messiah, unless his capture and death were, as the gospels insist, not a final defeat but only 

a preliminary skirmish in a vast cosmic conflict now enveloping the universe?
319

 

Originally Satan was one of God’s angels, but now he stands in open 
rebellion against God 

Satan evokes more than the greed, envy, lust, and anger we identify with our own worst impulses, and 

more than what we call brutality. … Thousands of years of tradition have characterized Satan instead 

as a spirit. Originally he was one of God’s angels, but a fallen one. Now he stands in open rebellion 

against God, and in his frustrated rage he mirrors aspects of our own confrontations with otherness.
320

 

These Synoptic presentations of Satan are an evolution from pre-existing 
ideas 

These presentations [in the Synoptic Gospels] of the Devil evolve from pre-existing ideas about Satan, 

either in the Hebrew Bible or in the intertestamental literature.
321

 

In the canonised texts, there is no explicit account of the origin of evil or 
the evil one 

“Good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither doth a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit” (Luke 

6.43, KJV). … [This] leaves open the possibility … that the world had been thus divided since the 

beginning. “He that committeth sin is of the devil,” says the first letter of John, “for the devil sinneth 

from the beginning. For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that he might destroy the works 

of the devil.” (John 3.8, KJV) … 

The letter continues: “Whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin; for his seed remaineth in him; 

and he cannot sin, because he is born of God. In this the children of God are manifest, and the 

children of the devil [tou diabolou].” Given such passages, and the absence from the canonized texts 

of any explicit account of the origin of evil or the evil one (both tou ponerou in the genitive), the 

commentators would require considerable ingenuity to reincorporate the rebellion myth, in whatever 

form, into their own version of Christian doctrine.
322

 

According to the Synoptic Gospels, one of Jesus’ chief tasks was the 
struggle against unclean spirits or evil demons 

Exorcism is a central, even dominating concern of the synoptic gospels. … The exorcism stories are 

the most frequent form that the combat tradition takes in the synoptic gospels. One of the chief tasks 

of Jesus, as Mark, Matthew, and Luke tell it, was the struggle against unclean spirits or evil demons. 
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The importance of the exorcism stories in Mark may be illustrated both by their number—there are 

twenty or more …—and by the speed with which the author of this gospel gets down to the telling of 

the first one.
323

 

The New Testament gospels consistently associate Satan with Jesus’ 
Jewish enemies 

How does the figure of Satan characterize the enemy? What is Satan, and how does he appear on 

earth? The New Testament gospels almost never identify Satan with the Romans, but they 

consistently associate him with Jesus’ Jewish enemies, primarily Judas Iscariot and the chief priests 

and scribes.
324

 

------ 

Within the gospels, … the figure of Satan tends to express this dramatic shift of blame from “the 

nations”—ha goyim, in Hebrew—onto members of Jesus’ own people.
325

 

------ 

In every case, the decision to place the story of Jesus within the context of God’s struggle against 

Satan tends to minimize the role of the Romans, and to place increasing blame instead upon Jesus’ 

Jewish enemies.
326

 

Satan appears immediately after John the Baptist baptizes Jesus 

In Mark, Matthew, and Luke, Satan appears at the same point in the story, immediately after John the 

Baptist baptizes Jesus.
327

 

“Get Behind Me, Satan” is used in a generic sense to mean “obstacle” 

Jesus teaches [his disciples] about his true mission, a mission that involves suffering and death: 

From that time on, Jesus began to show his disciples that he must go to Jerusalem and 

undergo great suffering at the hands of the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be 

killed, and on the third day be raised. (Mt 16:21; cf. Mk 8:31; Lk 9:22) 

Jesus’ mission is difficult for the disciples to understand. … Peter admonishes Jesus: “And Peter took 

him aside and began to rebuke him, saying, ‘God forbid it, Lord! This must never happen to you’” 

(Mt 16:22; cf. Mk 8:33). … Jesus rebukes Peter: 

“Get behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to me; for you are setting your 

mind not on divine things but on human things.” (Mt 16:23; cf. Mk 8:33) 

The true meaning of the word “Satan” is revealed in the Matthew passage. Satan, in this case, is not 

meant to refer to the Devil per se, but is used in a generic sense to mean “obstacle.”
328

 

In the Parable of the Sower, “Satan” is the name of the devourer who 
impedes life 

The final mention of Satan common to all three Synoptic Gospels occurs in the context of the Parable 

of the Sower (Mt 13:1-9; Mk 4:1-9; Lk 8:4-8). … Jesus is the sower, and the soil represents the types 

of people who hear his message. … 

It is in Jesus’ allegorical identification of the birds who eat the seed that fell on the pathway that we 

find the reference to Satan. In Mk 4:15, “Satan” is the name of the devourer who swallows up some 

seeds before they even sprout. In Mt 13:19, the birds are identified with “the evil one;” in Lk 8:12, 

with “the Devil.” Satan in this parable is a strain of voracious antimatter that inhibits healthy life and 
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productivity. This Satan impedes life before it gets off the ground, snatching possibilities before they 

have a chance to flourish.
329

 

On many occasions, Jesus removed demon devils from their victims 

In the Gospels it is not so much Satan himself who possesses people but rather his associate devils 

who act for him and in his name.
330

 

-----= 

At some time, [devils] are symbolic of harmful illness, as with the boy described by his father as a 

lunatic whereas he sounds like an epileptic; but ‘when Jesus rebuked it, the devil came out of the boy’ 

(Matthew 17:14-18) … (Mark 9:14-29) … The spirit is ‘an unclean spirit’ (Luke 9:37-43).
331

 

------ 

In Mark 1: 21-28, the crowds watch and listen as an ‘unclean spirit’ and Jesus argue (also in Luke 

4:31-37). In Matthew (8:32-34), there is a dumb demoniac who speaks when the devil is cast out.
332

 

------ 

Mark has quite a long narrative about a possessed man. … The evil spirits possessing him are 

challenged by Jesus and their reply as to their name is the famous quotation, ‘My name is legion, for 

there are many of us’ (Mark 5:1-20) … (Matthew 8:28-34) … (Luke 8:26-39).
333
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IN MARK, THE EARLIEST GOSPEL,  
SATAN TESTS AND OBSTRUCTS JESUS 

The Gospel of Mark is generally dated to the decade of the 

70s, Matthew and Luke to the 80s, and John to the 90s.
334

 

The gospel of Mark deviates from mainstream Jewish tradition by 
introducing “the devil” 

While the gospel of Mark, for example, mentions angels only in the opening frame (1:13) and in the 

final verses of the original manuscript (16:5-7), Mark deviates from mainstream Jewish tradition by 

introducing “the devil” into the crucial opening scene of the gospel, and goes on to characterize Jesus’ 

ministry as involving continual struggle between God’s spirit and the demons, who belong, 

apparently, to Satan’s “kingdom” (see Mark 3:23-27).
335

 

Mark wants to show what these events mean for the future of the world 

While at first glance the gospel of Mark may look like historical biography, it is not so simple as this, 

for Mark does not intend to write history. … Mark wants to show what these events mean for the 

future of the world, or, in the scholarly jargon, eschatologically. Mark and his colleagues combine a 

biographical form with themes of supernatural conflict borrowed from Jewish apocalyptic literature to 

create a new kind of narrative.
336

 

In his opening chapter, Mark emphasises that Jesus drove out many 
demons 

Throughout [his] opening chapter, Mark emphasizes that Jesus healed “many who were sick with 

various diseases” and “drove out many demons” (1:34). He traveled throughout Galilee “preaching in 

the synagogues and casting out demons,” for, as he explains to Simon, Andrew, James, and John, who 

gather around him, “that is what I came to do” (1:38). 

In Mark, Satan is not the evil one, and the Holy Spirit leads Jesus into the 
desert to be tested 

Satan is not presented as the evil one in [Mark’s] Gospel. Jesus is led by the Holy Spirit into the desert 

to be tested for forty days and forty nights.
337

 

------ 

Matthew and Luke also put the temptations in the desert into a positive context, that of Jesus being led 

by the Holy Spirit.
338

 

Jesus cures people by driving out their unclean Spirits and Demons 

After telling of Jesus’s testing in the Desert, Mark continues by relating how Jesus began to gather 

Disciples and to heal the sick. His first cure is of “a man in an Unclean Spirit” (Mark 1.23). …  

Later on, Jesus cures many people who have various diseases, some of them caused by Demons — 

literally, “Demonic Beings” (Daimonia) — whom Jesus drives out. … So far, there is nothing to 

connect the Unclean Spirits with Satan.
339
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Mark suggests that Jesus recognises that the leaders who oppose him are 
energised by unseen forces 

When the Pharisees and Herodians conspire to kill Jesus, they themselves, Mark suggests, are acting 

as agents of evil. As Mark tells the story, Jesus has barely engaged Satan’s power before his 

opponents “conspired … how they might kill him” (3:6). Mark suggests that Jesus recognizes that the 

leaders who oppose him are energized by unseen forces.
340

 

Mark invokes images of cosmic war to divide the universe at large, between 
God’s people and Satan’s 

Jesus’ followers, according to Mark, also invoke images of cosmic war to divide the universe at 

large—and the Jewish community in particular—between God’s people and Satan’s. Mark, like the 

Essenes, sees this struggle essentially in terms of intra-Jewish conflict. So does the follower of Jesus 

we call Matthew, who … took up and revised Mark’s gospel some ten to twenty years later.
341

 

Mark brings us one step closer to completing the cast necessary for an 
apocalyptic drama 

Although Mark does not yield any details about the actual temptations, we are told that Jesus is 

assisted by angels. Though they enter without fanfare, the arrival of the angels at the end of the 

temptation narrative in Mark brings us one step closer to completing the cast necessary for an 

apocalyptic drama. We now have Jesus, Satan, and Jesus’ angelic militia. We lack only Satan’s 

minions, the demons. They begin to appear in the very same chapter of Mark. A war with many 

battles involving Jesus versus Satan, the angels versus the demons, and the spirit-filled versus the 

demon-possessed occupies the rest of Mark’s Gospel.
342

 

While Jesus was in the wilderness, he was required to be tested by Satan 

When Jesus emerges from the water [of baptism] … the Spirit drives Jesus into the wilderness. Then 

Mark says the following: “He was in the wilderness for forty days, being tested by Satan, and he was 

with the wild beasts, and the Angels ministered to him” (Mark 1.12-13). 

Mark gives no indication of what Satan’s testing of Jesus consisted. But it is clear that it was an 

experience that he was required by God and the Spirit to undergo as part of his preparation. Mark did 

not think it necessary to go into details. … We know nothing about Satan except that he put Jesus 

through a forty-day test in the Desert.
343

 

Satan is still standing 

Mark tells us that scribes from Jerusalem explain Jesus’s ability to expel Demons by saying that he is 

himself possessed by the Chief Demon: “He has Beelzebul, and by the Ruler of the Demons he casts 

out Demons” (Mark 3.22). … [Jesus] calls them over and “speaks to them in parables.” We can count 

five parables, given in rapid succession: 

1) “How can a satan cast out a satan?” 

2) “If a kingdom is divided against itself, that kingdom cannot stand.” 

3) “If a house is divided against itself, that house will not be able to stand.” 

4) “If Satan has risen up against himself and is divided, he cannot stand, but his end has come.” 

5) “No one can enter a strong man’s house and plunder his property without first tying up the 

strong man. Then indeed the house can be plundered.” (Mark 3.23-27) 

Jesus is only making five comparisons and Satan is brought up in only one (or perhaps two) of them, 

what exactly is being said about him? … 
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In the first parable, Jesus is saying in effect that a satan, that is, an adversary, is not likely to act 

against a fellow-adversary. Because the definite article is not used here (not ho Satanas but simply 

satanas), it seems clear that Jesus is not speaking of Satan at this point. 

But he does introduce Satan himself in the fourth parable: it would make no sense, Jesus says, for 

Satan to rise up against himself. So we must conclude that Satan is still “standing,” still securely in his 

place, and that his end is nowhere in sight.
344

 

Satan immediately comes and takes away the word that is sown 

Jesus tells a long parable, that of the Sower and his seed, to the assembled multitudes. … Misleading 

the people is something that we have seen God and His prophets doing to the Israelites of old, and 

what Paul also said he was doing, and now we find Jesus doing the same thing. But, as Jesus explains 

the parable, he indicates that there is yet another person in charge of misleading the people, namely 

Satan. He says, “Some persons are on the pathway where the word is sown, and when they hear, Satan 

immediately comes and takes away the word that is sown in them” (Mark 4.15).
345

 

Jesus rebukes Peter for being a Satan 

That’s it for Satan in Mark, except for the episode in which Peter rebukes Jesus for saying that he 

must suffer and die and then rise from the dead. Jesus rebukes Peter in turn and calls him Satan: 

“Turning and looking at his Disciples, Jesus rebuked Peter and said, ‘Get behind me, Satan! For you 

are setting your mind not on Divine things but on Human things’”. (Mark 8.33).
346

 

Satan, devil, something placed in the way, opposed, opponent—all connect 
quite readily with “slander” or “false accusation” 

When Peter recognizes Jesus as the Christ, there follows in Mark’s version a curious series of 

“rebukes.” (Mark 8.27-9.1) First, Jesus rebukes all the disciples and tells them to keep quiet about 

what Peter has said. Then, when Jesus makes the first of his three prophecies of the Passion, Peter 

himself begins to rebuke Jesus. Mark does not tell us what Peter said, but Jesus’s reaction is curious 

and revealing: “He turned round, looked at his disciples, and rebuked Peter, saying, ‘Get behind me, 

Satan. … 

In Matthew’s version of the saying, Jesus even adds, immediately after the word Satana: “skandalon 

ei emou” (You are a stumbling-block to me).
6
 So Peter plays a Satan, or diabolos, to Christ’s 

progress. … The word skandalon is … cognate with “slanderer,” which is one of the most common 

meanings of diabolos in Greek.  

By now a cluster of ideas has gathered about the words used for the adversary, and they are all likely 

to be present at any mention of the terms “Satan” or “devil.” Satan, devil, something placed in the 

way, opposed, opponent—all connect quite readily with “slander” or “false accusation, of the kind 

that creates scandal,” one of the primary functions of the Old Testament Satan. Into this set of ideas 

the word epitiman, rebuke, fits easily, whether it is Peter who rebukes Jesus or Jesus who rebukes 

Peter.
347

 

------ 

Matthew may actually have been trying to avoid ambivalence by his addition of the phrase 

“skandalon ei emou” (you are a stumbling-block in my way). What he implies, in effect, is that when 

Jesus called Peter “Satan” he was using the word in its generic Hebrew sense, not denouncing his 

chief disciple as a follower of the devil.
348
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Satan seems to obstruct and to prevent people understanding or 
performing their duty 

When all is said and done, Mark does not give the impression that Satan is a particularly important 

figure in the scheme of things. At most, he seems to be an obstructionist. His first activity is to induce 

people, including Jesus, to deviate from their duty. His second function is to prevent people from 

understanding their duty – but Jesus himself does the same thing, as did God and the prophets before 

him, and as Paul does after him.
349

 

It is at the initiative of the Spirit that Jesus was to be tested by Satan 

When Jesus comes and is baptized by John, the Spirit like a dove comes down. … “And immediately 

the Spirit sends him out into the desert, and he remained in the desert for forty days, where he was 

tested by Satan, in the midst of wild animals, and he was ministered to by angels” (Mark 1:12–13). It 

is not at Satan’s petition that Jesus is tested, but at the initiative of the Spirit that descended upon him 

from the heavens.
350
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MATTHEW HAS SATAN AND JESUS IN DIALOGUE 
About 80-90 CE, Matthew embellished Mark’s basic framework 

Taking Mark’s basic framework, Matthew embellished it and in effect updated it, placing the story of 

Jesus in a context more relevant to the Jewish world of Matthew’s own time, Palestine c. 80-90 

C.E.
351

 

Matthew’s community is a marginalized group opposed by the Pharisees. 
The Gospel portrays them as Jesus’ opponents 

Matthew’s community at this time is a marginalized group opposed by the Pharisees, whom Matthew 

portrays as Jesus’ opponents (Mt 12:34, 39, 45-46; 15:13; 16:1-12). 

The Pharisees in Matthew’s Gospel are cast in the same role as the “sons of darkness” in the Qumran 

literature. The authors of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the author of Matthew all identify their sectarian 

religious rivals with Satan. In Matthew, Jesus’ enemies are identified with Satan; both the Pharisees 

and Satan oppose the Messiah and seek to gain control over the Kingdom.
352

 

By the late 1st century C.E., Matthew’s audience assumes Satan is the 
Prince of Demons, ruling an entire perverse kingdom 

The second common Synoptic reference to Satan occurs as Jesus’ healing ministry is under way, with 

the story of Jesus healing (i.e., casting out a demon from) a man with sensory disabilities … (Matthew 

12:22; Luke 11:14). …  

After Jesus heals the man, his critics … say, “He casts out demons by Beelzebul, the ruler of the 

demons” (Lk 11:15). Beelzebul is an alternative name for Satan in the Synoptic Gospels. For his 

opponents, Jesus’ ability to perform exorcisms reveals that Jesus is nothing more than another street 

magician armed with a kit bag of occult tricks. …  

This passage suggests that by the time of its writing in the late first century C.E., Matthew’s audience 

would have assumed several things about Satan. Satan was the Prince of Demons, ruling an entire 

perverse kingdom dedicated to those forms of physical and mental illness that the ancients attributed 

to demon possession. Another implication is that Satan and his legions of demons were engaged in a 

conspiracy for world domination, for their Kingdom of Darkness to triumph over the Jesus’ Kingdom 

of Light.
353

 

Satan appears to have a kingdom 

[Matthew] seemingly reveals that Satan does indeed have a kingdom: “If Satan casts out Satan, he is 

divided against himself. How then will his kingdom stand?” (Matt. 12.25-29).
354

 

Political success and power that the Pharisees enjoy under Roman 
patronage may clearly show a pact with the devil 

In Mark, Jesus contests wordlessly against Satan in the wilderness. But Matthew borrows sayings 

from the Q source and shows Satan appearing three times to “test” Jesus, as Pharisees and other 

opponents will test him. Here the Q source turns Satan into a caricature of a scribe, a debater skilled in 

verbal challenge and adept in quoting the Scriptures for diabolic purposes, who repeatedly questions 

Jesus’ divine authority (“If you are the son of God …”).  

Having twice failed to induce Jesus to perform a miracle to prove his divine power and authority, 

Satan finally offers him “all the kingdoms of this world and their glory,” which Satan claims as his 

own. Thus Matthew, following Mark’s lead, implies that political success and power (such as the 
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Pharisees enjoy under Roman patronage) may evince a pact with the devil—and not, as many of 

Matthew’s contemporaries would have assumed, marks of divine favor.
355

 

Matthew’s sophisticated Devil 

Matthew introduces us to a sophistical DEVIL, who inquires into Jesus’s nature as God’s Son, 

challenging him to work a miracle of feeding himself, and then to invite a miracle of rescue from 

God, and finally to take over the rule of the World as DEVIL’S deputy (Matt. 4.1-11). Then Jesus 

tells his Disciples to pray against testing and to pray for deliverance from “Harm” (6.13). 

Much later, Jesus assures his listeners that Satan is not divided against himself and his kingdom is still 

standing (12.26). DEVIL (as “Bad”) snatches away the word of the Kingdom from one’s heart 

(13.19), and he sows harmful weeds (13.38-39). Jesus identifies Peter with Satan for being an obstacle 

to his destiny in Jerusalem (16.23), and we learn that in the next world fire has been prepared for 

DEVIL and his Angels (25.41).
356

 

Matthew calls the Satan, “tempter”, “devil”, and finally “Satan” 

Matthew has a more detailed development [of Jesus’ temptations in the desert]. The Satan is first 

simply referred to as ‘the tempter’. After the first test about turning stones into bread, he is called 

‘the devil’. It is the same after the other two tests. But Jesus’ final words are, ‘Be off, Satan!’
 357

 

“If Jesus casts out demons by the spirit of God, then the kingdom of God 
has come” 

For Mark it was the Jerusalem scribes who were angered by Jesus’ powerful effect on the crowd and 

charged him with demon possession; but Matthew changes the story to say that the Pharisees accused 

Jesus of “casting out demons by the prince of demons” (12:24). … 

Matthew even has the Pharisees repeat the charge that Jesus is “possessed by Beelzebub” (12:24); 

Jesus adamantly denies the charge and warns: “If it is by the spirit of God that I cast out demons, then 

the kingdom of God has come upon you” (12:28).
358

 

------ 

Jesus … designates the twelve, and gives them “authority over unclean spirits, to cast them out” 

([Matt.] 10:1).
359

 

The antagonism between Jesus and his enemies becomes a contest 
between “sons of the kingdom” and “sons of the evil one” 

[Jesus] says, “if they have called the master of the house Beelzebub, how much more will they malign 

those members of his household?” ([Matt.] 10:25). As the narrative proceeds, the antagonism between 

Jesus and his enemies becomes—as in the literature of the Essene sectarians—a contest between those 

whom Matthew’s Jesus calls “sons of the kingdom” and the “sons of the evil one” (13:38). Jesus 

repeats John the Baptist’s denunciation of the Pharisees: “You brood of vipers! How can you say 

good things, when you are evil?” (12:34).
360

 

Jesus addresses his opponent as Satan 

In the final temptation in Matthew (in Luke, the second), the Devil takes Jesus to a mountaintop and 

offers him worldly power in exchange for bowing down and worshipping him. Jesus reserves his 

strongest language for here: “Away with you, Satan! For it is written, ‘Worship the Lord your God, 

and serve only him’” (Mt 4:10). In this final scene, Jesus addresses his opponent as Satan for the first 

time.
361
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Jesus’ betrayers are his supernatural enemy appearing in human form 

Anticipating his betrayal, Jesus again identifies his betrayer, Judas, along with the accompanying 

posse of Roman and Jewish soldiers, as his supernatural enemy appearing in human form. According 

to Matthew, Jesus signals Judas’s arrival in Gethsemane with the words, “Rise; let us be going; my 

betrayer is coming” ([Matt.] 26:46); but in John, Jesus announces instead that “the ruler of this world 

[that is, the “evil one”] is coming. … Rise, let us be going” ([John] 14:30-31). 

Shortly before, Jesus accused “the Jews who had believed in him” of plotting his murder: … Jesus 

proceeds to identify “the Jews” who had previously believed in him as Satan’s own: “You are of your 

father, the devil; and you want to accomplish your father’s desires. He was a murderer from the 

beginning” ([John] 8:44).
362

 

The weeds are the sons of the evil one, and the enemy who sowed them is 
the devil 

In the parable of the sower, Jesus identifies the “evil one” as the enemy who has “snatched away” the 

seeds he has planted and so prevented his preaching from bearing fruit among his own people ([Matt.] 

13:19). Immediately thereafter Jesus tells the parable of the weeds, explicitly identifying his 

opponents as the offspring of Satan: “the weeds are the sons of the evil one, and the enemy who 

sowed them is the devil” (13:38-39).
363

 

Matthew turns sayings into stories of conflict with the “children of hell” 

Matthew takes sayings attributed to Jesus and turns them into stories of conflict that pit Jesus against 

those he denounces seven times as “scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites,” and even “children of hell” 

(23:15).
364

 

Devil’s testing takes the form of three “suggestions”, in the form of a 
typical rabbinical “show-debate” 

Whereas Mark gives the impression that Jesus was to be tested for the whole forty days, Matthew says 

that he fasted for the forty days, and only then did “the Tester” test him. DEVIL’S testing takes the 

form of three “suggestions.” …  

It was not intended as a real encounter between Jesus and DEVIL. It is rather a fanciful elaboration on 

the testing episode in Mark, expanded into a typical rabbinical “show-debate.” Such debates were a 

form of midrash (meditation on Scripture) that displayed an authoritative figure responding to a series 

of challenges by citing the correct passage from Scripture. There are some striking parallels to 

Matthew’s little debate from later Jewish literature. …  

One effect of Matthew’s dramatization of Satan’s testing techniques is to put the relations between 

him and Jesus on a rather “gentlemanly” basis. Specifically, Jesus responds readily to Satan’s 

inquiries, and does not denounce him as “evil.”
365

 

Jesus tells Peter that he is Satan, a “stumbling block” 

Jesus calls Peter Satan and repeats the words reported in Mark about his not being on the side of God. 

He adds, for good measure, “You are a stumbling-block [skandalon] to me!” (Matt. 16.23).
366

 

Peter is like the Tempter, who is Satan 

When Peter wants to protect Jesus from suffering, Jesus puts his refusal very strongly, ‘Get behind 

me, Satan. You are an obstacle in my path because the way you think is not God’s way but man’s’ 

([Matthew] 16:23). Peter is like the tempter.
367
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All who have failed to do good deeds will be sent into the fire has been 
prepared for Devil and his Angels 

[Jesus] promises that all men and women who have failed to do good deeds will be sent “into the fire 

of the Aeon [the Next Age] that has been prepared for DEVIL and his Angels” (Matt. 25. 41). This 

means either that DEVIL and his Angels are destined to be punished for their own bad deeds, or that 

they are to be the punishers of the bad deeds of Humans.
368
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Jesus rejects Satan (Matthew 4:1-11) 
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SATAN IN LUKE'S GOSPEL IS MORE DEVIOUS 
Writing about the same time as Matthew, Luke depicts his own sect as 
representing Israel at its best 

About the same time, another follower of Jesus, whom tradition calls Luke, also took up Mark’s 

account and extended it to fit his own perspective—apparently that of a Gentile convert. Yet Luke, as 

fervently as any Essene, depicts his own sect as representing Israel at its best.
370

 

Luke’s Satan is more devious and insidious than the Satan of Mark and 
Matthew 

Luke’s Satan is more devious and insidious than the Satan of Mark and Matthew. Luke describes him 

as patiently waiting for the opportunity to strike. An ominous warning that appears in a story early in 

the Gospel, following Jesus’ first encounter with Satan (Lk 4:1-13), creates a tension that persists 

throughout the rest of Luke: “When the devil had finished every test, he departed from him until an 

opportune time” (Lk 4:13; Lk 22:1-3).
371

 

Satan is the Ruler of the World 

DEVIL then says to Jesus: 

I will give to you all this power [exousia] and all the glory [doxa] of these Kingdoms. 

For it has been given over to me, and I give it to anyone I please. Therefore, if you 

will do me homage, it will all be yours. (Luke 4.6-7) 

By these words, Satan claims to be in charge of all of the Kingdoms of the World, and able to 

delegate his authority as he wishes. Jesus tacitly acknowledges his claim. … 

We see that Satan is the Ruler of the World, because all of its Kingdoms have been “given” to him. 

Who gave them to him? There is only one possible answer: God. In other words, we must assume that 

Satan is somehow God’s Vicar-General on Earth.
372

 

The Devil’s frightening assertion indicates that the world is in his power 

In a curious phrase unique to Luke, the Devil says to Jesus: “To you I will give their glory and all this 

authority; for it has been given over to me, and I give it to anyone I please” (Lk 4:6). The Devil’s 

frightening assertion indicates that the world is in his power. This passage typifies the language of the 

combat myth motif so common in apocalyptic literature (especially as seen in Qumran). Jesus stands 

on the verge of a cosmic battle with Satan, and Luke assumes that the present world is held hostage to 

the power of the Devil.
373

 

In Luke, the devil now has cosmic power and wants to be worshipped 

Luke’s devil has some dominion over the whole world and offers Jesus his power and glory if Jesus 

will worship him. This is a powerful development of the theme where the devil now has cosmic 

power and wants to be worshipped.
374

 

Jesus has challenged Satan, the power that rules this world 

Certain Pharisees warn Jesus, in an episode unique to Luke, about the Jewish king: “Herod wants to 

kill you.” Jesus’ reply suggests that what angers Herod is that Jesus has challenged Satan, the power 

that rules this world: “Go and tell that fox, ‘Today and tomorrow I cast out demons and heal, and the 

third day I finish my course’” (13:32). 
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After Jesus sends out seventy apostles to heal and proclaim the message of the kingdom, they return 

“with joy,” astonished and triumphant, saying, “Lord, even the demons are subject to us in your 

name.” Jesus exults, foreseeing Satan’s impending defeat: 

“I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven: Behold, I have given you power to tread 

on snakes and scorpions, and upon every power of the enemy” (10:18-19).
375

 

Luke ends Jesus’ temptations on a foreboding note 

Luke ends the triptych on a much more foreboding note: “When the devil had finished every test, he 

departed from him until an opportune time” (Lk 4:13).
376

 

Throughout Jesus’ public career, the devil works through human agents 

The moment Jesus appears as a grown man, baptized and “full of the holy spirit,” the devil 

immediately challenges him. The devil is thrice defeated, and Luke says that “the devil departed from 

him until an opportune time (emphasis added).  … 

After his first engagement with Jesus, Satan did not withdraw from the contest but bided his time; 

throughout Jesus’ public career the devil worked underground—or, more accurately, on the ground—

through human agents. … 

Frustrated in his initial attempt to overpower Jesus, the devil finds his opportunity only at the end of 

the story, when the chief priests and scribes “sought to kill Jesus.” At that point, Luke says, “Satan 

entered into Judas Iscariot,”
377

 

Satan acts as the obstacle that deflects Jesus 

Matthew and Luke expand Mark’s terse account of the temptation into a three-part dialogue between 

Satan and Jesus. In Matthew and Luke, Satan acts as the obstacle that deflects Jesus from his 

messianic role. Satan’s temptations here have to do with power and address the nature and 

authenticity of Jesus’ mission.
378

 

Satan’s fall from his powerful position is imminent and it will be sudden 

Jesus has sent out a large crowd of his Disciples, seventy or seventy-two of them, to prepare the way 

for his coming, by curing the sick and announcing the coming of the Kingdom of Heaven. When they 

return, they are especially jubilant over their success in making the Demons obey them by using the 

name of Jesus. Jesus’s response is odd. He says three things: 

1) I was watching Satan fallen like lightning from the sky. 

2) See, I have given you power [exousia] to tread upon serpents and scorpions, and over all the 

force [dunamis] of the Enemy; and nothing shall harm you at all. 

3) So do not rejoice because Spirits obey you. Rather, rejoice that your names are written in the 

Heavens. (Luke 10.18-20) 

This is the first time that Luke uses the name “Satan” rather than “DEVIL,” and he also has Jesus call 

him “Enemy” (ho Echthros, “the Hostile One”). … 

Luke is indulging in “a bit of apocalyptic writing here” — but he is referring to the present situation. 

That is, Jesus’s vision of the fallen Satan must refer to Satan’s current position. … He was given 

authority over all Earthly Kingdoms, and now, Jesus intimates, the gift is being withdrawn. The 

lightning image indicates that his removal from power will be sudden. … 

In the case of Satan’s fall, did it happen in the past few days when the Disciples were on their 

mission, or will it happen in the future? The answer is simple: Luke shows Satan as carrying on as 

before. Therefore, his fall has not yet occurred, but it is imminent. … 
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Satan claims that earthly exousia was given to him and that he could delegate it to Jesus (Luke 4). But 

Jesus later says that he has given his Disciples exousia over the dunamis of the Enemy, and he 

forecasts the fall of Satan (Luke 10). However, as I have just noted, Satan is still in command, for the 

time being, at least, for Luke goes on to repeat from Matthew, in the Beelzebul controversy, the 

parable about Satan’s “Kingdom” not being divided, and so, by implication, not being in danger of 

falling just yet (Luke 11.18). 

But we are doubtless justified in thinking that Satan’s real power has been broken. For in associating 

poisonous serpents and scorpions with the power of the Enemy, Jesus is identifying illnesses, 

including those caused by Demons, as part of the testing that Satan puts men and women through, and 

the miraculous curing of the sick in the name of Jesus signifies Satan’s loss of control. 

Still, one cannot make the case that Satan has begun a gradual fall from power, … but rather like a 

bolt of lightning darting from the clouds to the ground, surely accompanied by a great clap of 

thunder.
379

 

Satan enters Judas, which means that he succumbs to the temptation 

After telling us that the chief priests and scribes were looking for a way of putting Jesus to death, 

Luke says: “Then Satan entered into Judas.” … Satan’s take-over of Judas is clearly a far different 

operation than possession by disease-Demons. For the parasitic Demons of the Synoptic Gospels 

(Mark—Matthew—Luke) show no moral purpose; they only cause physical and mental ailments. … 

“Satan’s entry into Judas” means that Judas succumbed to the temptation.
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At the time of the Last Supper, Satan still has power and is still acting under 
the authority that has been given to him 

[At the Last Supper], Jesus singles out Peter, but so that the others can hear. I [Henry Ansgar Kelly] 

use the old second-person singular to make the meaning clear: 

Simon, Simon, listen! Satan has demanded to sift all of you like wheat. But I have 

prayed for thee, that thine own faith may not fail. And thou, when thou hast finally 

turned back, strengthen thy brothers. (Luke 22.31-32) 

The verb that I translate here as “has demanded” means “has requested and his request has been 

granted.” … Who was it that Satan made his demand to? Was it God? Was it Jesus himself? We 

cannot be sure. But the fact that his demand was granted demonstrates that Satan still has power and is 

still acting under the authority that has been given to him. It still remains part of the Divine 

Government that Satan test everyone on Earth.
381

 

Jesus calls the arresting party, “the power of darkness” 

Luke … goes further than Mark and Matthew in making explicit what Mark and Matthew imply—the 

connection between Jesus’ Jewish enemies and the “evil one,” the devil. In Luke, Jesus himself, at the 

moment of his arrest, suggests that the arresting party of “chief priests and scribes and elders” is allied 

with the evil one, whom Jesus here calls “the power of darkness.”
382

 

Jesus claims to have been present at the exchange between God and Satan 

Luke’s most interesting portrayal of Satan occurs at the Last Supper. …  

Jesus singles out Simon Peter and tells him, as the others listen, of a seeming encounter that he has 

had with both God and Satan. He says, “Simon, Simon, Satan has strongly demanded to sift all of you 

like wheat, and his request has been approved” (Luke 22:31). …  

How does Jesus know this? He must have been present at the interview and intervened in the 

exchange, because he goes on to say: “But I made request concerning you,” still addressing Simon 

alone, “that your faith might not give way, so that, once you turn back again, you may support your 

brothers” (Luke 22:32). In other words, just as Satan convinced God that Job needed more testing, so 

here Satan has urged that the tests the apostles had already successfully endured along with Jesus 

were not sufficient and that more trials of their fidelity are necessary. As in the case of Job, God 

agrees. … 

Of course, Jesus may only be speaking figuratively here, but even if so, it reveals Satan’s presumed 

connection with God, which is the same as in the Old Testament. On the other hand, Jesus is 

definitely portrayed here as having special knowledge of what will happen.
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SATAN IN ACTS OF THE APOSTLES 
Summary of Luke’s statements regarding Satan 

Let us summarize what Luke has told us about Satan. Satan has been put in charge of the kingdoms of 

the World and of assigning its exousia or power (Luke 4). But Jesus has a vision of his seemingly 

imminent fall, for Jesus has given his Disciples power (exousia) over the force (dunamis) of the 

Enemy (Luke 10). But for the present Satan’s reign is still intact (Luke 11). Unbelievers need to be 

rescued from Satan’s exousia (Acts 26). 

One of Satan’s main functions is as a “prover,” a “tryer of men’s souls.” He fulfills this 

function by testing Jesus in the wilderness, with the intention of continuing the process later (Luke 4). 

As part of his testing regimen, Satan makes use of disease-Spirits (Luke 13, cf. Acts 10). Satan also 

operates by entering into a person (Judas: Luke 22) or filling a prospective sinner’s heart (Ananias: 

Acts 5). Satan continues to negotiate the scope of his testing function, as when he insists upon more 

license to test Peter and the other Disciples, but Jesus is in on the negotiations and is able to modify 

the results of the testing (Luke 22).
384

 

A Satan-filled heart causes a lie and the reason for either Peter or God to 
cause instant death 

Even though Acts is slightly longer than the Gospel, Luke does not personally speak of Satan, and 

records only two references by Peter and one or two by Paul. … 

Peter made a fearsome example of a man and his wife, Ananias and Sapphira, who “cooked the 

books” on a donation they made to the Apostles. … Peter says to the husband, 

Ananias, why has Satan filled your heart to lie to the Holy Spirit and to keep back part 

of the proceeds of the land? … You did not lie to us but to God! (Acts 5.3-4) 

Peter first says that Satan put the idea into his heart, and then he says that Ananias himself put it into 

his heart. When Ananias hears these words, he falls down and dies! 

Later on, when Sapphira comes by, Peter confronts her … [and] rebukes her in harsh terms, but does 

not implicate Satan again: “How is it that you have agreed together to put the Spirit of the Lord to the 

test?” She too falls down and dies (Acts 5.7-10). … 

Who’s putting whom to the test here? Peter’s question to Sapphira surely must be classed as … 

“temptation,” since she fails the test. Moreover, like her husband, she is not given a chance to repent 

for what must surely be regarded as a peccadillo compared to Peter’s own failures — and to the 

failure and fall of Judas, to whom Ananias must be compared. … 

In his treatment of Ananias and Sapphira, Peter is acting like Satan, and he is more draconian than 

Satan is allowed to be, since he miraculously arranges for the instant death of the two real-estate 

cheaters. 

Or perhaps we should say that, since Peter diagnoses Ananias’s offense as one of lying to the Holy 

Spirit, and “not to us, but to God,” that it is God Himself who takes these extreme measures.
385

 

Being a “son of Devil” and an “enemy of all goodness” can cause 
temporary blindness 

[Paul] and Barnabas preach before the proconsul of Paphos, and a Jewish Magician (Magos) named 

Elymas bar-Jesus opposes them. Then Paul, “filled with the Holy Spirit,” denounces him roundly, 

calling him “son of an enemy” (huios diabolou) or “son of DEVIL” (huios Diabolou) and “enemy of 

all goodness.” The Lord will punish him now by making him blind “for a time,” he says, and 

immediately there falls on him “a mist and a darkness” (skotos) (Acts 13.6-11).
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Jesus sent Paul to open the eyes of the Gentiles, so they may turn from the 
power of Satan to God 

[In Acts], Luke recounts Paul telling of his conversion to King Agrippa. On the road to Damascus, 

Jesus appeared to him, and after identifying himself and giving Paul instructions, Jesus continues in 

almost hymn-like fashion: 

1) I will rescue you from your people and from the Gentiles — 

2) to whom I am sending you, to open their eyes, 

3) so that they may turn from Darkness [skotos] to Light [phos], 

4) and from the power [exousia] of Satan to God, 

5) so that they may receive forgiveness of sins, 

6) and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me. 

(Acts 26.17-18) 

This sounds very Pauline. Lines 3 and 4 resemble the two central dualistic dichotomies in Second 

Corinthians: 

What fellowship is there between Light and Darkness? 

What agreement does Christ have with Behar? (2 Cor. 6.14-15) 

Darkness in both cases is associated with unbelief.
387

 

Acts of the Apostles (by Luke) alludes to the power of Satan 

In the Acts of the Apostles, written by the same author who composed the Gospel of Luke, the words 

attributed to the apostle Paul allude to the same belief [in the power of Satan] 

I am sending you to open their eyes 

so that they may turn 

from darkness to light 

and from the power of Satan 

to God. 

(Acts 26:18).
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IN JOHN’S GOSPEL, SATAN IS A HOMICIDAL LIAR, 
A RULER OF THIS COSMOS 

About 90-100 C.E., John presents the viewpoint of a radical sectarian group 
alienated from the Jewish community 

Near the end of the century, c. 90-100 C.E., the writer called John offers a bold interpretation of these 

events. Many scholars agree that the gospel of John presents the viewpoint of a radically sectarian 

group alienated from the Jewish community because they have been turned out of their home 

synagogues for claiming that Jesus is the Messiah. 

John’s rhetoric emerges from inflamed rivalries between John’s community 
and the Jewish majority 

Jesus accuses [the Jews] of plotting to kill him: “Why are you looking for an opportunity to kill me?” 

(Jn 7:19), at which point his enemies accuse Jesus of paranoia, of being mentally ill, i.e., possessed by 

a demon: “The crowd answered, ‘You have a demon! Who is trying to kill you?’” (Jn 7:20). 

Much of John’s rhetoric against the Jews reflects the dire situation of his community in 90 to 100 C.E. 

This situation—which included a confrontation between John’s community and the Jewish majority—

would lead to the group’s expulsion from synagogues, an action that apparently traumatized the 

Johannine community (who still very much considered themselves Jewish), as reflected in several 

passages in John that refer to the expulsion (Jn 9:22; 12:42; 16:2). … 

These texts emerge from inflamed rivalries between the Jesus movement, Jewish in origins, and its 

opponents within the first-century Jewish community. In John’s day, this was still an intramural 

competition, and these were essentially estranged family members who were ardently arguing.
389

 

The Gospel of John tells the story of Jesus’ life in terms of a cosmic battle 
similar to Essene scenarios 

The Gospel of John tells the story of Jesus’ life in terms of a cosmic battle between light and 

darkness, good and evil. Jesus is the cosmic redeemer who comes to earth to rescue the world from 

darkness and to cast out Satan, the “ruler of this world” (Jn 12:31; 14:30; 16:11). This cosmic war is 

similar to Essene scenarios about a battle between the “sons of darkness” and “the sons of light.”
390

 

John tells the story of Jesus in terms of a cosmic conflict 

John chooses to tell the story of Jesus as a story of cosmic conflict—conflict between divine light and 

primordial darkness, between the close-knit group of Jesus’ followers and the implacable, sinful 

opposition they encountered from “the world.”
391

 

John draws the battle lines between the “sons of light” (Jesus) and the 
“sons of darkness,” 

From the beginning of the gospel, the author of John, like his predecessors at Qumran, draws the 

battle lines between the “sons of light” and the “sons of darkness,” although in this case the “light” is 

specifically represented by Jesus.
392

 

The Satan is the dark devil who succeeded when he tempted Judas 

With Judas, however, [Satan] is referred to as a devil by Jesus after the miracle of the loaves (John 

6:70-71): he is seen to be the tool of the devil. ‘They were at supper, and the devil had already put it 

into the mind of Judas Iscariot to betray him’ (John 13:2). The Satan is the dark devil who has 
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succeeded in his tempting of Judas: ‘Satan entered him … he went out. Night had fallen (John 13:27-

30).
393

 

Satan, like God himself, appears incarnate in Judas Iscariot and in the 
Jewish authorities 

Writing c. 100 C.E., John dismisses the device of the devil as an independent supernatural character. 

Instead, as John tells the story, Satan, like God himself, appears incarnate, first in Judas Iscariot, then 

in the Jewish authorities as they mount opposition to Jesus, and finally in those John calls “the 

Jews”—a group he sometimes characterizes as Satan’s allies, now as separate from Jesus and his 

followers as darkness is from light, or the forces of hell from the armies of heaven. 

The evangelists’ various depictions of the devil correlate with the “social history of Satan”—that is, 

with the history of increasing conflict between groups representing Jesus’ followers and their 

opposition.
394

 

In John’s gospel it is people who play the tempter’s role 

Although John never depicts Satan as a character on his own, acting independently of human beings, 

in John’s gospel it is people who play the tempter’s role. 

All of the three “temptation scenes” in Luke and Matthew occur in John, but Satan does not appear 

directly. Instead, as Raymond Brown has shown, Satan’s role is taken first by “the people,” members 

of Jesus’ audience, and finally by his own brothers.’ For example, Matthew and Luke show Satan 

challenging Jesus to claim earthly power (Matt. 4:8-9; Luke 4:5-6); but according to John, this 

challenge occurs when “the people were about to come and take him by force to make him king” 

(6:15). Here, as in the other gospels, Jesus resists the temptation, eludes the crowd, and escapes. In 

another temptation, Matthew and Luke, following Q, relate that the devil challenged Jesus to prove 

his divine authority by making “these stones into bread.” But John says that those who witnessed 

Jesus’ miracles—and in particular his multiplication of five loaves into many—then challenged him to 

perform another miracle as further proof of his messianic identity. Like the devil who quotes the 

Scriptures in Luke and Matthew, “the people” in John quote them as they urge Jesus to produce bread 

miraculously: 

So they said to him, “What sign do you do, that we may see and believe you? What work do you 

perform? Our fathers ate manna in the wilderness; as it is written, ‘He gave them bread from heaven 

to eat’” (6:30-31). 

Jesus resists this temptation as well, and just as Matthew’s Jesus had answered the devil with a 

response about spiritual nourishment (“Man does not live by bread alone, but by every word which 

proceeds from the mouth of God”), so, in John, Jesus speaks of the “true bread from heaven” (6:32). 

The temptation in which the devil asks Jesus to display his divine powers in public (Matt. 4:5-6; Luke 

4:9-12) is echoed in John when Jesus’ own brothers, who, John says, did not believe in him, challenge 

Jesus to “go to Judea,” to “show yourself to the world” in Jerusalem where, as he and they are well 

aware, his enemies want to kill him (7:1-5). This temptation, too, Jesus rejects.
395

 

“Satan” is used in the Gospel of John as a personification of social rivals 

Prince of Darkness works through human beings in insidious ways: through demonic possession, 

illness, and the corruption of hearts. John’s Jesus assures us, however, that the powers of darkness 

will not prevail against the power of the Lord of Light. So, in effect, “Satan” is used in the Gospel of 

John as a personification of social rivals.
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John recasts the people in the role that Satan had occupied in Matthew and 
Luke 

In his temptation episodes, John recasts the people in the role that Satan occupied in Matthew and 

Luke. … Predictably, John’s Jesus resists all the temptations and recognizes them as obstacles to his 

true mission (Jn 6:15; 32; 7:6-9).
397

 

John never pictures Satan appearing as a disembodied being 

Casting the struggle between good and evil as that between light and darkness, John never pictures 

Satan, as the other gospels do, appearing as a disembodied being.
398

 

Jesus accuses the Jews of trying to kill him, saying, “You are of your 
father, the devil!” 

In one explosive scene [in John], Jesus accuses the Jews of trying to kill him, saying, “You are of 

your father, the devil!” and “the Jews” retaliate by accusing Jesus of being a Samaritan—that is, not a 

real Jew—and himself “demon-possessed,” or insane. 

Most scholars agree that Jesus probably did not make these accusations, but that such strong words 

reflected bitter conflict between a group of Jesus’ followers to which John belonged (c. 90-100 C.E.) 

and the Jewish majority in their city, especially the synagogue leaders. 

Writing from within a Jewish community, perhaps in Palestine, John is anguished that after a series of 

clashes with Jewish leaders, he and his fellow Christians have been forcibly expelled from the 

synagogues, and denied participation in common worship. We do not know for certain what 

happened; John says only, “The Jews had already agreed that anyone who confessed Jesus to be the 

Messiah would be put out of the synagogue”—literally, would become aposynagoge, expelled from 

one’s home synagogue.
399

 

Jesus tells his hostile Jewish audience that their father is Devil 

Jesus’s hostile Jewish audience claims Abraham as their father. Jesus has admitted their physical 

descent from Abraham, but since they do not act like Abraham, specifically in their desire to kill him 

and not to listen to the truth that he tells, he says that they must have a different father. They respond 

that their father is God. Jesus says no, their father is DEVIL … 

DEVIL is the father you are from, and it is the desires of your father that you wish to do. 

He was a man-killer from the beginning and did not stand in the truth. (John 8:44) … 

It has been common to take Jesus’s designation of DEVIL as “a man-killer from the beginning” to 

refer to the identification of Satan with the Serpent of Eden, … [but] the identification of Satan with 

the Serpent is not yet attested at this early stage. It may have happened already, in some circles, but 

we cannot be sure. … The charge of man-killing in this extended sense can be laid against all of the 

characters who actually appear in the Eden story. 

many exegetes nowadays lean to the idea that Jesus in John 8.44 is likening “the Jews” to Cain, the 

son of DEVIL, for wanting to kill Jesus, just as Cain killed his brother Abel. … In the First Epistle of 

John, Cain and all sinners are identified as children of DEVIL (1 John 3.8-12).
400

 

------ 

In the Gospel of John, when Jesus says that DEVIL was a liar and murderer from the beginning, he 

was speaking about some sort of complicity in Cain’s murder of his brother Abel.
401
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John’s Jesus identifies his opponents as the children of the Devil (John 
8:44) 

John’s Jesus has some rather strong opinions concerning the true identity of his opponents, going so 

far as to identify them as the children of the Devil: … [John 8:44] …  

Does this mean that Jesus understands the father of the Jews to be the Devil? Of course not. But it 

does mean that, for John, anyone who opposes Jesus’ mission—whether the audience in the scene we 

just mentioned, or Judas (Jn 13:2), or even Peter himself (e.g., Mk 8:33)—is acting as a tool of Satan. 

John does not depict Satan appearing as a freestanding supernatural being; rather, Satan appears in the 

guise of those people who oppose Jesus (and the Johannine community).
402

 

In Luke and in John, Jesus identifies his Jewish opponents with Satan 

In both Luke and John … Jesus himself identifies his Jewish opponents with Satan.
403

 

Demonic forces work through Roman officials as well as through Jewish 
leaders 

The crucifixion account invites Christians to see demonic forces working through Roman officials as 

well as through Jewish leaders.
404

 

Jesus identifies Judas as the Devil 

The most chilling reference to the Evil One in John involves Jesus’ betrayer, Judas Iscariot. … John’s 

Jesus is quick to identify Judas as the Devil: “Did I not choose you, the twelve? Yet one of you is a 

devil?” (Jn 6:70), to which John adds the editorial aside: “He was speaking of Judas son of Simon 

Iscariot, for he, though one of the twelve, was going to betray him” (Jn 6:71).
405

 

------ 

Judas’s collaboration with the Jewish authorities who sought to put Jesus to death stems from a 

deeper, more frightening reality: the presence of Satan. John uses the Last Supper as the occasion for 

Satan’s entrance into Judas (Jn 13:2, 27). John narrates that when the apostles ask about the identity of 

the betrayer (Jn 13:25), Jesus replies by confirming that the traitor is the one who receives the dipped 

bread: “It is the one to whom I give this piece of bread when I have dipped it in the dish” (Jn 13:26). 

Jesus then dips the bread and gives it to Judas; immediately “Satan entered into him” (John 13:27).
406

 

------ 

The fact that [Jesus], in effect, gives Satan permission to enter into the drama does raise some 

questions. Was it Judas who betrayed Jesus, or was it Satan, acting through Judas, who betrayed 

Jesus? John’s Satan only appears in the forms of his human agents. Satan, then, can be seen as an 

incarnate adversary who appears in Judas as well as within the other individuals and groups who 

oppose Jesus. Understood in this way, Satan again fulfills his role as cosmic adversary and perennial 

obstacle.
407

 

Two references to Satan in John’s Gospel are to Judas at the Last Supper 

Two references in [John’s] Gospel to DEVIL/Satan concern Judas. The setting is the Last Supper. … 

Jesus identifies Judas as his betrayer by giving him a morsel of food, and at that moment, John says, 

“Satan entered into him” (John 13.27). … 

At the end of his address at the Last Supper, Jesus prays for all whom the Father has given to him. He 

asks the Father not to take them out of the World, but to protect them from “harm” — or “Harm” 
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(John 17.15). This is the same ambiguous phrase that occurs at the end of Matthew’s Our Father: 

“Deliver us from harm/Harm.” Quite clearly, the Ruler still rules, or at least still has power.
408

 

John, like Luke, explicitly states that Satan himself initiated Judas’ 
treachery 

John, like Luke, makes explicit the charge implicit in Mark and Matthew—that Satan himself initiated 

Judas’ treachery.  ([John] 13:2, 27-30)
409

 

Jesus predicts that his crucifixion will destroy the diabolic “ruler of the 
world” 

When Jesus predicts his crucifixion, he declares that instead of showing a judgment against him, it 

shows God’s judgment against “this world”; instead of destroying Jesus, it will destroy the diabolic 

“ruler of the world” … (John 12:31-32, see also 14:30) … 

John’s readers are thus warned that the events he describes—and, for that matter, John’s account of 

them—also serve to judge and condemn as “sons of darkness” those who have participated in Jesus’ 

destruction.
410
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SATAN IN THE LATER PSEUDO-PAUL EPISTLES 
In 2 Thessalonians, the adversary is more definitely personal and singular 

Who is this lawless one who is to be destroyed by the breath of the Lord [in 2 Thessalonians]? …  

Katargeo (destroy) is the same verb Paul had used for the end of the enemies (principality, authority, 

power, death, rulers of this age), but now the adversary is more definitely personal and singular: … 

“the lawless one”, … “the man of sin”, “the son of perdition”, “the opponent”, and of course “the 

working of Satan”. Like the Antichrist of John, this figure is under the control of the great adversary 

himself.
411

 

Satan and God work hand in glove to “energize” disbelief among the 
disbelievers (2 Thessalonians) 

The triumphant return of Jesus will not take place until the falling away (apostasia) occurs and the 

Man of Lawlessness, the Son of Destruction, is revealed. This Man of Lawlessness is also called “the 

Adversary” (ho Antikeimenos) (2 Thess. 2.3-4), which is sometimes a title of Satan’s. But this figure 

is definitely a man (anthropos), not Satan. However, Satan has something to do with his coming: 

His [Man of Lawlessness’s] arrival is according to the working [energeia] of Satan, 

with all power, signs, and wonders of a falsehood, and with every kind of wicked 

deception for those who are on the way to destruction, because they refused to love 

the truth and be saved. For this reason, God sends them a working [energeia] of 

error, to believe the falsehood, so that all who have not believed the truth but have 

taken pleasure in injustice may be judged. (2 Thess. 2.9-12) 

It seems very much as if Satan and God are working hand in glove with each other for the same 

purpose, to “energize” disbelief among the disbelievers, thereby guaranteeing their condemnation.
412

 

God Himself is involved in what Satan and the Man of Lawlessness are 
doing 

A “Man of Lawlessness” must first appear, who, though destined to be destroyed, will cause great 

apostasy, and he will assume divine honors for himself. He will be “the adversary,” ho antikeimenos 

(2 Thess 2:4). This is one of the ways of translating satan in the Septuagint. … 

What does the Man of Lawlessness have to do with Satan, we ask? We are told immediately: “His 

appearance is in accord with the working (energeia, “energy”) of Satan, with all power, signs, and 

deceitful wonders and all kinds of false enticements to bring disaster on those who are ripe for it, 

those who are on the way to destruction, because they refuse to love the truth and be saved” (2 Thess 

2:9–10).  

But then, in a significant twist, the author tells us that God Himself is involved in what Satan and the 

Man of Lawlessness are doing: “And therefore God will send them an energeia of error, making them 

believe the lies. Hence all those who have not believed the truth but have delighted in wrong will be 

judged and condemned” (2 Thess 2:11–12).
413

 

Colossians discusses the “Heavenly Powers” 

The Epistle to the Colossians does not mention Satan or DEVIL, but it does discuss the Heavenly 

Powers.
414
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Writing in Paul’s name, a follower wrote that the contest is against the 
spiritual forces of evil in heavenly places (Ephesians) 

One follower of Paul, aware of the circumstances of his teacher’s death and of the various dangers 

Christians faced, warned in a letter attributed to Paul, called the Letter to the Ephesians, that 

Christians are not contending against mere human beings: 

Our contest is not against flesh and blood [human beings] but against powers, against 

principalities, against the world rulers of this present darkness, against the spiritual 

forces of evil in heavenly places ([Eph.] 6:12). 

This Pauline author articulates the sense of spiritual warfare experienced by many Christians, 

especially by those who face persecution.
415

 

Do not make room for the Devil; our conflict is against Principalities, 
Powers, World-Rulers of Darkness, Heavenly Spirituals (Ephesians) 

“Paul” says that his mission is to preach to the Gentiles and to make known the mystery hidden in 

God … to the Principalities and the Powers in the Heavens” (Eph. 3.10). Then on to DEVIL: 

So, then, putting away falsehood, let all of us speak the truth to our neighbors, for we 

are members of one another. Be angry, but do not sin: do not let the sun go down on 

your anger, and do not make room for DEVIL. (Eph. 4.25-27) 

Finally, however, DEVIL and the Powers are combined, and suddenly the Powers take on a sinister 

aspect: 

Be empowered in the Lord and in the might of His strength. Put on the full armor 

[“panoply”] of God, to be able to resist the wiles of DEVIL. For our conflict is not 

against flesh and blood but against the Principalities, against the Powers, against the 

World-Rulers [Kosmokratores] of this Darkness, against the Spirituals of the 

Heavens. (Eph. 6.10-13) 

The author continues with the armor-imagery, urging the faithful to be prepared for “the harmful 

day,” using the shield of faith, to quench the fiery arrows of harm (to poneron) or Harm, the Harmful 

One (ho Poneros) (Eph. 6.16).
416

 

The Devil is a controlling force among the angelic powers of the heavens 

The epistle allegedly by Paul to the saints at Ephesus puts Devil into a new limelight, as a controlling 

force among the angelic powers of the heavens.
417

 

The Devil is judge and reproacher, the setter of snares (1 Timothy) 

In the course of an instruction on what the qualifications are for being a good “bishop” (episkopos), 

Timothy is told two things involving DEVIL: 

1) He must not be a recent convert. For he might become puffed up, and thereby fall into the 

judgment of DEVIL. 

2) It is also necessary for him to have a good reputation among outsiders, so that he will not fall 

into reproach, and into a snare of DEVIL. (1 Tim. 3.6-7) … 

In my [Henry Ansgar Kelly’s] translation of 1 Timothy 3.6-7, given above, I understand DEVIL to be 

… the judge, and … the reproacher. He also engages in dirty tricks, for he sets snares.
418

 

NRSV of 1 Timothy 3:6-7: 
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He must not be a recent convert, or he may be puffed up with conceit and fall into the 

condemnation of the devil. Moreover, he must be well thought of by outsiders, so that 

he may not fall into disgrace and the snare of the devil. 

Gossipy women are called devils, diaboloi (1 Timothy) 

In one of the Deutero-Pauline Pastoral Epistles, gossipy women are called devils, diaboloi, 

specifically, “slanderers” (1 Timothy 3.11).
419

 

Hymenaeus and Alexander are handed them over to Satan so they may be 
taught (1 Timothy) 

The author has Paul tell Timothy to fight the good fight by adhering to faith and a good conscience. 

He adds: 

By rejecting conscience, certain persons have suffered shipwreck in the faith. Among 

them are Hymenaeus and Alexander. I have handed them over to Satan, so that they 

may be taught not to speak reviling words [blasphemein]. (1 Tim. 1.19-20) … 

There is no mention of punishment. It may be then that Hymenaeus and Alexander have simply been 

“excommunicated.” … It is not clear what their offense is.
420

 

Younger women are to marry and bear children so they do not turn aside to 
Satan (1 Timothy) 

“Paul” has been talking about the advisability of restricting the Christian community’s “order of 

permanent widows” to older women. For, he explains, younger widows are easily inclined to marry 

again, thereby breaking their commitment. Or, at least, they tend to become idlers and busybodies. He 

concludes: 

I therefore wish the younger women to marry, bear children, and rule their 

households, so that they give no occasion to the Adversary for reproach. For some 

have already turned aside after Satan. (1 Tim. 5.14-15) 

The term used here for “Adversary,” Antikeimenos, is one of the words used in the Septuagint to 

translate the Hebrew word satan.
421

 

Without involving Satan in the story of Adam and Eve, Deutero-Paul puts 
women in their place and tells them to keep their mouths shut (1 Timothy) 

Deutero-Paul in this Epistle refers to Adam and Eve. It’s as part of a discourse about women knowing 

their place, especially about keeping their mouths shut: 

Let a woman learn in silence with full submission. I permit no woman to teach or to 

have authority over a man; she is to keep silent. For Adam was formed first, then Eve; 

and Adam was not deceived, but the woman was deceived and became a transgressor. 

Yet she will be saved through childbearing, provided they continue in faith and love 

and holiness, with modesty. (1 Tim. 2.11-15) … 

Like Paul, Deutero-Paul shows no sign of identifying Satan, not to mention DEVIL, with the Serpent 

who deceived Eve.
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DEVIL IN JAMES 
Stand against Devil, and he will flee from you 

At first, he resorts to a “Psychomachia,” a war of personifications within the person, picking up on the 

“desires” and “Desire” of Chapter 1. Then he moves to the World, and finally to DEVIL. …:  

submit yourselves to God. 

Stand against DEVIL, and he will flee from you. 

Draw near to God, and he will draw near to you. (Note: read all of James 4.1-8, cited 

here only in part). …  

DEVIL, will be frightened off, for he will “seek safety in flight.” What does DEVIL, have to be afraid 

of? … — it’s a mystery.
423

 

DEVIL IN 1 PETER 
Devil, your Accuser, is on the prowl like a roaring lion, looking for someone 
to devour 

“Peter” tells [younger people] to be subject to the Elders, and humble themselves under the mighty 

hand of God. Then he says: 

Keep sober and alert, because DEVIL, your Accuser, is on the prowl like a roaring 

lion, looking for someone to devour. Stand against him, strong in faith and in the 

knowledge that the same things are suffered by your brothers throughout the World. 

(1 Peter 5.8-9) … 

DEVIL “devours” his prey by making accusations against them in the Court of Divine Law, urging 

punishment against those who falter in the trials and tribulations that DEVIL himself has organized 

against them.  

How are Christians to overcome this noisy lion? … Arm yourself with faith, which gives strength, and 

with knowledge that fellow-sufferers are doing the same thing. This corporate resistance will win the 

day.
424

 

DEVIL IN HEBREWS; JUDE; 2 PETER 
Devil is associated with the “Prince of Death” only in Hebrews and in Jude 

In the New Testament, DEVIL is associated with the role of “Prince of Death” only in the Epistle to 

the Hebrews and the Epistle of Jude.
425

 

Archangel Michael did not blaspheme Devil (Jude) 

The Archangel Michael refrained from blaspheming DEVIL when contesting with him over the body 

of Moses. … (Jude 9). … 

[Michael] refrained from “blaspheming” DEVIL, that is, using insulting or inappropriate words 

against him. Instead, Michael used the formula supplied by the Lord (or the Angel of Yahweh) in 

opposing the action of DEVIL in the Book of Zechariah. … 

We are told by Clement of Alexandria and by Origen of Alexandria that Jude is here drawing on a 

work called the Assumption of Moses, which is now lost. … 

We must not lose track of the reason that Jude brings up the episode of the contest over the body of 

Moses. It is that even DEVIL received and deserved respect in the fulfillment of his duties.
426
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In the New Testament, only Jude and 2 Peter refer to the mingling of the 
Sons of God with the daughters of men 

The Book of Enoch and the Book of jubilees … interpret the cryptic account of Genesis 6, concerning 

the mingling of the Sons of God with the daughters of men, as constituting a fall of Angels. 

Neither Enoch nor jubilees depicts Satan as having anything to do with the fall of the Angels. But 

jubilees shows Satan (Mastema) taking a hand in the aftermath of punishment of the sinful Angels, 

when he secures the services of the Ghosts of the Giant-offspring of the Angel—Human 

miscegenation. They were to assist him in disciplining Humankind for their continuing misdeeds. 

In the New Testament, there are only two references to this story. The first is in the Epistle of Jude, 

and Jude’s account is in turn referred to in the Second Epistle of Peter. Jude is drawing not on jubilees 

but on Enoch. Therefore, there is no connection made with Satan or DEVIL.
427

 

The fallen angels have been permanently removed from the Earth and no 
longer pose a threat to Humankind (Jude) 

In speaking of the false teachers (treated in the previous section), Jude haphazardly cites some 

examples of persons who have gone astray and been punished for it: … He punished the Angels who 

left their post in Heaven. …  

Then there are the Angels who did not keep their own Principality [Arche], but left 

their proper dwelling. The Lord has kept them in everlasting chains, under gloom, for 

the Judgment of the Great Day. (Jude 6) … 

Whatever their offense, the whole affair is in the past. They have been permanently removed from the 

Earth, and no longer pose a threat to Humankind.
428

 

Commenting on Jude, the author of 2 Peter identifies Devil as one of the 
Glories 

Second Peter is a thorough-going pseudepigraph, in that it is not by Peter but written in his name. … 

There is no evidence that the author had any connection with Peter. The author takes over Jude’s 

attack against false teachers. When he comes to Jude 8-10, he says: 

They indulge their flesh in depraved lust, they despise Dominion, and, bold and 

willful, they are not afraid to blaspheme Glories. But Angels, though greater in 

strength and force, do not bring a blasphemous denunciation before the Lord 

against them [the Glories]. These people, however, are like irrational animals … and 

blaspheme what they do not understand. (2 Peter 2.10-11) 

What the author of 2 Peter has done is to eliminate the specifics of Jude’s example, making no 

reference to the dispute of DEVIL and Michael. Instead, he has simply identified Michael as one of 

the Angels and, astounding as it might seem to modern readers, he has identified DEVIL as one of 

the Glories! 

All the Glories, then, including DEVIL, deserve our respect, according to Second Peter, especially 

since the Glories get respect from the other Angels.
429

 

The fallen Angels are already in the Greek Hell, Tartarus (2 Peter) 

[2 Peter] gives us three premises and a conclusion: 

For if God did not spare the Angels when they sinned, but cast them into Tartarus and 

committed them to chains of Darkness, to be kept there until Judgment; 

And if He spared not the Old World, while saving Noah; … 
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And if He turned Sodom and Gomorrah to ashes, … preserving only Lot; …. 

Then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from testing [peirasmos], and to hold 

the wicked for their punishment until the Day of Judgment. (2 Peter 2.4-9) 

So the Angels are already in the Greek Hell, Tartarus, while the wicked as soon as they die are kept in 

captivity for future punishment.
430

 

2 Peter removes Diabolical interventionist in Human affairs 

[Interpreting] the episode of Balaam and his ass in Numbers, [2 Peter] says: 

They have left the straight road and gone astray, following the road of Balaam son of 

Bosor, who loved the wages of doing wrong, but was rebuked for his own 

transgression. A speechless ass spoke with a Human voice and restrained the 

prophet’s madness. (2 Peter 2.15-16) 

This is hardly the point that was being made in the Balaam episode. … The main point I [Henry 

Ansgar Kelly] want to make here is that the author of 2 Peter has once again done away with a 

Diabolical interventionist in Human affairs.
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DEVIL IN FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN 
Everyone who commits sin is of Devil; we must not be like Cain 

The First Epistle picks up on the discourse of Jesus in John’s Gospel about the Jews as children of 

DEVIL, and his implied history of DEVIL as beginning with Cain and his murder of his brother Abel: 

But everyone who commits sin is of DEVIL, for DEVIL sins from the beginning. The 

Son of God was revealed for this purpose, to undo the works of DEVIL. … 

The difference between the children of God and the children of DEVIL is that 

whoever does not do what is right and whoever does not love his brother is not of 

God. … 

We must not be like Cain, who was from the Harmful One [ho Poneros] and killed his 

brother. … (1 John 3.8-12) 

Prester John goes on to speak of more abstract enemies, namely the World (ho Kosmos) and Death 

(ho Thanatos).
432

 

Devil is the defeated enemy of the youths 

[1 John] moves from discoursing on Light and Dark to … treating DEVIL as the defeated enemy of 

the youths: “You have conquered the Harmful One,” “You have overcome the Harmful One” (1 John 

2.13-14).
433

 

1 John does not bring Devil into its condemnation of the many anti-Christs 

Next he warns against another enemy, or set of enemies, those who are against Christ: 

Children, it is the last hour! You have heard that an anti-Christ is coming, and now 

many anti-Christs have already come. From this we know that it is the last hour. … (1 

John 2.18-19 [part]) …  

This is the anti-Christ, the one who denies the Father and the Son. … (1 John 2.21-23 

[part]) … 

It is clear why John calls these heretics anti-Christs: they deny Christ, deny that Jesus is the anointed 

Messiah. 

Every spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from God, but is rather from the anti-

Christ. You have heard that this spirit is coming and in fact it is already present in the 

World. … (1 John 4.1-6 [part]) 

If John had wished to connect the anti-Christians with DEVIL, this would have been a good time to 

do it!
434

 

------ 

Many deceivers have gone out into the World, those who do not confess that Jesus 

Christ has come in the flesh. Such a person is the deceiver and the anti-Christ. (2 John 

7) 

Once again, we see confirmation that anti-Christs are multiple, encompassing all those who do not 

have the right doctrine about Christ.
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There is no warrant for saying that John envisages a single great adversary 
called Antichrist 

John the Presbyter’s first letter … designates DEVIL as a source or patron of wickedness and 

injustice, who is especially associated with hatred, as in the case of Cain’s hatred of his brother. 

Heretical Christians who deny that Jesus was the Christ or Messiah are called anti-Christs. They are 

not directly associated with DEVIL, but rather with the World, although, since the World is said to be 

“in DEVIL,” we may wish to see DEVIL as fostering this heresy. Nevertheless, there is no warrant for 

saying that John envisages a single great adversary called Antichrist.
436

 

The Antichrist, the Deceiver, are those people who deny that Christ came in 
the flesh 

The first letter of John opens with a declaration of faith in the incarnation of Jesus, that he was truly, 

fully human when he walked the earth. …  

Then comes the first mention of an Antichrist. The antichrist is not Satan at this stage. In fact there 

have been several antichrists, ‘rivals of Christ’ who were part of the community but left. … Anyone 

‘who denies that Jesus is the Christ—he is the liar, the Antichrist, and he is denying the Father as well 

as the Son’ (1 John 2:22).
 437

 

------ 

This is reinforced in the second letter of John where the word used this time is The Deceiver: ‘There 

are many deceivers about in the world, refusing to admit that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh. They 

are The Deceiver; they are the Antichrist’ (v.7).
 438

 

------ 

All deceivers/antichrists make up the body of The Deceiver/The Antichrist.
439

 

-----= 

John associates the false prophets, the antichrists with the Evil One, so it is not difficult to see how 

Christians started to identify the Antichrist with the Devil.
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SATAN IN THE APOCALYPSE OF JOHN THE DIVINE 
The fullest account of Satan appears in the Book of Revelation (dated about 
96 CE) 

The fullest account of Satan in his starring role as the Titan of Evil appears in the final book of the 

Bible, the book of Revelation.
441

 

------ 

Addressed to persecuted churches in Asia Minor, Revelation was probably written between 81 and 96 

C.E., during the reign of the Roman emperor Domitian. … It is in the context of such persecutions—

and in anticipation of a reign of terror that the author felt was sure to come—that Revelation was 

written.
442

 

Every Satan we have seen to this point appears in Revelation 

Every Satan we have seen to this point—whether it be those cancerous cells in the body of Christ that 

Paul demonizes, the Satan who appears in embodied form to do solo combat with Jesus in the desert 

or the evil spirit who enters persons like Judas—will appear in Revelation. 

In Revelation, Satan is a culmination of his many roles in earlier biblical, apocryphal, and 

pseudepigraphical texts. Passages that refer to Satan “bring together most aspects of the combat myth, 

from the star-like angel to the accuser at the heavenly court and the agent provocateur who leads 

astray the whole world.” In sum, the Satan of Revelation is the malignant manifestation of all the evil 

in the world.
443

 

------ 

Intended for persecuted Christian communities in Asia Minor (Revelation 2-3), Revelation contains 

the fullest exposition of Satan in the Bible. Satan’s many roles and symbols in Revelation become the 

fount for all his eruptions. In the visionary drama of Revelation 12-24, we see the fullest biblical 

expression of the stuff of nightmares. For “Satan” is not merely an epithet for social rivals, as in 

Revelation 1-11. Now Satan is the archvillain in command of an army of monsters and demons, pitted 

in a battle against God, the Lamb, the angels, and the saints. Moreover, this terrifying combat is truly 

cosmic in scope: the arena of his battle now includes the heavens, the earth, and the underworld.
444

 

The Book of Revelation establishes Satan’s continuity with the cosmic 
adversary 

The most elaborate instance of Satan’s role in Christian mythology occurs in the wilderness 

temptation scenes, but the one that most clearly establishes [Satan’s] continuity with the cosmic 

adversary of the Near East is in the Book of Revelation. … 

It is chapter 12 that is most important for the role of Revelation in the mythology of Satan. Here is the 

only explicit reference in the New Testament to a war in heaven, and so the key text for the war in 

later tradition. … The main source of the narrative in Revelation 12 is the apocalyptic combat of 

Judaism. … 

The dragon’s tail sweeps one-third of the stars down to earth, a passage that recalls the Labbu dragon 

and has been frequently understood as a reference to the fall of the angels. It should be read in the 

light of the Enoch tradition, which in turn is linked to the myth of the rebellious son of the dawn, 

reflected in Isaiah 14.
445
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Revelation 12-14 presents Satan as the cosmic opponent of God, the raw 
and horrific red dragon 

In the remainder of the book of Revelation, from chapter 12 forward, we encounter the Satan we 

know and loathe, the cosmic opponent of God, the raw and horrific red dragon.
446

 

------ 

The vision in Rev 12:1-17 … begins with a woman in the throes of labor, who is “clothed with the 

sun, with the moon under her feet, and her head a crown of twelve stars”. … Then the villain arrives 

on stage: 

A great red dragon, with seven heads and ten horns, and seven diadems on his heads. 

His tail swept down a third of the stars of heaven and threw them to the earth. (Rev 

12:3-4) … 

This scenario of an astral rebellion is a variation on the Lucifer myth, and John is quick to identify the 

dragon as Satan: “The great dragon . . . that ancient serpent, who is called the Devil and Satan, the 

deceiver of the whole world” (Rev 12:9).
447

 

------ 

The beast in Revelation 12, with its horns, tail, and red color, has influenced later descriptions of 

Satan’s physical appearance.
448

 

Striking similarities in Revelation 12:2-9 to the Watcher Angels of 1 Enoch 
and Jubilees 

Revelation 12:2-9 is strikingly similar to the stories about the Watcher angels in 1 Enoch and in the 

book of Jubilees. … In Enoch an evil leader variously called Azazel, Semyaza, or Satan, was the 

commander of a group of unsavory comrades who fell to earth. As in Revelation, these malignant 

spirits were subdued, bound hand and foot and tossed into a pit to await final judgment (cf. Rev 

20:10; 21:8-9; 1 En 10:12-15). In Jubilees, Mastema was the name of the commander of the legion of 

demonic spirits.
449

 

The reference in Revelation 12:9 to Satan as “the ancient serpent” probably 
reflects mythical monsters like Leviathan 

Although the author of Revelation describes Satan as “the ancient serpent” (Revelation 12:9; 20:2), 

there is no clear link anywhere in the Bible between Satan and Eden’s talking snake. The ancient Near 

Eastern combat myth motif, exemplified in the battle between Marduk and Tiamat in Enuma Elish 

and Baal and Yam/Mot in ancient Canaan, typically depicted the bad guy as a serpent. The 

characterization of Leviathan in Isaiah 27 reflects such myths nicely: 

On that day YHWH will punish 

With his hard and big and strong sword 

Leviathan the fleeing serpent, 

Leviathan the twisted serpent, 

And he will kill the dragon that is in the sea. 

So the reference in Revelation 12:9 to Satan as “the ancient serpent” probably reflects mythical 

monsters like Leviathan rather than the clever, legged, talking creature in Eden.
450
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The Book of Revelation projects political repression onto the cosmic stage 

The apocalyptic imagery of the Book of Revelation continues and extends the common tendency of 

Judaism to project political repression onto the cosmic stage—and then to work out the fantasy of 

revenge.
451

 

The power of Satan continues, symbolized through additional hideous 
monsters 

The persecution continues as the power of Satan is now symbolized in two additional hideous 

monsters. One rises out of the sea and is described as having ten horns and seven heads (Rev 13:1-8). 

The beast is intended to symbolize Rome: the seven heads may correspond to the seven hills of Rome, 

and the ten horns to Roman emperors (cf. Rev 17:9-10). Connections to Daniel’s fourth vision of a 

beast with ten horns are obvious, too (Dan 7:24). As Myra Nagel maintains, “By John’s time, Jews 

had often reinterpreted this beast [in Daniel 7] to signify the Roman Empire.” We can already see the 

flexibility of apocalyptic and satanic symbols.
452

 

------ 

In Revelation 13, a second beast emerges, this time from the earth. This beast has two horns and 

attempts to enforce emperor worship, which, according to John, is equivalent to the worship of Satan 

(Rev 13:8).93 This beast is associated with a false prophet who intentionally leads the faithful astray 

(Rev 16:13; 19:20; 20:10; cf. Mk 13:22; 2 Thess 2:9-12),
453

 

------ 

The opposition gathers and closes ranks as John’s vision continues: “Then I saw the beast and the 

kings of the earth with their armies gathered to make war against the rider on the horse and his army” 

(Rev 19:19). The beast and his army are defeated, the commanders (the beast and false prophet 

mentioned in Rev 13:1-10) are thrown alive into a burning lake, and their followers are killed, their 

corpses picked over by birds: … [Rev 19:17-18] … 

The agents of Satan are thus destroyed, and only the Devil himself remains at large. … [Rev 20:1-3]. 

… [The angel] casts Satan into the abyss for a millennium. [verse 4] … 

The meandering direction of John’s end-time road map continues with the release of Satan and the 

final conflict. … [verses 7-8] … 

Satan incites the “nations” to join him in the final battle against Christ and his church. Satan’s legions 

are vast, “as numerous as the sands of the sea” (Rev 20:8). But, despite their number, Satan and his 

army are quickly defeated. … [verses 9-10].  

The victory belongs to God alone, who brings about the end of the reign of Satan and Satan’s human 

agents.
454

 

Satan has remained the Heavenly Accuser since Job, adding “our brothers” 
to his list 

Then I heard a loud voice in Heaven, proclaiming: 

“Now has come the salvation and the force [dunamis] and the kingdom of our God 

and the power [exousia] of His Christ. For the Accuser [ho Kategor] of our 

brothers has been thrown, the one accusing [ho kategoron] them day and night 

before our God. They have triumphed over him by the blood of the Lamb and by the 

Word to which they bore witness, because they did not prefer their life to death. So let 

the Heavens rejoice and all who live there. 

“But woe to the Earth and sea, for DEVIL has come down to you with great anger, 

knowing that he has little time.” (Rev. 12.10-12) 
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The passage that I [Henry Ansgar Kelly] put in bold type is the most important Biblical text in the 

whole history of Satan, in my view, because it decisively refutes the theory of a primeval Luciferian 

fall. ../ 

Is this notion, that Satan as the Heavenly accuser of the followers of Christ will be cast out of Heaven 

only after the shedding of the blood of Christian martyrs, some newly discovered meaning in the 

Bible, recently brought out by fresh translations? Not at all. … 

Satan has remained in his position as Heavenly Accuser of Humans since the time of Job and 

Zechariah’s vision. He has continued to exercise this function through the present and into the future, 

adding Christians (“our brothers”) to his list of defendants.
455

 

The Dragon – who is identified as Satan or with him – and the Angel Michael 
fight 

Satan comes into the picture in chapter 12, though it is not obvious at first that we are dealing with 

Satan. Rather the talk is of a great Dragon. … A dragon in the ancient world was simply a large 

serpent, whether a land-serpent or a sea-serpent. It had no legs or feet. Now and then dragons with 

wings were to be found, but not usually. … 

In the middle of the visionary account of the conflict between Red Dragon and the Woman, there is 

inserted an account of the fight between the Dragon (now identified as, or with, Satan) and the Angel 

Michael. … (Rev. 12.7-9)
456

 

A war in Heaven itself 

Sandwiched between the two passages that refer to the woman, her child, and the dragon chase in the 

desert ([Revelation] 12.1-6, 13-18), comes the war in heaven itself. … 

Here is a fall from heaven, like that of Helel ben Shahar-Phaethon, or Hephaestus; here is a creature 

who was once in heaven but who no longer has a place there; here is the leader and his Watcher 

angels, opposed by Michael and his angels, from the Enoch literature and Daniel; here is the accuser 

from the court of God, the Satan or devil of Job and Zechariah; here is the wanderer, ho planōn tēn 

oikoumenēn holēn, who wanders/leads wandering, astray, the whole world—the agent provacateur of 

Job; here too is the independent Satan who challenges the power of heaven, the dragon-monster of 

Greek and Near Eastern tradition.
457

 

Satan turns toward the woman’s “children” and declares war on them 

Satan and his minions are defeated in heaven, but they fall to the earth. … The fall to earth so enrages 

Satan that he resumes his pursuit of the woman. … Unable to destroy her, he turns toward her 

“children” and makes war on them. … (Rev 12:13-17).
458

 

The opponents of God are often mentioned using Satan epithets 

In Revelation (and in apocalypses in general), the opponents of God are often mentioned using Satan 

epithets. The Roman Empire, for example, was understood as the embodiment of Satan and is a 

favorite Satan epithet of the author.
459

 

The author of Revelation identifies the powers of Rome with “the devil and 
Satan” 

The author of Revelation invoke[s] traditional prophetic images of animals and monsters to 

characterize the powers of Rome, which he identifies with “the devil and Satan” (20:2; passim).
460
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“Satan” is used for the opponents of the early Christian communities 
(Revelation 1-11) 

In Revelation 1-11, “Satan” is a term used for the social opponents of the fragile, threatened early 

Christian communities whom the writer addresses.
461

 

------ 

The first mention of Satan appears in letters addressed to seven churches (Revelation 2-3): Ephesus, 

Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea.
462

 

Message to Smyrna 

Satan is first mentioned in the message intended for the Christian community at Smyrna … [Rev 2:9-

10] … John speaks here of the persecution of Christians in Smyrna at the hands of the leaders of the 

Jewish synagogue. … John the Revelator refers to these hostile Jews as agents of Satan, members not 

of the “assembly of the Lord” (i.e., synagogue) (Num 16:3; 20:4; cf. 31:16), but instead as members 

of the “synagogue of Satan”. … The “synagogue of Satan” is alluded to again in Rev 2:13. … It is 

explicitly mentioned in Rev 3:9.
463

 

Message to Pergamum 

In the message addressed to the church in Pergamum, John identifies the city as the “throne of Satan” 

(Rev 2:13). This designation may stem from his assumption that Pergamum is the center of the 

imperial cult.
464

 

Message to Philadelphia 

The letter addressed to Philadelphia echoes the earlier accusation directed to Smyrna (Rev 2:9), that 

those Jews who persecute Christians belong to a synagogue of Satan (Rev 3:9).
465

 

A desperate, hate-filled, name-calling battle between rival denominations of 
a single faith 

We could be eavesdropping on a desperate, hate-filled, name-calling battle between rival 

denominations of a single faith that had not yet differentiated into Jewish and Christian.
466

 

Those who say critical things about the Christians of Smyrna belong to a 
Synagogue of Satan 

We soon find out about Satan, in the message to … the Angel of the Church of SMYRNA: 

[To the Angel:] I know thine affliction and thy poverty, even though thou art rich. I 

know the blaspheming of those who say they are Judeans and are not, but are a 

Congregation [Sunagoge] of Satan. Fear none of those things that thou art about to 

suffer. 

Beware, DEVIL is about to cast some of you into prison as a test [peirasmos], and for 

ten days you will have affliction. (Rev. 2.9-10 [part]) 

The Pseudo-Jews who say critical things (blasphemy) about the Christians of Smyrna are said to 

belong to a Synagogue of Satan.
467

 

One of Satan’s thrones is in Pergamum 

The next Angel to be addressed is the Angel of the Church of PERGAMUM. The Son of Man says, 

with a menace: …  
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I know where you are living, where Satan’s Throne is. Yet you are holding fast to my 

name, and you did not deny your faith in me even in the days of Antipas, my faithful 

witness, who was killed among your people where Satan lives. (Rev. 2.13-14 [part]) … 

Satan seems to be regarded as the Angelic Ruler of the Roman Empire, so it may be that Pergamum 

was regarded as Satan’s throne, or at least one of them.
468

 

Those tolerating Jezebel and the false prophet are connected with Satan 

The message to the Angel of the Church of THYATIRA … is that the Angel tolerates the woman 

named jezebel … [and] those in Thyatira are following a false prophet in their midst. … The message 

to Thyatira goes on to connect the above wickedness with Satan. …  

To the rest of you in Thyatira who do not hold this teaching, who have not learned 

what are named “the deep things of Satan” (Rev. 2.24-25 [part]).
469

 

Liars belong to the Synagogue of Satan 

The sixth message is to the Angel of the Church of PHILADELPHIA. … this Angel has the same 

problem as the Angel at Smyrna: there are liars there who say they are Jews but are not; rather, they 

belong to the Synagogue of Satan.
470

 

Satan’s ousting would take place in the future 

The [ousting of Satan] is described in two ways. First, as the outcome of a battle between Michael and 

Satan in his serpentine guise. Second, as the outcome of a court-trial, in which the Accuser’s charges 

are decisively refuted by two kinds of evidence: (A) the Blood of the Lamb; and (B) the testimony of 

witnesses (marturoi, “martyrs”), presumably the defendants themselves, the very “brothers” who were 

being accused. … 

There were as yet no testimonies of Martyrs. Just the opposite, in fact: the Gospels make it clear that 

none of the followers of Christ suffered with him. This, then, is decisive proof that Satan’s defeat is 

taken as occurring in the future.
471

 

Dragon, who is Devil and Satan, is thrown into the Bottomless Abyss, so he 
cannot deceive the nations until his release 1000 years later 

An Angel comes down from Heaven with a key to the Bottomless Abyss. … He seizes Dragon, that 

Ancient Serpent, who is DEVIL and Satan. He throws him into the Abyss, where he must stay for a 

thousand years, so that he can no longer deceive the Nations. When the thousand years are up, Satan 

will be released to work his deceits again and gather multitudinous forces (called Gog and Magog) for 

a great battle (Rev. 20.1-8).
472

 

The final defeat of Satan 

John sees the Messiah on his white horse engage the beast in battle and defeat him. The beast is 

supported by the kings of the earth. On his defeat he is hurled into the lake of fiery brimstone, 

together with the “false prophet.” … The beast and his followers have now been overcome, and only 

Satan, the dragon himself, remains. In his next vision, John sees an angel descend from heaven, 

holding in his hand the key of the bottomless pit and a great chain. And he seized the 

dragon, that old serpent, who is the devil and the Satan, and bound him for a thousand 

years. … (Revelation, 20:1-3) … 

Then comes the final episode in Satan’s career. He will be released from his prison and arouse the 

nations, Gog and Magog, to gather them for battle. They marched (past tense suddenly) up to lay 

siege to the camp of the saints and the beloved city (presumably the millennial Jerusalem). But “fire 

came down from heaven and consumed them; and the devil who had deceived them was thrown into 
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the lake of fire and brimstone where the beast and the false prophet were, and they will be tormented 

day and night for ever and ever.” (20.9-10)
473

 

 

The archangel Michael, above the portal of St Michael’s Church, Hamburg, conquers the Devil 
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WRITINGS OF THE NON-ORTHODOX CHRISTIANS 
THE TESTIMONY OF THE TRUTH 

The Testimony of Truth is written by so-called “heretics” 

Many writings by these so-called heretics were discovered in Upper Egypt in 1945, near the town of 

Nag Hammadi, those Christians whose works the bishops suppressed. ... 

When we read their writings, we find in some of them beliefs that sound bizarre; others seem to 

reflect intense, inquiring minds engaged on a variety of spiritual paths. 

One of the most extreme is the Testimony of Truth, a text that raises the primary question that 

Christian reformers have asked throughout two millennia, … What is “the gospel”?
474

 

The Testimony of Truth claims that the God of the Hebrew Bible is one of 
the fallen angels 

The author of the Testimony takes Jesus’ warning [at Matthew 23] to mean that believers must shun 

the influence of the “errant desire of the angels and demons”‘—the fallen angels who fell into error 

through their own lust. 

The Testimony even claims that the God whom most Christians worship, the God of the Hebrew 

Bible, is himself one of the fallen angels—indeed, the chief of the fallen angels, from whose tyranny 

Christ came to set human beings free: for, the Testimony declares, “the word of the Son of man . . . 

separates us from the error of the angels.” 

What Barnabas says of the Jews—that they have been deceived by an “evil angel”—and what the 

majority of Christians say about pagans—that they unwittingly worship demons spawned by fallen 

angels—this author says about other Christians. This radical teacher does what millions of disaffected 

Christians have done ever since: regarding the majority of Christians as apostate, he reads them into 

the gospels as “Pharisees and scribes” (or at least as gullible disciples, susceptible to seduction by 

these teachers). 

Fourteen hundred years later, Martin Luther, for example, would come to see his former fellow 

Christians—Roman Catholics—as the “Pharisees and scribes” against whom Jesus warned his 

disciples. … Some dissenting Christians ever since the second century have claimed that the gospel 

itself has been co-opted by the forces of evil.
475

 

The Testimony of Truth discovers that the Genesis story reveals God as the 
villain and the serpent as the holy one, Jesus Christ 

[The author of The Testimony of Truth] “discovers” that [the Genesis story] reveals truth only when 

one reads it in reverse, recognizing that God is actually the villain, and the serpent the holy one! …  

Who, asks the Testimony, told the truth? When Adam and Eve obeyed the serpent, “then the eyes of 

both were opened, and they knew that they were naked” (3:7). They did not die “on that day,” as God 

had warned; instead, their eyes were opened to knowledge, as the serpent had promised. But when 

God realized what had happened, “he cursed the serpent, and called him ‘devil’” (Gen. 3:14-15). 

Now that Adam had attained godlike knowledge, God decided to evict him from Paradise, “lest he 

reach out his hand and eat of the tree of life and live forever” (Gen. 3:22), attaining eternal life along 

with knowledge. 

“What kind of god is this god? . . . Surely he has shown himself to be a malicious envier,” says the 

author of the Testimony. Not only is this god jealous of his own creation, he is also ignorant and 

vindictive. 
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And what of the serpent, whom God cursed and called “devil”? According to the Testimony of Truth, 

the serpent who led Adam and Eve to spiritual enlightenment is actually Christ, appearing in this 

disguise in Paradise to release Adam and Eve from “the error of the angels”‘—that is, error induced 

by malevolent supernatural “rulers,” who masquerade as God in this world.
476

 

THE REALITY OF THE RULERS 

There is no devil in the universe depicted by Reality of the Rulers, and there 
is no need for one 

Another anonymous Christian teacher whose writing was discovered at Nag Hammadi was asked by 

one of his students what “the great apostle” Paul meant when he warned that “our contest is not 

against flesh and blood, but against the rulers of the universe and the spirits of evil” (Eph. 6:12). He 

replied by writing a secret revelation called the Reality of the Rulers. … 

In the universe depicted by this teacher there is no devil, and no need for one, for “the Lord”—the 

God of Jews and most Christians alike—himself acts as chief of the fallen angels who seduce and 

enslave human beings. By declaring himself to be the supreme and unique God of the universe, he 

“sinned against the whole”. 

His boasts reveal him to be only a lesser, ignorant being whose power has led him into overweening 

pride (hybris) and into destruction. 

According to the Reality of the Rulers, it is Samael and his fellow “rulers of the darkness” (Eph. 6:12), 

not the true God, who formed Adam’s physical body (Gen. 2:7), set him to work in Paradise “to till it 

and cultivate it” (Gen. 2:15), then put him to sleep and fashioned his female partner out of his rib 

(Gen. 2:21-22). These same rulers commanded Adam not to eat from the fruit of the Tree of 

Knowledge, which could open his eyes to the truth, because they jealously wanted to keep control 

over him. When Adam and Eve, enlightened by the feminine spiritual principle who appeared to her 

in the form of the serpent, defied them, the rulers cursed the woman and the snake, and expelled 

Adam and Eve from Paradise.
477

 

THE SECRET BOOK OF JOHN 

In The Secret Book of John, the “chief ruler” planted sexual desire in Eve 

The Secret Book of John, another well-known “revelation” discovered at Nag Hammadi, offers 

another wildly mythological reading of Genesis intended to reveal the ties that bind people to futile 

and unsatisfying lives. The Secret Book explains that after Adam was created, the chief ruler and his 

allies carried out a series of three assaults intended to overpower and capture the children of Adam. 

First the chief ruler “seduced [Eve] … and begot in her two sons,” Cain and Abel; thus from that time 

“up to the present day, sexual intercourse continued, because of the chief ruler,” who “planted sexual 

desire” in Eve.
478

 

THE GOSPEL OF PHILIP 

Satan never appears in The Gospel of Philip 

The Gospel of Philip proposes an alternative to the common Christian perception of good and evil as 

cosmic opposites. In this gospel, unlike the New Testament gospels, Satan never appears. Instead, the 

divine Father and the holy spirit, working in harmony with each other, direct all that happens, even 

the actions of the lower cosmic forces.
479

 

------ 

The author of Philip takes the story of the tree of knowledge of good and evil as a parable that shows 

the futility of the traditional approach to morality. According to Philip, “the law was the tree”; the 

law, like the tree of knowledge, claims to give “knowledge of good and evil,” but it cannot 
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accomplish any moral transformation. Instead, it “created death for those who ate of it. For when it 

said, ‘Eat this, do not eat that,’ it became the beginning of death.”
480

 

------ 

Philip … interprets the human inclination to sin without recourse to Satan.
481

 

------ 

Instead of envisioning the power of evil as an alien force that threatens and invades human beings 

from outside, the author of Philip urges each person to recognize the evil within, and consciously 

eradicate it.
482

 

THE LIFE OF ANTHONY 

The Life of Anthony describes how Satan tempts Anthony by speaking 
through his inner thoughts and impulses 

The majority of Christians … characterized spiritual formation as the Essenes had, as an internal 

contest between the forces of good and evil. The great Christian ascetic Anthony, who lived in Egypt 

c. 250-355 C.E. and became a pioneer among the desert fathers, taught his spiritual heirs in monastic 

tradition to picture Satan as the most intimate enemy of all—the enemy we call our own self.  

The Life of Anthony, written in the fourth century by Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, describes how 

Satan tempts Anthony by speaking through his inner thoughts and impulses, through imagination and 

desire.
483

 

GOSPEL OF NICODEMUS 

Gospel of Nicodemus: The devil was defeated by the harrowing of hell 
during the period from the crucifixion to the resurrection  

The central Christian mystery is to be seen as a curious but decisive transformation of the combat 

pattern. Liberation from the death-dealing demon is actually achieved by the death of the hero. The 

resurrection is only the sign, not the occasion, of triumph. In the noncanonical literature that 

Christianity soon spawned, especially in the “Gospel of Nicodemus,” a narrative was told of the 

descent to hell and its harrowing, a satisfying challenge and defeat of the devil during the three 

(actually two by our numbering system) days prescribed by Christian ritual observance between the 

crucifixion and the resurrection.
484

 

THE “LIFE OF ADAM AND EVE” 

The Devil objects to worship of the newly created Adam 

In the fourth century … a fanciful work known as the Life of Adam and Eve portrays the Devil as 

objecting to God’s command that all of the Angels should worship the image of God in the newly 

created Adam. … Michael ordered all of the Angels to worship the image of God, Jehovah. Satan 

refused, saying, “I will not worship one inferior and subsequent to me.
485

 

The Devil explains that Adam caused his own fall from Heaven 

According to the Latin Life of Adam, after Adam and Eve have been expelled from Eden through the 

Devil’s skulduggery, the Devil explains that Adam was the one who caused his own fall from 

Heaven.
486
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The Devil first seduced the Serpent 

The Greek and Armenian versions of the Life of Adam and Eve have an interesting explanation of how 

the Devil set about seducing Eve. He first seduced the Serpent!
487

 

The Life of Adam and Eve says Satan enticed the serpent 

The explanation given [in The Life of Adam and Eve] is that it was Satan who enticed the serpent to 

act as he did. He approached the serpent and asked him why he demeaned himself as he did, for he 

was the wisest of all animals, and yet he did obeisance to Adam and was required to eat weeds rather 

than the fruit of the garden.
488

 

 

 

 

 

 

There was war in heaven 
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SATAN’S EVOLUTION AMONG THE “ORTHODOX” 
First century writings created much of the Devil mythology of later eras 

Satan himself became a familiar character in writings around the start of the Common Era. As the 

narrative of his rebellion and fall become better established in the overall mythology, so Satan became 

a powerful opponent of God rather than a wayward servant, and he was engaged in a mounting 

insurgency against divine order. 

The new synthesis was epitomized by the text the Life of Adam and Eve, which created much of the 

Devil mythology of later eras. This work was written in the first century CE and subsequently 

translated into many languages. This vastly influential text was widely read by Jews, Christians, and 

Muslims—it left its mark in the Qur’an—and it provided much of the story made famous in 

[Milton’s] Paradise Lost. … 

Later in this same century, 2 Enoch tells of “the Watchers, who with their prince Satanail rejected the 

Lord of Light, and after them are those who are held in great darkness on the second heaven.” In 

several texts, including the Assumption of Moses, the force of evil is usually counterposed by a good 

angel such as Michael, who leads the armies of Light.
489

 

------ 

The biblical book of Job depicts Satan as a diligent bureaucrat at the divine court, but a quite different 

image emerges in the much later Testament of Job, an elaborate expansion of the original narrative 

that probably dates from the first century BCE. Here, we find a Satan much more in line with the 

wholly evil image of later Christianity.
490

 

The Devil is evil as defined by any Christian sect for its own self-interest 

Since [the Devil] … is a Christian creation whose role the Church defined, he can only represent evil 

as defined by the Church. … Luther considered the Pope an agent of the Devil as he, in turn, was 

considered one by the Pope. These simple examples should be enough to undermine any attempt to 

suggest that the Devil is a symbol for evil. He is not. He is only evil as defined by any Christian sect 

for its own self-interest. 

Of course, after the sixteenth century, belief in the Devil was not always contingent on belief in 

orthodox Christian theology. Once the Devil was no longer strictly defined by his opposite, Jesus, he 

could then become a more general image of evil forces outside standard theological categories.
491

 

Any opponent is the Devil 

If the Devil is the adversary of God, and if God’s representatives on earth are the Emperor and his 

Church, then any opponent of the Emperor and his Church was the Devil.
492

 

------ 

The single most important change in the early twelfth century was the concentration of power in the 

hands of the Pope and the Emperor. … Every heresy had political implications because the Emperor 

was God’s representative on earth.
493

 

------ 

Heretics, from Waldensians to Cathars, were hideously depraved agents of the Devil; therefore, 

executing them was justified.
494

 

------ 
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The Church was the Devil himself to the Bogomils and Cathars who adopted and adapted the Persian 

dualism that informed Gnosticism and Manichaeanism. The Church was Satan, part of the visible 

world controlled or created by an evil god. The rejection of the Latin Church by the ‘new heretics’, 

their dedication to the pure life, and their roots among the common people drew large followings.
495

 

All who oppose Christ’s saving mission on earth are limbs of Satan 

Witchcraft was … an imposition of ideas by the intellectual elite upon the uneducated. All who 

oppose Christ’s saving mission on earth, whether pagans, sinners, Jews, heretics, or sorcerers, are 

limbs of Satan. Christians are by duty obliged to reform them if possible and eliminate them if 

necessary. Lucifer’s powers to protect his followers were so mighty that fire and sword were often 

deemed necessary to overcome them.
496

 

Church leaders discern the presence of Satan in dissidents within the 
Christian movement 

Church leaders troubled by dissidents within the Christian movement discerned the presence of Satan 

infiltrating among the most intimate enemies of all—other Christians, or, as they called them, 

heretics.
497

 

------ 

Sometimes in one city there were several groups, each interpreting “the gospel” somewhat differently 

and often contending against one another with all the vehemence ordinarily reserved for family 

quarrels. The apostle Paul himself, confronted two generations earlier by rival teachers, tried to 

prevent them from speaking, calling them Satan’s servants, 

false apostles, deceptive workers, disguising themselves as apostles of Christ. And no 

wonder! Even Satan himself disguises himself as an angel of light. So it is not strange 

if his servants disguise themselves as servants of righteousness (2 Cor. 11:13-15). 

Christians dreaded Satan’s attacks from outside—that is, from hostile pagans—but many of them 

believed that even more dangerous were Satan’s forays among the most intimate enemies of all—

other Christians, or, as most said of those with whom they disagreed, among heretics.
498

 

Heretics are in Satan’s service, accused of obscene outrages against God 

Heretics, persons persistently denying accepted Christian doctrine, were deemed to be in Satan’s 

service and subject to accusations of orgy, infanticide, and other obscene outrages against God and the 

church.
499

 

The sects and beliefs one disagrees with could be damned as “firstborn of 
Satan” 

To conceive the earliest stages of Christianity as the steady triumph of orthodoxy (right belief) over 

heresy is at best simpleminded. It is the conception that many church fathers tried to impose. … The 

conventional picture of early Christianity was invented to serve the purposes, both doctrinal and 

political, of what became “establishment” Christianity. … 

The struggle between competing versions of Christianity lent some of its characteristics and a vital 

theological function to Satan. As the prince of error and the father of lies, he became the arch-heretic, 

the name under which rival teachers were denounced. … 

What he had done in the beginning, Satan was still doing. He was the first apostate, and still the 

ultimate source of apostasy. The enormous diversity of sects and beliefs with which one disagreed 

could be comprehensively labeled “error”—and collectively damned as “firstborn of Satan.”
500
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------ 

What was seen as Satan’s opposition to Christ in the present was projected backward into the story of 

his origin. Only thus could the church construct a satisfactory account of the origin of things with 

which to oppose the many rival myths of the period. And in the process, Satan took on several 

characteristics from the heretical cosmologies that his own story was designed to discredit.
501

 

A “pact with Satan” is a keystone in demonising minorities—heretics, Jews, 
and Muslims are followers of the Prince of Darkness 

The [Church] fathers had argued that all evildoers had implicitly agreed to be servants of Satan, but 

the idea of an explicit pact with homage to the Devil was new. By the fifteenth century, pact was the 

central accusation against alleged witches, and by the seventeenth century, documents allegedly 

constituting such formal pacts were brought as evidence into courts of law. 

Pact was one of the keystones in the demonization of minorities—the transformation in the Christian 

mind of heretics, Jews, and Muslims into conscious minions of the Prince of Darkness. Total 

misunderstanding of the religion of others led Christians to make the most improbable assumptions. 

The Jews, who did not believe in the Incarnation or the Eucharist, were believed to steal Eucharistic 

hosts, take them home, and stab them until they bled; the rigidly monotheistic Muslims were believed 

to worship idols. 

The German version of The Song of Roland is explicit: the Muslims are pagans who worship 700 

idols, the chief of which are Apollo and Muhammad. Muhammad, a human prophet to the Muslims, 

was in the Christian mind the chief god of the idolatrous Muslims, barely distinct from Satan himself. 

It followed that Christians had both the right and the duty to stamp out these monsters. The same was 

true of the Jews, for Jews not only desecrated the host but kidnaped and sacrificed Christian children. 

Their synagogues were temples to Satan; they practiced evil magic; the Antichrist would be a Jew of 

the tribe of Dan.
502

 

The Church fathers try to construct a coherent mythological and theological 
system 

In trying to tell the Christian story, the church fathers were also trying to construct a coherent 

mythological and theological system with which to oppose their various rivals, whether pagan, 

Gnostic, or Manichaean. That system had to include, and to make narrative sense of, several 

apparently separate tales. 

The Church Fathers concern themselves with reconciliation with God, the 
defeat of the Devil, and humanity’s release from him 

Patristic thinking on the redemption can be said to have been concerned with two broad questions, (i) 

the reconciliation of humanity to God and God to humanity, and (ii) the defeat of the Devil and the 

freeing of humanity from his possession.
503

 

The early idea is that Christ’s death was a kind of ransom paid to the Devil 

The power of the devil in the myth, when recast in theological terms, gave rise, for example, to the 

earliest of several theories of the atonement, the idea that Christ’s victory had been won by paying a 

kind of ransom to the devil through the death on the cross. We find the theory in one form or another 

in Irenaeus, Origen, Basil the Great, Ambrose, and Jerome. The idea of a ransom paid to the devil 

could not fail to trouble the minds of several church fathers, but it was a logical extension of the 

combat myth that informs the earliest Christian texts.
504
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Early Fathers say Man became free of the Devil’s chains because Christ 
was sacrificed to meet the rights of the Devil 

The Christian doctrine of Atonement has never been officially formulated, although it was one of the 

Church’s most discussed mysteries. Arguably, it is the first contract with the Devil. Originally 

formulated by Irenæus near the end of the second century, and fully worked out by Gregory of Nyssa 

in the fourth century, the ransom theory of Atonement was believed by most Christians for one 

thousand years. 

Though it may seem bizarre, here is what theologians from Gregory of Nyssa to Augustine and Popes 

Leo the Great and Gregory the Great believed. Adam sinned, and for that he was punished after death 

by becoming a bondsman in the Devil’s kingdom. A bondsman can be freed only by paying that 

bondsman’s lord a ransom. God wanted to free man; otherwise His plan would be thwarted. Since 

God is just, He could not forcibly wrest man (the bondsman) from the Devil (his lord). So God 

decided to trick the Devil, keeping the birth of Jesus secret.  

As Jesus grew up, the Devil realized what a perfect man Jesus was, and wanted him for his own 

kingdom. [The Devil] agreed to accept the death of Jesus as a ransom for man. Following Jesus’s 

crucifixion, the Devil reached out to grasp his ransom only to discover that he had been tricked. The 

man Jesus was the human bait in which was hidden the hook of Christ’s divinity.  

Man became free of the Devil’s chains because Christ was sacrificed to meet the rights of the Devil: 

he atoned for the sins of man.
505

 

------ 

In the first century AD, Ignatius suggested that God deceived the Devil by keeping the birth of Jesus 

secret.
506

 

The practice of pre-baptismal exorcism becomes a standard part of the 
ceremony 

On the whole, the devil plays a small role in the liturgy, … [there is, however.] a significant 

exception, baptism. … 

No standard baptismal rites were established during the time of the composition of the New 

Testament. Already in the earliest extant baptism liturgies in the West, however, the ceremony is 

presented as freeing the catechumen from evil spirits. The renunciation of Satan is one of the few 

features both the Roman and Carthaginian practices share. … 

By Augustine’s time, the practice of pre-baptismal exorcism had become a standard part of the 

ceremony, and would soon dominate the initiation procedures in the rites of baptism throughout 

Christendom (except Syria).
507

 

Theologically, establishment of Original Sin gradually renders obsolete the 
need for Satan 

The gradual establishment of original sin as church doctrine gradually rendered the need for Satan (or 

an external sin-principle) within each individual sin and sinner theologically obsolete, since it 

provided a ready-made explanation for the tendency to sin.
508

 

------ 

The actual treatments of Satan in the literary as well as theological sources almost invariably place 

him somewhere between the two extremes of ubiquitous involvement in present sins and none at 

all.
509
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Early Christians took Genesis 3:15 as saying the woman inflicts a decisive 
defeat upon the Serpent-as-Satan 

The Genesis passage speaks not of a defeat of the Serpent but rather of ongoing enmity. The verse 

reads: 

“I will plant enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring and 

hers. They will strike at your head [that is, the heads of you and your offspring], and 

you [that is, you and your offspring] will strike at their heel” (Gen. 3.15). 

The Greek of the Septuagint has a different kind of verb: “to be on the look-out for” Serpent head and 

Human heel. In other words, what Yahweh-Elohim promises here is a continuous stand-off, with 

constant lunges from both sides. 

But from early on, Christians took the verse as a prophecy of the seed of the woman (that is, the 

Virgin Mary, or Jesus, or both) inflicting a decisive defeat upon the Serpent-as-Satan. As a result, St. 

Jerome in the Latin Vulgate chooses one verb to correspond to the Hebrew verb for the action of the 

woman and her seed, who will “crush” (calcare, literally, “give the heel to”) the head of the Serpent, 

and a different verb, one corresponding to the Greek verb, for the Serpent, who will “lie in wait for” 

(insidiari) the woman and her seed.
510

 

The angel, full of pride and envy, turns from God to himself, and 
successfully causes Adam and Eve to eat the fruit 

The Old English poem Genesis (eleventh-century in its final form) presents a dramatically detailed 

account of the rebellion and fall of the angels that goes far beyond the biblical story. God created the 

angels before making the material universe and its inhabitants. He gave the angels free will, expecting 

them to be his loyal vassals. But one of the angels, full of pride and envy, boasted that he need not 

serve God. Admiring the brightness and beauty of his own countenance, he turned his thoughts from 

contemplation of God to contemplation of himself. …  

Taking a serpent’s shape, the demon tempted Adam first. The Anglo-Saxon audience was much more 

comfortable with the idea of a great lord (good or evil) approaching the lord and master of humanity 

rather a than his wife on important business. The demon told Adam that he bore the message that God 

in fact wished Adam to pick the fruit of the tree of death and eat it. Adam, astutely observing that this 

thane looked little like an angelic messenger, declined, and the demon turned his attentions to the 

weaker sex. 

Complaining to Eve that Adam had misunderstood him, he guilefully insisted, “I am not like the 

Devil.” He cleverly appealed to Eve’s love for Adam to persuade her that she would be helping her 

husband by eating the fruit. Eve ate, and immediately received what she took to be a beautiful vision 

of heaven. The messenger congratulated her on her changed appearance, and her delusion was now so 

deep that she imagined both him and herself to shine with angelic beauty. She then persuaded Adam 

to join her in eating the fruit, and the demon’s hopes were fulfilled.
511

 

The Church Fathers consider Satan’s entrapment to be in the air of this 
world 

Throughout the patristic period the devil was often conceived as inhabiting the lower heavens--the 

atmosphere of this world. … [Jude 6] could be used to support Satan’s entrapment in the air of this 

world, instead of his confinement in a void or pit.  

It may seem unintuitive that the ‘hell’ into which the fallen angels were plunged following their 

expulsion from heaven was the air of this world, but the matter was elaborated upon at length in the 

church fathers.
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The atmosphere between heaven and earth is filled with innumerable 
bustling demons 

Associated with the mobility of the devil and the other fallen angels is the tradition that the world is 

filled with the bustling of innumerable demons. … 

Cassian [360-435 CE] in Conlationes 8.12 observes that “the atmosphere which extends between 

heaven and earth is ever filled with a thick crowd of spirits, which do not fly about in it quietly or 

idly”  

St. Augustine’s disciple Salvianus [5th century CE] simply states, “Ubique daemon”—the demon is 

everywhere.” 

Origen’s account presents the world as initially filled with demons, but as each individual casts off 

demons of sin, those demons are sent to the abyss and permanently subtracted from the total sum. 

Thus the world is becoming increasingly free of the antagonists.
513

 

Disputes arise over the presence and nature of the fires that consume the 
rebel angels 

Although the tradition that the demons were properly beings of the air was widespread, it proved 

difficult to envision how they could be suffering the fires of hell. … The presence and nature of these 

fires consuming the rebel angels was thus a matter of dispute, and for early writers, once again, the 

allegorical interpretation predominated. … 

Many early writers insist that it is merely the anticipation of the hellfires which they know await them 

that causes the demons to suffer. Bede falls within this tradition.
514

 

Early Church Fathers say the Devil’s sin was sexual lust 

The origin of the fallen angels and Satan’s sin is to be found in the opening verses of Genesis, chapter 

6. … The sin of the Devil was sexual lust. Demons and devils were the creation of the sexual union 

between the lustful angels and women. … Justin, martyred in Rome in AD 165, explained that some 

angels violated the right order of things, gave in to sexual impulses and had intercourse with women 

whose children we now call demons. These demons are the cause of murder, war, adultery and every 

other evil.
515

 

Paul makes no link with the Watcher tale, so subsequent interpreters make 
their connections between human and angelic falls 

Paul’s combination of the Christ event with the Adam episode as a theory or story of the Redemption 

posed fresh problems, which also helped define the shape of the canon. The problems may be viewed 

in either theological or in narrative terms, but either way a central difficulty is how to connect the 

devil with the Adam episode. Even if Paul did have in mind a version of the Adam story which 

connected it to the angelic fall, as the contemporary Adam books did, there is little consistency about 

that tradition, and the problem was still posed about the relative responsibility of the angel-serpent or 

man. If the Adam story replaced the Watcher story to account for the origin of evil, new explanations 

were required about the angelic fall. 

But the letters in which Paul mentions Adam (Corinthians and Romans) do not make any link with the 

Watcher tale, and subsequent interpreters would have to work out new connections between human 

and angelic fall. Nor does the story of the happy garden in the second and third chapters of Genesis 

have any obvious connection with the evil tyrant, “the god of this world,” from whom the believer 

was supposedly now redeemed.
516
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Only in the barely acceptable Book of Revelation could the church find 
“that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan” and thus counter Gnostics 

Some Gnostics in particular had elaborated the Adam and Eve stories current in Alexandria into their 

own coherent and explicit narrative. The serpent of the story was the hero and was even identified 

with Christ. He tried to save Adam and Eve from the ignorant and tyrannical God who would deny 

them knowledge, represented by the tree. 

It was thus imperative … for the church to reverse the Gnostic identification. If God were to remain 

the hero of the story, the serpent had to become his adversary, the tyrant of the new religion. 

But could it do this when the serpent of Genesis was quite plainly just that, a serpent? … Genesis 

nowhere says he was anything other than a talking snake. One method for a religion of the Book 

would be to find another text that did make this identification, and then to read each in the light of the 

other. Only one text of those not otherwise unacceptable for canonization made explicit the requisite 

identification of Satan and serpent—the curious work we know as the Book of Revelation. There, in 

one character, the church found “the great dragon, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan.” … 

Perhaps the author [of Revelation] intended the phrase ho palaios ophis, that old serpent, to refer to 

the Genesis serpent. … In view of the Gnostic identity of the serpent, the church found it convenient 

to think he did. … Without the Book of Revelation as a sanctified text, the identification of Genesis 

serpent with the adversary would have stood on much shakier ground.
517

 

Anglo-Saxon demonology maintains a distinction between Satan, Lucifer, 
and the devil 

By Anglo-Saxon times it was common to identify Lucifer (the morning-star from Isaiah 14.12ff.) with 

Satan, and those with the devil, and all three with the serpent of Genesis and the dragon of Revelation. 

Here Anglo-Saxon demonology parts from established traditions in maintaining a fairly consistent 

distinction between Satan, the fallen angel Lucifer who is bound in hell, from the devil, a more mobile 

instigator of evil whose precise relationship with Satan is variously imagined. The devil/Lucifer/Satan 

figure is usually distinguished from the Antichrist, although their association is always considered to 

be close.
518

 

Anglo-Saxon portrayals of the devil have little of the dramatic imagery of 
the Medieval period 

Portrayals of the devil in Anglo-Saxon literature, as opposed to its visual arts, know little of the 

dramatic flourishes that would characterize the later devil of medieval drama or Renaissance witch 

trials—the horns and spines, multiple faces, bestial proportions and features, etc.
519

 

For the Anglo-Saxons, the devil is incarcerated while the demons teemed 
throughout creation 

Throughout the early Middle Ages, … church writers gradually abandoned the association of the devil 

with the air and formed a (tenuous) consensus concerning his imprisonment in hell. The devil for the 

Anglo-Saxons was thus more or less firmly incarcerated beneath the earth; the demons, however, 

continued to teem throughout creation.
520

 

Sin-demons 

[In] the Synoptic Gospels — Mark, Matthew, and Luke — the Possessing Demons driven out by 

Jesus manifest no morally evil dimension. They are not interested in making their Human hosts 

wicked; they are simply looking for a place to live. … They are not Sin-Demons but rather Disease-

Demons. …  
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Sin-Demons abound in a pseudepigraph called the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs which was 

probably put together early in the second century AD. … Sin-Demons are also prominent in another 

second-century work called The Shepherd, by a Christian named Hermas. Origen of Alexandria drew 

on both of these works, and approved of the idea of Sin-Demons, but his writings show no sign of pre-

Baptismal Exorcizing. 

In contrast to Origen, his predecessor at the Catechetical School of Alexandria, Clement of 

Alexandria (who taught there from around 190 to about 202), ridiculed the idea of Sin-Demons and 

emphatically rejected them. However, the Exorcizing of Demons before Baptism was accepted with 

great enthusiasm, especially in the West, beginning at least with the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus 

(early third century).
521

 

Possessing demons cause bodily afflictions but they are not out to corrupt 
the morals of their hosts 

A common assumption is that the possessing demons of the Gospels are, if not fallen angels, 

somehow mini-devils, like their master, Satan. But an objective analysis shows that they are simply 

parasites in need of “hosts”; their presence causes bodily afflictions, but they have no tempting 

function—they are not out to corrupt the morals of their hosts. … Satan makes use of them, like other 

diseases, for his own purposes.
522

 

Originally, the Greek daimōn was not inherently evil 

The Greek daimōn and daimonion originally held no inherently evil connotation. Although their 

etymology is uncertain (possibly signifying disruption or “rending apart”), the terms apparently 

specify a god or minor deity against the background of popular animistic beliefs.
523

 

Views on demonization kept developing in the post-Apostolic Church 

In the postapostolic church certain commentators developed a view of demonization beyond what 

Scripture would imply. Justin Martyr believed pagan gods to represent demons fallen from angelic 

guardianship over humans. Thomas Aquinas developed Augustine’s belief in demons’ ability to attack 

people to a point where demons continued the practice, cited in 1 Enoch, of sinning with men and 

women sexually. 

Apparently influenced by apocryphal writings, Origen believed that a good and an evil angel watched 

over each individual, attempting to influence thought patterns. He also believed that “vice demons” 

existed— so called since one such demon would control a particular vice.
524

 

By the Middle Ages, the devil’s character is personal and vivid 

By the end of the Middle Ages, … the character of the devil—greatly elaborated through treatises, 

dramatic portrayals, and folkloric assimilation of native tales within the Christian framework—

becomes personal and vivid.
525

 

The Middle Ages refuted that Satan had acquired rights over the Human 
Race because of the sin of Adam and Eve 

The idea that Satan acquired rights over the Human Race because of the sin of Adam and Eve was the 

only major theological elaboration of the Biography of Satan from the Patristic Age that was refuted 

and rejected in the Middle Ages. Other Patristic myths, notably the identification of Satan with the 

Serpent of Eden and with the King of Babylon in his prideful persona of the Morning Star — Lucifer 

— were left in place. 

The result was that Satan continued to play a vital role in the history of Mankind. He was the “person” 

responsible for the downfall of the Human Race, who remained active in the World.
526
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In the early Middle Ages, Satan was not visualised as bound in hell 

Since at least the time of Dante’s Inferno, Satan has been commonly visualized as bound in hell, and 

it is difficult for the modern reader to adjust to the fact that this was not the predominant image of 

Satan in the early Middle Ages. Two of the earliest visions of hell, the Apocalypse of Peter (ca. mid 

second century) and the Apocalypse of Paul (ca. late fourth century), each mention Satan in moral 

contexts, yet, though the visionaries tour hell and view the occupants and torments, there is no sign of 

the devil there.
527

 

A very late addition to Satan’s role is for him to be placed in charge of the 
souls of wicked mortals 

In the first Christian centuries, the Devil has no role as the guardian or punisher of souls in the 

Underworld at the time of Christ’s death. …  

A late addition to [the Devil’s] Curriculum Vitae — very late, it will turn out — is that he has been 

placed in charge of administering the punishments of Hell, especially for the souls of wicked mortals 

whose mortality caught up with them. And I mean right away, not at the End of Time, after the Last 

Judgment.
528

 

Satan had to be sent immediately to hell at his initial fall from heaven 

There was still one more significant alteration of biblical data to be made before our standard modern 

idea of Satan was achieved. It was not enough for him to be blamed for an insane rebellion against 

God and also for causing Adam and Eve to sin and thereby to fall under his control. He had to be sent 

immediately to hell at his initial fall from heaven.
529

 

It took a long time to place the fall of Lucifer at the beginning of time 

One idea about Satan that has been prominent in later centuries is that the great battle in heaven 

between Satan and Michael and their respective angels … took place at the beginning of time, … and 

that his defeat constituted the fall of Lucifer and his transformation into Satan. This idea, however, 

was a long time in coming.
530

 

It took a long time for the idea that Satan was in hell from the beginning. It 
took longer to put him in charge of hell 

However, this idea of Satan being in hell from the beginning, along with the further idea of his being 

in charge of hell, was by no means an early distortion of Scripture. It took a long time to develop, and 

it is still not clear how it came about.
531

 

Finally, in the popular 12th century Vision of Tundale, Satan becomes an 
essential feature of hell 

Only with a tenth-century redaction of the Voyage of Brendan, the eleventh-century Vision of 

Adamnan, and finally the widely-popular twelfth-century Vision of Tundale does Satan become an 

essential feature of hell tours.
532

 

------ 

The Vision of Tundale was first written in Latin during the latter half of the twelfth century, during 

the span of decades that produced the writings of Chrétien de Troyes, Marie de France, Thomas of 

Britain and Hue de Rotelande. Its author was Marcus, an Irish Benedictine monk who moved to the 

Scots Monastery at Regensburg in Germany and was asked to write down this story that he had 
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brought from Ireland. Immensely popular throughout the Middle Ages, it was translated into many 

languages.
533

 

EXCERPT FROM THE VISION OF TUNDALE 

Soon, they came upon a hideous creature that filled Tundale with terror. It 
seemed more evil and dangerous than anything he had seen before, with two 
enormous black wings and with claws of iron and steel protruding from its feet. 
Its neck was long and slender but held a huge head in which burned two red 
eyes, set wide apart, and its mouth was wide and spat fire in a seemingly 
inextinguishable stream. Its nose was tipped with iron! 

The beast sat in the middle of a frozen lake swallowing terrified souls which 
burned inside its body until they were nearly wasted away. But then they were 
expelled from this horror in the creature's excrement and left until they had 
recovered and become whole once again. They were sorely bruised from this 
ordeal and cried out in pain, just like a woman in childbirth, and suffered 
greatly for their sins. But then things began to bite at them from the inside; 
snakes and rats! When they understood what was happening, they made such 
a huge and terrified lamentation that the noise of it filled all of hell! Never has 
such a noise been heard from men and women before. 

But a moment of unimaginable horror could not be avoided. The snakes inside 
them prepared to emerge. They did so not only from the private parts but from 
every limb, head and feet, back and side; they slid through abdomen and 
chest, and through every joint, and made their exit all at once, sparing neither 
flesh nor bones. They were long, with iron heads and had tails with barbs, and 
when their tails became caught because of the barbs, as they pulled 
themselves through the holes that they had made, they turned their heads 
inward and gnawed at the flesh and bone, exposing all the joints and biting 
until all the insides had been consumed, thrusting their heads in and out. But 
still their tails were caught, until the soul’s whole body was alive with a 
writhing, gnawing, flaying and tormenting such that the screams of terror might 
have risen up to heaven itself, so hideous it all was! The souls cried in anguish 
and lamented their foolishness and their sins. But they were not delivered from 
this pain; the cycle was renewed and they had to endure it again and again! 

'Lord, this is a dreadful sight,' said Tundale to the angel. 'I think this is worse 
than anything I have ever seen.' 

'This torment is ordained for men of religion who have strayed from their 
profession,' replied the angel. 'Monks, clerics, priests and canons and other 
men and women of Holy Church who have indulged their carnal desires and 
enjoyed other such delights, ignoring the strictures of their order and leading 
their lives as they wish. They shall suffer for this for eternity if they do not 
mend their ways before it is too late. And for the same crimes that you have 
committed, you shall suffer this as well.' 

As the angel finished speaking, the fiends led Tundale inside the hideous 
creature and here he burned in a fierce heat for a long time and suffered 
dreadful torment. 

But at last the creature expelled Tundale and he swelled up as though he 
would burst, he was so full of worms and snakes pressed tightly together 
inside him that only their hideous escape could release them. But then 
Tundale saw the angel standing patiently before him. 
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The angel touched Tundale with his hand and brought him out of this 
nightmare.534 

Signorelli’s Damned Cast into Hell 

 

Luca Signorelli’s Damned Cast into Hell is a Fresco from the late 15th and 
early 16th century located in the San Brizio Chapel in Orvieto, Italy. Signorelli’s 
works are essentially Savonarola’s sermons through the artistic means of 
painting. Inside the Orvieto Cathedral, there are many renditions that illustrate 
themes akin to the one shown in the Damned Cast into Hell, where an 
agonizing mass of people are being terrorized and tortured by demons. In a 
time where there was an intense enthusiasm for the Catholic Church, and a 
fiery fear of persecution, Signorelli’s dense composition was effective with its 
impact on the viewer. The sinners suffer the consequences of an immoral life, 
writhing amongst the cluster of wretchedness. Signorelli’s signature style of his 
subject’s twisted bodies and lean muscles assume postures and positions of 
excruciating torment. The devils lunge at the humans, some biting their heads, 
others choking their victims; there is even a demon that stabs a man in the 
head. As Saint Michael and the hosts of Heaven hover above the mass of 
sinners, their facial expressions are impassive and unconcerned. The holy 
figures are telling of the finality that the damned face; since these people have 
had their opportunity to live a Holy life and have chosen otherwise, they must 
now endure the eternal penalties of their sins. 

With these depictions of misery, churchgoers would easily be frightened when 
sitting in the middle of a sermon listening to Savonarola’s words, and looking 
upon Signorelli’s haunting portrayal of the Damned Cast into Hell.535 
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The Devil’s right to possess humanity continues to be posed in Medieval 
theology 

Medieval theology after Anselm constructed a new understanding of the defeat of the Devil in which 

the Devil’s right to possess humanity continued to be an important question.
536

 

Is the devil bound or does he still mislead? 

For some early Christians, the confinement of the devil appeared incompatible with numerous other 

traits supposed to characterize him. Hippolytus of Rome asks, “Were the Devil already bound, how 

could he then still mislead the faithful and persecute and plunder mankind?”
537

 

It is impossible for the Devil to be saved 

The scholastics established why the Devil cannot be saved. First, unlike Adam and Eve, he cannot 

plead the extenuation of having been tempted by someone else. Second, since his natural intellect was 

so much greater than that of humans, his fault was proportionately greater. Third, since angels cannot 

learn anything new, they cannot change their minds or repent. Fourth, after their fall, their angelic 

qualities are diminished. They retain their intellects in only an impaired, diminished form, and though 

they do not lose their free will, they lose the power actually to choose between good and evil. Fifth, 

Lucifer and his angels derive no benefit from the sacrifice of Christ, for they are not humans. It would 

require one of his own species to redeem Lucifer, but this is impossible, for each angel constitutes its 

own species. Sixth, since the Devil fell untempted, he would have to return to grace unaided, which is 

impossible.
538

 

Confusion between the singular devil and his multitude of minions 

Though not often explicitly addressed in theological or expository writings, there is confusion 

between the singular devil and his multitude of minions in the earliest patristic writings and 

throughout the early Middle Ages. … 

The base text for all medieval constructions of spiritual warfare, Ephesians 6.12-18 (built around 

Isaiah 59.17), contains the seed of this tension. The singular devil and the plural hostile spiritual 

powers are presented in apposition: 

Put on the whole armor of God, so that you may be able to stand against the wiles of 

the devil. For our struggle is not against enemies of blood and flesh, but against the 

rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers of this present darkness, 

against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.
539

 

------ 

The Gerasene demoniac episode (Mark 5.1-20 and Luke 8.26-39, in which Jesus exorcizes a 

possessed gentile in his only foray outside of Judea) offers a convenient starting point: a single man 

possessed by a ‘legion’ of demons experiences some confusion in referring to himself, alternating 

between the first person singular and plural. The demon in him exclaims, “My name is Legion; for we 

are many.” The image of the two thousand demons fleeing before Christ and driving themselves into a 

river after occupying nearby swine is dramatic and apparently stuck in the imagination of many 

medieval writers. … 

Here as elsewhere, the synoptic gospels themselves do not explicitly associate the demons with Satan, 

but medieval interpreters, not content with two thousand antagonists, also discern in that possession 

the activity and even the presence of Satan.
540

 

Exorcism became an invariable part of baptism 

The Devil played little part in the liturgy, with the one major exception of the rite of baptism. By the 

third century the Western church commonly administered baptism at Easter. A series of scrutinies—
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masses during which exorcisms were administered to catechumens seeking admission to the church—

were conducted in the weeks before Easter. Exorcism became an invariable part of baptism. Before 

the candidate could be received into the Christian community and the Body of Christ, the dark lord 

had to be exorcized from his soul.
541

 

------ 

The scrutinies included the “exsufflation,” in which the priest blew into the candidate’s face to 

express contempt for the demons and drive them away. The priest also touched the catechumen’s ears 

with spittle in imitation of Jesus’ healing. He marked the sign of the cross on the candidate’s brow to 

keep demons away. 

During the Easter vigil, the catechumen would face the west, the region of darkness and death, and 

make a formal threefold renunciation of Satan. Then he turned toward the east, the direction of light 

and resurrection, and formally transferred his allegiance to Christ. He was anointed with holy oil as a 

seal against further assaults by the Prince of Darkness.  

In the central act of baptism, the descent into water symbolized descent into the underworld of death, 

and emergence from the water symbolized rebirth and resurrection. Baptism, the culmination of the 

individual’s freedom from Satan, had powers to cure illness of body and mind as well as corruption of 

soul.
542

 

For the mystics, the Devil is a moral vacuum 

The mystics’ fundamental vision was unitive: all things, including all sinful creatures, are united with 

God. The Devil can have no ultimate significance in the cosmos. Ultimately the Devil is nothing, 

emptiness. … For the mystics, the Devil is a moral vacuum pulling us away from reality.
543

 

For the contemplatives, the Devil hates most intensely the soul’s union with 
God 

The contemplatives’ desire to avoid definitions and their hesitation to press for rational explanations 

deterred them from dwelling on the Devil intellectually. Yet in practice they felt his presence more 

often and more immediately than most. 

The contemplatives believed that the Devil bent his evil attention on them more than upon others 

because the soul’s union with God is what the Devil hates most intensely. The Devil was the source of 

all that obstructed contemplation. … The ultimate answer to evil is not to cudgel the brain but to live a 

life of love and laughter.
544

 

In late Middle Ages and The Reformation, popular legend and witchcraft 
encourage belief in Satan, while other influences weaken him 

The fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries—traditionally called the late Middle Ages and 

Reformation—are best taken as a single period, some of whose characteristics in literature, popular 

legend, homiletics, and the witch craze encouraged belief in Satan, while others, such as nominalism, 

weakened its influence..
545

 

Belief in diabolical witchcraft becomes a craze in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries 

Belief in diabolical witchcraft had its roots in the Middle Ages, but it became a true craze in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

Writers, judges, and theologians of those centuries assumed that witches existed all over Europe, in 

every neighborhood, all linked in one great conspiracy under Satan’s rule. Though such a conspiracy 
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never existed, papal pronouncements, Catholic councils, Protestant synods, secular courts, 

inquisitorial tribunals, and leading scholars all repeatedly proclaimed its reality. 

The craze began with the publication in 1486 of the Hammer of Witches (Malleus maleficarum), a 

book by two inquisitors that was quickly printed in so many editions that it outsold every book except 

the Bible. For the most part, witchcraft was an invention of the elite, gradually spreading down 

through pulpit and classroom to the people, who greedily accepted it as an explanation for their own 

personal troubles.
546

 

The popular phenomenon of witchcraft raises the Devil’s powers to 
unprecedented heights 

[A] more popular phenomenon of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries raised [the Devil’s] 

powers to unprecedented heights. This was witchcraft. … 

For the history of the Devil, the allegedly Satanic witchcraft of the period of about 1400–1700 [is 

important]. Whether the accused witches ever believed or practiced the Satanism attributed to them or 

whether it was projected upon them by their enemies, the conviction that Satanic witchcraft was real 

pervaded Western society for three centuries.
547

 

------ 

The phenomenon of diabolical witchcraft developed over the centuries from many sources. In the 

earlier Middle Ages, numerous incantations and spells were used to affect sexual desire, exact 

revenge, or obtain riches, but they were not assumed to involve demons; rather, they were supposed to 

manipulate hidden natural forces. But later, under the influence of Aristotelian scholasticism, it was 

believed that natural magic did not exist and that magic could be effective only through the aid of 

Lucifer and his minions.
548

 

The witch craze was one of the most important episodes in the history of the 

Devil, reviving belief in his immediate and terrible powers to an extent 

unsurpassed since the time of the desert fathers. It also revealed the most terrible 

danger of belief in the Devil: the willingness to assume that those whom one 

distrusts or fears are servants of Satan and fitting targets of destructive hatred.
549

 

 

Martin Luther devotes much attention towards the Devil 

Martin Luther (1483’1546) devoted more theological and personal concern to the Devil than anyone 

else since the desert fathers. … [God] keeps every mote in the universe in his immediate gaze, 

directing heaven, hell, all creatures, the entire cosmos—and the Devil. …  

The Devil is God’s tool, like a pruning hook or a hoe that God uses to cultivate his garden. The hoe 

takes its own pleasure in destroying the weeds for its own purpose, but it can never move out of God’s 

hands, or weed where he does not wish, or thwart his purpose of building a beautiful garden. The 

Devil, against his will, always does God’s work. All evils come from both the Devil and God, but the 

Devil wills the evil in them and God wills the good that comes out of them. “God incites the Devil to 

evil, but he does not do evil himself.” … 

Though the Devil does evil under God’s command, God also hates the evil and wishes us to fight 

against it. God struggles mightily against Satan,
550
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Luther personally experiences the Devil’s attacks 

Luther felt that the Devil attacks more intensely as one advances in faith. Satan attempted to deter him 

from God’s work through temptations, distractions, and even physical manifestations. He rattled 

around behind Luther’s stove; at the Warburg castle he pelted nuts at the roof and rolled casks down 

the stairwell; he grunted audibly like a pig; he disputed with Luther like a scholastic; he sometimes 

lodged in Luther’s bowels. Satan kept so close that he “slept with Luther more than Luther’s wife 

Katie did.”
551

 

16th century literature takes the Devil more seriously than did the later 
Middle Ages 

Under the influence of Luther and the witch craze, and because of the harsh religious tensions of the 

era, sixteenth-century literature tended to take the Devil as a more powerful threat than did that of the 

later Middle Ages.
552

 

------ 

The story of Faust was a great watershed in the literature of the Devil. After Christ, Mary, and Satan, 

Faust became the single most popular character in the history of Christian culture.
553

 

Calvin says Satan is completely under God’s command 

Recognizing that the Bible offers few particulars on the Devil, Calvin insisted that a detailed 

diabology was inappropriate. Since he experienced the Devil’s assaults less personally than Luther, 

Calvin assigned him a narrower place in the world. Satan is completely under God’s command and 

cannot do any evil that God does not expressly assign him.
554

 

Protestants accept virtually all Medieval diabology 

Because of the Protestants’ fear of witchcraft and despite their enthusiasm for pruning out traditions 

they considered unrooted in Scripture, they accepted virtually all of medieval diabology. Further, they 

removed structures such as exorcism and private confession that helped individuals to feel that Satan 

was under control. Both Protestants and Catholics also enlisted the Devil in the propaganda war.
555

 

At the same time, overt scepticism begins 

The same century that saw such a vast increase in Satan’s powers ironically also witnessed the 

beginnings of overt scepticism. … 

The response of believers to such skepticism was the retort: No Devil, no Redeemer. If the Devil, the 

second-bestknown figure in Christianity, could be excised from the Christian tradition, then 

eventually even Christ might vanish. If Christ did not come to save us from the power of the Devil, 

perhaps he did not come to save us at all. 

A religious world view in which God and the Devil fitted coherently was gradually being replaced by 

a secular one in which they did not. The result was that the existence of God would eventually be 

questioned like that of the Devil; the process only took a bit longer with God.
556

 

Throughout this period, Catholic theologians assume the existence of the 
Evil One 

Modern Catholic theologians, respectful of councils yet leary
557

 of diabology, have tended to evade 

the issue of conciliar authority on this point. On the one hand, only two ecumenical councils—IV 

Lateran and Trent—made explicit statements about the Evil One. On the other hand, virtually all 
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Christian theologians, popes, and councils from the beginning of the church into the present century 

have assumed his existence.
558

 

The spirit of scepticism and irony revives at the end of the 16th century, 
just as the Devil’s powers reach their peak 

At the end of the sixteenth century, just as the Devil’s powers were reaching their zenith, the spirit of 

skepticism and irony revived. The comic Devil reappeared, and the focus on real evil shifted from 

Satan to the human personality, a process encouraged by the increasingly worldly nature of urban 

society. In the work of William Shakespeare (1564—1616), the Evil One never appears in his own 

form, though spirits often make a direct appearance.
559
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Perhaps Bishop Rudolf Graber speaks the truth when he says 
that ‘if there is no Devil, then there is also no God’. 

Perhaps belief in the Devil is one way for Christians, and even 
non-Christians, to avoid facing evils that might otherwise reveal 
how inadequate theological explanations are.560 

 

 

 

The paradox of the Devil: Why did God create the 
author of evil? 

Defining the Devil as the adversary of God was a tricky proposition. It led to the 

paradox of the Devil. If God created the Devil, then dualism dissolves. But such 

dualism raises this question: Why did God create the author of evil? Cyril of 

Jerusalem made this problem explicit in one of his lectures of c. AD 350: ‘When 

[the Devil] sinned, it was not because he was naturally prone to sin because if that 

were the case, then the cause of that sin would be God himself.’ 

More than a millennium later, Shelley pointed to the same crux in rather a different 

tone: 

[The Devil] can have no tendency or disposition the seeds of 

which were not originally planted by his creator. … It would be as 

unfair to complain of the Devil for acting ill, as of a watch for 

going badly; the defects are to be imputed as much to God in the 

former case, as to the watchmaker in the latter. 

If acts of the Devil are only possible with God’s permission, then perhaps Satan is 

not much of an adversary. If the Devil is only a microbe, the function of the Church 

is reduced and the mission of Jesus is diminished. But to make the Devil a true 

adversary with independent power, a real threat, to give him a substantial body that 

can cast shadows and control events restricts the light emanating from Jesus.
561
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DOMINANT VOICES 
CLEMENT OF ROME (d. 110) 

Clement, the head of the Church in Rome, does not blame the entry of Sin 
and Death on the Serpent, Eve, Adam, or on Satan 

We are fortunate to have in our possession an early document that interprets this very passage of 

Wisdom, written by a man who may well have been among the original Romans evangelized by St. 

Paul —namely St. Clement, the head of the Church in Rome. At the very least, he would have been 

familiar with writings of Paul, including 2 Corinthians and Romans. He wrote his own letter to the 

Corinthians in the name of the Roman church around AD 96. 

Who then does Clement say was the envious devil who first introduced Sin into the World? The 

Serpent? Eve? Adam? Satan? Answer: None of the above.
562

 

------ 

What Clement did was something that few modern readers have done, namely to keep on reading, 

both in Wisdom and in Genesis, until he came upon a character who was characterized both as an 

envious adversary and as responsible for the first death. That person is none other than Cain, who 

killed his brother Abel in a fit of resentment. 

Clement rebukes the Corinthians for their emulation and envy, which has caused Justice and Peace to 

depart from them. He continues: 

Everyone walks after his own wicked lusts, resuming the practice of an unrighteous 

and ungodly envy, “by which Death himself entered into the World” [Wis. 2.24]; for 

thus it is written: “And it came to pass after certain days, that Cain brought of the 

fruits of the earth a sacrifice unto God; and Abel also brought of the firstlings of his 

sheep, and of the fat thereof. And God had respect to Abel and to his offerings, but 

Cain and his sacrifices He did not regard. And Cain was deeply grieved, and his 

countenance fell. And God said to Cain, ‘Why art thou grieved, and why is thy 

countenance fallen? If thou offerest rightly, but dost not divide rightly, hast thou not 

sinned? Be at peace: thine offering returns to thyself, and thou shalt again possess it.’ 

And Cain said to Abel his brother, ‘Let us go into the field.’ And it came to pass, 

while they were in the field, that Cain rose up against Abel his brother, and slew him” 

[cf. LXX Gen. 4.3-8]. 

You see, brethren, how envy and jealousy led to the murder of a brother. (Clement, 

Epistle to the Corinthians 3-4) 

It is in fact likely that Clement interpreted Wisdom correctly in identifying the diabolos of [Wisdom] 

2.24 as Cain and not as Adam or anyone connected with the sin of Adam. For in his subsequent 

history of the World, the Wisdom author does not take the sin of Adam very seriously. Let’s listen: 

[Concerning Adam:] It was Wisdom who guarded the first-formed father of the 

World, created alone, and She delivered him from his transgression, and gave him the 

power to rule over all things. (Wis. 10.1-2) 

[Concerning Cain:] But when a wicked man departed from Wisdom in his anger, he 

perished in his fratricidal anger. Then, when the earth was flooded because of him, 

Wisdom once again saved it. (Wis. 10.3-4) 

It is quite clear that Adam is not blamed here for introducing Death, nor is anyone connected with him 

(the Serpent or Eve) considered to be connected with Death, because Adam makes a recovery. And 
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even though Abel is killed, it is Cain who perishes, that is, suffers spiritual death. Cain is also blamed 

for the Flood.
563

 

 

JUSTIN (100-165) 

Justin Martyr [was] the most important and influential of the “Apologists” or Defenders of the 

Christian religion in the second century.
564

 

Justin’s demonology shapes his conception of redemption 

Justin explained the origin of evil by a demonology. There are, he wrote, “malign demons...swarming 

everything, they have obsessed men’s souls and bodies, infecting them with vices and corruption.” 

Justin’s demonology shaped his conception of redemption. With the New Testament writers, Justin 

emphasized Jesus’ activity as exorcist.
565

 

Following his conversion, Justin saw every god and spirit he had ever 
known as allies of Satan 

For Justin, conversion changed [everything]. Every god and spirit he had ever known, including 

Apollo, Aphrodite, and Zeus, whom he had worshiped since childhood, he now perceived as allies of 

Satan.
566

 

Greek “spirit energies”, daimones, would become the demons in English 

Born again, Justin saw the universe of spiritual energies, which pious pagan philosophers called 

daimones, as, in his words, “foul daimones.”‘ By the time the Christian movement had swept across 

the Western world, our language would reflect that reversed perception, and the Greek term daimones, 

“spirit energies,” would become, in English, demons.
567

 

Justin appears to be the first to postulate Satan’s responsibility for 
inducing the fall of Adam and Eve 

From what I [Henry Ansgar Kelly] can ascertain, Justin was the first person to postulate Satan’s 

responsibility for inducing the fall of Adam and Eve, but he does so casually, without explaining his 

reasoning. He simply identifies Satan with the Serpent.
568

 

Justin the Martyr (b. 100 CE) was the first to identify the Snake in Eden as 
Satan 

There is a persistent and almost universal belief that the identification of Satan with the Eden serpent 

was already in circulation by the time that Jesus was born. … [However,] the notion actually appears 

first in the work of the Samaritan philosopher Justin the Martyr. He was born in the year 100 in 

Samaria. … 

[Justin said] it was Satan that Moses referred to as the serpent in the book of Genesis, even though he 

identified him as the cleverest beast of the field that the Lord God had made.  

How did Justin know this? Because Jesus said so! 

During the course of explaining Psalm 22 (LXX 21), which Jesus prayed while on the cross (“O God, 

my God, why have your forsaken me?”), when Justin comes to the lion in verse 13 (“they have 

opened their mouths against me, like a ravening and roaring lion”), he first says that the lion 

designates Herod, who sought to kill the infant Jesus by slaughtering all the infants in the area. But 

then he notes that the lion has another signification: 

By the “lion roaring at him” he also meant Devil.
569
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Others follow Justin’s belief that Satan first went astray in misleading Adam 
and Eve 

Other Greek Apologists, notably Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch later on in the second century, and 

Justin’s student Tatian, shared Justin’s belief that Satan first went astray in misleading Adam and Eve, 

and so did the slightly later North African Latin Christian Tertullian.
570

 

Satan will fall again 

Justin believes that Satan will fall again, after being defeated by Christ, and that this ultimate fall was 

predicted by Isaiah 27.1.
 571

 

Isaiah 14 was also an allegory of Satan’s future fall 

John, Patriarch of Antioch - reports Justin as saying that the fall of the King of Babylon as Lucifer in 

Isaiah 14 was also an allegory of Satan’s future fall.
572

 

The Angels who sinned with women before the Flood will share Satan’s fate 

According to Justin’s Second Apology, the other wicked Angels who will share in Satan’s fate are the 

Angels who sinned with women before the Flood, who are none other than the troublesome 

Principalities and Powers of the Deutero-Pauline Epistles and - believe it or not - they are also the 

Gods of the Pagans. AND! They are also the grubby little parasitic possessing Demons of the Gospels 

(2 Apol., chs. 5-6)!
573

 

 

ATHENAGORAS OF ATHENS (133-190) 

The Devil was assigned to be the Prince of Matter but became negligent 

Athenagoras singles out … the Devil. He was assigned to be the Prince of Matter, to govern material 

forms, but “he became negligent and wicked in the management of the things entrusted to him to be 

the Prince of Matter, to govern material forms, but “he became negligent and wicked in the 

management of the things entrusted to him”
574

 

 

IRENAEUS (130-202) 

From Irenaeus on, generally the Church recognises that the devil was 
created, and was created as good 

Irenaeus, the first to accept the four present gospels as authentic and reject all others as spurious, 

elaborated the fundamental relationship of the devil to the creator as one of apostasy. …  

Though the ‘ransom theory’ of salvation championed by Irenaeus (and later popularized by Gregory 

the Great) would not be a lasting church tradition, Irenaeus permanently altered the course of 

Christian demonology in other ways. From this point on, the devil was generally recognized not only 

as having been created, but as having been created good: he only turns away from God on his own 

impetus. Thus God is ontologically prior to the devil, but is in no way responsible for the devil’s 

falling away.
575

 

The Devil became envious of Man 

Athenagoras does not specify just how the Devil went wrong, but Irenaeus does: he became envious 

of Man, and was thereby rendered an “apostate,” that is, “fallen away,” from the Divine Law, “for 
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envy is a thing foreign to God.” He thereupon became all the more envious of Man, envying him his 

life.
576

 

The Devil was jealous or envious 

Cyprian attributes jealousy or envy to the Devil. However, Cyprian was not the first to make the Devil 

envious. Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyons in France, a contemporary of Tertullian’s, had already come to 

this conclusion in his treatise Against All Heresies.
577

 

Irenaeus of Lyons (d. 202) and Cyprian of Carthage (d. 258) said Satan 
resented Adam 

Justin’s later contemporary, Irenaeus of Lyons (d. 202), does give a reason for Satan’s ruin of 

mankind: he resented Adam. But he gives no reason for his resentment. Cyprian of Carthage (d. 258) 

comes up with a reason that was to prove very influential: Satan resented Adam because he was 

created in God’s image. A fanciful work known as The Life of Adam and Eve … brings this theme 

prominently to the fore.
578

 

 

 

Satan Watching the Caress of Adam and Eve by William Blake
579
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Deviant Christians are “agents of Satan” 

Around 180 C.E., Irenaeus, claiming the authority of apostolic succession as bishop of a congregation 

in Lyons, wrote a massive five-volume attack on deviant Christians—whom he called heretics—

attacking them as secret agents of Satan. In the opening of his enormously influential work, Against 

Heresies, Irenaeus acknowledges that “error is never put forth nakedly,” as blatant folly, but only 

“dressed out in clever and ingenious disguises.”
 

There are those, Irenaeus declares, who claim to be Christians, and are taken by all to be such, who 

actually teach “an abyss of madness and blasphemy against Christ.”‘ Such false believers “use the 

name of Christ Jesus [only] as a kind of lure,” in order to teach doctrines inspired by Satan, “infecting 

the hearers with the bitter and malignant poison of the serpent, the great instigator of apostasy.”
580

 

Irenaeus denounces those he disagrees with as heretics, agents of Satan 

Irenaeus denounces Valentinian theology as the devious result of Satan’s own inspiration. Irenaeus 

concludes his five-volume work Against Heresies by speaking, in God’s place, the words of divine 

judgment: 

Let those persons, therefore, who blaspheme the creator, either by openly expressed 

disagreement … or by distorting the meaning [of the Scriptures], like the Valentinians 

and all the falsely called gnostics, be recognized as agents of Satan by all who 

worship God. Through their agency Satan even now, and not earlier, has been seen to 

speak against God, … the same God who has prepared eternal fire for every kind of 

apostasy. 

Just as in the beginning of time Satan led human beings astray by means of the serpent, “so now,” 

Irenaeus declares, “do these people, filled with a Satanic spirit, seduce the people of God.” Against 

“all heretics,” Irenaeus helps construct for the Christian churches the structure that has sustained 

orthodox Christianity ever since.
581

 

The Devil is the source of heresy 

When Irenæus attacked Gnostics (such as Marcion), he denounced their religious rituals as a ‘pattern 

instigated by Satan to lead [believers] to renounce the baptism of rebirth to God, indeed to deny the 

whole faith’.
582

 

Christ is the ransom paid to the Devil to release man from his bondage 

In the second century, Irenæus defined the Devil’s rights by arguing that Adam’s apostacy justified 

the Devil’s unjust rule over man. God could not use force because that would violate the principles of 

justice. Therefore, God purchased back man, using Jesus as ransom. Christ was the ransom paid to the 

Devil to release man from his bondage, and Gregory of Nyssa expressed this in an unforgettable 

metaphor: Christ is bait on a fish-hook.
583

 

 

TERTULLIAN OF CARTHAGE (160-220) 

Satan was an Archangel 

According to Tertullian … the Devil was an Archangel, the most exalted and wisest of the Angels. … 

He was adorned with Angelic glory until he began to sin, and his sinning consisted of injuring Man, 

who was cast out from God’s allegiance.
584

 

Tertullian attributes Isaiah 14:13-14 to Satan 

In [his] treatise against Marcion, Tertullian attributes to Satan the words given to the King of Babylon 

in Isaiah 14.13-14.
585
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The heretics’ inspiration for ingenious and persuasive arguments from 
Scripture comes from the devil 

How do heretics come up with such ingenious and persuasive arguments from Scripture? Their 

inspiration comes, Tertullian says, from “the devil, of course, to whom belong the wiles that distort 

the truth.”‘ Satan, after all, invented all the arts of spiritual warfare, including false exegesis. Paul’s 

warning against “spiritual forces of evil in heavenly places,” which the Reality of the Rulers turns 

against the biblical God and his angels, Tertullian takes in the opposite sense: Here, he says, Paul 

warns against the devil, who contrives false readings of the Scriptures to lead people into error.
586

 

The Devil interprets passages for heresy to pervert truth 

When Tertullian attacked heretics, he posed the rhetorical question ‘Who interprets the meaning of 

those passages which make for heresy? The Devil, of course, whose business it is to pervert truth, 

who apes even the divine sacraments in the idol-mysteries.’ The Devil was the source of heresy.
587

 

The angels who had sex with women revealed many secrets arts to them, 
including the use of mascara 

Tertullian, like Clement, believed that the heavenly angels who had sex with the daughters of men, as 

described in Enoch, revealed many secret arts, including the mystery of mascara.
588

 

 

ORIGEN (184-253) 

Origen [of Alexandria] was born around 185 and died a few years after 250.
589

 

Origen, like Justin, appeal to a demonology to explain the problem of evil 

Origen’s theory of original sin was not dependent on a principle of humankind’s solidarity in sin with 

Adam. The defilement of the soul did not originate in an act of an historical person. As J. N. D. Kelly 

summarizes Origen’s view: “If human beings are sinful from birth, their wickedness is the legacy of 

their own misguided choices in the transcendental world, and has nothing to do with the disobedience 

of any first man.” 

Yet Origen held, too, that Adam’s bad example carried unfortunate consequences for his descendants. 

The personal sins of Adam’s descendants result from following his example. To explain the problem 

of evil, Origen, like Justin, appealed further to a demonology. The experience of human beings in the 

material world is an “exposure to the continuous assaults of malign demons.”
590

 

To know the origin of evils, grasp the truth about the so-called Devil and his 
angels 

Origen (c. 185–254), the most inventive diabologist in the whole Christian tradition, declared that “no 

one will be able to know the origin of evils who has not grasped the truth about the so-called Devil 

and his angels, and who he was before he became the Devil, and how he became a devil, and what 

caused his angels to rebel with him.
591

 

Satan is a proud rebel angel, rather than being a lustful Watcher angel 

Origen of Alexandria established the picture of Satan as proud rebel angel in contrast to the devil’s 

more popular representation as lustful ‘watcher’ angel.
592
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Origen places Satan’s apostasy before there is mention of a Cosmos 

The early Fathers envisaged Satan’s first fall from Divine favor as somehow connected with 

Mankind… [but] Origen placed Satan’s apostasy before there is mention of a Cosmos.
593

 

Origen invented Satan as being a rebel from the very beginning 

By far the most monumental and game-changing [post-biblical] theory was to see Satan as a rebel 

against God from the very beginning. This was Origen’s invention of Lucifer.
594

 

Origen pushes Satan’s rebellion to a time before the earthly world 

With Origen, the fall of angels is distinguished absolutely from the fall of humankind. Satan’s 

rebellion is pushed back to a pre-mundane
595

 time.
596

 

Origen created the idea that Satan fell before humankind appeared 

Origen remains the first to speak of Satan’s sin and fall before humankind came on the scene, and that 

is the view that survived through the rest of antiquity and into the Middle Ages and beyond.
597

 

Satan’s fall had nothing to do with Adam 

Ezekiel makes it clear that Satan’s original sin was that he was “full of himself,” over-impressed with 

his great beauty. … The Devil’s fall was caused by internal faults that had nothing to do with Adam. 

It was only after he was ejected from Heaven that, as the Serpent, he caused Man’s expulsion from 

Paradise.
598

 

Ezekiel 28:11-19 and Isaiah 14:12-22 deal with Satan 

[Origen] concluded that [Ezekiel 28:11-19], like Isaiah 14[:12-22], deals with none other than 

Satan.
599

 

The king of Babylon is identified with the Devil to 
explain the vexing problem of the nature of the Devil 

The identification of Lucifer with Satan comes from Isaiah (14:12): ‘How art 

thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning!’ Isaiah was not 

speaking of the Devil. Using imagery possibly from an old Canaanite myth, 

Isaiah described the overreaching of an ambitious Babylonian king who fell into 

the underworld. … The answer to the question of why that king was identified 

with the Devil is that it solved the vexing problem of the nature of the Devil. … 

If God created the Devil, and if the Devil is inherently evil, then God created 

evil. … 

Were the Devil born evil, could it be said he sinned? He would have had to do 

evil. If, however, God did not create the Devil, then God is not omnipotent. …  

The fifth-century Christian Fathers solved the problem in two steps. Yes, God 

created the Devil, but no, the Devil was not inherently evil when created; rather, 

he chose to become evil. Therefore, God remains omnipotent but he is not 

responsible for evil.
600
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Origen argued that each individual is attended by a good angel and by an 
evil angel, each making suggestions 

Basing his views on the early second-century manuscript the Epistle of Barnabas and the late second-

century work the Shepherd of Hermas, Origen argued that each individual is attended by two angels. 

When good thoughts arise in our hearts, they were suggested by the good angel. But if instead bad 

thoughts arise, then they were suggested by the evil angel.
601

 

 

CYPRIAN (210-258) 

The boasting words of the King of Babylon are attributed to a future 
Antichrist 

St. Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage (d. 258), who was very familiar with the works of Tertullian, 

attributes the boasting words of the King of Babylon not to Satan in the past but to “the Spirit of 

Antichrist” in the future.
602

 

 

LACTANTIUS (c. 250-c. 325) 

Lactantius compiled the first version of his Divine Institutions between 305 and 311, just before … 

becoming the tutor of Constantine’s son Crispus.
603

 

Satan fell because of his envy of Adam 

Lactantius was one of the last of the Fathers to take the old story of the lustful Angels seriously, and 

his retrogressive acceptance of the idea of Satan’s fall through envy of Adam also left him behind, in 

the wake of the trendy new theory initiated by Origen, that Satan started out as a luminous Angel who 

fell through pride.
604

 

 

GREGORY OF NYSSA (c. 330-395) 

The Devil was justified in possessing humanity, therefore God had to treat 
him in a just manner, not through violence 

Gregory of Nyssa (c.330 — c.395) … argued that the Devil’s possession of humanity was justified 

because it had sinned through free will. It was therefore necessary for God to redeem human kind 

from the power of the Devil in a just manner, not through violence or power. God treated the Devil 

with justice when he offered Christ as a ransom for the release of humanity.
605

 

------ 

Gregory of Nyssa and other Greek writers share with Augustine the assumption that the Devil is to be 

treated in a just manner; indeed, this is the most important common ground among them.
606

 

When Satan procured the death of Jesus, this constituted the paying of an 
adequate ransom 

That Satan actually had rights of possession over the entire Human Race … has been laid in large 

measure at the door of St. Augustine. But the idea had appeared already in the Eastern Church. 

Gregory of Nyssa, a Greek contemporary of Augustine — he lived from around 331 to about 396 — 

maintained that we had freely sold ourselves to Satan, and, in order to buy us back, the Son of 

God became Man and concealed His Divine identity. … 
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When, subsequently, Satan procured the death of Jesus — an innocent man who, unlike all other men, 

did not deserve to die — this death constituted the paying of an adequate ransom, which resulted in 

the “redemption” of Mankind.
607

 

Because Satan was responsible for the sin of Adam and Eve, he acquired 
rights over them and their descendants 

One of the strangest developments to come out of the idea that Satan was responsible for the sin of 

Adam and Eve was that he thereby acquired rights over them—and not only over them, but also over 

all of their descendants, the whole human race.
608

 

The Devil was deceived by God, so that he is not aware of Christ’s divinity 

The Devil was not fully aware of the identity of Christ. … The Devil’s failure or inability to 

understand the true nature of Christ meant his defeat, for he was incapable of holding God in hell. The 

offering of Christ incarnate in human form was essentially a trick or deception worked by God on the 

Devil.
609

 

------ 

The theme of the deception is encapsulated in the imagery of the hook and bait; the hook of Christ’s 

divinity was concealed in the bait of human nature. This imagery is used a number of times by later 

writers and appears as well in the visual arts.
 

In offering Christ’s death to the Devil as a ransom, God is seen to play a deliberate trick in order to 

secure the release of humanity; this is justified because of the deception of human kind by the Devil at 

the fall.
610

 

The Son of God would have to become man, but keep His divinity secret 
from Satan 

Gregory of Nyssa (ca. 331–396) determined that the human race had freely sold itself to Satan, and, in 

order to get us back, the Son of God would have to become man, but keep His divinity secret from 

Satan.
611

 

The Ransom Theory is only concerned with the defeat of the Devil. 
Reconciliation with God is treated separately 

In the context of the writings of Gregory of Nyssa, it is clear that the ‘ransom theory’ is concerned 

only with defeat of the Devil; he treats elsewhere the larger question of the reconciliation with God.
612

 

 

AMBROSE (337-397) 

The marriage of Mary and Joseph concealed Christ’s nature from the Devil 

Ambrose explains that the marriage of Mary and Joseph deceived the Devil by concealing the 

miraculous nature of the birth of Christ.
613
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JEROME (c.342-420) 

Realising their error in plotting Christ’s death, demons challenged him – 
through the Jews – to come down from the cross 

Two episodes were interpreted as attempts by the Devil to prevent the crucifixion, (i) the 

dream of Pilate’s wife (Matthew xxvii.19) and (ii) the challenge of the Jews to Christ to come 

down from the cross (Matthew xxvii.39-43; Mark xv.29-32; Luke xxiii.35-7). 

Jerome, in his commentary on Matthew xxvii.42-43, offers this explanation: 

It seems to me [Jerome] that the devils instigated this, for, when the Lord was 

crucified, they immediately perceived the strength of the cross, and understood that 

their power would be broken, and they did this so that Christ would come down from 

the cross. However, the Lord, knowing the plots of his adversaries, remained on the 

cross in order to destroy the Devil 

According to Jerome, it was at the crucifixion that the devils realized their error in plotting the death 

of Christ and so tried to prevent it by challenging him, through the Jews, to come down from the 

cross. … They realized that because of Christ’s death they would be defeated. … 

This interpretation of the challenge to Christ to come down from the cross was widely adopted. … 

Hugh of St Cher gives an interpretation of Matthew xxvii.42-3 which is similar to that of Jerome.
614

 

 

AUGUSTINE (354-430) 

St. Augustine, also called Saint Augustine of Hippo, original Latin name Aurelius Augustinus, 

(born November 13, 354, Tagaste, Numidia [now Souk Ahras, Algeria]—died August 28, 430, Hippo 

Regius [now Annaba, Algeria].
615

 

------ 

[Augustine’s] goal was to construct a theological system that would answer and outdo the rival 

systems abroad at the time. The devil had to play a major role in this system, and yet Augustine was 

faced with the problem that the Bible says very little about the devil, and that mostly obscure and 

allusive. Furthermore, texts which did apparently mention the devil—far more of them than a modern 

commentator would consider—seemed to give contradictory information about him.
616

 

Augustine’s demonology is fine tuning 

Augustine’s importance in the formation of Christian demonology is sometimes exaggerated. … 

Augustine’s contribution was not a revolution but a fine tuning.
617

 

The Devil was originally an Archangel 

[Augustine] says that “some of us” do not believe that the aerial Demons were originally celestial or 

super-celestial Angels. He is, however, willing to entertain the possibility that this was in fact the 

case: that, before their transgression, they were Angels, and that their Prince, now the Devil, was 

originally an Archangel. If so, it is not surprising that after their sin they were cast down into the 

dense Foggy Air below the Pure Atmosphere above the Earth.
618

 

Augustine is sceptical of Origen’s “luminous Angel” theory 

The “luminous Angel” part of [Origen’s] theory did not immediately win the day. St. Augustine, for 

one, was somewhat skeptical, even though he was fully in agreement that the Lucifer passage in 

Isaiah refers to the Devil.
619
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2 5  

The Devil sinned from the beginning of sin, because it began in pride 

Originally, says [Augustine], all angels were beings of light, created to ‘live in wisdom and happiness. 

Some angels, however, turned away from this illumination.’ If the Devil is a fallen angel, then he 

must have fallen. 

Yet the first epistle of John insists that ‘the Devil sinneth from the beginning. For this purpose the Son 

of God was manifested, that he might destroy the works of the Devil. Whosoever is born of God doth 

not commit sin; for his seed remaineth in him: and he cannot sin, because he is born of God’ (3:8-9). 

Does this imply the Devil was not created by God? John’s Devil and Augustine’s did not seem to be 

one and the same, but Augustine had an answer. John did indeed write that ‘the Devil sinneth from the 

beginning’, admits Augustine, but this ‘should be understood in the sense that he sinned not from the 

beginning of his creation but from the beginning of sin, because sin had its beginning in pride’
620

 

The angels who followed Lucifer were heretics 

Who were the angels that followed Lucifer? They were, Augustine assured his readers, heretics, 

‘converted to their own vomit’. … The driving force behind Augustine’s interpretation of Isaiah was 

his fight against ‘the Manichees and similar poisonous heretics who hold that the Devil derived his 

peculiarly evil nature from some Principle opposed to God’. (Eight centuries later, Aquinas was to say 

the same thing about the Devil and the Manichees.)
621

 

There is no principle opposed to God that created the Devil 

No, says Augustine, the Devil has no powers of his own, no territory of his own, and no, he was not 

self-created. There is no principle opposed to God that created the Devil.  

What happened, he says, is that originally the Devil was without sin, but later (some said an hour, 

some said more than a week) he fell from the truth, and the Lucifer cited by Isaiah is one proof of this 

fact.
622

 

Augustine uses extraordinary linguistic and logical contortions to accept 
the application of Ezekiel 28 and reject the contradiction at John 8:44 

At one point Ezekiel says: “Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God. … Thou wast upon the holy 

mountain of God. … Thou wast perfect in thy ways …, till iniquity was found in thee” (28.13-15, 

KJV). Like many before him, Augustine took this to be a reference to the fall of the angels from 

heaven, an apocryphal narrative with thin biblical support. 

Yet the narrative would have posed fewer problems of interpretation had there not been another text, 

in John’s gospel, that appeared flatly to contradict it. John says, “[The devil] was a murderer from the 

beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him” (8:44, KJV). 

Did the devil, or didn’t he, enjoy the blessed life of an angel before he fell? The issue was of some 

importance, because if John were right the devil must have been created as a murderer and a liar, and 

that would impute the creation of evil to God, a conclusion that Christians from Paul on have 

generally tried to avoid, often with some slippery arguments. 

Augustine vacillated on the point, now taking John to be right and so interpreting Ezekiel to fit it, now 

taking Ezekiel to be right, with John the text to be wrestled down. Ultimately, the Ezekiel text would 

win out, and Augustine would go into extraordinary linguistic and logical contortions to reveal the 

meaning of John’s dangerously loose form of words.
623
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Augustine and several earlier Fathers equate the serpent with Satan, but 
this is not general doctrine 

For Philo and Ambrose the serpent who tempts in Genesis was not Satan or a fallen angel. He was 

interpreted according to the allegorical legacy of the Watcher myth to be “the pleasure of the senses.” 

Augustine retained the symbolic connection of the Fall with sensual appetite, but the serpent himself 

he identified with Satan. Several earlier fathers, following the hint in Revelation 12.9, had already 

suggested this identification—Origen especially, Basil, and John Chrysostom—but it was by no 

means general doctrine, as Ambrose’s version reveals.
624

 

 

“Redemption” means buying back a slave or captive 
by paying a ransom 

The word “redemption” as used in the Bible … comes from the Latin redemptio, 

corresponding exactly to the Greek apolutrosis, which means, literally, “buying 

back a slave or captive by paying a ransom.” … We are entering into the subject 

of “the Devil’s rights.
625

 

------ 

English uses two terms interchangeably. ‘redemption’ and ‘atonement’. The first 

is from the Latin redemptio, ‘buying back’, and in the Vulgate is used to 

translate the Greek , ‘ransom’. … Patristic and medieval theology 

devoted much energy in attempting to understand what redemptio, ‘buying 

back’, actually meant. 

The second term, atonement, originated in English in the sixteenth century, and 

is derived from the phrases ‘set at one’, or ‘at onement’; in the King James 

Version of the Bible it is used to translate the Latin reconciliation. 

Atonement is preferred by modern theologians writing in English, and it may be 

that the unease that surrounded redemptio in medieval theological works 

prompted Reformation and post-Reformation writers to adopt the English term 

with its emphasis on the reconciliation of humanity to God.
626

 

 

Gnostics identify Satan with Yahweh of Genesis, while Augustine identifies 
Satan with the serpent 

The composite figure of Satan, the New Testament’s tempter of Jesus and eschatological tyrant, had 

been identified by the Gnostics with the Yahweh of Genesis. Augustine retained the scope and power 

of this tyrant but identified him not with the creator but with his opponent in Genesis, the serpent. 

And he was able to tell a convincing story that made the integration complete.
627

 

God could have used Force to free the human race from the Devil, but he 
chose to use Justice 

For Augustine, the Devil’s captivity of humanity is in a certain sense just: … “By the very justice of 

God the human race was given into the power of the Devil”. God was able to free humanity from the 

Devil in any way he wished by exercising power, but he chose to treat the Devil with justice in order 

to give an example to human kind.
628

 

------ 
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For Augustine, the justice which God showed to the Devil consisted in not taking away humanity 

from him by force, but claiming it only after the Devil had committed an act of injustice in slaying an 

innocent one, Christ.
629

 

------ 

Augustine had conceived the abuse-of-power as a way of explaining that God chose to use justice 

rather than power to free humanity from the Devil.
630

 

The Devil is deprived of his power through justice, not through the 
forgiveness of sin 

When Augustine discusses the justice of depriving the Devil of his power, he is not dealing with the 

consequences of the forgiveness of sin — this is another issue that pertained to humanity alone — but 

rather with the justice of depriving the Devil of this implicit ‘right of possession’ which was distinct 

from the power which the Devil gained over humanity because of sin.
631

 

The Devil is conquered because he killed Christ 

The Devil was conquered because, although he found in Christ nothing worthy of death, nevertheless 

he killed him.
632

 

The Devil is not aware of the identity of Jesus when he plots his death. In 
this respect the Devil is deceived 

In Latin patristic writing the theme of the deception was usually combined with the idea found in 

Augustine and others that the Devil brought about the death of Christ. 

The Devil is said to have been unaware of the identity of Jesus when he plotted his death and in this 

respect he was deceived. Further, it is sometimes suggested that the deception was part of a divine 

plan to defeat the Devil and free humanity from his power. This theme gave the Devil a more 

prominent role in the life of Christ than is suggested by the canonical gospels.
633

 

The context of [Augustine’s] De Trinitate cited in [Lombard’s] Sentences 
reveals a complex picture of the Devil’s rights theory 

The abuse-of-power formulation — sometimes referred to as the Devil’s rights theory — has been 

thought to characterize not only Augustine’s views but also the general medieval view of the 

redemption. The central issue of the redemption, it is argued, is the freeing of humanity from the 

power of the Devil. But the larger context in the De Trinitate of the excerpts used in the Sentences 

reveals a more complex picture.
634

 

The Devil held humanity by absolute right and the captivity of humanity was 
just 

What sense are we to understand the term ‘the Devil’s rights’ or ‘iura diaboli’ in relation to Augustine 

and other patristic and medieval writers[?]. … Book 4 of the De Trinitate is helpful because of the 

terms and phrases used to describe the Devil’s power. … 

By his death, the one most true sacrifice offered for us, he purged, abolished and 

destroyed whatever faults there were by which principalities and powers held us by 

right so that we should pay the penalty (imposed on us). Thus the Devil, in that very 

death of the flesh, lost humanity whom he possessed as it were by absolute right. … 

The Lord yielded to [the Devil] in his sufferings. … In this way Christ himself being 

innocent and put to death by the evil one … and might free us from the captivity that 

was just because of our sin, destroying the handwriting of death. … 
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Humanity was held ‘with justice’ or ‘by right’; the Devil held humanity ‘as it were by absolute right’; 

the Devil acted against humanity ‘as it were by just right’; and the captivity of humanity was just.
635

 

By removing sin, Christ’s death destroys the basis of the Devil’s rights 

The ‘right’ by which the ‘principalities and powers’ held humanity depended on sin. The Devil’s 

captivity of humanity was just because of sin. Christ’s death, by removing sin, destroyed the basis of 

the Devil’s rights and freed human kind from his possession. Here then, the Devil’s rights appear to 

depend solely on humanity being in a state of sin.
636

 

------ 

Augustine therefore sees the Devil’s power or right as contingent on humanity’s state of sin. … 

Moreover, the Devil held human kind only by the permission of God. The basis of the Devil’s power, 

that is, sin, was removed by Christ’s death, and the Devil therefore no longer had any claim on human 

kind.
637

 

Redemption is primarily concerned with reconciling humanity to God. The 
defeat of the Devil and his rights is secondary 

[Augustine] understood the redemption as concerned first and foremost with the reconciliation of 

humanity to God; Christ’s defeat of the Devil and the abuse-of-power theory were, in order of 

importance, secondary.
638

 

In this analysis of Christ’s sacrificial death, Augustine makes no reference 
to the Devil or of his power over humanity 

[This following] passage on Christ’s death as sacrifice reveals an important aspect of Augustine’s 

thought: 

In every sacrifice four things are to be taken into account, to whom the sacrifice is 

offered, by whom it is offered, what is offered and for whom it is offered. That one 

true mediator, reconciling us to God through the sacrifice of peace, made that 

sacrifice in such a way that he might remain one with him to whom he offered it, 

might make those one in himself for whom he offered it, might be in one both the 

offerer and the offering. 

The death of Christ is the sacrifice which meant the forgiveness of sins and the reconciliation with 

God. Significantly, there is here no reference to the Devil or the power that the Devil held over 

humanity because of sin.
639

 

Augustine’s language on Ransom implies this was received by or paid to 
the Devil 

One particular passage of [Augustine’s] De Trinitate, book 13, chapter 15, has raised problems for 

modern historians of the medieval doctrine of the redemption and was a focus for debate among late 

medieval commentators:  

In this redemption the blood of Christ was given as the price for us, by the acceptance 

of which the Devil was not enriched but bound, in order that we might be loosed from 

his bonds and in order that he might not draw with himself to the ruin of a second and 

everlasting death any of those enmeshed in the webs of sin whom Christ, being free 

from all debt, redeemed by the pouring out of his own blood which was not owed. 

The language of ransom, redemptio and pretium, and the implication that this was received by, if not 

exactly paid to, the Devil, recalled for early historians an alternative formulation, the ‘ransom theory’, 
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which, it had been argued, was characteristic of Greek theological writers such as Irenaeus, Origen 

and Gregory of Nyssa.
640

 

------ 

The Augustinian formulation is ambiguous: as redemptio is used here [in De Trinitate, book 13, 

chapter 15] it seems to refer to the redemption in its widest sense, not just the freeing of humanity 

from the Devil. The blood of Christ was the price of the redemption; that is, the death of Christ was 

the means whereby humanity was reconciled to God and freed from the power of the Devil. Strictly, 

Augustine’s account does not conform easily to traditional notions of the ‘ransom theory’.
641

 

Christ’s blood was a price paid for us and received by the Devil 

Augustine’s version of this idea was that, because Adam sinned, the whole Human Race was justly 

handed over to the Devil, to remain in a state of servitude, with no future prospects except death and 

damnation. But Humanity was justly extricated from the Devil’s power when the Devil inflicted death 

on a man who did not deserve it, namely Jesus Christ. He concludes, “In this redemption, Christ’s 

Blood was given as a price for us. By accepting it, however, the Devil was not enriched.
642

 

 

LEO THE GREAT (c.400-461) 

Concealing Christ’s spiritual nature through the manner of his entry into the 
world was a plan by God to deceive the Devil 

The sermons of Leo the Great are useful in showing how the theme of the deception was developed. 

The manner of Christ’s entry into the world, his incarnation and birth, were interpreted by Leo as part 

of God’s plan to deceive the Devil; his human nature concealed his spiritual nature. Thus the Devil, 

believing Jesus to be only human and therefore subject to sin, would treat him like other men.
643

 

------ 

Leo uses the deception to explain how God planned to defeat the Devil through justice. The Devil was 

further deceived by the way in which Christ’s life conformed to that of other human beings.
644

 

The Devil lost his power because he caused Christ’s death, which 
inadvertently made reconciliation with God possible 

The Devil lost his power because he brought about the death of a sinless man; at the same time he 

inadvertently made possible the reconciliation with God. Like Augustine, Leo recognizes the two 

aspects of the redemption.
645

 

The Devil had to be tricked into breaking the handwritten agreement 
between God and the Devil 

Colossians ii.14 was traditionally seen as a basis for the idea of the Devil’s rights. … (destroying the 

handwriting of the decree [chirographum decreti] that was against us and which was contrary to us, 

and he took it away and fixed it to the cross). 

Leo the Great … interpreted the chirographum decreti as an agreement made between God and the 

Devil: the Devil had to be tricked into breaking this before humanity could be freed from his power.
646
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ANSELM OF CANTERBURY, also called ANSELM OF AOSTA (1033-1109) 

Anselm concentrates on the fall of Lucifer rather than on Adam’s fall 

Anselm did much to reduce the Devil’s role in theology. In his book The Fall of the Devil, he 

concentrated on the fall of Lucifer rather than on that of Adam because Adam’s fall can be indirectly 

and partially explained by the temptation offered by the serpent, but no preexistent evil existed to 

tempt Lucifer.
647

 

Anselm believes God is responsible for creating the conditions for Lucifer’s 
fall 

Anselm believed that God is responsible for natural evil, for he created a cosmos with ontological 

deficiencies: blind cows and crippled babies exist. Even if such privation is somehow necessary for 

the ultimate good of the cosmos, God still has responsibility for it. … The actions of the Devil’s will 

are part of the cosmos that God constructs and causes knowing in all eternity its every detail, its every 

event. We may say that he wills only the good and merely permits evil, but this permission itself 

seems to imply that God created the conditions that caused Lucifer’s fall.
648

 

Anselm’s analysis of Lucifer’s fall follows the Medieval theory of justice 

Anselm investigated God’s responsibility for evil by analyzing the fall of Lucifer. If the Devil 

invented evil, God permitted him to do so. But how could Lucifer will the wrong thing? Since God 

gave him his will, it could not itself be evil. Anselm’s analysis proceeded on the lines of the medieval 

theory of justice. When Lucifer’s will turned from what it should desire to what it should not, it 

unbalanced the harmony of the cosmos, introducing injustice, and it is in this injustice that evil 

consists.
649

 

Anselm describes original sin and its effects without any reference to the 
Devil 

Having introduced injustice into the world, Satan tempted Adam and Eve in order to spread injustice. 

Because Adam and Eve are fully responsible for their own choice, original sin could have occurred 

without any intervention by Satan. Anselm, respecting tradition, never thought of removing Satan 

from the scene, but elsewhere he was able to describe original sin and its effects without any reference 

to the Devil.
650

 

Anselm redefines the way the Devil is defeated 

[Anselm’s] major departure [from Augustine] is the redefinition of the way the Devil was defeated 

and so [creates] a wholly different view of the Devil’s rights.
651

 

Anselm’s Satisfaction Theory has little role for Lucifer 

Rejecting ransom theory, Anselm formulated an original variant of sacrifice theory known as 

satisfaction theory. In this theory Lucifer plays a little role. … As ransom theory faded, so the role of 

the Devil in theology diminished.
652

 

Anselm questions the idea that God should choose to respect the Devil with 
justice 

When Anselm criticized the concept of the Devil’s rights, what he questioned was the idea that God 

should choose to respect the Devil with justice in depriving him of his possession of human kind. 

The idea that God elected to overcome the Devil with justice characterized much early medieval 

thinking on the issue of the defeat of the Devil, and implies that the Devil held a right of possession 

over humanity.
653
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God’s justice rested in punishing the Devil for his treason, not because God 
respected the Devil’s ‘right of possession’ 

For Anselm, the justice of God rested not so much in God respecting the Devil’s ‘right of possession’, 

but in punishing the Devil for his treason. 

After the fall the Devil held humanity under his power and tormented it, but, for Anselm, this does not 

imply that the Devil’s power was in itself just; what justice there was in the Devil’s tormenting of 

humanity rested with God because of the judgement on humanity for disobedience. 

The Devil gained no ‘right of possession’ because God had delivered the human race into his 

power.
654

 

Devil has no rights; therefore no ransom was paid to him 

St. Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury (d. 1109), insisted that Satan had no “rights” to humans. 

Instead, he seized control of them unjustly. Therefore, there was no need to pay a ransom to him, and 

none was paid.
655

 

Anselm’s formulation denies the Devil of any rights 

Anselm’s formulation became orthodoxy (and was used by Aquinas). The Devil’s power was sharply 

diminished: a debt to God replaced a ransom owed to Satan. Theologically, this new doctrine was a 

radical redefinition of the Devil’s role. The Devil was shorn of his rights.
656

 

Anselm’s refutation of the Devil’s rights are only concerned with the defeat 
of the Devil, not over redemption 

Anselm’s refutations of the Devil’s rights are not rejections of traditional views of the redemption but 

are concerned solely with the question of the defeat of the Devil. This question remained an important 

issue in the redemption, but Anselm had thoroughly redefined it.
657

 

No ransom is due to Satan, but is the satisfaction of a debt owed to God 

Christ as God’s trap for the Devil, and Christ as ransom paid to the Devil were popular ideas. … The 

Devil has rights over man, so ransom must be paid the Devil, and God tricks the Devil by using Christ 

as bait. These vividly imaged arguments were orthodox belief. 

Anselm, the eleventh-century founder of Scholasticism, strongly rejected this idea. No ransom is due 

to Satan, but a debt is due to God: this is the core of the satisfaction theory. … 

Anselm’s satisfaction theory of a debt due to God rather than a ransom to the Devil was widely 

accepted by educated ecclesiastics.
658

 

Anselm denies that a ransom was paid to the Devil; it was making 
satisfaction to God 

The notion of the Redemption of Mankind as a paying-off to the Devil was generally accepted until it 

was repudiated by St. Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury, at the beginning of the High Middle Ages. 

Anselm, who died in the year 1109, denied that a ransom was paid to the Devil at all, since the Devil’s 

hold over Mankind had been acquired unjustly. Rather, according to Anselm, the Redemption 

consisted of Christ, as Man, making satisfaction to God.
659
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The defeat of the Devil, although not the main purpose, is an integral part of 
the redemption 

Anselm refers to the defeat of the Devil in these terms; it was necessary in order to repair the injury to 

God’s honour because of the fall. 

Because of the ease with which humanity was overcome by the Devil, the satisfaction for this offence 

would entail something difficult, the suffering and death of a man without sin, namely the ‘God-man’, 

Christ. The defeat of the Devil, although not the main purpose, is an integral part of Anselm’s 

formulation of the redemption.
660

 

 

THE GLOSSA ORDINARIA 

The Glossa Ordinaria,’ the ‘ordinary gloss’ on the Bible compiles and consolidates writings from the 

past. Its evolution is a complex matter, but there is general agreement that Anselm of Laon (d. 1117) 

initiated the project.
661

 

The devil held humans because of sin and he lost his power because 
Christ’s sacrifice removed sin 

Of the passages in the epistles that refer to the defeat of the Devil and the theme of reconciliation … 

Colossians ii.13-15 contains the chirographum decreti [handwriting of the decree] which was seen by 

some patristic writers as God’s contract with the Devil. 

In the gloss [in Glossa Ordinaria] on this verse, the chirographum is interpreted as the original sin of 

humanity and the decretum as the judgement of the fall. The devil held human kind only because of 

sin, not because of a contract with God or a right of possession, and the Devil lost his power because 

of the sacrifice of Christ by which sin (chirographum) was removed.
662

 

The purpose of the Devil’s temptation of Christ was to determine his 
identity 

The Glossa Ordinaria gives a prominent place to the theme of Christ’s deception of the Devil. The 

commentaries on the two accounts of the temptation (Matthew iv.1-11; Luke iv.1-13) present the 

traditional notion that the purpose of the Devil’s temptation of Christ was to determine his identity. 

… Although the Devil was aware that God had entered the world in some way, he was deceived by 

Christ’s human nature, and his replies convinced him that Christ was merely a man, or left him in 

doubt about his divinity.
663

 

The Glossa Ordinaria does not refer to the use of deception to defeat the 
Devil in a just manner 

What is significant about the commentaries in the Glossa Ordinaria is the lack of any reference to the 

deception as part of the plan to defeat the Devil in a just manner.
664

 

 

PETER ABELARD (1079-1142) 

The atonement is ethical. It is neither Ransom nor Satisfaction 

Peter Abelard (c. 1079-1142), who, like Anselm, rejected the Devil’s rights. … What right could the 

Devil possibly have, he asked, for torturing man unless the Lord expressly gave him that right? And 

this the Lord would not do: for the Devil to have rights over man would be totally unjust, since it was 

the Devil that tricked man into sin. … 
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Both the ransom theory and the theory of satisfaction seemed ethically repugnant. Abelard’s own 

concept of the Atonement is that, through his suffering and death, Christ has more closely bound us to 

himself by love. … 

In Abelard, the imagery of debt and interest do not exist. But his ethical understanding of Atonement 

was largely ignored.
665

 

God was not obliged to treat the Devil with justice 

More explicitly than Anselm, Abelard links the notion of the Devil’s power over human kind to the 

state of sin. Therefore, in liberating human kind from the power of the Devil, God was not obliged to 

treat the Devil with justice.
666

 

Any power that the Devil holds over human kind is by God’s permission, 
not as a right 

Abelard’s objections to what he sees as the Devil’s ‘right of possession’ are similar to Anselm’s: what 

power the Devil had over human kind he held only because of God’s permission; however, this was 

not a ‘right of possession’, that is a ‘right’ that was absolute or independent of the permission of God. 

Like Anselm, Abelard uses the analogy of the lord and the servant.
667

 

If humanity’s sins were forgiven or removed, the Devil’s power would cease 

Abelard, like Anselm, grants that the Devil may have had power over human kind. … What power the 

Devil had depended upon humanity being in a state of sin, and if humanity’s sins were forgiven or 

removed, the Devil’s power would cease.
668

 

 

WILLIAM of ST THIERRY (c.1085-1148) and 
BERNARD of CLAIRVAUX (1090-1153) 

William and Bernard deny the idea of the Devil’s right of possession. He 
gained power over humanity through deception 

On the Devil’s rights, William and Bernard … [used] the idea that the Devil gained his power over 

humanity unjustly through a trick or deception; that the Devil held humanity only by the permission 

of God; and that what power the Devil had over humanity was linked directly to sin. … 

William and Bernard are not defending the old formula that in freeing humanity from the Devil’s 

power God was obliged to treat the Devil with justice. Like Anselm and Abelard, they deny the notion 

of the Devil’s ‘right of possession’.
669

 

 

HUGH OF ST. VICTOR (1096-1141) 

Hugh links the Devil’s power directly to the state of sin 

The Devil had offended God because he had stolen away his servant, humanity, through deception; 

humanity had offended God by ignoring God’s commandment and by placing itself under the power 

of the Devil; the Devil had injured humanity by deceiving it. Like Anselm and Abelard, Hugh 

concludes that the Devil held human kind unjustly, but the captivity was in itself just. … 

Hugh does not allow the Devil any ‘right of possession’ over humanity, and like Anselm he refers to 

the Devil’s deception of human kind to support this view. The Devil is permitted to hold humanity 
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because of sin; therefore, Hugh links the Devil’s power directly to the state of sin. Overall this reflects 

the new attitude to the nature of the Devil’s rights.
670

 

Hugh begins his description of redemption with humanity being in captivity 
under the power of the Devil 

[Hugh] describes the place of the Devil in the redemption in terms somewhat different from Anselm:  

… (God) was still angry with human kind because of sin. Therefore it was necessary 

that humanity first placate God and then, with God acting as patron, humanity could 

take up its cause against the Devil. … 

Unlike Anselm, Hugh begins by describing humanity as being in a state of captivity under the power 

of the Devil. … Like Anselm, Hugh does not grant the Devil a ‘right of possession’ over human kind, 

but he differs from Anselm in the way he sets out this issue. … 

The notion that humanity was under the power of the Devil can be seen as a metaphor for that state of 

sin. In this respect Hugh of St Victor is in agreement with Anselm, Abelard, William of St Thierry 

and Bernard.
671

 

 

HUGH OF ST. VICTOR (1096-1141) 
and NICHOLAS of LYRE (c.1270-1349) 

The Devil’s guilt for Christ’s death is not linked to humanity’s freeing from 
the Devil 

Neither commentary links the Devil’s guilt for the death of Christ to the freeing of humanity from the 

Devil.
672

 

The Devil was deceived and he was ignorant of Christ’s true identity 

Hugh of St Cher and Nicholas of Lyre both use the themes of the deception of the Devil and the 

Devil’s ignorance of the true identity of Christ. … The idea of the Devil’s ignorance of the identity of 

Christ is not linked to the abuse-of-power argument.
673

 

 

ROBERT DE MELUN (c.1100-1167) 

The Devil possessed humanity through deception 

Robert uses the argument that the Devil had gained possession of humanity through unjust means, that 

is, deception.
674

 

The Devil held humanity by God’s permission 

The relationship of the Devil and humanity to God was that of servants, and the role of the Devil was 

that of a jailer and torturer. The Devil therefore held humanity by God’s permission and had no 

special right of possession.
675

 

The Devil’s power depends on humanity being in sin 

Robert also highlights an idea which runs through the history of writing on the redemption, that the 

Devil’s power depended on humanity being in a state of sin.
676
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The value of the redemption is paid to God 

[Robert] is also concerned to clarify the sense of the precium redemptionis [redemption value], that it 

was not owed to the Devil but was paid to God.
677

 

The incarnation was necessary so that the Devil could be treated justly 

Robert uses [the Devil’s abuse of power] to explain the incarnation … was not strictly necessary; 

however, humanity’s captivity under the power of the Devil meant that the incarnation was necessary 

so that the Devil could be treated justly. … 

Robert, like Augustine, has implied that the Devil held humanity by right of possession.
678

 

 

PETER LOMBARD (c.1100-1160) 

[Peter Lombard’s] Sentences, published between 1150 and 1157, possibly between 1154 and 1157, is 

divided into four books focussing, in turn, on (i) the Trinity, (ii) creation and sin, (iii) the incarnation, 

and (iv) the sacraments and last things.
679

 

The cross is a trap to remove the Devil’s Rights, with Christ’s blood the 
bait, while redemption depends on removing sin 

Peter Lombard takes much from Augustine … including a passage from Sermo 130(a), which uses the 

imagery of the cross as a trap and Christ’s blood as the bait. 

The Devil’s abuse-of-power is a feature of this account, but the redemption depended ultimately on 

removing sin: only in this way could human kind be reconciled to God.
680

 

Lombard redefines the Augustinian argument into line with what emerged 
from Anselm, Abelard and others 

We need to return to the Sentences to examine one further passage, from distinction 19, chapter 2: 

Why God became a man and died. God became mortal man in order that by dying he 

might conquer the Devil. 

‘Unless it was a man who conquered the Devil, it would seem that humanity who had 

subjected itself to the Devil by free will was taken away from him forcibly, not with 

justice. But if a man conquered him, the Devil would lose humanity by manifest right. 

Therefore, in order for humanity to conquer the Devil, it was necessary that God be in 

a man, in order that he be free from sin.’ 

Therefore, the son of God took on the weakness of a mortal man, in which he tasted 

death and by which he opened heaven for us and redeemed us from the servitude of 

the Devil, that is, from sin and the penalty of sin, for the servitude of the Devil is sin. 

… 

The force of the argument is simply that human kind alone could not overcome the Devil because it 

was subject to the Devil’s power; Christ was able to undergo death and remove sin by which the Devil 

held possession of human kind. 

There is no suggestion, therefore, of the Devil’s ‘right of possession’, for here the Devil’s power is 

linked directly to sin. 

The significance of this passage is that it redefines the traditional Augustinian argument in terms 

which bring it into line with what emerged from Anselm, Abelard and others.
681
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Peter Lombard reasons that only a small time elapsed between Lucifer’s 
creation and his fall 

Peter Lombard (1100–1160) and others observed that if he had really been evil from the moment of 

his creation, God would have created him evil, which is absurd. On the other hand, Lucifer could not 

long have delayed making his choice, for angelic intelligences grasp the nature of the cosmos 

intuitively and immediately; they do not learn over time by sensory observation and reason, so no new 

information can enter their minds to change them. Therefore a delay, albeit a very small one, must 

have intervened between Lucifer’s creation and his fall.
682

 

 

683
 

Joseph making a mousetrap: Ingelbrecht altarpiece 

Artist: Robert Campin (Master of Flemalle) (c.1378-1444) 

Movement: Netherlandish Renaissance 

Museum: Cloisters, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
684

 

Interpretation 

The tools and other details of his trade are meticulously rendered. They are also hugely symbolic: the 

saw refers to the implement that St Peter used to cut off the ear of Malchus, during Christ's betrayal 

and arrest; the log alludes to the cross of the crucifixion; the nails, hammers, chisels, pliers and 

screwdrivers are all likely references to the instruments of the Passion. The meaning of the mouse-

trap on Joseph's table remains obscure. Art experts believe it may allude to St Augustine's description 

of Jesus being the devil's mouse-trap.
685
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PETER OF POITIERS (c.1130-1205) 

Peter of Poitiers refutes the ransom theory 

Questions surrounding the place of the Devil arise when Peter of Poitiers explores the implications of 

redemere. This amounts to a description and then refutation of the ransom theory: 

Christ redeemed us from the one who held us captive; no one held us captive except 

the Devil; therefore, he redeemed us from the Devil. Therefore, he paid the price of 

the redemption to him or to no one. But he himself was the price of redemption. 

Therefore he offered himself to the Devil. 

To this it must be said that Christ freed us from the Devil who was holding us captive 

with the permission of God the father to whom he paid the price, in the same way as 

an intercessor might pay a price to a king by whose order captives were held by an 

officer. 

As with Anselm and Abelard, Peter of Poitiers uses the analogy of the kingdom: the Devil is not a 

rival power but a civil servant; Christ as intercessor paid to God the price of freeing humanity. 

Further, the justice of the captivity of humanity did not pertain to the Devil, and Peter of Poitiers 

reflects contemporary views on the Devil’s rights by using the Devil’s crimes against humanity to 

deny a right of possession: … (he had no right over humanity whom he had led astray and to whom 

he was not able to deliver what he had promised). The last argument is borrowed from Abelard. 

This representative from the first generation after Peter Lombard shows how the new understanding 

of the place of the Devil in the redemption and the nature of the Devil’s rights had become firmly 

established.
686

 

From the time of Peter of Poitiers, consensus emerges on issues 
concerning the Devil and on the Redemption 

From Peter of Poitiers onwards, there emerges in commentaries on [Lombard’s] Sentences a 

consensus on many of the issues. … 

The pattern of the argument is first to reject the idea of paying a price to the Devil who had no claim 

on humanity, and then to define how Christ’s death as redemptio can be understood: as a payment to 

God, or as ‘satisfaction’, or in a legal sense as a restoration. 

What also becomes firmly established is how the justice of the Devil’s possession of humanity was to 

be understood: it applied only with respect to humanity — it was a just punishment for sin — but 

because of his crimes of deception and robbery, the Devil held no right of possession, that is, no claim 

of right.
687

 

 

THE CATHARS (12TH CENTURY) 

The Cathars (12th century) hold an alternative view on the Devil 

The Cathars, whose deep roots were in Gnosticism, entered the West in the 1140s and spread from 

northern Italy into southern France, Aragon, the Rhineland, and the Low Countries. … Essentially the 

Cathar view of the Devil was intended to save the goodness of God by limiting God’s power. … 

The absolute dualists held that the Devil was a principle completely independent of God and the 

mitigated dualists believed that he was a creature who had usurped God’s powers. … 

One view was that Lucifer was a son of God, a brother of Christ; another was that Lucifer was the son 

of the abstract evil principle. Neither of these views truly exonerated God from responsibility.
688
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The Cathars consider Satan is the changeable, cruel, Old Testament creator 
God of this material world 

Whatever the Devil’s origin, the Cathars agreed that he is the prince of this material world, its maker 

and its ruler. All agreed that the true God created only spirit. The absolutists said that the Devil 

created the material world at the same time as God created the spiritual world or earlier; the mitigated 

dualists said that God created the spiritual cosmos first and then the Devil imitated it crudely by 

making formless matter and molding it into creatures; he could give these unfortunate things no life, 

so he went to heaven to seduce the angels….  

The God of the Old Testament is not the true, good God, for he is changeable, cruel, and, above all, 

the creator of this evil material world. The personage who fits the qualities of the Old Testament God 

is not God at all, but Satan. Christ’s saving mission was to come in the appearance of a body to warn 

us that in order to return to God we must free our spirits from the gross flesh in which the false God, 

Satan, has imprisoned them.
689

 

Part of a modern Cathar apologetic 

Cathars were “Dualists”. That is, they believed in two universal principles, a good God and a bad 

God, much like the Jehovah and Satan of mainstream Christianity. … 

The Good God was the god of all immaterial things (such as light and souls). The bad God was the 

god of all material things, including the world and everything in it. He had contrived to capture souls 

and imprison them in human bodies through the process of conception. As Cathars put it, we are all 

divine sparks, even angels, imprisoned in tunics of flesh.  

According to later Cathar ideas, when we die the powers of the air throng around and persecute the 

newly released soul, which flees into the first lodging of clay that it finds. This "lodging of clay" 

might be human or animal. The soul would therefore be condemned to a cycle of rebirth, trapped in 

another physical body. By leading a good enough life human beings or rather their souls could win 

freedom from imprisonment and return to heaven, the immaterial realm of the good god. …  

The realm of the Good God, heaven, was filled with light. Some Cathars regarded the stars as divine 

sparks, or souls, or angels, in heaven. The realm of the bad god was the material world in which we 

serve out our earthly terms. Satan had entrapped these divine sparks and created humankind as their 

prison. 

Thus there was a part of the Good God trapped in all men and women, longing to rejoin its Maker. 

The Bad God filled humankind with temptations to frustrate souls from ever making that reunion. 

They could be tortured by disease, famine and other travails, including man's own inhumanity to his 

fellow man. 

Yet the Bad God had no power over the soul - a divine spark of the Good God. His remit was 

confined to material things. Any hell that existed was here on this material earth. To confound the Bad 

God it was necessary to abstain from all earthly temptations and to strengthen the inner spirit by 

prayer. It was an argument that seemed to provide a rational explanation for all the misfortunes of the 

world. …Significantly, the doctrine of Original Sin was invented by St. Augustine, a Christian who 

had previously been a Manicaean – i.e. a Gnostic Dualist. … Cathars were also Gnostics. 

Gnostics believe that divine knowledge is granted only to an inner elite. … Their lives of meditation, 

fasting, hardship, poverty and good works matched exactly the highest ideals of Catholic and 

Orthodox hermits, monks and friars. … They also believed in the transmigration of souls, as had the 

Pythagoreans. In other words … Cathars believed not only in reincarnation but in the rebirth of the 

soul in animals as well as humans – and refrained from eating meat for exactly this reason. 

Cathars were also universalists, which means that they believed in the ultimate salvation of all human 

beings.
690
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ROBERT GROSSETESTE (1175-1253) 

Christ first pays a price to God and he also offers a just price, a second 
payment, to the Devil 

Grosseteste describes Christ as a ‘buyer’ who bought the human race from God and the Devil. To 

illustrate this he uses the analogy of the king and the servant: Christ first pays a price to God (the 

king) for humanity’s freedom, but the torturer (the Devil) refuses to release the prisoner unless he also 

receives a payment. Christ offers the Devil a just price for the prisoner, but because the Devil wishes 

to keep the payment and the prisoner, he loses both. Strictly, the second payment or ransom is not 

necessary, but Christ wishes to treat the Devil with justice rather than with force. 

The ideas here are familiar but they are combined in a way that aligns Grosseteste with no one school 

of thought. … The ransom theory as presented by Grosseteste is unlike what is found, for example, in 

Gregory of Nyssa where the ransom is paid to the Devil and no mention is made of payment to 

God.
691

 

 

HUGH OF SAINT-CHER (c.1200-1263) 

Hugh’s biblical commentary dismisses Augustine’s account of the Devil’s 
abuse-of-power as conjecture 

[In] the biblical commentary which appears under [Hugh’s] name … there are presented at least seven 

questions and solutions arising from the problem of whether Christ defeated the Devil through justice 

or power. … 

The discussion of whether Christ defeated the Devil with justice or power does not, in two of the 

questions, follow the Augustinian line, for it does not develop the implications of the idea that the 

Devil attacked Christ unjustly. … 

What is missing is the abuse-of-power theory which was central to Augustine’s account. When this is 

referred to in paragraph six, it is noted that the argument has been criticized and it is dismissed as a 

conjecture.
692

 

Hugh and other 12th century commentaries agree that God permitted the 
Devil’s power over humanity 

[Hugh’s] commentary agrees with Hugh of St Victor and other twelfth-century writers that the Devil’s 

power over humanity existed only insofar as God permitted it: the Devil’s power or ‘right’ over 

humanity was just, not in itself, but only in respect to humanity, for the Devil had gained his power by 

unjust means.
693

 

 

THOMAS AQUINAS (c.1225-1274) 

Being spiritual, Angels could only commit the sin of Envy 

Thomas [Aquinas] says that all Catholics hold for certain that some Angels sinned and became 

Demons; but it is difficult to see how they sinned, except that it somehow involved seeking equality 

with God, and that the first sin was pride. …  

The only other sin that an Angel, being purely Spiritual, could possibly commit is envy. All other sins 

deal with bodily appetites, and so are out of the running. Pride means insubordination.
694
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Man deserved to be handed over to Devil 

When the matter of Satan’s power over humanity was taken up two centuries later by St. Thomas 

Aquinas (d. 1274), he simply said, “Man by his sin merited to be given over to the power of Devil, by 

whose temptation he was overcome”.
695

 

The Devil’s power over humanity was dependent on God’s permission and 
on the state of sin 

Aquinas describes the place of the Devil in the redemption in much the same way as Anselm and 

Hugh of St Victor: the Devil’s power, itself, was unjust because the Devil had deceived humanity, but 

humanity was held captive with justice by the Devil, through God’s permission, because of sin. The 

Devil’s power over humanity was dependent upon God’s permission and on the state of sin.
696

 

Because Man was overcome by the Devil, he deserved to be put under the 
Devil’s power 

Thomas [Aquinas] says that because Man was overcome by the Devil’s temptation, he deserved to be 

put under the Devil’s power. … Thomas doesn’t stop to explain what reason God would have for 

doing such a thing.
697

 

The Devil did not possess ‘right of possession’ 

[Aquinas] denies the idea that the Devil held humanity by ‘right of possession’.
698

 

Thomas places the blame for Man’s sin squarely on Man’s shoulders 

Thomas [follows] Augustine on the idea of the Devil’s power over Humankind. He says: 

The Passion of Christ freed us from the Devil, in that through the Passion of Christ 

the Devil exceeded the limit on the power given to him by God, when he machinated 

the death of Christ, who did not have the merit of death, since He was without sin. 

Thus Augustine says, in The Trinity, book 13: “The Devil was conquered by Christ’s 

uprightness. For even though the Devil found nothing in Him that was worthy of 

death, he killed Him anyway. Likewise, it is only right that the debtors whom the 

Devil was detaining should be let go scot-free — that is, those who believe in Christ. 

For the Devil killed Christ even though He was not indebted to him in any way.” 

(ST 3.49.2) 

So it seems that, according to Augustine, the Devil had been authorized to enslave all of Humanity as 

owing him a debt. 

Thomas places the blame for Man’s sin squarely on Man’s own shoulders. The Devil was not the 

direct cause; he only made a suggestion. It was Man’s will that gave in to the suggestion
699

 

If Eve alone had sinned, “Original Sin” would not have been passed on 

Adam was the important sinner, not Eve, for if only Eve had sinned and not Adam, Original Sin 

(along with the propensities to commit further sins, the necessity of dying, and the guilt that deserved 

eternal Hellfire) would not have been passed on. The reason is that, as philosophers tell us, it’s the 

male who contributes the active principle in generation, while the female provides only the passive 

matter.
700

 

Sinners are members of Satan’s mystical body 

If the Devil is not necessary to explain either sin or temptation, what is his function? Thomas’s 

answer is that he is the head, chief, prince, ruler and lord of all evil creatures, incorporating them into 
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one entity with him. As the faithful are members of Christ’s mystical body, so sinners are members of 

Satan’s mystical body, united with him in alienation.
701

 

Christ’s satisfaction for sin was the ‘redemption’ or ‘price of the 
redemption’ paid to God 

Aquinas attempts to establish the sense in which redemptio and redemere can be used to describe the 

effect of Christ’s death. He argues that humanity was, first of all, in a state of slavery because of sin 

and was therefore delivered into the power of the Devil; secondly, humanity owed a debt to God. 

The passion of Christ made satisfaction to God for the sin and debt of human kind, and in this sense 

Christ’s satisfaction was a ransom (redemptio) or price paid to God, not the Devil. … 

Christ’s satisfaction for sin was the ‘redemption’ or ‘price of the redemption’. Whereas in the Cur 

Deus Homo Anselm does not describe Christ’s satisfaction as the pretium redemptionis (price of the 

redemption), Aquinas has drawn this implication from Anselm and made ‘satisfaction’ central to the 

notion of redemption.
702

 

The justice of the redemption consists in the Devil being deprived of what 
he had stolen 

Aquinas examines the idea of redemption and begins with the literal sense of redemptio, that is, 

‘buying back’. … He rejects this sense of the word: humanity could not be ‘bought back’ by God 

because humanity never ceased to be the possession of God. Further, humanity could not have been 

bought back from the Devil who did not possess it within the terms of justice: 

… He who has deceitfully seized the property of another, ought to be deprived of it, 

since ‘fraud and deceit ought to profit no one’. … Therefore, since the Devil had 

deceived with trickery a creature of God, namely humanity, and subjected it to his 

power, it seems that humanity should not be rescued from the power of the Devil by 

way of a ransom. …  

[Christ] did not pay his blood to the Devil who held us captive. Therefore, Christ did 

not buy us back (redeem us) through his passion. … 

For Aquinas, the justice of the redemption consisted in the Devil being deprived of what he had stolen 

from God, namely humanity.
703

 

Justice consists in Christ submitting to the Devil’s temptation 

Aquinas argues, justice consisted in Christ submitting himself to the temptation of the Devil. This is 

another example of Aquinas changing the terms of the ‘justice-power’ argument.
704

 

The defeat of the Devil was a natural consequence of the death of Christ 

While the Devil suspected that Christ was divine, he carried through his plot to kill Christ because he 

did not foresee that he would be defeated by his death. 

There is no suggestion here, or in Bede, that the Devil was overthrown because he killed the innocent 

Christ; rather, the defeat of the Devil was a natural consequence of the death of Christ.
705

 

Forgiveness of sins and the reconciliation to God meant the end of the 
Devil’s power 

Aquinas does not allow the Devil any ‘right of possession’ but states … that the Devil’s power was 

dependent only upon humanity’s state of sin; therefore, the forgiveness of sins and the reconciliation 

to God meant the end of the Devil’s power.
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Christ hid his divinity from the Devil to make the temptation possible 

Christ did not reveal his true nature to the devils and that they remained in a state of uncertainty. 

Christ’s aim, however, in hiding his identity from the devils was not to incite the Devil into killing 

him, that is, to cause him to abuse his power. But, referring to Hilary, Aquinas says that the Devil 

would not have tempted Christ had he not thought him to be human. Christ hid his divinity to make 

the temptation possible.
707

 

Thomas Aquinas says that Satan can persuade and tempt us, but he can 
never infringe upon our freedom by causing us to sin 

Aquinas was able to address the problem of evil without assigning the Devil a necessary role. Still, he 

assumed the existence of the Devil as a given of revelation, and he helped refine some points of 

diabology.  

At the beginning of the cosmos, God offered Lucifer a gift of supernatural grace that would have 

conferred beatitude upon him had he accepted it. Satan understood that this was the highest good, 

better than any natural happiness, but he chose to set that consideration aside. Satan’s sin has both 

content and quality. The content is his choice to reject beatitude in order to seek what he believed to 

be his natural happiness.  

With his angelic intelligence and knowledge, he could not have believed that he could actually equal 

God, but he wanted to be like God in the sense of being free to command his own happiness by his 

own resources and thus to owe no debt of gratitude to the Lord. 

Satan’s sin occurred soon after the moment of creation, at the point when he realized that he was not 

God, that he was dependent upon God, and that he had the choice of accepting this state of 

dependence or not. 

The Devil’s action upon us is only external. He can persuade and tempt us, but he can never infringe 

upon our freedom by causing us to sin. Since he can tempt, he is an indirect cause of sin, but the 

sinner himself or herself is always the direct cause.
708

 

Aquinas’s attitude is typical of many later writers 

Aquinas’s attitude to the theme of the deception of the Devil is typical of many later writers, and this 

represents a significant change from patristic writers such as Leo the Great.
709

 

 

CATHOLIC LATERAN COUNCIL (1215) 

The Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 declares that the Devil and the other 
demons were created good but they made themselves evil 

The Catholic response to dualism was summed up in the influential Fourth Lateran Council of 1215, 

which treated the Cathar threat so seriously that it addressed it in its very first canon. The assembled 

bishops declared that the true, good God created all things from nothing. The Devil and the other 

demons were created good in nature but made themselves evil by their own free will.
710

 

Catholic doctrine tends increasingly to associate heretics with Satan 

As Catholic doctrine and organization grew more rigid, it tended more and more to associate heretics 

with Satan. Having been demonized, heretics were subject to legal prosecution and societally 

sanctioned persecution. In the mid-thirteenth century, when these turmoils were in temporary 

abeyance, the most influential of the scholastics appeared, Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274).
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JOHN WYCLIF (1330-1384) 

Since Christ is of The Trinity, he bought humanity from himself and sold it 
to himself 

If Grosseteste’s use of the idea of ‘ransom’ does not strictly conform to the consensus which emerged 

in scholastic writing, there is [from] John Wyclif (1330-1384) a response which ignores any 

ambiguities: 

Christ bought that nature which had been lost, not from the Devil as a seller because 

the Devil was not the true possessor but one who tyrannically usurped the lordship 

over that nature which he captured unjustly. For Christ did not have permission to sell 

himself to that tyrant, nor did the Devil have permission to lead astray or to imprison 

humanity. … 

The Devil was a tyrant and did not have true lordship over humanity. Consequently, 

the most just Christ did not buy the honour (to possess humanity) from the Devil but 

from the whole Trinity which had full and just lordship over humanity. Christ bought 

for himself the lordship of humanity from the Trinity. … 

The works of the Trinity cannot be separated; Christ bought humanity from himself 

and sold it to himself. Nevertheless, he had lordship and possession over what was 

bought and sold continuously both before and afterwards. … 

Wyclif followed the well–established pattern of first showing why the idea of Christ’s death as a 

ransom paid to the Devil is a misunderstanding, and then formulating how ‘ransom’ is to be 

understood, as buying ‘to a second state’, and as a price paid to God. 

Wyclif used Grosseteste as an authority for the late medieval understanding of ransom, and the way in 

which he makes Grosseteste conform to established views, or simply assumes that this is so, is a 

reflection of Grosseteste’s standing in the fourteenth century.
712

 

 

JOHN MILTON 

Three sources inform our ideas of the Devil: the New 
Testament; Milton and romantic literature; and 
popular tradition 

Our ideas of the Devil, though not necessarily his pictorial image, derive from 

three sources: 

 early interpretations of the New Testament; 

 the Rebel Hero created by Milton and the romantic literary tradition of 

Blake and Baudelaire; 

 and the popular tradition of Satanic cults and black sabbats.
713

 

 

John Milton (1608–1674) was an English poet and historian best known for Paradise Lost and 

Paradise Regained. Milton lived during a time of religious and political upheaval, and his writings 

reflect his personal convictions and a passion for freedom and self-determination. He advocated for 

the abolition of the Church of England, and he was briefly imprisoned following the Restoration. He 

is widely regarded as one of the greatest and most influential writers in the English language.
714

 

------ 
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People of the seventeenth century were encouraged to and inspired by the revolutionary writings of 

Milton, who was a Puritan poet, to seek freedom from the king and the Roman Catholic Church, in 

order to improve their conditions and live a more pleasant life, and this is represented by Satan’s 

revolt against God, a revolt which makes him appear as if he were a hero in the eyes of some critics 

and readers. This view originated during the Romantic age, with its rebellion against all established 

forms of authority and its emphasis on the development of personality.
715

 

 

Milton’s Paradise Lost is the most magnificent portrayal of the traditional 
Devil 

The most magnificent portrait of the traditional Devil ever composed, Milton’s Paradise Lost, was 

written in the mid-seventeenth century, when Satan was already passing out of fashion.
716

 

------ 

Serious and moral plays and poems dealing with the war in heaven, the fall of the angels, and the 

temptation of Adam and Eve continued to be popular all over Europe both before and after John 

Milton’s Paradise Lost, but it was Milton who knit the traditional stories into a fabric so coherent and 

compelling that it became the standard account for all succeeding generations.
717

 

------ 

Milton also deliberately made Satan appear magnificent at the beginning so that his audience might 

feel all the glamour of evil. Only if readers are attracted by Satan can they recognize their own 

tendencies to evil and grasp the ignominy and pathos of Satan’s eventual ruin. Milton also seems to 

have inadvertently made the characters of God and Christ less interesting and dramatic than that of the 

Evil One. But he had absolutely no intention of portraying Satan in a positive light.
718

 

------ 

Where is hell? Milton seems to follow Dante and tradition in locating it at the center of the earth. …  
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The problem is that in Milton’s chronology the earth has yet to be created, so hell can scarcely be at 

its center! There appears to be another problem as well. Later in the action Milton describes Satan’s 

voyage from hell across chaos toward heaven, from which the universe hangs pendant on a golden 

chain. If the universe hangs from heaven, and both are separated by chaos from hell, where can hell 

be? 

The answer is that although Milton describes hell with physical imagery of the interior of the planet, 

his hell is not really in the earth. Where is it then? It is nowhere: that is the beauty of Milton’s 

conception. The place where Satan seeks to raise a new empire is nowhere at all, a perfect metaphor 

for the absolute non being of evil. 

Hell is less a place where the fallen angels dwell than a state of soul that stays with them wherever 

they go: “Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell.” It is a state “where all life dies, death lives.” 

Hell, being nowhere, is the fit abode for those who choose nothingness over reality.
719

 

------ 

In Paradise Regained, Milton described the healing of the alienation between God and humanity by 

the resistance of the second Adam, Christ, to a new temptation. Satan, who has lost all his majesty in 

his degradation and humiliation in the earlier poem, in the new poem exhibits merely low cunning.
720

 

------ 

Milton’s is the last and greatest full-length portrait of the traditional lord of evil. The concept would in 

the eighteenth century be worn down by rationalists and distorted by Romantics, who, ironically, 

regarded Milton’s Satan as the most important symbol of the rebelliousness that they considered the 

greatest good.
721

 

Milton’s Satan is a character of epic stature 

The conventional Heaven and rationalizing God of Paradise Lost are pale and unconvincing when 

compared to the descriptions of Hell and the tremendous energy and courage of Satan. Satan has been 

imagined and described in this poem with a wealth of vivid detail which no other character in it can 

equal. Satan is, by any standards, a character of epic stature.
722

 

In his depiction of Satan, Milton departs from the crude tradition of earlier 
religious epics 

In medieval and Renaissance literature, the devil was usually presented in a monstrous form. Tasso, 

for example, depicted Satan with blood-shot eyes, blood-dripping jaws, a mouth as high as a 

whirlpool. A devil of this kind is grotesque, and is intended to frighten the reader. … 

Milton’s devil is superhuman, but he also shows the full range of human characteristics. In depicting 

him, Milton departed from the crude tradition of earlier religious epics and seems to have adopted 

ideas from the Elizabethan and Jacobean stage.
723

 

The physical dimensions of Milton’s Satan and the size of the tools he 
carries marks him as a kind of hero 

The very descriptions of Satan’s physical dimensions and the size of the tools he carries mark him out 

as a kind of hero. His limbs are long and large; his bulk is as huge as that of the Titan who fought 

against Jove or that of Leviathan which God of all His works created hugest that swim the ocean 

stream. He has a mighty stature so that, when he rises, the flames on both sides of him are driven 

backward and roll in billows. He carries a ponderous, massy, and large shield on his shoulder. This 
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shield is compared to the moon as seen through a telescope. His spear is so big that the tallest pine 

tree would be but a wand by comparison, etc.
724

 

Milton’s Satan is strong enough to shake the throne of God 

Milton’s Satan is indeed the ultimate adversary, strong enough in battle to shake the throne of God. 

Satan refuses to humble himself, refuses to admit he sinned, and remains adamant in his opposition to 

the Almighty.
725

 

------ 

It remained for Milton in the seventeenth century to imagine a Satan in Hell who yet retained the glow 

of the Lucifer he once had been.
726

 

------ 

Though in the writings of theologians he may be the opponent of God, unless he has the power Milton 

gave him to shake God’s throne, or the anger the Saxon poet gave him against God’s injustice, or the 

uncontrollable fierceness Gislebertus gave Satan facing Jesus, the Devil resembles an impotent 

insect.
727

 

Hazlitt: Milton’s Satan is the most heroic subject ever chosen for a poem 

According to [William Hazlitt], Satan is the most heroic subject that was ever chosen for a poem; and 

the execution is as perfect as the design is lofty. In the poem, Satan was endowed with certain 

attributes which are worthy of epic heroes, and which make him a sympathetic, almost tragic 

character.
728

 

Milton transformed Lucifer into the protagonist of Paradise Lost 

Nearly two and a half thousand years after Isaiah wrote [Isa 14:12-15], this luminous falling star, his 

name translated into Latin as Lucifer (“light-bearer”) was transformed by Milton into the protagonist 

of Paradise Lost.
729

 

The fortitude of Milton’s Satan is as great as his sufferings 

[Satan’s] aim was no less than the throne of the universe. His ambition was the greatest, and his 

punishment was the greatest, but not so his despair, for his fortitude was as great as his sufferings.
730

 

------ 

His strength of mind was matchless as his strength of body. His power of action and of suffering was 

equal. He was the greatest power that was ever overthrown. … He still stood like a tower, proudly 

eminent in shape and gesture. An outcast from Heaven, Hell trembles beneath his feet; Sin and Death 

are at his heels, and mankind are his easy prey.
731

 

The principles of Milton’s Satan are the abstract love of power, or pride, of 
self-will personified 

Satan is not the principle of malignity, or of the abstract love of evil, but of the abstract love of power, 

or pride, of self-will personified. His love of power and contempt for suffering is never once relaxed 

from the highest pitch of intensity.
732

 

The Devil’s sin was Pride 

The Bible does not tell us what the Devil’s sin was. For Milton, his sin was pride. In countless 

mystery plays, his sin was pride. In all the commentaries from Augustine onward, the Devil’s sin was 
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pride. He was the favourite of God, the brightest of the angels, and yet, as Augustine explains, he 

refused to obey his creator. … 

This was not the opinion of the early Church Fathers, nor of the leading Christian thinkers of the first 

three centuries. The main reason for this little-known difference is that their Bible was not the one that 

we know. Until the fourth century, the Book of Enoch was part of the still loosely defined canon. … 

Familiar to the Jews and early Christians, [The Book of] Enoch was true scripture to Jude, Clement, 

Barnabas, Tertullian and other early Fathers (though Jerome and Origen had reservations).
733

 

It is a misunderstanding to claim Satan as the secret hero of Milton’s 
Paradise Lost 

The figure of Satan has always fascinated readers of Paradise Lost. Some have claimed him as the 

secret hero of the story. But that is a misunderstanding. An adversary of God had to be massive 

dramatic stature, and it was a triumph that Milton succeeded in drawing him to such a scale. The 

misinterpretation springs from the tendency in human nature to romanticize the rebel and the fighter 

against odds. 

To understand Satan we must not lose sight of the treachery of his rebellion, or against whom it was 

directed, and how his frustrated rage expresses itself in a cruel effort to destroy creatures that have not 

harmed him. His speeches are impressively high-sounding but when examined they prove to be boasts 

and lies. Milton has exposed all those false romantic notions of heroism as egotistical magnificence, 

[exposed] the idea that heroic energy in a bad cause is admirable.
734

 

Satan boasts of his alignment to evil 

Satan is the character that embodies evil in the poem. In fact, there are places where the narrator calls 

him ‘the Evil one’. He is the character that causes the fall of man and this is portrayed in ‘Book IX’ 

where Satan, as a serpent, fools Eve into eating from the Tree of Knowledge. There are various 

instances where his inner ramblings and diabolical plans are revealed to the reader.  

The narrator does not portray Satan in a favourable light, calling him many undesirable names such as 

“fiend”, “hypocrite”, “arch-felon”, and many others. There are many instances where Satan himself 

boasts about his alignment to evil. … 

There is a will to pervert all that is good. In his soliloquy, again, he almost makes a vow to evil when 

he nears the end, extinguishing any hope of repentance.
 735

 

Satan is split between a demon and at times a gentle ruler 

On the other hand, Satan can also be seen as the Classical Aristotelian Tragic Hero who fails because 

of his fatal flaws – Pride and Ambition. He is split between a demon and a gentle ruler at times, 

making him both favourable and unfavourable to the reader. Viewed closely, his split – aided by his 

pride – is one of the main drives that causes him to lie and to deceive others, including himself.
736

 

Satan’s misery provokes the reader’s pity for him 

[Satan] admires God’s work in the form of man and is drawn to Adam and Eve because of their 

‘Divine resemblance’. 

His misery provokes the reader’s pity, and one cannot help but to feel sorry for Satan when ‘Tears 

such as Angels weep, burst forth’ or when he despairs at the thought of being unable to escape 

himself, acknowledging that he himself is Hell.
737
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The Romantics saw their rebelliousness in Milton’s Satan 

The Romantics regarded Milton’s Satan as the most important symbol of the rebelliousness that they 

considered the greatest good.
738

 

Satan is the Tragic Hero that induces pity and fear in the reader 

When the reader sees remnants of the former Angel still peeping out from beneath Satan’s darkness, 

he is also split between love and hate for this character. He is the … Tragic Hero that induces pity and 

fear in the reader with his recognition of the inability to repent and his acceptance and endorsing of 

the fatal flaw, causing a split between pity and disgust, love and hate.
739

 

------ 

The view has been expressed that Satan is the real hero of John Milton’s great epic poem Paradise 

Lost, or that Milton permitted Satan to develop into a character far more appealing than Milton’s 

theology could have allowed.
740

 

Shelley: It is a mistake to suppose Milton ever intended Satan to be the 
popular personification of evil 

Satan, according to [Blake], has been depicted [by Milton] as a character possessing certain grand 

qualities worthy of the highest admiration. Other romantic critics supported this view with great 

enthusiasm. Shelley … reinforced this view when, in his “Defense of Poetry,” he said: 

Nothing can exceed the energy and magnificence of the character of Satan as 

expressed in Paradise Lost. It is a mistake to suppose that he could ever have been 

intended for the popular personification of evil. Milton’s Devil as a moral being is as 

far superior to God, as one who perseveres in some purpose which he has conceived 

to be excellent in spite of adversity and torture, is to one who in the cold security of 

undoubted triumph inflicts the most horrible revenge upon his enemy.”
741

 

Shelley: As a moral being, Milton’s Devil persevered in spite of adversity 
and torture 

For Shelley, Milton’s Devil was morally superior to God: 

Milton’s Devil as a moral being is as far superior to his God as one who perseveres in 

some purpose which he has conceived to be excellent, in spite of adversity and 

torture, is to one who in the cold security of undoubted triumph inflicts the most 

horrible revenge upon his enemy — not from any mistaken notion of bringing him to 

repent . . . but with the open and alleged design of exasperating him to deserve new 

torments. 

Some four decades after Shelley wrote those words, Victor Hugo completed Les Miserables. In that 

famous novel Inspector Javert inflicted the ‘horrible revenge’ of society on those who violated its 

laws. Hugo compares Javert’s feelings to ‘the superhuman bestiality of a ferocious archangel’ who is 

a ‘monstrous St Michael’.
742

 

Milton’s Satan moves from significant grandness to utter degeneration 

There is in Milton’s Satan a unique combination of epic grandeur and falseness. … Because Satan’s 

character is round, it changes significantly from Book 1 though Book 10, in which he makes his final 

appearance as a miserable creature, suffering from hell, but unable to repent. In Book 1 he is 

courageous and heroic with so many grand qualities, but as we see him in Book 10, a complete 

degeneration has taken place in his character, which is illustrated by the different shapes he takes; 

from a determined hero into a cursed serpent. … 
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Before his expulsion he is pre-eminently a lustrous being, clothed with ethereal radiance and glory. 

And afterwards he retains something of this original brightness: howbeit much has passed from him. 

… 

The strong intelligence which inspires his speeches in the first two books has degenerated, by 

perverse use, into mere sophistical slyness, a base cunning. He is no more the mighty-minded 

archangel: he is naught but the serpent-“subtlest beast of all the field” 

Lastly, every impulse in him towards good has died out. The element of nobility that redeemed his 

character at the outset from absolute baseness has been killed.
743

 

 

 

Although Satan was chained at the beginning, God allowed Satan to spoil 
his plans 

Milton explains that although Satan was chained at the beginning, God allowed him to operate on 

earth, so that he could spoil His plans for mankind and be punished all the more; but he gives no 

reason why God would stack the cards against Adam and Eve in such an egregious way.
744
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SATAN IN ART 
The Devil first appears pictorially in the 9th century 

Authorities puzzle over why there is no picture of the Devil before the sixth century. I would say there 

are none before the ninth. The reason for this is, I suggest, twofold: confusion over the Devil, and a 

void, the lack of any usable pictorial model during the period when specifically Christian art forms 

and motifs emerge and separate out from classical influences. Although Christian art-forms blossom 

between 500 and 800, there is still no Devil. … 

He first appears in the ninth century with the face of Pan and in cave-man skirts, and also as a polluted 

spirit cast out from Heaven, usually in the form of a dragon. When Lucifer is ejected from Heaven as 

an angel (rather than as a dragon), he is usually naked (or with cave-man shorts), pathetic and has 

flaming hair.
745

 

------ 

Initially, in the ninth century, the Devil sometimes has a human shape; this soon was replaced by a 

winged, claw-foot furry grotesque, and then, in the fifteenth century, the Devil reappears at times in 

human form. One of the first pictures of the Devil is a temptation scene, early ninth century, in the 

Stuttgarter Psalter.
746

 

Satan is depicted with a wide variety of imagery 

Satan’s appearance, according to the tradition of folklore, varied as widely as his name. He was 

frequently identified or associated with animals, partly because animals had been sacred to the pagan 

gods, whom the Christians identified with demons. The Devil could appear as almost any animal 

except the lamb, ass, or ox (because Christ is the “Lamb of God” and the ox and ass were by tradition 

at the manger.) 

Most frequently he appeared as a serpent, dragon, goat, or dog. He took on a variety of human forms 

as well: an old man or woman, an attractive youth or girl, a servant, pauper, fisherman, merchant, 

student, shoemaker, or peasant. 

He frequently made his appearance as a priest, monk, pilgrim, or other holy man. He could be a 

theologian, mathematician, physician, or grammarian, and he proved highly skilled in persuasion and 

debate. He could appear as an angel of light, as Saint Paul had warned, and occasionally he even 

dared masquerade as Christ or the Blessed Mother of God. He might appear as a threatening giant, 

idol, or whirlwind. His proper form is invisible or amorphous, but he can shift his shape to suit his 

purpose.
747

 

------ 

Often the Devil appears monstrous and deformed, his outward shape betraying his inner defect. He is 

lame because of his fall from heaven; his knees are backward; he has an extra face on his belly, knees, 

or buttocks; he is blind; he has horns and a tail; he has no nostrils or only one; he has no eyebrows; his 

saucer-like eyes shoot fire; he has cloven hooves; he emits sulphurous stenches; he is covered with 

coarse, black hair; he has misshapen, batlike wings. 

In artistic representation he resembled the pagan god Pan, horned, hooved, covered with goat hair, and 

equipped with oversized nose and phallus. The Devil is usually black, symbolizing the absence of 

light and goodness. 

His skin is black, or he is a black animal, or his clothing is black. Sometimes he is a black rider on a 

black horse. His next most common hue is red, the color of blood and fire; he dresses in red or has a 

red or flaming beard; redheaded men and women are more subject to his influence than others. 

Occasionally he is green, owing to his association with the powers of vegetation, of forest wilderness, 

and of the hunt. 
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He carries a fiery sword or an iron bar, or he wears clanking chains. He sometimes gives money away, 

but it inevitably changes sooner or later into something gross.
748

 

 

 
Satan Arousing the Fallen Angels 

(William Blake, 1808) 

Preparatory watercolour for an engraving for Milton’s Paradise Lost. 

Victoria & Albert Museum, London.
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Much of the subject matter came from the Commentaries on the Scriptures 

To observe how the Devil appears, we must remember that much of the subject-matter for paintings, 

sculptures and illuminations in the Middle Ages was not taken from the Scriptures but from 

commentaries on them. The Golden Legend, that thirteenth-century collection of entertaining and 

edifying tales, is the source of more paintings of saints than is the Bible.
750

 

The iconography of the Devil is not defined 

If we look at medieval paintings … how do we recognize the Devil? By his horns? His tail? Alas, all 

too often, the Devil has neither horns nor tail. Nor pitchfork. Nor cloven hoofs. And we do not 

recognize the Devil just because he looks mean, for sometimes he is positively comic. 

Representations of all figures, including Jesus and the Devil, changed between the fifth and the 

fifteenth centuries. The changes in Jesus can be plotted; those of the Devil are more difficult, because 

the iconography of Jesus was defined whereas that of the Devil was not.
751

 

------ 

The Devil is an impotent imp or a vicious demon in various guises at any time. His representation 

differs even in the works of one sculptor within the same twelfth-century.
752

 

------ 

When it came to painting the Devil, artists had a difficult time indeed. There was no literary tradition 

to speak of and, more vexingly, there was no pictorial tradition at all. In the catacombs and on the 

sarcophagi, there is no Devil. This lack of a pictorial tradition combined with literary sources that 

confused the Devil, Satan, Lucifer and demons are important reasons for the lack of a unified image 

of the Devil and for the erratic iconography.
753

 

The devil’s personal traits in art and literature partly explains how he 
survived innovations of Christian thinking 

The fact that the devil had accumulated such personal traits in art and literature explains, in part, how 

he survived the two great theological innovations that rendered his function in Christian thinking 

otherwise obsolete—Augustine’s formulation of original sin, which eliminates the need for an 

external cause of evil, and Anselm’s reformulation of redemption theology, which denies that the 

devil holds rights over God and thus eliminates him altogether from the atonement equation: the death 

of Christ is a satisfaction paid from one person of the trinity to another (and not from the Father to the 

devil; see Russell Lucifer 161-72).
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The Fall of the angels depicted in an Apocalypse from Northern 

France, circa 800. The chief angel has changed into a serpent during 
his fall and the lesser angels are losing their haloes. Their wings are 

already shrinking too. (Trier Apocalypse, Stadtbibliothek, Trier, 
Germany, fol. 38r)755 
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The Fall of Satan and the rebel angels 

 
God, fiery faced, holds a globe and sits enthroned in the firmament with shining seraphim at His feet. 

Rows of gold stalls in semicircular tiers resembling a theater represent the seats, many of which are 

vacant, of the heavenly powers: one thought of the Almighty was enough to send the rebel angels 

hurtling down. The fall itself is a marvelous innovation: the double row of intertwining gold wings 

and blue robes, headed by the handsome Lucifer crowned in gold, ends with the angel’s conflagration 

upon touching the earth. One recalls the words of Isaiah: “How art thou fallen from heaven, O 

Lucifer, who didst rise in the morning?” (Isaiah XIV:12) High between the two rows of falling 

angels, we see the heavenly host in gold coats of mail and silver helmets. Firmly planted at the feet of 

the Lord, they stand surveying the execution and ready to obey Him.
756

 

------ 

God and his hosts are on high. The rebel angels are hurled down in two lines from left and right, 

forming a chevron that culminates in Lucifer entering Hell. These lines of rebel angels are in exquisite 

blue and gold, and because of the formal composition, the eye follows the two lines down to the 

climax, Lucifer at the apex. This movement is strengthened by the gradual increase in size of the rebel 

angels as they fall toward us and to Hell. Lucifer is larger than God, and beautiful, the first ‘beautiful’ 

Lucifer in the history of art.
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The depictions of tortures in Hell are mostly accurate representations of 
contemporary practice 

The grapnel that devils consistently use throughout the centuries is the same instrument used in 

torture, and flogging criminals naked through the streets was an event artists would have seen or heard 

about. This curious combination of the real and the unreal, of actual methods of torture in an 

imaginary scene is a defining element in many depictions of Hell. Few people realize that the tortures 

in Hell are mostly accurate representations of contemporary practice. This explains why the 

punishments and suffering seem real even if the devils do not.
758

 

Shelley: The sylvans, fauns, and Pan were the most poetic personages 

‘It is inexplicable’, wrote Shelley, ‘why men assigned him [the Devil] these additions [the horns and 

hoofs of Pan] as circumstances of terror and deformity. The sylvans and fauns with their leader, the 

great Pan, were the most poetical personages.
759

 

Today’s images of the Devil derive from a variety of sources 

Today’s Devil may have split hoofs, but in the Middle Ages the Devil was as likely to have talons as 

hoofs. The hoofs derive from Pan, and the talons from harpies or a wide variety of creatures 

transmitted by Sassanian art. Most of the time the Devil carries a prod, which is usually the grapnel 

that jailers used.
760

 

Satan is pictured from the grotesque to beautiful 

Satan has been pictured by Christians throughout the ages in multiple fashions, from a grotesque and 

hideous creature to a beautiful being masquerading as light. … 

In most European literature or works of art, Satan appeared hideous – a creature that had different 

animal body parts. For example, he would be portrayed as a person with goat legs, or pig teeth in his 

mouth, or duck feet, thus symbolizing an unnatural creature, an abomination of creation. In the United 

States, racist attitudes have historically seeped into how Satan is viewed by Americans.
761

 

A man in red tights with a forked tail, cloven hooves, horns on his head, 
and holding a pitchfork? 

Close your eyes and try to picture what Satan might look like. What do you see? Do you see a man in 

red tights with a forked tail, cloven hooves, horns on his head, and holding a pitchfork? – something 

akin to the logo found on cans of Underwood Deviled Ham Spread? 

 

If so, such a modern appearance is rooted in an early attempt of Christianity to demonize the gods of 

those they considered pagans. In this particular manifestation, Satan is eerily similar to the Greek god 

Pan (whose Roman counterpart was Fauna), who possesses the hindquarters, cloven hooves, goatee, 

wrinkled skin, and horns of a goat, representing indulgence in music, worldly pleasures, and 

sexuality.
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The sources of the Devil’s trident 

In illustrations for fundamental Christian literature and in comic strips, the Devil usually grasps a 

prong or pitchfork. That implement derives from the trident of Poseidon, which in turn derives from 

the triple lightning of the Old Babylonian weather-god Adad, before the second millennium BC. … 

He holds a trident only on his first appearance in the ninth century, … after which it is rarely seen 

again until much later, in the Renaissance. Most of the time during the medieval period the preferred 

implement is the grapnel.
763

 

------ 

The change from the trident to the grapnel as the Devil’s identifying attribute cannot be explained by 

source-hunting or by an analysis of abstract aesthetic forms. Behind this change are two important 

historical and social facts. First, interest in classical art declined, and access was limited. Second, the 

use of the grapnel, or forked hook, for torturing heretics and criminals became widespread. The Devil 

was given a grapnel to suggest his co-operation with God in torturing the damned, and this implies 

that the Devil’s main role was not that of God’s adversary but that of his accomplice.
764

 

Lucifer with bat wings 

 

“Lucifer on the throne in Paradise Lost" by Simon Bisley 
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Batman  

He has horns and bat wings. 

He comes out at night; is black; hides his real character; is 
unbelievably wealthy, relies on violence 
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Façade, Lincoln Cathedral, England 
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CINEMA ART 

The cinema industry has a noticeable effect on the modern rediscovery of 
the Prince of Darkness 

Although depictions of Satan and the forces of evil decreased among popular culture and literature 

from the 1700s to the early 1900s, the beginnings of the cinema industry had an indirect but 

noticeable effect on the modern rediscovery of the Prince of Darkness.
766

 

Modern visual arts media provides an effective forum for exploring evil and 
violence 

The visual arts media of the modern world provided a forum for the exploration of evil and human 

violence in highly realistic cinematic representations that traditional literature and the arts could not 

convey as effectively.
767

 

Through the medium of the cinema industry, The Prince of Darkness shows 
that the God of Reason has not vanquished the myth of Lucifer 

Satan went to Hollywood in the early 1900s, signed a deal with the cinema industry, and has been in 

the moviemaking business ever since. Indeed, perhaps the greatest trick the Prince of Darkness 

offered over the past five hundred years was to fool modern society from the Renaissance to the 

Enlightenment that the God of Reason had vanquished this fallen angel and that psychoanalysis had 

cured human beings of the need to perpetuate the myth of Lucifer and the problem of evil.
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Millions scared by the Fundamentalist Christian film, “A Thief in the Night” 

As adults were reading [Hal] Lindsey’s book [“The Late Great Planet Earth”], a generation of young 

people watched an “evangelistic” film, “A Thief in the Night,”769 in church services and youth group 

meetings. 

Beginning with an ominous ticking clock, the film begins at the rapture. It shows how all the faithful 

Christians suddenly disappeared. For those who remained, there was one more chance to accept the 

Gospel but that chance required living through extreme persecution. 

The film scared young people into conversion by depicting the experiences of these young Christians 

who were suffering because they had arrogantly dismissed warnings from their friends, families and 

churches to repent and had missed the rapture. 

According to scholar Amy Frykholm, an estimated 50 million to 300 million people viewed “A Thief 

in the Night.”
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Sylvester the Cat encounters Devil 

  

  

  

As new forms of mass media came to dominate American popular culture, hell quite literally took on 

a cartoonish form. In a 1953 animated Looney Tunes short entitled “Satan’s Waitin’,”
771

 Sylvester the 

Cat takes an escalator to hell after falling to his death in the process of chasing Tweety Bird. 

Yet, the devil, a deep-voiced and horned red bulldog, informs Sylvester that, because cats possess 

nine lives, he is safe from damnation for the time being. Once eight of his lives are used up, Sylvester 

locks himself in a bank vault to prevent his final demise, yet his plain is foiled when two robbers use 

too many explosives to blast open the door, killing Sylvester for the ninth time in the process. … 

The twentieth century saw both an increasing elasticity in the range of “hell’s” meaning and a 

willingness to use images of hell for mere entertainment.
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21ST CENTURY SATANIC ART 

 

The Satanic Temple Paradise Lost Shirt:  

Designed By Luciana Nedelea
773

 

 

Baby Baphomet Mug designed by The Black Veil Studio for The Satanic Temple
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SATAN IN LITERATURE 
The conflation of the serpent with Satan came with later Christian writers, 
along with Milton’s elaboration in Paradise Lost 

The conflation begged to be made, and it will seem natural for later Christian authors—Justin Martyr, 

Tertullian, Cyprian, Irenaeus and Augustine, for example—to assume Satan’s association with Eden’s 

talking snake. Most famously, in the 17th century, John Milton elaborates Satan’s role in the Garden 

poetically, in great detail in Paradise Lost. But this connection is not forged anywhere in the Bible.
775

 

Inconsistencies exist with the nebulous devil of early medieval narrative 
literature 

Certain narrative inconsistencies characteristically accompany the nebulous devil of early medieval 

narrative literature—he is simultaneously bound in hell and yet roaming the earth; he is at one point 

identified as the chief of demons, while at another point taken as a collective term for the totality of 

demons; he is a physical enemy to be encountered in the natural world, and yet a metaphoric emblem 

invoked as the principle of sin or evil.
776

 

------ 

Certain ambiguities and tensions in the conceptualization of the devil were left unresolved in the 

orthodox traditions of the early Middle Ages, representing crucial loci of conflicting demonological 

paradigms, loci which allowed poets, homilists, and authors certain latitude in which to construct a 

variety of acceptable portraits of demonic participation in the human realm, and with which to 

articulate the precise significance of the devil in history as well as in human psychology.
777

 

Mystery and miracle plays mostly by clerics to edify, terrify and entertain an 
uneducated audience for whom the Devil was starkly close 

The Devil was a major character in other literary works of the later Middle Ages, as well, and in the 

theater. The mystery and miracle plays were written mostly by clerics for the purpose of edifying (or 

terrifying) as well as entertaining a large, uneducated audience for whom the Devil had acquired a 

stark immediacy in this time of plague, famine, and wars. These playwrights’ efforts to achieve 

dramatic unity produced the first coherent chronological accounts of the Devil’s activities from his 

creation to his final ruin.
778

 

While Satan declines theologically, literature constructs an elaborate, 
gripping scenario 

Theologically, Satan was in decline. In European culture as a whole, however—in legend and 

literature—the figure of Satan grew in strength. In the effort to create artistic unity, to make the story 

of salvation more dramatic and the development of the plot more compelling, writers of literature 

constructed an elaborate scenario more gripping than that of the theologians.
779

 

Dante’s Divine Comedy is a complex mystical poem in which the Devil is a 
powerful force operating throughout hell and earth 

The most important development of the Devil in literature appeared in the work of Dante (1265–

1321), the greatest medieval poet and lay theologian. His Divine Comedy, written in the last fifteen 

years of his life, is a complex mystical poem in which the Devil, though seldom “on stage,” is a 

powerful force operating throughout both hell and earth. Dante did not mean to write a scientific 
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treatise on the physical universe. Rather, he wished to portray the cosmos according to its moral 

design.
780

 

 

As ironic criticism, the Devil thanks the clergy for his many recruits in hell 

A much more constructive role played by the Devil in popular religion was that of a vehicle for ironic 

criticism of Christian society itself. Letters from the Devil became a popular genre in the later Middle 

Ages. Their purpose was threefold: to satirize corrupt ecclesiastics, particularly at the papal court; to 

amuse; and finally to offer instruction in rhetoric. The form of the letter was often a legal grant or 
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charter in which Lucifer bestowed rewards for services rendered. He thanked the clergy for their 

greed, drunkenness, and worldly ambition, all of which brought him many recruits in hell.
781

 

Lucifer’s role in theology sometimes degenerates into a caricature of 
rhetoric or propaganda 

Wide shifts in attitudes toward the Devil sometimes moved in contradictory directions. Satan 

continued to become more and more colorful and immediate in art, literature, sermons, and popular 

consciousness. This change was part of a general tendency to solidify religious figures: both Christ 

and Mary became more present and immediate during this time, Mary becoming Satan’s most 

vigorous opponent in popular legend. 

On the whole, people seem to prefer to believe in a conscious source of evil rather than in blind fate or 

chance. Yet the Devil’s function in theology declined. Humanism, the scholastic attack on Cathar 

dualism, the satisfaction theory of Saint Anselm (1033–1109), and the revival of Aristotelian ethics all 

lessened Lucifer’s role in theology to the extent that he sometimes degenerated into a caricature of 

rhetoric or propaganda.
782

 

Folklore tamed the terror by allowing humans to dupe the Prince of 
Darkness with native wit and guile 

Theology insisted that the Devil could be defeated only by calling upon Christ, but folklore tamed the 

terror by allowing humans to dupe the Prince of Darkness with native wit and guile. The Devil built a 

house for a cobbler after the cobbler promised that he could have his soul as soon as a lighted candle 

guttered out, but the cobbler blew out the candle before it burned down. Lucifer could be defeated in 

wrestling matches, mowing or sowing contests, drinking bouts, gambling wagers, or debates. … 

The stories convey the idea that the poor and humble are wiser than the rich and proud. They bring 

down the arrogant—including Lucifer himself—with their practical wit and common sense. The point 

of contact between this popular religion and theology is that the Devil, however crafty, is at bottom a 

fool who understands nothing. 

Folkstories were usually aimed at cutting the Evil One down to size, but some frightening tales reveal 

the other side of folk ambiguity: the real terror of the dark power.
783

 

The Evil One Is given a variety of absurd names as an antidote to the terror 
he struck 

In addition to the ancient names deriving from the Judeo-Christian Gnostic traditions, the Evil One 

attracted a host of popular nicknames that increased through time in number and variety. He was Old 

Horny, Old Hairy, Black Bogey, Lusty Dick, Dickon, or Dickens, Gentleman Jack, the Good Fellow, 

Old Nick, and Old Scratch, with comparable names in other languages. Such names shade into those 

of minor demons, themselves identified with the sprites or “little people” of paganism—spirits such as 

trolls, goblins, leprechauns, and kobolds. Hundreds of such names exist, such as Terry top, Charlot, 

Federwisch, Hinkebein, Heinekin, Rumpelstiltskin, Haussibut, Hämmerlein, Robin Hood, Robin 

Goodfellow, and Knecht Ruprecht. Giving the Evil One an absurd name was a popular antidote to the 

terror he struck.
784

 

 

CONTEMPORARY FUNDAMENTALIST CHRISTIAN LITERATURE 

Novels depict a vibrant, active spiritual world where surrounding cosmic 
forces of good and evil vie for supremacy  

The use of popular media to spread a terrifying vision of the end of history to draw young people into 

repentance continued in the 1980s with the apocalyptic novels of Frank Peretti. The Peretti novels 
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depicted a vibrant and active spiritual world in which cosmic forces of good and evil were vying for 

supremacy all around us. 

As the book presented it, every person is obliged to play a part for one side or the other in very literal 

ways. This applies to all people: “True Christians” were meant to fight on God’s side, and the rest on 

the side of Satan. The first of these was called “This Present Darkness.”
 785

 

 

20th and 21st CENTURIES’ LITERATURE 

Novels tell the tales of spiritual battles conducted between the angelic 
warriors of Heaven and demonic spirits from Hell 

Poll numbers might help explain the success and popularity of such supernatural thrillers as Frank E. 

Peretti’s novels-specifically, This Present Darkness (1986) and its sequel, Piercing the Darkness 

(1989), the latter being the winner of the Evangelical Christian Publisher Association (ECPA) Gold 

Medallion Book Award in 1990 for best fiction. Both books together have sold over 3.5 million 

copies worldwide. 

Written by an Assembly of God minister, Peretti’s novels tell the tales of spiritual battles conducted 

between the angelic warriors of Heaven and demonic spirits from Hell. … The characters are either 

fundamentalist Christians called by God to provide “prayer-cover” for the angels to win the spiritual 

struggle manifested in the physical world, or else non-Christians who are demon-influenced, if not 

possessed. … 

Peretti paints for us a picture of absolute Evil engaged in a cosmic death-struggle struggle against the 

forces of absolute Good, concepts rooted in how many Americans define Satan and God.
786

 

------ 

This cosmic and earthly dichotomy of Christ versus Anti-Christ Christ has been central to the 

Christian imagination since the early Middle Ages.
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SATAN IN RECENT PAST CENTURIES 
During the 16th century Reformation, Catholics and Protestants viewed the 
other as being in league with the Great Deceiver 

For many Christians – specifically those whose exclusive views of Christian doctrine and identity do 

not accept the identity and views of others – Satan can be perceived behind the faiths of unbelievers 

and outsiders. During the Reformation of the sixteenth century, both sides – Catholics and Protestants 

– each viewed the other as being in league with the Great Deceiver, who was bent on destroying and 

corrupting the church of Christ.
788

 

17th century defences of witch craft eventually gives way to the more 
thorough variety of scepticism 

Reginald Scot’s Discoverie of Witchcraft (1584) argued vehemently against the excesses of 

demonology and witchcraft theory.
 
… 

Moderate skepticism was temporarily overwhelmed … by impassioned defenses of witch beliefs by 

King James VI of Scotland in 1597 and by Matthew Hopkins in 1647. Toward the end of the [17th] 

century, learned and reasonable defenses of witch beliefs continued to appear. … 

Eventually, however, the more thorough variety of skepticism prevailed. The final blows to the 

intellectual defense of witchcraft were dealt by Francis Hutchinson’s Historical Essay Concerning 

Witchcraft in 1718.
789

 

The 17th century tension between scepticism and credulity produces the 
Black Mass 

The tension between skepticism and credulity in the seventeenth century produced a new 

phenomenon, the black mass, a strange combination of disbelief in Christianity and belief in the 

Christian Devil.
790

 

------ 

The black mass, a product of the cynical, skeptical, yet credulous seventeenth century, was not 

revived until the late nineteenth century.
791

 

The 18th century Enlightenment period witnesses great change in the study 
of the Devil 

The great change [in traditional diabology] came not with the Reformation, but with the 

Enlightenment of the eighteenth century. Both Catholic and Protestant belief remained continuous 

with the Aristotelian, scholastic, Augustinian mode of thought that had characterized the later Middle 

Ages. … [The Devil] reached the height of his power just at the time when the intellectual structure 

supporting him began to crumble.
792

 

The 18th century sees the traditional Christian world view weakening 

During the eighteenth century, the traditional Christian world view weakened, and old questions that 

Christianity had considered settled surfaced anew. Once again people questioned divine providence: 

did the universe look like one ruled by a just and intelligent mind, or did it look like one ruled by 

chance or mere mechanics? As the assumptions of educated society became more secular, Christians 

themselves slowly conformed to the new concern with this world. Both Catholics and Protestants 

turned their attention to the external and tangential aspects of religion such as social action and other 

good works.
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Scientific rationalism of 18th century society increased and the once 
popular belief in demons, fairies, and angels waned 

With the demise of the medieval worldview in the eighteenth century came the increasing secularism 

and materialism of modern civilization. As the scientific rationalism of modern society increased, the 

once popular belief in demons, fairies, and angels had waned in favor of the promise of new 

inventions and industries that became mingled with turn-of-the-century ideas about unlimited progress 

and the perfectibility of human nature.
794

 

18th century sceptics scoff at Christian beliefs; liberal Christians see 
diabology as a liability; conservative Christians hold on 

Eighteenth-century skeptics pointed to the Devil as an example of the absurdity of Christian beliefs, 

while liberal Christians regarded diabology as an encumbrance to a Christianity that best traveled 

without much theological baggage. Conservatives tried to hold the line.
795

 

Of the 18th century movements, only pietists hold a strong belief in Satan; 
they preach the gospel near and far 

The evangelical movement, springing from pietism, repudiated secularism energetically and was little 

touched by the revolutionary intellectual changes of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Of all the movements of the eighteenth century, only pietism strongly upheld belief in Satan as 

attested by the Bible—although the pietists did not realize how much they were also relying on 

traditional interpretations of the Bible. They waged solitary battle against the Evil One and carried the 

war to the Enemy by going into the streets and across the seas to preach the gospel.
796

 

Voltaire regards the Devil as grotesque superstition and a disgusting 
fantasy 

Wherever evil came from, Voltaire was sure it did not come from the Devil, whom he regarded as a 

grotesque superstition and a “disgusting fantasy.” Since few educated Christians could be found to 

argue for his existence, the philosophers considered him a straw figure not worth their time and 

dismissed him with contempt.
797

 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778) perceives evil as social rather than 
metaphysical 

Another deep shift in thought in the late eighteenth century was the transition from Enlightenment to 

Romanticism, prefigured by Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778). Intensely emotional and erratic, 

Rousseau alienated the philosophes by professing Christianity and Christians by espousing an 

emotional, aesthetic religiosity while denying the Incarnation, redemption, and other essentials of 

Christianity. 

Contemptuous of “organized religion,” he rejected the church and the communal nature of 

Christianity in favor of individual sentiment. For Rousseau, evil was social rather than metaphysical: 

“Man, look no farther for the author of evil: you are he.”
798

 

18th and 19th century science, cosmology, history, geology, and astronomy 
erodes the theology that underlies diabology 

Eighteenth-century history and science followed philosophy in attacking the theological system that 

underlay diabology. Traditional theology had assumed a static view of nature, but in the course of the 

eighteenth century the enormous reaches of geological, astronomical, and cosmological time began to 

be discovered, and a new view began to emerge, that of a dynamic cosmos in constant change. 
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Biblical chronology had placed the origins of the universe only about six thousand years ago, but in 

1755 Immanuel Kant’s General History and Theory of the Heavens claimed that the cosmos, 

including the earth, had gradually evolved over a period of millions of years. During the century from 

1750 to 1850 a mutual interaction of geology, history, and astronomy gradually established an 

evolutionary view of the cosmos, the physical earth, and human society. 

The discovery of the immense age of the universe (presently calculated at about fifteen billion years) 

undermined Christian cosmology and supported the arguments for atheism.
799

 

Historical theorists argue that we cannot discover what the Devil is, but we 
know that the Devil is a human concept 

The idea of historical development also affected doctrine. If the earth and the cosmos were evolving, 

then why not ideas, including Christian doctrines? The old idea that Christian theology was essentially 

unchanging came into question. 

Historical theorists argued that what we know certainly are human ideas of things, not things in 

themselves. We are incapable of discovering what the Devil is in itself, but we can establish with 

complete certainty what the Devil is as a human concept.
800

 

Historical critics say that when Jesus spoke of the Devil, he reflects the 
superstitions of his day 

The [historical] critics argued that Jesus must be seen as a man of his own time, an ignorant peasant in 

an obscure province of an ancient empire. His views were unadvanced, his ideas primitive. When he 

spoke of the Devil or demons, he merely reflected the superstitions of his day. … 

Such a view was natural to atheists, but … liberal Christians unthinkingly embraced it as well. … 

Liberal Christianity retreated rapidly before the advance of science and history. …  

Already by the end of the eighteenth century the most advanced liberal Christians had abandoned the 

core of Christian beliefs. As for Satan, he was a painful embarrassment, 

Liberal Christianity retreats before the advance of the sciences; they 
consider Satan a painful embarrassment 

The historical criticism of the Bible that arose in the eighteenth century even began to weaken trust in 

the ultimate criterion of Christian truth, the words of Jesus. The new critics argued that Jesus must be 

seen as a man of his own time, an ignorant peasant in an obscure province of an ancient empire. His 

views were unadvanced, his ideas primitive. 

When [Jesus] spoke of the Devil or demons, he merely reflected the superstitions of his day. Because 

his life and ideas were reported by his equally ignorant followers, the New Testament was riddled 

with superstition and confusion.  

Such a view was natural to atheists, but it was a sign of the enormous confusion of Christian thought 

at the time that liberal Christians unthinkingly embraced it as well, taking the curious stance that 

biblical views were valid only insofar as they conformed to whatever historical theories were current. 

Liberal Christianity retreated rapidly before the advance of science and history. … 

By the end of the eighteenth century the most advanced liberal Christians had abandoned the core of 

Christian beliefs. As for Satan, he was a painful embarrassment, an outmoded idea that Jesus had not 

really believed or believed only because of the limitations of his time. When the liberals also 

abandoned original sin—and therefore the redemption—they were left defenceless.
801
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At the end of the 18th century, Satan became a symbol that could float free 
of its traditional meanings 

After the age of witchcraft, the Devil made few literary appearances until the end of the eighteenth 

century, and when he revived he appeared in a new form. When aestheticism superseded theology, 

Satan’s metaphysical existence was dismissed, and he became a symbol that could float free of its 

traditional meanings. Having ceased to be a person, he became a personality, a literary character that 

could play a variety of roles. Among these roles the most novel was that of a positive symbol of 

rebellion against unjust authority.
802

 

In Faust: A Tragedy, Goethe creates Mephistopheles, a character that 
influences most literary Devils for the following two centuries 

In the latter part of the century, literary interest in Satan was rekindled by the revival of the Faust 

legend. … In Faust: A Tragedy, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1748–1832) created a new and 

enormously influential Mephistopheles. Taking an ironical, Enlightenment view of Christianity, 

Goethe drew upon Christian symbolism while despising the church. … 

The character of Mephistopheles is as varied as the poem. Mephisto is too complex, diverse, and 

ambiguous to be equated with the Christian Devil. Goethe gladly used and developed the traditional 

myth while denying the Devil’s real existence. …  

Faust’s influence meant that most of the literary Devils of the following two centuries took the suave, 

ironic, and ambiguous shape of Goethe’s Mephistopheles. …  

Mephistopheles possesses a slick intelligence and superficial charm that permit him to manipulate 

people, but on a deeper level he is a fool, for he fails to grasp that the essential reality of the cosmos is 

the power of love.
803

 

------ 

Mephistopheles is the most important literary Devil since Milton’s, but the difference between 

Milton’s Satan and Goethe’s Mephisto is the difference between a basically Christian and a basically 

secular world view.
804

 

Responses to the 1815 restoration of the French monarchy evoked 
opposing views over the role of Satan 

Early nineteenth [century] attitudes toward the Evil One were correlated with views on the French 

Revolution. 

Monarchists and traditional Catholics regarded the revolution as the work of the Devil and the 

restoration of the monarchy in 1815 as the triumph of Christ the King over Satan. 

Republicans and revolutionaries, on the other hand, attacked Christianity as part of the old, repressive 

order: since kings are evil, Christ, the greatest king, is the greatest evil. For the revolutionaries, Satan 

symbolized resistance to the tyranny of the Old Regime.
805

 

------ 

The Catholic revival after 1815 reaffirmed traditional teachings but did little to convince society at 

large of Satan’s existence.
806

 

Romantics of the nineteenth century recreated the angel Lucifer by 
reinterpreting the reason for his fall 

The Romantics of the nineteenth century recreated the angel Lucifer by reinterpreting the reason for 

his fall. But most people do not know that it was the Church Fathers of the fifth century who had 
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made the first and decisive reinterpretation of why it was that the angel Lucifer had been expelled 

from Heaven.
807

 

------ 

To Coleridge, Byron, Hazlitt and Shelley, for example, the heroic Satan was one of Milton’s major 

achievements. For William Blake, Milton wrote in freedom when he wrote about Satan because 

Milton ‘was a true Poet and of the Devil’s party without knowing it’. The Devil’s party was the party 

of human freedom fighting against a repressive society.
808

 

Conservative Christians continue to affirm the reality of the Evil One 

Liberal Protestantism joined secularism in rejecting the Devil as old-fashioned and outdated. 

Against this view, a counterforce gradually asserted itself among those who continued loyal to the 

Reformation faith in Scripture. These “conservative” Christians rejected compromise with secularism 

and joined Catholics and Eastern Orthodox in continuing to affirm the reality of the Evil One.
809

 

Darwin, Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud contribute to the growing intellectual 
consensus that both God and Devil are illusions 

DURING the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries materialist assumptions almost 

overwhelmed religious traditions, including serious belief in radical evil. 

In their various ways, the ideas of Charles Darwin (1809-1882), Karl Marx (1818-1883), Friedrich 

Nietzsche (1844-1900), and Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) all contributed to the growing intellectual 

consensus that both God and Devil were illusions.
810

 

------ 

Although Freud did not believe in metaphysical evil, he became interested in the Devil and demons as 

a result of his work on alleged cases of possession with Jean-Martin Charcot at the Salpêtrière 

hospital in the 1880s. … Freud continued to be fascinated with the Devil as a symbol of the dark, 

repressed depths of the unconscious.
811

 

------ 

In this and other works, Freud developed a diabology whose central point was that “the Devil is 

clearly nothing other than the personification of repressed, unconscious drives.” Because the Evil One 

traditionally took on many shapes and forms, Freud was able to identify him with an equally diverse 

number of mental disorders.
812

 

------ 

Ernest Jones, one of Freud’s leading disciples, developed a full psychoanalytic theory of the Devil, 

beginning with the idea that religious beliefs are fantasies arising from the repression of impulses 

condemned by society.
813

 

Jung sees God and the Devil as omnipresent psychological realities 

Carl G. Jung (1875-1961), disagreeing with the Freudians, saw religion as a necessary and 

psychologically valid part of the psyche and civilization. For Jung, God and the Devil are not 

inventions of the repressed unconscious but omnipresent psychological realities.
814
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Catholics remain traditional over exorcism and the possibility of demonic 
activity 

Catholic thought remained determinedly traditional. The Roman ritual continued to include the rite of 

exorcism and specified standard tests of the validity of alleged cases of possession. 

Priests were enjoined to take great care to avoid being duped, but if the allegedly possessed person 

could understand a real language completely unknown to him or demonstrated knowledge of distant 

or future events or manifested physical strength far beyond his or her natural capacities, then the priest 

might consider the possibility of demonic activity.
815

 

------ 

Leo XIII in 1879 affirmed the timeless validity of Thomistic theology, which firmly included the 

existence of the Devil in its world view. The Catholic Church thus remained in accord with the 

Eastern Orthodox and conservative Protestants in defending the reality of the Devil’s personal 

existence.
816

 

Mainstream liberal Protestant theology tends to deny or at least ignore the 
Devil 

Mainstream, liberal Protestant theology on the other hand tended to deny or at least ignore the Devil. 

Many argued that the concept, if it were to be kept at all, should be retained merely as a metaphor for 

human evil, and the view that Satan exists only as realized in human sin gradually became a liberal 

dogma. The doctrine of Satan was dismissed as traditional rather than biblical, and Jesus was assumed 

to have been speaking merely metaphorically when referring to the Devil or demons.
817

 

For Dostoevsky, the Devil is a transcendent spiritual power best observed 
in his effect on human behavior 

The most intense psychological penetration of evil was achieved not by psychologists, however, but 

by Feodor Mikhailovich Dostoevsky (1821-1881). … Rejecting Western politics and religion, he 

turned eventually to the Russian Orthodox spiritual tradition. …  

For Dostoevsky the Devil was a transcendent spiritual power, though one best observed in his effect 

on human behavior. The Devil’s home is not hell, but the human soul. He is a shadow whose form 

and substance is filled out by the cruelty of sinners and the suffering of the weak and the poor. 

Dostoevsky grasped the reality of the Devil intensely and intuitively.
818
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SATAN IN THE 20TH AND 21ST CENTURIES 
Satanic and demonic powers are blamed for many recent atrocities 

Satanic and demonic powers have been blamed for many of the atrocities of the past century, such as 

the two World Wars, the horror of Nazi concentration camps, numerous acts of genocide, detonation 

of atomic bombs, and the spread of terrorist attacks around the world.
819

 

The “Others” are seen as evil or demon-possessed 

For some religious leaders, whether dealing with Christianity or Islam (or any other faith tradition for 

that matter), the Other is either the personification of evil or demon possessed. 

It cannot be denied that evil was, and continues to be, committed throughout the world by men and 

women of all religious orientations.  

But to reduce the Other to an ultimate representative or personification of evil justifies cruelties and 

atrocities committed by those engaged in the battle to save humans from Satan’s corruption. No evil 

ever dreamed-up by Satan can outdo the atrocities committed by good, decent people attempting to 

purge such evil forces from this world.
820

 

Greater atrocities are committed by those who are opposed to Satanic 
forces 

The unsettling historical reality [is] that greater atrocities have been committed in defense against 

various conceptions of the forces of evil personified in Satan and his demonic servants. Declaring the 

“Other” as Satanic or demonic has been effective for both religious and political leaders.
821

 

Science has killed Satan – if not God 

For liberal Christians, science, the child of the Age of Enlightenment, killed Satan – if not God. An 

evil being responsible for much of the world’s misery was exchanged for the evil that lurks within 

human hearts and minds. 

All may wrestle with their “personal demons,” but these satanic minions are not metaphysical beings 

as Fundamentalists might argue. Instead, they are personal addictions that may be caused by chemical 

imbalances or unfortunate circumstances caused by personal or societal wrong choices.
822

 

------ 

There is no Satan to blame, there is no exorcism that can cure us; rather, the problem lies with us-

individually or as part of human society-and and thus the cure lies with us and our repressed drives 

and biological urges. 

This was the gist of the argument behind the theory of psychoanalysis that emerged in 1899 with the 

landmark publication in Vienna, Austria, of Sigmund Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams.
823

 

The possibility of healing the mentally afflicted by “talking-out” patients’ 
dreams is a game-changing moment in the quest for the historical Satan 

Freud’s convictions regarding the possibility of healing the mentally afflicted by simply “talking-out” 

their fears, repressions, or anxieties and analyzing the content of patients’ dreams proved to be a 

game-changing moment in the quest for the historical Satan and in the ancient struggle to understand 

the origins of evil within and among human societies.
824
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The figure of Satan and “satanic” intentions are a construct employed to 
control the masses 

The definition of Satan and his host of demons relentlessly tempting humans, coupled with a stern 

God quick to punish twisted sinners and the wicked, have served as powerful tools for social control. 

Fear of Satan and the threat of Hell have historically forced large segments of the population toward 

self-policing while setting high moral standards. Individual guilt has been used by churches, both 

Catholic and Protestant, throughout the ages to scare parishioners into obedience and compliance. It 

matters little if Satan actually exists. What is important is that the figure of Satan, and the theme of 

“satanic” intentions and actions, has become an institutional construct employed to control the 

masses.
825

 

------ 

A vested interest exists in keeping Satan and his dominion alive for the “grand inquisitors” who 

derive their power by maintaining fear among the masses and by having an evil to purge.
826

 

 

EVIL IN THE NAME OF RELIGIOUS IDEALS 

Violence in the name of religious ideals 

Acts of violence in the name of religious ideals aimed at defeating cosmic or absolute Evil are more 

numerous than most readers imagine.
827

 

A world where everyone and everything is either with or against God leads 
to great atrocities by those ‘with God’ 

A simple good-versus-evil, binary understanding of reality leads to an ethical perspective that might 

cause more evil than good. A world where everyone and everything is either with or against God 

leads to great atrocities by those ‘with God’ in their defense against the perceived threat of those 

‘against God’ (whom those on God’s side usually define as Satanic). Because such an ethical 

framework causes more evil than good, we are in need of a new way of understanding what is satanic, 

what is Satan.
828

 

Holy warriors of Islam combat the “Great Satan”, America 

Take for example the tragedies that occurred on 9/11, when four planes were hijacked … The 

nineteen al-Qaida hijackers who commandeered the jets … saw themselves as holy warriors 

combating what they perceived to be the “Great Satan” – a term first applied to the United States in 

the late 1970s by the Ayatollah Khomeini of Iran during that nation’s Islamic Revolution.
829

 

------ 

The extreme act of self-sacrifice is conducted as a religious and patriotic expression against the forces 

of evil. By dying for God and country, they achieve redemption while defying unjust powers. …  

These young men … understand salvation from the forces of Satan as linked to attacking what they 

perceive to be the root cause of evil in the world: America, “the Great Satan.”
830

 

------ 

Iran’s President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad states that former U.S. President George W. Bush is inspired 

by Satan. … Venezuela’s President Hugo Chavez, speaking from the same lectern as President Bush 
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during a United Nation’s address, said: “The devil came here yesterday, right here. … It smells of 

sulfur still today.”
831

 

The United States perceives some Muslims as Satanic, of the “Axis of Evil” 

Just as some within Islam perceive the United States as the “Great Satan,” so too does the United 

States perceive some Muslim factions and nations and their people as evil and satanic.
832

 

------ 

Since the collapse of the Berlin Wall and the start of “the War on Terror,” George W. Bush provided 

… a new term: the “Axis of Evil” (Iraq, Iran, and North Korea). A similar scenario played out when 

President Ronald Reagan … described the Soviet Union as “the evil empire”
833

 

------ 

All who reject the U.S. position in the world, specifically Muslims or Arabs, are seen as demonically 

led. Franklin Graham, son and successor of evangelist Billy Graham, created a furore by describing 

Islam as a “very evil and wicked religion”. 

Meanwhile, Jerry Vines, former head of the Southern Baptist Convention, declared the Prophet 

Muhammad to be a demon-obsessed pedophile. …  

The true followers of Satan are thus identified and stereotyped as those who practice “Radical 

Islam”.
834

 

 

JEWS AND SATAN 

In the Hebrew Bible, the word Satan is not a proper name 

The word Satan figures in the Hebrew Bible, but not as a proper name. As a noun it denotes an 

adversary; as a denominative verb, to oppose or obstruct or be hostile. It is sometimes used in a 

human sense; in Psalm 109:6, for instance, it suggests the counsel for the prosecution in a court of 

law.
835

 

Satan is applied to the prosecutor in the heavenly court, but it is not a 
demon 

In Zechariah 3 and the Book of Job [the word Satan] is applied to the prosecutor in the heavenly 

court. But even in this sense, Satan is not a demon. At best, he is one of the celestial beings, but it may 

be that the word is merely a colourful metaphor and does not imply that there is any actual being with 

that name.
836

 

Satan is an advocate, not an opponent 

Nor is Satan opposed to God. At worst, he is simply a devil’s advocate drawing God’s attention to 

things that appear to be wrong.
837

 

Satan represents the impersonal force of evil 

In post-Biblical Jewish sources there are very few references to Satan, and those that are found have 

no dogmatic or authoritative significance. Satan continues to represent the impersonal force of evil. … 

In Jewish liturgy the few references to Satan are all impersonal.
838
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Satan means “adversary” or an antagonist who places obstacles 

SATAN: Term used in the Bible with the general connotation of “adversary.” … The word is likewise 

used to denote an antagonist who puts obstacles in the way. … The concept of Satan as a distinct 

being was not then known.
839

 

Satan is the celestial prosecuting member of the divine council 

The concept of Satan as a distinct being was not then known. Such a view is found, however, in the 

prologue to the Book of Job, where Satan appears, together with other celestial beings or “sons of 

God,” before the Deity, replying to the inquiry of God as to whence he had come, with the words: 

“From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and down in it” (Job 1.7). 

Both question and answer, as well as the dialogue which follows, characterize Satan as that member 

of the divine council who watches over human activity, but with the evil purpose of searching out 

men’s sins and appearing as their accuser. He is, therefore, the celestial prosecutor, who sees only 

iniquity.
840

 

Satan is a mere accuser who acts only according to the permission of the 
Deity 

It is also evident from the prologue [of the Book of Job] that Satan has no power of independent 

action, but requires the permission of God, which he may not transgress. He cannot be regarded, 

therefore, as an opponent of the Deity. … In Zech. iii. 1-2, where Satan is described as the adversary 

of the high priest Joshua, and of the people of God whose representative the hierarch is; he there 

opposes the “angel of the Lord,” who bids him be silent in the name of God. 

In both of these passages Satan is a mere accuser who acts only according to the permission of the 

Deity.
841

 

The 3rd century BCE writer of Chronicles regards Satan as an independent 
agent 

The Chronicler (third century B.C.) regards Satan as an independent agent, a view which is the more 

striking since the source whence he drew his account (II Sam. xxiv. 1) speaks of God Himself as the 

one who moved David against the children of Israel. 

Since the older conception refers all events, whether good or bad, to God alone, it is possible that the 

Chronicler, and perhaps even Zechariah, were influenced by Zoroastrianism, even though in the case 

of the prophet Jewish monism strongly opposed Iranian dualism.
842

 

The development of New Testament demonology dominated subsequent 
periods and has indirectly influenced Jews 

The high development of the demonology of the New Testament presupposes a long period of 

evolution. In the Gospels the beliefs of the lower orders of society find expression, and Satan and his 

kingdom are regarded as encompassing the entire world, and are factors in all the events of daily life.  

In strict accordance with his manifold activity he bears many names.
843
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Over time, official Judaism absorbed the popular concepts of Satan 

The Angelology of the Talmud, moreover, proves that, according to the older view (until about 200 

C.E.), punishment was inflicted by angels and not by Satan. In the course of time, however, official 

Judaism, beginning perhaps with Johanan (d. 279), absorbed the popular concepts of Satan. … 

The later a midrashic collection the more frequent is the mention therein of Satan and his hosts. The 

Palestinian Talmud, completed about 400, is more reticent in this regard; and this is the more 

noteworthy since its provenience is the same as that of the New Testament.
844

 

In Talmud and Midrash, it is said that Satan was created and he can take on 
many forms 

Satan came into the world with woman, i.e., with Eve; so that he was created and is not eternal. Like 

all celestial beings, he flies through the air, and can assume any form, as of a bird, a stag, a woman, a 

beggar, or a young man.
845

 

Satan is pure evil 

He is the author of all evil, who beguiled Eve, and who brought death into the world, being ever the 

tempter. … The belief in the devil as here developed dominated subsequent periods, and influenced 

indirectly the Jews themselves; nor has it been entirely discarded to-day. …  

The chief functions of Satan are those of temptation, accusation, and punishment. 

He was an active agent in the fall of man, and was the father of Cain, while he was also instrumental 

in the offering of Isaac, in the release of the animal destined by Esau for his father, in the theophany at 

Sinai, in the death of Moses, in David’s sin with Bath-sheba, and in the death of Queen Vashti.
846

 

In Talmud and Midrash, Satan is totally evil, determined to lead men astray 
and to bring accusations 

[Satan] is the incarnation of all evil, and his thoughts and activities are devoted to the destruction of 

man; so that Satan, the impulse to evil (“yeẓer ha-ra’”), and the angel of death are one and the same 

personality. 

He descends from heaven and leads astray, then ascends and brings accusations against mankind. 

Receiving the divine commission, he takes away the soul, or, in other words, he slays. He seizes upon 

even a single word which may be prejudicial to man.
847

 

Satan is limited when the shofar sounds on New Year’s Day and on the Day 
of Atonement 

Satan’s knowledge is circumscribed; for when the shofar is blown on New-Year’s Day he is 

“confounded”. On the Day of Atonement his power vanishes; for the numerical value of the letters of 

his name ( ) is only 364, one day being thus exempt from his influence. 

Moses banished him by means of the Divine Name.
848

 

When he was shown the Messiah, Satan fell upon his face and cried 

As the incarnation of evil, Satan is the arch-enemy of the Messiah: he is Antichrist. The light which 

was created before the world was hidden by God beneath His throne; and to the question of Satan in 

regard to it, God answered, “This light is kept for him who shall bring thee to shame.” 
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At his request, God showed Satan the Messiah; “and when he saw him he trembled, fell upon his face, 

and cried: ‘Verily this is the Messiah who shall hurl me and all the princes of the angels of the peoples 

down even unto hell’”.
849

 

 

ROMAN CATHOLICISM AND SATAN/DEVIL 

Pope Paul VI portrays the Devil as a “living being that is perverted” 

The Devil is engaged in a cosmic warfare against the spiritual forces of God, and as punishment the 

Devil and all those who follow his lies will be damned to Hell and eternally separated from God. 

Satan’s existence was reaffirmed by Pope Paul VI in an address he gave to a general audience on 

November 15, 1972 titled, “Confronting the Devil’s Power.” In his address, Pope Paul VI portrays the 

Devil as “a dark, hostile agent ... [who is] an active force, a living being that is perverted and that 

perverts others. It is a terrible reality, mysterious and frightening.”
850

 

Satan was originally created by God as a good angel but he rejected God’s 
reign and authority 

Many Catholic teachings confirm that Satan was at first a good angel made by God who rejected 

God’s reign and authority. 

He then led the first human parents, Adam and Eve, into rebellion by tempting them to eat from the 

tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
851

 

Humanity can be delivered from the Devil only through Jesus’ freely given 
death. Baptism is an exorcism 

Only through Jesus freely giving himself up to death can humanity be delivered from the Devil. Thus, 

baptism becomes an exorcism signifying the candidate’s explicit renouncement of Satan and 

liberation from sin and from sin’s instigator.
852

 

STATEMENTS BY POPE FRANCIS, 19 MARCH 2018 

A constant struggle against the devil, the prince of evil 

We are not dealing merely with a battle against the world and a worldly mentality. … It is 

also a constant struggle against the devil, the prince of evil.
853

 

Admission of the existence of the devil requires supernatural 
understanding 

We will not admit the existence of the devil if we insist on regarding life by empirical 

standards alone, without a supernatural understanding. It is precisely the conviction that this 

malign power is present in our midst that enables us to understand how evil can at times have 

so much destructive force.
854

 

The limited conceptual resources in Jesus’ time does not lead to the 
conclusion that the devil does not exist or is not at work 

True enough, the biblical authors had limited conceptual resources for expressing certain realities, and 

in Jesus’ time epilepsy, for example, could easily be confused with demonic possession. Yet this 

should not lead us to an oversimplification that would conclude that all the cases related in the Gospel 

had to do with psychological disorders and hence that the devil does not exist or is not at work.
855
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The devil is present from the very first pages of the Scriptures 

[The devil] is present in the very first pages of the Scriptures, which end with God’s victory over the 

devil.
856

 

Jesus wants us to ask the Father to “deliver us from the evil one” 

In leaving us the Our Father
857

, Jesus wanted us to conclude by asking the Father to “deliver us from 

evil”. That final word does not refer to evil in the abstract; a more exact translation would be “the evil 

one”. It indicates a personal being who assails us.
858

 

The devil is not a myth, a symbol, or an idea 

We should not think of the devil as a myth, a representation, a symbol, a figure of speech or an 

idea.
859

 

CATECHISM OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH 

“Satan”, or the “devil”, causes our first parents to fall 

Behind the disobedient choice of our first parents lurks a seductive voice, opposed to God, which 

makes them fall into death out of envy.
 
Scripture and the Church's Tradition see in this being a fallen 

angel, called "Satan" or the "devil".
860

 

Satan was initially a good angel made by God but “fell” by rejecting God 
and his reign 

The Church teaches that Satan was at first a good angel, made by God. … Scripture speaks of a sin of 

these angels.
 
This "fall" consists in the free choice of these created spirits, who radically and 

irrevocably rejected God and his reign.
861

 

The angel’s fall is irrevocable 

There is no repentance for the angels after their fall, just as there is no repentance for men after 

death.
862

 

Satan’s actions are limited as permitted by divine providence 

The power of Satan is, nonetheless, not infinite. He is only a creature, powerful from the fact that he is 

pure spirit, but still a creature. … [His] action is permitted by divine providence which with strength 

and gentleness guides human and cosmic history. 

It is a great mystery that providence should permit diabolical activity, but "we know that in everything 

God works for good with those who love him."
863

 

Through the sin of Adam and Eve, the devil has obtained a domination over 
man 

By our first parents' sin, the devil has acquired a certain domination over man, even though man 

remains free. Original sin entails "captivity under the power of him who thenceforth had the power of 

death, that is, the devil".
864 
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OTHER ROMAN CATHOLIC VOICES 

Popular explanations of Satan maintain he is a fallen angel who tempted 
Adam and Eve 

The most popular explanation of Satan maintains that he is a fallen angel tempted by pride. He is said 

to be a seducer originally created as good and whose rebellion against the divine will is reflected in 

the temptation that he offered to Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden.
865

 

The serpent in the Garden of Eden was not anything more than a talking 
snake 

The authors of Genesis seem to have had no problem describing the first sin without blaming it on the 

devil. There is no indication in the story that the serpent was anything more to them than a talking 

snake.
866

 

Satan first appears as a servant of God in the Bible in the Book of Job 

Satan as a character doesn’t appear in the Bible until the Book of Job, where he is portrayed as a 

servant rather than enemy of God.
867

 

From the time of Jesus, the devil becomes the explanation for that is wrong 
in the world 

By Jesus’ time the devil had become the explanation for all that goes wrong in the world. For many 

Catholics today, he still holds that position. When they say, “The devil made me do it,” they mean 

it.
868

 

Mythology is a powerful tool for conveying truth 

The ancient stories behind this insight are mythological, but we mean no disrespect by using such 

terminology. Mythology is a powerful tool for conveying truth, and even the magisterium draws upon 

it in explaining the tradition of the church.
869

 

------ 

The question remains whether we are best served by the idea that the inspiration for evil belongs with 

a mythical creature who roams the world infecting Christians with sinful desires.
870

 

To make the world a less sinful place, begin with the person in the mirror 

Evil is most powerful when we fail to recognize its source: the broken human tendency toward 

selfishness and apathy. If we want to make the world a less sinful place, we have to take the advice of 

the late pop singer Michael Jackson and begin with the person in the mirror.
871
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ORTHODOX CHURCHES AND SATAN/DEVIL 

The Orthodox Church has never formulated a systematic teaching 
concerning the Devil 

It is not our purpose to outline, even superficially, the Orthodox teaching concerning the Devil. In 

fact, the Church has never formulated it systematically, in the form of a clear and concise “doctrine.” 

What is of paramount importance for us, however, is that the Church has always had the experience of 

the demonic, has always, in plain words known the Devil. If this direct knowledge has not resulted in a 

neat and orderly doctrine, it is because of the difficulty, if not impossibility, rationally to define the 

irrational. And the demonic and, more generally, evil are precisely the reality of the irrational.
872

 

The devil exists as a bodiless spirit, an angel created by God 

The scriptures and the lives of God’s saints bear witness to the existence of the devil. The devil is a 

fallen bodiless spirit, an angel created by God for His service and praise. Together with the devil are 

his hosts of wicked angelic powers who have rebelled against the goodness of God and seek to pervert 

and destroy God’s good creation.
873

 

“Satan” is one proper name for the devil, the leader of the evil spirits 

Satan (which means literally the enemy or the Adversary) is one proper name for the devil, the leader 

of the evil spirits. He is identified as the serpent symbol of Genesis 3 and as the tempter of both Job 

and Jesus. He is labeled by Jesus Christ as a deceiver and liar, the "father of lies" and the "prince of 

this world". He has "fallen from heaven" together with his evil angels to do battle with God and His 

servants. It is this same Satan who "entered Judas" to effect the betrayal and destruction of Christ.
874

 

The “Devil” is perfect enough, wise enough, powerful enough, to know God 
and not to surrender to Him 

Whoever he is, the “Devil” is among the very first and the best creatures of God, He is, so to speak, 

perfect enough, wise enough, powerful enough, one can almost say divine enough, to know God and 

not to surrender to Him—to know Him and yet to opt against Him, to desire freedom from Him.
875

 

Satan is a distinct spiritual being with a distinct and evil personality who 
works in opposition to God 

What of Satan in the Scriptures, what do we know of him - this Satan, the great deceiver? God created 

spiritual beings called angels. These beings, although having no physical aspect to their being, are 

nevertheless real and effectual in their work in both the spiritual realm of Heaven and this physical 

environment of our universe. … Just as the angels are real and significant in Holy Scripture and the 

story of God's salvation, so too are the fallen angels, the demons and Satan himself. …  

Lucifer or Satan is not a story invented to explain why this world is not perfect. He is not some figure 

invented so that we may have a focus for discussion. Satan is a distinct spiritual being with a distinct 

and evil personality who works in opposition to God. The very real and personal being who is Satan is 

at the very heart of some important passages of Holy Scripture, and also in the writings of the Fathers 

of our Holy Church.
876
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There are created spiritual beings who rebel against God and do evil 

In addition to the created spiritual powers who the will of God, the Angels, there are, according to the 

Orthodox Christian faith, those who rebel against Him and do evil. These are the demons or devils 

(which means literally those who "tear apart" and destroy) who are also known both in the Old and 

New Testaments as well as in the lives of the saints of the Church.
877

 

Symbols and images tell of rebellion against God in the spiritual world 
created by God, among angels who were led by pride 

Our first affirmation then is that there exists a demonic reality: evil as a dark power, as presence and 

not only absence. But we may go further. For just as there can be no love outside the “lover,” i.e. a 

person that loves, there can be no hatred outside the “hater,” i.e. a person that hates. And if the 

ultimate mystery of “goodness” lies in the person, the ultimate mystery of evil must also be a personal 

one. Behind the dark and irrational presence of evil there must be a person or persons. There must 

exist a personal world of those who have chosen to hate God, to hate light, to be against .Who are 

these persons? When, how, and why have they chosen to be against God? To these questions the 

Church gives no precise answers. The deeper the reality, the less it is presentable in formulas arid 

propositions. Thus the answer is veiled in symbols and images, which tell of an initial rebellion 

against God within the spiritual world created by God, among angels led into that rebellion by 

pride.
878

 

The hatred against God, ignited by pride, was not created nor willed by God 

We know nothing about that initial catastrophe in the spiritual world—about that hatred against God 

ignited by pride and that bringing into existence of a strange and evil reality not willed, riot created by 

God.
879

 

The greatest of all satanic deception is that he does not exist 

I am bringing to your attention the position of our Holy Orthodox Christian Church on the existence 

of Satan, demons and the spiritual warfare that is taking place in our lives and our world. The greatest 

of all satanic deception is that he does not exist and therefore there is no evil or hell or sin or spiritual 

death.
880

 

Our Saviour Jesus Christ specifically taught: “deliver us from the evil one” 

When our Savior Jesus Christ taught us how to pray, He did not say to ask for deliverance from evil, 

but specifically, "deliver us from the evil one. … Our Savior has given us His Holy Orthodox Church 

as the vessel of our deliverance, and this freedom awaits those who will accept it and struggle for it 

according to the way God has provided for us.
881

 

The baptismal liturgy of the Orthodox Church begins with words addressed 
to the Devil 

The “modern man” even an Orthodox, is usually quite surprised when he learns that the baptismal 

liturgy begins with words addressed to the Devil. The Devil indeed has no place in his religious 

outlook; he belongs to the panoply of medieval superstition and to a grossly primitive mentality. 
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Many people, including priests, suggest therefore that exorcisms simply be dropped as “irrelevant” 

and unbecoming to our enlightened and “modern” religion. As for the non-Orthodox, they go even 

further: they affirm the need to “demythologize” the New Testament itself, to “liberate” it from an 

antiquated worldview—of which “demonology” is precisely an essential expression—which only 

obscures its authentic and eternal message.
882

 

------ 

In the baptismal rite, which is an act of liberation and victory, the exorcisms come first because on our 

path to the baptismal font we unavoidably “hit” the dark and powerful figure that obstructs this path. 

It must be removed, chased away, if we are to proceed. The moment that the celebrant’s hand has 

touched the head of a child of God and marked it with the sign of Christ, the Devil is there defending 

that which he has stolen from God and claims as his possession. We may not see him but the Church 

knows he is here.
883

 

We are all involved in a spiritual war that has been raging from the very 
beginning 

The Church knows that a mortal fight is about to begin whose ultimate issue is not explanations and 

theories but eternal life or eternal death. For whether we want it or not, know it or not, we are all 

involved in a spiritual war that has been raging from the very beginning. A decisive victory, to be 

sure, has been won by God, but the Devil has not yet surrendered.
884

 

The devil is a subtle, intelligent spirit who acts mostly by deceit and hidden 
actions 

It must be clearly noted that the devil is not a "red-suited being" nor any other type of grossly-

physical tempter. He is a subtle, intelligent spirit who acts mostly by deceit and hidden actions, having 

as his greatest victory man's disbelief (atheism, skepticism, denial, rationalism etc.) in his existence 

and power.
 885

 

Evil is very real and we are witnesses of what is taking place in our society 
and the world 

Even "Christian" heads of other traditions have fallen prey to his influence and openly have declared 

that there is no devil, no sin, no hell, and some even deny the existence of God. Others have 

deliberately accepted evil lifestyles to be introduced to their "church" and to defend them as "natural". 

Other "Christian churches" have protected clergy that have abused, seduced, sexually exploited 

children that were entrusted to them. Others include pagan practices and beliefs in their rituals and 

tradition. Others believe that the Holy Bible is outdated and needs to be improved by the 

contemporary man. And others have distorted the Gospel message and the Person of Christ. Others 

have stopped to believe in the Divinity of Christ, in the miracles of Christ, in the Resurrection of 

Christ, in the Kingdom of God etc. etc. 

Evil is very real and we are witnesses of what is taking place in our society and the world. We see the 

violence, immorality, the deception, the wars, the murders, the destruction of the traditional family, 

the abortion and infanticide, the pressure of world governments to impose homosexuality, 

prostitution, on the populace.
886
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FUNDAMENTALISTS, EVANGELICALS AND SATAN/DEVIL 

Lucifer was the crowning achievement of God’s creation, but his overblown 
ego caused him to rebel against God 

According to the narrative, as advocated by Lindsey and most Fundamentalist proponents, God 

created an angelic realm to glorify the Creator, making Lucifer the crowning achievement of creation. 

Among all the angels, Lucifer was the most beautiful and the most intelligent, bright as the morning 

star. Realizing his superiority to the other angels, Lucifer’s ego became overblown, leading him to 

rebel against God. Inflated with pride, Lucifer dared to equate himself to God. Attributing a satire on 

the king of Babylon to Satan, most Fundamentalists believe that the fall of Daystar, son of the 

Morning from the Heavens, refers to the reason for Satan’s rebellion.
887

 

Satan is an actual being to fear, who is determined to destroy God’s 
creation and Christ’s church on earth 

Many Christian Fundamentalists see Satan as an actual being, … someone to fear, someone bent on 

destroying God’s good creation and the sacred mission of Christ’s church on earth.
888

 

Satan is a creature who has established a kingdom 

[Satan] is the tempter, inciter, and accuser. He has a murderous and lying nature. Being a creature, he 

falls under God’s sovereignty. 

In imitation of God, Satan has established a temporary counterfeit kingdom in which he receives glory 

(recognition as lord) from his subjects when they follow in his rebellious footsteps. 

In popular literature on spiritual warfare, many use Isaiah 14: 12– 20 and Ezekiel 28: 11– 19 as 

depictions of Satan’s fall. The hyperbolic language is thought to go beyond the human realm to that 

which is driving the leaders, but the most we can say is that these passages possibly shadow Satan’s 

original fall.
889

 

Evil supernatural Demons exist who are subservient to Satan 

Biblical evidence abounds for the existence of evil supernatural beings subservient to Satan. On their 

origin, however, Scripture does not elaborate. 

There are two major theories. One theory holds that a multitude of angels fell into sin prompted by 

Lucifer’s original rebellion. Another theory speculates that demons are the unnatural offspring of 

angels and antediluvian women. These beings (nĕpilîm, “giants”), the theory states, issued evil spirits 

from their bodies once they were destroyed in either battle or the flood. The Jewish apocalyptic work 

1 Enoch is a major source for this view.
890

 

Conflict exists between the kingdom of Satan and the kingdom of God 

The NT consistently presents a conflict between two realms, the kingdom of Satan, who is the prince 

of this world, and the kingdom of God, which through the incarnation of Jesus Christ has broken into 

Satan’s realm.
891

 

Satan’s rebellion is an actual ongoing drama 

In biblical terms, spiritual warfare essentially encompasses Satan’s rebellion against God and 

manifestations of that rebellion in the created order.
892

 

------ 

The threads of Satan’s rebellion and God’s loving response are interwoven through Scripture as an 

ongoing drama played out on the stage of human history.
893
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------ 

Ultimately, spiritual warfare is not Satan versus angels or humans, but Satan versus God.
894

 

------ 

The most overt instances of spiritual warfare are the demonic encounters sprinkled throughout the 

Synoptics.
895

 

Satan is in continuous conflict with the saved 

As far as the saved are concerned, Satan is in continued conflict with them, tempts them, and seeks to 

corrupt and destroy their testimony and even their physical life.
896

 

Satanic and demonic fury was unleashed against the incarnate Christ 

Satanic and demonic fury were unleashed against the incarnate Christ. The power of sinless humanity 

called forth special satanic temptation of our Lord. The full glow manifested in the earthly life of “the 

light of the world” exposed evil’s darkness.
897

 

The Christian’s most powerful and deceitful enemies are demonic spirit 
powers 

Although defeated and under instruction, the spirit powers have not yet surrendered. Vestiges of their 

power continue to corrupt the disobedient. The Christian’s most powerful and deceitful enemies are 

still demonic, but God’s power is stronger and no evil power will separate the Christian from God’s 

love.
898

 

Satan has the authority that God permits 

Satan’s present work is widespread and destructive. God permits his evil activity for the time being. 

Demons must do Satan’s bidding. The unsaved are largely under Satan’s authority, through the evil 

world system over which he is head and of which the unregenerate are part.
899

 

Satan is the mastermind behind non-Christian religions 

For Lindsey and the millions of Christians whose perception of Satan resonates with Lindsey’s work, 

Satan is the mastermind behind non-Christian religions, specifically Eastern religions, and the drug 

culture of the 1960s. He even credits UFO sightings with the demonic.
900

 

Higher Criticism of the Bible is Satan’s plan to discredit the Bible and 
prevent a personal relationship with God 

[Hal Lindsay] argues that the methodologies used at universities and seminaries to study the sacred 

text known as higher criticism is part of Satan’s plan to discredit the Bible and lead people away from 

having a personal relationship with God.
901

 

A range of views is held by Evangelicals over the nature of demons 

Many evangelical churches functionally built practical theology on a largely materialistic view of the 

universe. With few exceptions, writings in which demons are treated as actual beings have been 

generally limited to charismatic/Pentecostal (J. Penn-Lewis, War on the Saints), non-academic 

evangelical (H. Lindsey, Satan Is Alive and Well on Planet Earth), and missionary contexts (J. L. 

Nevius, Demon Possession). 
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Among evangelical scholars who acknowledged demons, there was discussion over the extent to 

which such entities could influence genuine Christians and what the appropriate vocabulary is for 

describing such influence (M. F. Unger, Biblical Demonology). 

However, for many the reality of demons and demonic influence generally has been limited to 

missionary work in foreign lands. Demons were thought to be less active in Christian cultures.
902

 

Evangelicals hold a range of views on Spiritual warfare 

A resurgence of discussion on spiritual warfare has appeared in evangelical circles, including 

academia. Beginning in the late 1970s, several leading evangelical schools initiated courses in 

spiritual warfare, though such courses usually were offered through departments of missions or 

intercultural studies rather than Bible or theology. 

In the 1980s, recognized evangelical publishers began to offer more titles on the topic, ranging from 

Frank Peretti’s popular novel This Present Darkness to scholarly dissertations such as Clinton 

Arnold’s Ephesians: Power and Magic. Peretti’s book sold well not just in evangelical circles; it also 

penetrated the broader market. His approach, however, denigrates God’s sovereignty (angels are 

powerless unless we pray) and is dangerously close to a form of Christian animism in which spirit 

beings are the cause behind every bad event.
903

 

Salvation occurs for those who believe Satan’s hold on them has been 
broken through the incarnation of God in Jesus Christ 

Through Jesus Christ’s redemptive suffering in the crucifixion, humanity is healed. Hence, salvation 

would occur for those who believe that through the incarnation of God in Jesus, Satan’s hold on 

humanity is broken. But for those who reject Jesus/God, they remain in rebellion and thus under the 

power of Satan. 

Those who participate in other faiths or are more liberal in their interpretation of the biblical narrative 

are, in reality, whether they know it or not, still following Satan’s lies and thus separated now and for 

all eternity from God.
904

 

It is still possible to be delivered from demonic forces through the 
confession of faith in Christ as Saviour 

Deliverance from demonic subjection involves confession of faith in Christ as Savior, repentance of 

occult involvement, and reception of liberation found in Christ. This emphasis on deliverance from 

demonization through the operative power of Jesus Christ is completely consistent with the NT, not at 

all reflecting abuses or superstitions associated with the Middle Ages.
905

 

 

FUNDAMENTALISTS, EVANGELICALS AND HELL 

Conservative Protestantism sees Hell fulfilling a crucial place in their religious 
system 

Hell proved to be such a central concept to twentieth and twenty-first century theologically 

conservative Protestantism because it fulfilled a crucial structural place in the logic of their religious 

system. … Hell was not simply a scare tactic, but was taken by evangelical leaders to be central to the 

intellectual coherence of Christianity itself. Thus, belief in hell was portrayed as one of the bedrocks 

of Christian identity.
906

 

------ 
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The reality or unreality of hell was wound up with questions about the authority of the Bible and the 

very self-coherence of the evangelical intellectual system. Hell was not just a tool; it was and remains 

a central component of the intellectual integrity of most evangelicals’ identities.
907

 

The conservative Protestant theological system rests on the notion of 
damnation and Hell 

Hell was not merely a rhetorical strategy for these evangelists; they believed that the conservative 

Protestant theological system rested upon the notion of damnation. Hell was the consequence of sin, 

and Jesus’ vicarious sacrifice on the cross resolved precisely this problem. Thus, the danger of 

discarding hell was not simply the possibility of societal decay or the need to concede a theological 

point to liberal critics, but the intellectual coherence of their entire way of life.
908

 

In the early 20th century, Protestant Conservatives emphasised hell as a 
central component of Christian doctrine 

Towards the beginning of the [20th] century, liberal Protestants came to either ignore or discard the 

standard teachings of eternal damnation. … In this same time period, theological conservatives 

pushed back on what they saw as this secular perversion of Christian doctrine and emphasized hell as 

a central component of true Christianity. Throughout the middle decades of the century, as this gap 

between the liberal mainline and conservative fundamentalist and evangelical branches of 

Protestantism grew, neo-evangelical leaders continued to portray the rejection of hell as a fatal flaw in 

modern American culture. However, the 1980s saw self-described conservative evangelicals 

beginning to question the traditional doctrine of eternal damnation, whether by rejecting it entirely or 

modifying their conception of hell to seem less at odds with a just and loving God.
909

 

The Bible teaches the doctrine of hell and God’s direct word trumps any 
human moral discomfort 

[A] move common among twentieth century evangelical evangelists from McPherson to Billy 

Graham [was] to express their own moral discomfort with the concept of eternal damnation. In one 

1957 sermon, Graham relayed that he “hate[d] the very thought of hell.” However, such figures 

always supplemented this admission with the assertion that the Bible clearly taught the doctrine. 

God’s direct word trumped any human moral discomfort.
910

 

For evangelicals like Billy Graham, temptations to lead Americans astray 
are traps set by Satan 

Perhaps Graham’s greatest strength laid in his presenting salvation as a stark and immediate concern:  

Every heartbeat is a heartbeat nearer death...the Bible teaches that the wages of sin is 

death, the result of your idolatry, the result of your sin means spiritual death. It means 

separation from God. It means destruction. It means Hell and thousands of us tonight 

are on the broad road that leads to destruction...that is the message of God tonight to 

this great audience of people at Yankee Stadium. They must decide and you must 

decide whether you want to serve other gods or whether you will serve the true and 

living God, and Joshua said you must decide now, not tomorrow, but immediately. 

Graham made hell a very real and present danger by forcing his audience to phenomenologically 

confront both their immediate mortality and future immortality. For Graham and other twentieth 

century evangelicals, these various temptations to lead Americans astray – whether materialism, a 

theological liberalism, or communism – were traps set by a scheming Satan.
911

 

------ 
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In another sermon during his 1957 New York tour, Graham warned that the damned would be in 

perpetual “mental torment,” experience “craving lusts that cannot be satisfied,” remain in complete 

isolation, and be haunted eternally by their own memory.
912

 

------ 

[Billy Graham] said that eternal damnation was “perhaps the hardest of all teachings of 

Christianity to receive” but one that nevertheless could not be swept aside. When one woman 

told him, “I hate the very thought of hell,” he responded, “So do I.”
913

 

Evangelicals live in a world permeated by supernatural forces 

In their minds, the devil, writes W. Scott Poole, “worked overtime to prevent conversions to 

the Christian faith.” Evangelicals lived in a world permeated by supernatural forces warring 

over individual souls, which would either spend an eternity in heaven or hell.
914

 

By the end of the 20th century, many evangelicals perceived aspects of hell 
and eternal damnation as morally problematic 

Theologically conservative Protestants have, at least since the beginning of the twentieth century, 

attempted to secure the continued relevance of the idea of eternal damnation in the face of perceived 

growing public antagonism or disinterest towards the doctrine. … Many of these figures saw belief in 

hell as essential to the intellectual coherence of their Christian way of life. … 

Yet, by the end of the twentieth century, many evangelicals were nevertheless coming to see certain 

aspects of hell and eternal damnation as morally problematic, and some even argued that the 

traditional soteriological scheme ought to be replaced by another model.
915

 

------ 

By the latter decades of the twentieth century, even some of those within the evangelical fold were 

coming to question the more traditional Christian understanding of eternal damnation. … Hell proved 

to be a contentious issue within evangelicalism and stood at the heart of several crucial divides that 

continue to shape twenty-first century American Protestantism.
916

 

From the 1980s, the idea of conscious eternal torment was often openly 
challenged within theologically conservative Protestant circles 

It was, however, not until the 1980s that the idea of conscious eternal torment itself came to be often 

and openly challenged within theologically conservative Protestant circles. … The last two decades of 

the twentieth century saw the open espousal of alternative soteriological models by self-described 

evangelical theologians and laypeople. Yet, as Freeman Barton noted in 1996, unlike the spats of the 

early decades of the century, “this time it is not the agnosticism or universalism of the ‘liberals’ 

against the certitudes of the ‘conservatives.’ The debate about eternal destiny is taking place within 

evangelical Christianity.”
917

 

------ 

In the co-authored 1988 book Evangelical Essentials, a dialogue between Stott and the more liberal 

theologian David L. Edwards, Stott expressed moral discomfort shared by McPherson, Graham, and 

other prominent evangelicals: “Well, emotionally, I find the concept [of eternal conscious torment] 

intolerable. … But our emotions are a fluctuating, unreliable guide to truth and must not be exalted to 

the place of supreme authority in determining it.” 
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The Bible was the only trustworthy source of religious truth, yet, like Fudge and unlike McPherson or 

[Billy] Graham, Stott leaned toward the possibility that the damned would not suffer forever but be 

annihilated instead.
918

 

Laypeople and local clergy are rejecting eternal conscious torment in 
favour of either annihilation or universalism 

There is good evidence that at least from the 1980s, evangelical laypeople and local clergy were 

wrestling with similar soteriological issues and even coming to adopt these minority theological 

positions. Articles dealing with these topics appeared sporadically in the pages of the premier 

evangelical popular publication Christianity Today, and the responses chosen for the “readers’ letters” 

section are instructive of these attitudes. …  

What is most surprising about these letters is how many of them explicitly reject the traditional view 

of eternal conscious torment in favor of either annihilationism or universalism, even before this issue 

becomes a prominent point of discussion at evangelical conferences and in journals. 

A Frederick H. Dise, for instance, responded to the Kantzer piece with a passionate rejection of the 

traditional view: “For too many centuries the teaching of this doctrine has defamed our Creator, 

driven millions away from Christ and redemption, and scared countless others into ‘accepting Christ’ 

in order to escape the horrors of eternal torture.” Far from being foundational to the integrity of the 

gospel, Dise saw the idea of hell as the great hindrance to it.  

Dentler concludes: “How can God claim to be All and in All if the best he can do is save only the tiny 

fraction of mankind Packer has limited him to?”
 

Joseph G.S. Robinson likewise took issue with the presentation of “a God who is love...consign[ing] 

99 percent of a creation pronounced by his wisdom ‘very good’ to a purposeless punishment.”
 

Annihilationism, too, had its defenders among these letters. A Grace Irwin situated annihilationism as 

something of a medium between universalism and eternal damnation. … 

It is surprising that such passionate defenses of these alternate viewpoints appear from presumably 

evangelical readers of this widely-read publication. This suggests that laypeople had been struggling 

with these central theological issues surrounding hell and God’s love, justice, and sovereignty and 

even coming to adopt alternative positions, despite the fact that these were at this point rarely 

discussed as true evangelical alternatives by leading evangelical figures.
919

 

The internet provides the facility for advocates of minority views on hell and 
associated matters 

The internet proved to be fertile ground for the advocacy of these sorts of minority theological 

positions in the 1990s and 2000s. Websites like that of Tentmaker Ministries (tentmaker.org) and the 

Evangelical Universalist Forums (http://www.evangelicaluniversalist.com/) provide both theological 

resources and a space for debate and discussion on their message boards. Rethinking Hell 

(http://rethinkinghell.com/) serves a similar role for advocates of conditional immortalism and 

annihilationism.
920
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SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS AND SATAN 

Satan is a personal being 

As to Satan, or the devil, we hold the uniform teaching of the Word to be that he is definitely a 

personal being—the supreme adversary of God and man.
921

 

Satan was once the highest of the angels but he fell, leading a host of 
angels in rebellion 

[Satan] was, however, once an angel of light, the highest of the angels. He was named “Lucifer, son of 

the morning”. But he fell from his high estate, and drew down with him a host of angels, first into 

disaffection and then into open rebellion against God and His government. … 

He was once called the “anointed cherub that covereth”. He was described as “full of wisdom, and 

perfect in beauty”. He was the embodiment of created perfection, and apparently led the worship of 

the universe. 

He was in the “mountain of God,” where God manifests His glory, and was “perfect” in his ways until 

“iniquity” developed in him. His heart became lifted up because of his beauty, and his wisdom was 

corrupted because of his brightness. Unholy ambition and jealousy ruined him, and he led a host of 

angels in rebellion against God and Christ.
922

 

Satan now heads a kingdom in opposition to God’s kingdom 

[Satan] is now the prince of devils, and heads an opposing kingdom, with legions of evil angels, in 

deadly conflict with the kingdom of God and Christ. … He is now leader of the realm of demons 
923

 

Satan caused Adam and Eve to fall 

This celestial being … appeared in “Eden the garden of God”, and accomplished the fall of Adam and 

Eve. … Adam fell and death came as a consequence of his sin and disobedience.
924

 

Satan is the embodiment of consummate wickedness 

Satan is called the “wicked one”. He is the embodiment of consummate wickedness. He was the 

original sinner, and is the father of lies. He is called the “prince of the power of the air”, the “prince of 

this world”.
925

 

Satan prevents the gospel of God entering or remaining 

He has many subtle “devices”, even transforming himself into an angel of light. He blinds the eyes of 

men so the light of the gospel of God is not perceived. And he snatches the Word of God out of hearts 

where it has been sown. 

Satan lays snares for men, putting wicked purposes into their hearts, and even entering into men. He 

sows tares in God’s field, and works with signs and lying wonders in order to insinuate false views. 

Satan has “ministers” to do his bidding, and churches to carry on his work. And he accuses and 

slanders the “brethren” before God day and night.
926

 

Satan and his evil angels will be brought to “ashes,” and they will not “be 
any more” 

Just before the end of the age his sinister “spirits of demons” influence the nations, gathering them 

together for the great day of God Almighty. At the second advent he will be bound for a thousand 

years. Loosed for a brief season at its close, he will then be cast into the lake of fire, where his 

destruction is final. He, with his evil angels, will be brought to “ashes,” and will not “be any more”.
927
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WATCHTOWER SOCIETY (“JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES”) AND SATAN 

The name “Satan” means “Adversary”, while “Devil” means “Accuser” 

His name Satan means “Resister,” or “Adversary.” “Devil” means “Slanderer,” “Accuser,” or 

“Maligner.” Satan is also called the “serpent” because he used a serpent to deceive Eve in the garden 

of Eden. And he is termed the “dragon” because of his propensity to devour.
928

 

“Satan” without the article (“the”) means “resister” 

SATAN [Resister]. In many places in the Hebrew Scriptures, the word satan appears without the 

definite article. Used in this way, it applies in its first appearance to the angel that stood in the road to 

resist Balaam.
929

 

“Satan” with the article (“the”) refers to Satan the Devil 

In the Hebrew Scriptures … [satan] is used with the definite article ha to refer to Satan the Devil, the 

chief Adversary of God.
930

 

Satan is called “devil” as he is the chief and foremost slanderer and false 
accuser 

DEVIL. This descriptive name was given to Satan because he is the chief and foremost slanderer and 

false accuser of Jehovah, his good word, and his holy name. The Greek diabolos means “slanderer.”
931

 

------ 

There are other instances in the original text of the Christian Greek Scriptures where the word 

diabolos occurs but does not refer to Satan, so the word is properly rendered “slanderer.”
932

 

Satan was one of God’s sons but he opposed and slandered him 

Satan the Devil, originally one of God’s heavenly sons, fell to opposing and slandering Jehovah.
933

 

------ 

The Bible nowhere says that God created an opposer of himself and of his creatures. … [The Devil] 

was once in harmony with God’s truth. But pride and desire to have people worship him instead of 

God moved Satan to forsake his righteous standing and to become a slanderous opposer of God.
934

 

Satan is a real rebel spirit creature 

Satan is a real person. He is a rebel angel, a spirit creature who opposes God. The Bible calls Satan 

“the ruler of this world.” He uses “lying signs” and “deception” to accomplish his aims. … Satan is a 

real person and not merely a personification of evil.
935

 

------ 

The Scriptures leave us in no doubt that there is a personal Devil.
936

 

------ 

The Scriptures consistently refer to the Devil as a person. The Bible’s book of Job opens with an 

account of angelic “sons of the true God” assembling before Jehovah. Concerning this gathering, 
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which doubtless included Jesus in his prehuman form, we read: “Satan proceeded to enter right among 

them.” Satan’s coming among God’s “sons,” who are persons, indicates that he, too, is a person. So 

does the fact that Satan conversed with Jehovah God.
937

 

------ 

The one becoming Satan was, when created, a perfect, righteous creature of God. He is a spirit 

person.
938

 

The Bible does not describe the Devil’s appearance, nor does it teach the 
existence of a fiery hell 

The Bible, though it mentions Satan the Devil scores of times, never describes the Devil’s appearance. 

The popular idea that a winged Devil, with pointed tail and pitchfork, is the keeper of a fiery hell is 

largely due to the imagination of artists, many of whom were influenced by the Inferno of the Italian 

Catholic poet Dante Alighieri. 

People who find that conception repugnant will be happy to know that the Bible does not teach such 

absurd things about the Devil; nor does it teach the existence of a fiery hell.
939

 

Satan spoke through the serpent to deceive Eve 

It was Satan who spoke through the medium of a serpent, seducing Eve into disobedience to God's 

command. In tum, Eve induced Adam to take the same rebellious course. As a consequence of Satan's 

use of the serpent, the Bible gives Satan the title "Serpent, " which came to signify "deceiver".
940

 

Satan has spent the past 6,000 years seeking followers 

Satan has spent some 6,000 years recruiting followers. He even gained the backing of rebel angels 

who under his influence “forsook their own proper dwelling place” in heaven.
941

 

Demons have great power, and they can possess humans and animals 

Though evidently restrained from materializing, [demons] still have great power and influence over 

the minds and lives of men, even having the ability to enter into and possess humans and animals, and 

the facts show that they also use inanimate things such as houses, fetishes, and charms.
942

 

The calamity brought upon Job reveals Satan’s vicious, murderous attitude 

Jehovah allowed Satan to bring calamity upon Job by not interfering. …  

These things reveal the might and power of the spirit creature Satan, as well as his vicious, murderous 

attitude. It is important to note, however, that Satan recognized his impotence in the face of God's 

express command, for he did not challenge God's power and authority when God restricted him from 

taking Job's life.
943

 

Many religious circles do not believe Satan is a real person 

One of [Satan’s] designs is his getting people to believe that he does not even exist! This makes it 

possible for them to become his easy victims. Thus, today, in many religious circles it is fashionable 

to believe that there is no such person as Satan the Devil. … Many clergymen do not believe in the 

Devil’s existence as a person.
944
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Satan uses false religion 

Satan’s design to keep people blind involves his use of false religion. … As a result of such deception, 

humans engage in thousands of different kinds of false religion. … This has gone to such an extreme 

that some are actually worshiping the Devil himself.
945

 

------ 

The true but unwitting group of Devil’s advocates are the clergy of the established Churches 

themselves.
946

 

Satan’s role as the “god of this system” includes control of the political, 
commercial and religious systems 

It is much more to Satan’s liking to hold sway in a subtle way over intelligent, capable persons who 

are highly respected. He does this in his role as “the god of this system of things,” which includes the 

world’s great political, commercial and religious systems.
947

 

------ 

Are not the great traditional religions of the world different? Do they not constitute a mighty bulwark 

against any superhuman evil influence? On the contrary, the religious leaders of both Christendom 

and pagandom have intimately associated themselves with the political and commercial leaders.
948

 

Following a battle in heaven in 1914 CE, Satan the Devil and his angels were 
expelled from heaven 

Satan’s influence on earth is temporary. … Soon the Devil will be put out of action. A new ruler will 

take control of the earth, a righteous king chosen by God himself. That King is Jesus Christ.  

Concerning his enthronement in heaven, Revelation says: “The kingdom of the world did become the 

kingdom of our Lord [Jehovah] and of his Christ.” (Revelation 11:15) Bible chronology, together with 

the fulfillment of Scriptural prophecy, proves that this event took place in the year 1914. 

The Bible also describes what happened shortly after Jesus’ enthronement. It says: “War broke out in 

heaven: Michael [Jesus Christ] and his angels battled with the dragon [Satan the Devil], and the 

dragon and its angels battled but it did not prevail, neither was a place found for them any longer in 

heaven. So down the great dragon was hurled, the original serpent, the one called Devil and Satan, 

who is misleading the entire inhabited earth; he was hurled down to the earth, and his angels were 

hurled down with him.”—Revelation 12:7-9. 

What would be the result of Satan’s expulsion from heaven? Those in heaven could rejoice, but what 

about the earth’s inhabitants? “Woe for the earth and for the sea,” says Revelation 12:12, “because the 

Devil has come down to you, having great anger, knowing he has a short period of time.
949

 

The war in heaven took place in 1914 CE, resulting in Satan and his family 
being expelled 

From 1878 to 1914 the people of Zion were expecting the birth of the new nation. … In 1914 the birth 

of the nation occurred. In 1914 the war in heaven began, and Satan and his official family were 

thrown out of heaven.
950
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Gog, identified as Satan, and his spirit forces are located near earth 
following their expulsion from heaven by 1918 CE 

An alarm was sounded on that Thursday evening, July 23, 1953. The Society’s vice-president, F. W. 

Franz, painted a graphic picture of the coming attack upon Jehovah’s people by Gog of Magog and 

his hordes. Gog, the prophecy’s principal character, was identified as Satan. And, Franz showed, the 

land of Magog is the location of the wicked spirit forces in a limited spiritual realm near earth’s 

vicinity following their expulsion from heaven by 1918 (C.E.). (Rev. 12:7-9) The speaker showed that 

the present prosperity, unity and security of Jehovah’s people would cause Gog and his forces to 

attack. But through all this terrific storm Jehovah would preserve the New World society.
951

 

Satan, along with other wicked spirit creatures, is confined to the vicinity of 
the earth 

Satan is a spirit creature, so he lives in an invisible realm. For a time, Satan was allowed to move 

about at will where God and the faithful angels reside. Now, however, he has been evicted from 

God’s presence and, along with other wicked spirit creatures, is confined to the vicinity of the earth.
952

 

The Creator will soon end Satan’s reign 

Satan’s evil reign is soon to end. The Bible foretells that soon the all-powerful Creator of the universe 

will rid his realm of all opposers. Satan’s rule will be succeeded by, as the apostle Peter wrote, “new 

heavens and a new earth.”
953

 

Satan is about to wage the final battle on Jehovah’s Witnesses on earth in 
the war he has been waging since his expulsion from heaven in 1914 CE 

Gog of Magog [Satan] will attack the remaining anointed ones [the “144,000 anointed Jehovah’s 

Witnesses” still on earth] and their other sheep companions [the bulk of “Jehovah’s Witnesses”].  

This attack against established Kingdom rule [The Watchtower Society] will be Satan’s last battle in a 

war that he has been waging against the anointed remnant since his expulsion from heaven [in 1914 

CE]. … At the time when all false religious organizations are gone and God’s people [Jehovah’s 

Witnesses] are seemingly living “unprotected by walls, bars, or gates,” Satan will … incite his wicked 

enforcers to move in for an all-out attack on those who are Kingdom [Watchtower] supporters.
954

 

Within this generation (1974), a great tribulation will destroy this present 
system, and 1000 years later, Satan will be eternally destroyed 

Nearly six thousand years have elapsed since the Devil first imposed his rule over humankind. …  

Bible prophecy indicates that within the present generation a “great tribulation” will sweep into 

destruction religious “Babylon the Great,” the political “wild beast” and all other parts of this present 

earthly system of things. 

Right after that, Satan will be ‘bound and abyssed,’ restrained from all contact with the earth, for a 

full thousand years. Finally he will be eternally destroyed.
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LATTER-DAY SAINTS (“MORMONS”) AND SATAN 

Satan is a literal being who is as alive as God is alive and as we are alive 

Satan lives. We must realize that he lives just as certainly as God lives and as we live. Those who 

teach that there is no devil are either ignorant of the facts or are deceivers.
956

 

------ 

Latter-day Saints view Satan as a literal being—a personage of spirit with neither horns, cloven 

hooves, nor forked tail—and believe his purpose is to provide opposition between good and evil.
957

 

------ 

A corollary to the pernicious falsehood that God is dead is the equally pernicious doctrine that there is 

no devil. Satan himself is the father of both of these lies.
958

 

------ 

There is a personal devil, and we had better believe it. He and a countless host of followers, seen and 

unseen, are exercising a controlling influence upon men and their affairs in our world today.
959

 

People lived as spirits before they were born onto the earth. Christ was the 
first-born and Lucifer was “a son of the morning” 

The Plan of Salvation, as revealed by Christ to His prophets [of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints – “Mormons”], states that all people lived (before they were born onto the earth) as spirits 

in a pre-mortal existence, the spirit-offspring of God. 

Christ was the first-born of God’s spirit children, and Lucifer was “a son of the morning.” That is, he 

was among the first born, but was also an intelligent, bright spirit. … 

Since all of Heavenly Father’s spirit children are brothers and sisters to each other, Christ is our 

brother, as was Lucifer.
960

 

------ 

[Satan] is a spirit son of God who was once an angel “in authority in the presence of God”.
961

 

Satan wanted to force men to do God’s will whereas God’s plan was for 
individuals to progress through personally choosing between good and evil 

That which Satan sought as being “evil before God” was to force all men to do the will of God. Using 

compulsion or force he offered to ‘save’ every person, and for so doing he demanded the honor and 

the glory that belongs to God. In contrast to Satan’s proposition, the Lord’s plan permitted individual 

progress by giving us the right to choose between good and evil.
962

 

------ 

In the premortal Council in Heaven, Lucifer, as Satan was then called, rebelled against Heavenly 

Father and the plan of salvation. In this rebellion against God, Satan “sought to destroy the agency of 

man”. He said: “I will redeem all mankind, that one soul shall not be lost, and surely I will do it; 

wherefore give me thine honor”.
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The Lord chose Christ as the Savior but Satan became angry that his plan 
was rejected by God, and Satan rebelled 

The plan initiated by the Lord was to provide a savior for fallen man, to redeem him not only from 

Adam’s fall, but from his own inevitable bad choices. Christ was the chosen Savior, and all the spirits 

in heaven were called upon to give their common consent to the plan and to uphold Christ in His 

chosenness. Satan became angry when his alternative plan was rejected by God, and rebelled against 

Him. He was so convincing that a “third part” of all of Heavenly Father’s spirit children followed 

him.
964

 

Lucifer and his followers were thrown out of heaven and were denied the 
opportunity to have mortal bodies 

Thus, Lucifer and his followers were cast out of Heaven and were denied the opportunity to have 

mortal bodies, which means they are also cut off from the resurrection. They are also eternally cut off 

from the presence of God. Satan and his followers work to thwart Heavenly Father’s plan and lead 

His children to sin and spiritual death.
965

 

------ 

As a result of this rebellion, Satan and his followers were cut off from God’s presence and denied the 

blessing of receiving a physical body. They were also denied the opportunity to receive any 

inheritance in a kingdom of glory.
966

 

Satan is angry that his plan was not adopted, angry at the failure of his 
rebellion, angry of being deprived of a body 

Satan is the enemy of the righteous and those working to bring about God’s will. He is a necessary 

opposite to God.
967

 

------ 

Satan, also called the adversary or the devil, is the enemy of righteousness and those who seek to 

follow God.
968

 

------ 

The adversary ... aims to destroy us. Angry that his plan was not adopted in the heavens; angry at his 

failure in the rebellion against God and at his expulsion from the courts of glory; angry at his being 

deprived of a body, he and those who fell with him have been eager ever since that dreadful time to 

destroy their brethren and sisters who did not rebel with them.
969

 

Satan employs force, fear, subtlety, cunning, flattery, truths, half-truths, 
doubt, and disharmony 

One of Satan’s favorite tactics is to use force. Since the beginning he has been opposed to God’s plan 

of agency. Satan, when he can, upholds dictatorships, restricting the rights and liberties of people to 

choose that which is right or good. He also uses fear to his advantage. …  

Force is not Satan’s only tool. His best chance is to be subtle and cunning. He flatters and justifies, 

tells lies and half-truths, and sows doubt and disharmony.
970

 

------ 

Because Satan “seeketh that all men might be miserable like unto himself”, he and his followers try to 

lead us away from righteousness. He directs his most strenuous opposition at the most important 

aspects of Heavenly Father’s plan of happiness. For example, he seeks to discredit the Savior and the 
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priesthood, to cast doubt on the power of the Atonement, to counterfeit revelation, to distract us from 

the truth, and to contradict individual accountability. He attempts to undermine the family by 

confusing gender, promoting sexual relations outside of marriage, ridiculing marriage, and 

discouraging childbearing by married adults who would otherwise raise children in righteousness.
971

 

 

SATANISTS AND SATAN/DEVIL 

Some seek to be Satan’s disciples 

For some, Satan is not a being to be feared or rebuked but rather an exemplar to be revered and 

embraced. Those who seek to be Satan’s disciples have created congregations where they can gather 

to worship Satan, or more accurately, what Satan represents.
972

 

THE CHURCH OF SATAN 

Probably the first congregation established for this purpose was the Church of Satan, founded in 1966 

by a former circus and carnival showman named Anton Szandor LaVey. Part religion and part 

capitalist venture, the Church of Satan, led by the high priest LaVey, helped shape, through his many 

writings, what Satan means today to the Satanists.
973

 

The Church of Satan’s nine satanic statements 

The Church of Satan’s Golden Rule is “Do unto others as they do unto you”. As a congregation, it 

adheres to nine satanic statements written by LaVey to serve as their Ten Commandments. These nine 

satanic statements denote what Satan signifies for the church. They are: 

(1) Satan represents indulgence instead of abstinence; 

(2) Satan represents vital existence instead of spiritual pipe dreams; 

(3) Satan represents undefiled wisdom instead of hypocritical self-deceit; 

(4) Satan represents kindness to those who deserve it instead of love wasted on ingrates; 

(5) Satan represents vengeance instead of turning the other cheek; 

(6) Satan represents responsibility to the responsible instead of concern for psychic vampires; 

(7) Satan represents us humans as mere animals, sometimes better, more often worse than 

those that walk on all-fours, who, because of our “divine spiritual and intellectual 

development,” have become the most vicious animals of all; 

(8) Satan represents all of the so-called sins, as they all lead to physical, mental, or emotional 

gratification; and 

(9) Satan has been the best friend the wider Christian church has ever had, having kept it in 

business all these years.
974

 

The Satanists’ nine satanic sins 

For [Satanists], the nine satanic sins are: (1) stupidity; (2) pretentiousness; (3) solipsism; (4) self-

deceit; (5) herd conformity; (6) lack of perspective; (7) forgetfulness of past orthodoxies; (8) 

counterproductive pride; and (9) lack of aesthetics.
975

 

THE TEMPLE OF SET 

A portion of the Church of Satan splintered in 1975, creating a new sect under the leadership of a Lt. 

Colonel with the U.S. Army, Michael Aquino. He began the Temple of Set
976

 in 1975 with himself as 

high priest.
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THE SATANIC TEMPLE978 

Do you worship Satan? 

It is the position of The Satanic Temple that religion can, and should, be divorced from superstition. 

As such, we do not promote a belief in a personal Satan. To embrace the name Satan is to embrace 

rational inquiry removed from supernaturalism and archaic tradition-based superstitions. The Satanist 

should actively work to hone critical thinking and exercise reasonable agnosticism in all things. Our 

beliefs must be malleable to the best current scientific understandings of the material world — never 

the reverse. 

Do you promote evil? 

The Satanic Temple holds to the basic premise that undue suffering is bad, and that which reduces 

suffering is good. We do not believe in symbolic “evil.” We embrace blasphemy as a legitimate 

expression of personal independence from counter-productive traditional norms. 

What does Satan mean to The Satanic Temple? 

Satan is symbolic of the Eternal Rebel in opposition to arbitrary authority, forever defending personal 

sovereignty even in the face of insurmountable odds. Satan is an icon for the unbowed will of the 

unsilenced inquirer… the heretic who questions sacred laws and rejects all tyrannical impositions. 

Ours is the literary Satan best exemplified by Milton and the Romantic Satanists, from Blake to 

Shelley, to Anatole France. 

If you do not believe in the supernatural, how is The Satanic Temple a 
religion? 

The idea that religion belongs to supernaturalists is ignorant, backward, and offensive. The 

metaphorical Satanic construct is no more arbitrary to us than are the deeply held beliefs that we 

actively advocate for. Are we supposed to believe that those who pledge submission to an ethereal 

supernatural deity hold to their values more deeply than we? Are we supposed to concede that only 

the superstitious are proper recipients of religious exemption and privilege? In fact, Satanism provides 

us all that a religion should, without a compulsory attachment to untenable items of faith-based belief: 

It provides a narrative structure by which we contextualize our lives and works. It provides a body of 

symbolism and religious practice — a sense of identity, culture, community, and shared values. 

What does The Satanic Temple believe? 

We believe in the pursuit of knowledge and freedom of Will.  

There are seven fundamental tenets 

 One should strive to act with compassion and empathy towards all creatures in accordance 

with reason. 

 The struggle for justice is an ongoing and necessary pursuit that should prevail over laws and 

institutions. 

 One’s body is inviolable, subject to one’s own will alone. 

 The freedoms of others should be respected, including the freedom to offend. To willfully and 

unjustly encroach upon the freedoms of another is to forgo one's own. 

 Beliefs should conform to our best scientific understanding of the world. We should take care 

never to distort scientific facts to fit our beliefs. 

 People are fallible. If we make a mistake, we should do our best to rectify it 

and remediate any harm that may have been caused. 

 Every tenet is a guiding principle designed to inspire nobility in action and thought. The spirit 

of compassion, wisdom, and justice should always prevail over the written or spoken word. 

Materially, we believe in nothing that is not demonstrably true, and hold to even those beliefs 
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with an understanding that they, too, must remain open to revision in the light of new 

scientific understandings. 

How is The Satanic Temple different from Humanists? 

A unifying attribute of all satanists is our embrace of our outsider status. In addition, satanists adhere 

to the principles of individual sovereignty and rejection of tyrannical authority. These concerns are of 

paramount importance to us, but are not fundamental components of Humanism. 
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APPENDIX: ISLAM’S SPIRIT WORLD 
Jinni 

Jinni, a supernatural spirit of flame and air, capable of assuming human or 
animal form 

Jinni, plural Jinn, also called Genie, Arabic Jinnī, in Arabic mythology, a supernatural spirit below 

the level of angels and devils. … Jinn are beings of flame or air who are capable of assuming human 

or animal form and are said to dwell in all conceivable inanimate objects—stones, trees, ruins—

underneath the earth, in the air, and in fire.
979

 

------ 

Jinns are intelligent beings in Islamic belief system which have free will just like human beings. 

Unlike humans however they are made of smokeless fire. Jinns are also supposed to have different 

religions just like humans e.g., Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism etc. and even Atheism. Jinns 

are supposed to live in the unseen world which can be thought of as a parallel dimension co-existing 

with our own.
980

 

 

 
 

Jinn by the Ottoman master Mehmed Siyah 

Kalem
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Jinns from a medieval Islamic manuscript 

Wonders of Creation
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Classifications of jinn 

Jinn, Djinn and Genie are all interchangeable words that refer to the same thing. Jinn is another word 

for ghost, spirit, ghoul, etc. 

Listed below are some classifications of Jinn. They are listed from the most powerful at the top, to the 

least at the bottom. There are some who don’t fall under these classifications because they had a 

different origin and fall under way too many other smaller categories. 

Most Jinn will be classified in one of the following categories: 

Marid – They are associated with the water element. They are the most powerful in this classification, 

but can be dangerous. 

Ifrit – These are associated with the fire element. They are generally malicious, rebellious, and evil. 

They tend to cheat and sabotage. 

Shaitan – These are described as malicious and evil, and full of deception. These are usually 

associated with Satan. 

Ghul – Ghuls are associated with dark magic. They only appear after the sun sets. 

Jann – They are considered to be the weakest, but they should not be taken lightly, for they are still 

very powerful.
983

 

Jinn delight in punishing humans but humans knowing the magical powers 
can exploit jinn to their advantage 

[Jinn] possess the bodily needs of human beings and can even be killed, but they are free from all 

physical restraints. Jinn delight in punishing humans for any harm done them, intentionally or 

unintentionally, and are said to be responsible for many diseases and all kinds of accidents; however, 

those human beings knowing the proper magical procedure can exploit the jinn to their advantage.
984

 

Official Islām acknowledges the existence of jinn 

Belief in jinn was common in early Arabia, where they were thought to inspire poets and soothsayers. 

Even Muḥammad originally feared that his revelations might be the work of jinn. Their existence was 

further acknowledged in official Islām, which indicated that they, like human beings, would have to 

face eventual salvation or damnation. 

Jinn, especially through their association with magic, have always been favourite figures in North 

African, Egyptian, Syrian, Persian, and Turkish folklore and are the centre of an immense popular 

literature, appearing notably in The Thousand and One Nights.
985

 

 

Ifrit 

Ifrit, a class of powerful malevolent supernatural beings 

Ifrit, … in Islamic mythology and folklore, a class of powerful malevolent supernatural beings, … 

formidable rebellious beings. … Popular tales generally depict an enormous winged creature of 

smoke, either male or female, who lives underground and frequents ruins. … 

Ifrits live in a society structured along ancient, Arab tribal lines, complete with kings, tribes, and 

clans. They generally marry one another, but they can also marry humans.
986
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Humans can kill or capture an ifrit through magic 

While ordinary weapons and forces have no power over them, they are susceptible to magic, which 

humans can use to kill them or to capture and enslave them. As with the jinn, an ifrit may be either a 

believer or an unbeliever, good or evil, but is most often depicted as a wicked and ruthless being.
987

 

  

Shaitan 

Shaitan is an unbelieving class of spirits (jinn) and is also the name of the 
devil (Iblīs) 

Shaitan, also spelled Sheitan, Arabic Shayṭān, in Islāmic myth, [is] an unbelieving class of jinn 

(“spirits”); it is also the name of Iblīs, the devil, when he is performing demonic acts. 

In the system of evil jinn outlined by the Arab writer al-Jāḥiẓ, the shaitans are identified simply as 

unbelieving jinn.
988

 

Shaitans function as demons 

The exact nature of the shaitans, however, is difficult to determine. Historically, among the pre-

Islāmic Arabs, they functioned as familiars, or Greek demons, providing inspiration for soothsayers 

and poets.
989

 

While they are not necessarily evil, the Shaitans belong to the hordes 
commanded by Iblīs, the devil 

In the stories of Solomon, the shaitans seem to be no more than particularly knowledgeable jinn. In 

the Qurʾān, however, they assume the role of devil, an obvious borrowing from Judaic tradition. 

While they are not necessarily evil, they belong to the hordes commanded by Iblīs, the devil. … He 

and the shaitans whisper evil suggestions into men’s ears but have no real power over men. It is said 

that they are as close to men as their blood, but the shaitans can only tempt, and their success depends 

on their ingenuity.
990

 

Every harmful, deviating and rebellious entity is referred to as Shaytan. Iblīs 
is the name of the Shaytan who deceived Adam 

Shaytan is a ‘common noun’ whereas Iblis is a ‘proper noun’. In other words, every harmful, 

deviating and rebellious entity – human or otherwise – is referred to as Shaytan. Iblis is the name of 

that Shaytan who deceived Adam and even presently, together with his soldiers and forces, lies in 

ambush of the humans.
991

 

Folklore describes Shaitan as exceptionally ugly, capable of taking on 
human form 

Folklore, however, describes them as exceptionally ugly creatures, either male or female, capable of 

assuming human form—though their feet always remain hooves. They eat excrement and use disease 

as their weapon and are said to exist on the borderline between light and darkness. Indian and Syrian 

shaitans are described as the strongest of their class.
992
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Jinn Shaitan from the 14th century Book of Wonders
993

 

Shaytan has also been employed to refer to microbes 

In addition to this, the word Shaytan has been employed to refer to microbes too: For example, the 

Commander of the Faithful has said: 

“Do not drink water from the broken portion of the vessel nor from the portion of the 

handle, for surely, the Shaytan sits upon the handle and the broken portion.”  

Imam as-Sadiq has also said: 

“(Water) should not be drunk from the handle (side) of a jug and nor from the broken 

portion of it, if present, for these are the drinking-place of the ‘Shaytans’.”  

The Noble Prophet has said: 

“Do not lengthen (the hair of) your moustaches, for the Shaytan makes it a haven for 

himself and conceals himself there!”  

Thus, it becomes clear that one of the meanings of Shaytan is ‘harmful microbes’. Nevertheless, this 

does not mean that it possesses this meaning on all occasions and in all instances. Rather, it means 

that Shaytan has several meanings, one of the most obvious of them being ‘Iblis and his assistants’; 

another being ‘corrupt humans’; while at times it is also employed to refer to ‘harmful bacteria’.
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Iblīs 

In Islam, Iblīs is the personal name of the devil 

Iblīs, in Islam, [is] the personal name of the devil, probably derived from the Greek diabolos. Iblīs, 

the counterpart of the Jewish and Christian Satan, is also referred to as ʿadūw Allāh (enemy of God), 

ʿadūw (enemy), or, when he is portrayed as a tempter, ash-Shayṭān (demon).
995

 

Muslim scholars have been trying to explain the ambiguous identification of 
Iblīs in the Qur’ān 

Iblīs has long been a figure of speculation among Muslim scholars, who have been trying to explain 

the ambiguous identification of Iblīs in the Qur’ān as either angel or jinnī, a contradiction in terms, as 

angels are created of light (nūr) and are incapable of sin, while jinn are created of fire (nār) and can 

sin. Traditions on this point are numerous and conflicting.
996

 

There are limits to the powers of Iblīs and his Shayatin 

Although cunning, Iblis and his Shayatin have a powerful influence over the human mind, their 

powers are limited. Multiple times in the Quran, Iblis admits that he is incapable of misleading 

followers who are true to Allah. He can tempt and taunt, but he can never take control of a man’s 

mind. 

Iblis and the Shayatin are also incapable of causing physical harm to any man, but don’t get too 

comfortable! They are very able to inspire someone else, like an evil djinn or a corrupt man, to attack 

you! 

If Iblis or one of his demons does manage to get inside your head, you can easily reverse the damage 

by praying to Allah or by performing ablution, a kind of ritualistic wash with holy water.
997

 

The physical appearance of Iblīs and of the Shayatin 

Iblis, the lord of all Shayatin, is described as a sweeping force and a whispering voice. He is visible 

only to donkeys, who bray desperate warnings when they see him. However, he does sometimes 

appear in a man’s form to steal food or gather followers. 

The demon horde that answers to Iblis is a much uglier sight. These Shayatin are small, gnarled 

creatures with dark skin and dangerous horns and teeth. Sometimes, djinn are numbered among these 

demons. Five types of djinn exist: a type like airborne odours and fragrances, a snake-like type, a type 

like scorpions, a type like insects of the earth, and a type like mankind.
998

 

Iblīs refused to bow down obediently before Adam 

At the creation of man, God ordered all his angels to bow down in obedience before Adam. Iblīs 

refused, claiming he was a nobler being since he was created of fire, while man came only of clay. 

For this exhibition of pride and disobedience, God threw Iblīs out of heaven. His punishment, 

however, was postponed until the Judgment Day, when he and his host will have to face the eternal 

fires of hell; until that time he is allowed to tempt all but true believers to evil.  

As his first demonic act, Iblīs, referred to in this context as shayṭān, entered the Garden of Eden and 

tempted Eve to eat of the tree of immortality, causing both Adam and Eve to forfeit paradise.
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Iblis was one of Allah’s favorite creations, a glorious creature made of fire so pure that not even 

smoke could mar its beauty. When Iblis refused to bow to Adam, a mere man made of clay, Allah 

banished him from heaven. He plummeted to earth in despair, but he swore to take revenge on Adam 

and all clay-men like him—and so far, he has done an excellent job of taking his revenge.
1000

 

------ 

Readers of the Quran first meet Iblis when Allah presents his newest creation, Adam, to his friends in 

heaven. Allah asks the angels and Iblis to bow down to Adam, but Iblis refuses. To punish Iblis for his 

disobedience, Allah throws the djinn out of heaven, forcing him to live on earth in exile.
1001

 

Iblīs caused the fall of Adam 

Twice, the Quran mentions the story of Adam and Eve, which is more fully explored in the Christian 

Bible. In both passages, the Quran explains that Iblis’ voice inspired Adam to seek out the forbidden 

fruit from the Tree of Knowledge. Iblis promised that the fruit would make Adam immortal, equal 

with the angels. Instead, when Adam and Eve ate the fruit, Allah was enraged, and he banished from 

the paradise where they had been living. Thus, Iblis was revenged against Adam.
1002

 

The account of Adam’s fall is retold in the Qu’ran 

This account for Satan’s fall because of Adam found a great deal of favor in many works, but in none 

so much as in the Qu’ran, … Just as in English the Greek Diabolos was transformed to “Devil,” so in 

Arabic it became “Iblis.” The scenario is much the same in all of the accounts … Although Iblis is 

usually called an angel, in one sura he himself states that he belongs to the lower rank of creatures 

called the Jinns, … creatures made from fire. 

Allah ordered Iblis to be cast out of heaven and sent to hell, but Iblis pleaded to have the second half 

of his punishment (going to hell) postponed until Judgment Day. Allah relented, and Iblis remained on 

earth, now called Satan (Shaitan), where he proceeded to destroy the prospects of Adam and his 

progeny.
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